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Abstract

Software is increasingly built on the principles of Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA). This paradigm enables applications to publish their functionality as ser-
vices. Other software components executing in an SOA can lean on the functional-
ity provided by those services through service interactions. These interactions are
either explicit or implicit. An explicit interaction invokes an operation published
by the public interface of a service. An implicit interaction, on the other hand,
reacts to events signalled by other services. This dissertation studies how explicit
and implicit stateless service interactions are implemented in object-oriented pro-
gramming languages, taking the OSGi services platform as an example. We study
the challenging aspects of such interactions and identify weaknesses in the state
of the practice. We then propose language constructs that not only realize ex-
pressive inter-service communication at a higher level of abstraction but also
augment the amount of compile-time guarantees concerning the correctness of
such interactions.

The first part of this dissertation studies explicit services interactions. We
identify service plurality and service volatility as the most prevalent challenges
being faced by developers of service-oriented applications. After evaluating how
OSGi handles these challenges, we propose specialized language constructs for ex-
plicitly interacting with services. These concepts shield developers from the tech-
nicalities of service retrieval and hence allow for the implementation of expressive
interactions at a higher level of abstraction. That this language extension also
fosters compile-time guarantees is shown by Middleweight ServiceJ, our formal-
ization. The integration of ServiceJ concepts in Java is realized by a preprocessor
that compiles our new constructs to Java via a metamodel transformation.

The second part of this dissertation studies implicit service interactions. Such
interactions are subject to challenges other than those already identified for
explicit interactions. Taking again OSGi as an example, we study how Event-
Condition-Action rules can be implemented using current techniques. Then, we
introduce EventJ, a language that allows to expressively implement implicit ser-
vice interactions at a high level of abstraction while fostering compile-time guar-
antees. These concepts are formalized in Middleweight EventJ, whereas our meta-
model, EventJnome, realizes the transformation of our language extension to Java
so as to allow for experimenting with it in case studies.

The solutions proposed in this disseration are primarily geared towards the
development of non-distributed service-oriented software, though we point out
how they can be extended towards distributed SOA environments.



Thank You

I remember vividly, a day years ago, in early February 2005, when I was driving
through fierce rain from Brecht to Leuven for a meeting about my Master thesis.
With Eric Steegmans as a promoter and Geert Delanote as a counsellor, we would
typically discuss my progress so as to set new goals for six weeks to come. But
suddenly, the meeting turned as Eric asked me what I was going to do the next
year. The answer to that question was straightforward; it had been lingering in my
head ever since I followed his 2nd year course and I admit that I largely chose that
thesis subject in order to obtain a position in his research group. That February
was a month to remember: not only did I find myself a great girlfriend, Ellen Van
Den Bergh, I also had the best time at my student room with Mathias Deckers,
and it seemed that my dream of becoming a PhD researcher would materialize as
well.

You may be wondering why I tell you this; if you were expecting a traditional
preface, then you would be right as I need to thank a lot of people. But I’m also
about to leave the domain of Computer Science, so I grab this opportunity as a
pacifier against any upheaval of future nostalgia by telling what I’ve done the last
four years and by showing how other people sacrificed significant chunks of their
time so as to help me complete this work.

I graduated in July 2005. That same year, on August 16th, I joined the SOM
research group. Despite a degree in Informatics, I failed to set up my own system,
so I needed a very patient colleague to help me. My favourite victim was my former
thesis counsellor, Geert, who would continue to guide me through challenging PhD
issues for the next years.

I was not the only newcomer: Koen Vanderkimpen was also eagerly waiting to
start his research career. The next four years, we would become Alma companions
and we would now and then go to a restaurant to share our thoughts about getting
a PhD. Days after I joined SOM, I also met Jeroen Boydens and Marko van Dooren,
whose unbridled enthusiasm immediately pointed me to research topics that now
serve as the fundamentals of this PhD text. If you see this as one of their major
contributions, then you’re absolutely right, but be sure to keep reading.

In those early weeks as a researcher, I wrote a proposal for a research scholar-
ship that later would be rejected for a lack of experience, enthusiasm, or any other
vague term that justifies rejectance without a need for further motivation. And I
think their decision was right because, in those days, I would rather grab a drink
in Leuven with the people who turned my student years into a time to remember:
Pieter Hens, Geert Monsieur, Peter Van Weert, Kris De Swert and Bram Luyten.
No one ever “wenteled” in Leuven the way we did and during the course of this
PhD, we would tour the USA West Coast, or just take some time off in France.
There’s always room in life for this.

Research is an important part of a doctorate, but luckily, there is much more
to it than that. Late 2005, my papers got turned down, so I had to extract my



motivation from my work as a teaching assistant and an ombudsman. Eric was
convinced that I would be a good assistant for his course on programming lan-
guages. I laughed when he said that because, apparently, he didn’t realize that
I had skipped his classes, including all exercise sessions. But I was lucky to be
teamed up with Marko van Dooren, who knows much more about programming
than I’ll ever know, so I could forward the tougher questions to him while develop-
ing my own style of coaching and motivating students. Later, in 2007, Wina would
award me the prize for best teaching assistant in Informatics. I am convinced that
that award should carry both our names.

Early 2006, despite having my scholarship turned down, I was motivated more
than ever to start a new area of research. Credits are again due to Eric and
his unique way of giving you all the freedom you need to search for your own
research topics, while still providing you ample opportunities to find inspiration.
Late December 2005, he had sent Koen and me to Javapolis, where I learnt about
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the beauty of asking receipts in over-
priced restaurants. That conference fuelled my interest in service orientation, and
together with Eric, I had created the fundamentals of the first part of this text by
the end of January 2006.

Around that time, I took a seminar series on formal methods, organized by
Frank Piessens. I hated formal methods more than anything else. But Marko
made me realize that augmenting your ideas with formal models at the same time
augments the quality of your research. With every participant contributing a
presentation, I felt more acquainted with such theories and hence became more
confident about building my own formalizations. The result can be seen in large
parts of this text and that’s largely due to that reading club.

Apart from that, 2006 was not a year to remember when it comes to research.
Let me tell you about other things instead. Back then, we used to go to the “Wina-
bar” every Wednesday. Me and Mathias would get beaten at the fussball table
all night long, while trying hard to make it to the top of the yearly “godscentie”
rankings. We finished after Thijs Dhollander, but no one was surprised that he
would win the contest. In those days, Bas Kemper, Dries Deschout and Tim
Vermeiren were frequently around too. And I also remember how Wouter Beckers,
one of my best friends since my first year in Leuven, often took Cindy De Wilde
to the bar. They recently got married and I wish them all the best.

The closing hour of an average Winabar caused my chair to be empty on
Thursday mornings. Yes, I admit, it was empty on most mornings, but not in the
least on Thursday. Thursday was also the day that Jeroen, Geert and Koen would
grab a quick spaghetti at ViaVia, not too far from where I lived. So not rarely,
they would give me a wake up call to ask whether I would be interested in joining
them. I joined them for a drink; having spaghetti as breakfast was often overly
ambitious.

You may be wondering why you are having this PhD text in your hands. You’re



already at the top of the third page and I’ve only been talking about failed paper
submissions and turned down scholarships. Well, December 2006 marks the end
of that period with the acceptance of my IWT scholarship, and early February
2007, I got my first paper accepted at a workshop. Nico Janssens and Frans Sanen
were presenting there as well and, together with the other participants, guided my
research towards technologies that now serve as the fundamentals of the material
discussed in this text.

That in turn led to the acceptance of my ICWS paper in April 2007 and the
unforgettable road trip through the USA West Coast. Having a paper accepted
at ICWS also made me feel more at ease about whether my research was really
going somewhere. So in September, I decided to diversify things a bit by taking
management classes and French lessons, which in turn allowed me to meet a great
bunch of new people.

Next to taking exams and learning French, I also had the chance to visit some
nice places in Europe. Budget restrictions typically forced me to go alone to such
venues, the exception being Berlin, where Bart Verleye was staying while I was
presenting at a conference. He is now working on the other side of the world, but
that did not stop him from motivating me by tracking my progress during the final
stage of this PhD.

In July 2008, Ellen and I took a lastminute to Gran Canaria, where we “acci-
dentally” found ourselves 800 metres away from the hotel in which Jeroen Boydens
and his wife, Caat Devroedt, had booked a room. During the day, Ellen and I
would tour the island; during the evening, we would join Jeroen, Caat and their
kids at a local bar near the beach. There’s always room in life for this, too.

Fall 2008 brought the end of my research and the start of the writing phase.
Much against common advice, I decided to write everything from scratch because
I felt that doing so would allow me to deliver a more consistent message. Reuse
may be great in software engineering, but I am not convinced that it transfers to
consistent writing. In those days, Marko kept a close eye on my planning, while
Jeroen took his usual role of a sparring partner and reviewed the draft of this text.

The writing phase also makes you wonder what you will be doing after your
PhD. I got more and more convinced that a job in strategy consulting would be
the next best thing to do for me, a career switch that I had been reflecting on
for two years. So I got myself invited for a Bain & Company presentation early
November. I signed my job offer in January 2009, owing a lot to Caat for giving
me advice on selection rounds and on consulting in general.

I used to work hard around that time, but on Fridays, I would follow my
brother, Peter, and his friends, Jan Marquant and Koen Coene, to The Seven
Oaks. They all graduated a year earlier and they have all landed nice jobs, so we
had to reschedule our parties to the weekend. Our group was complemented by
Wouter Van Ranst, despite the tremendous workload he had to face for his thesis.
Sorry for that.



Sooner than I could imagine came the moment that I had to submit this text
to the jury. I would like to thank Dirk Vandermeulen, Wouter Joosen, Guido
Dedene, Patrick De Causmaecker, Serge Demeyer and Ella Roubtsova for willing
to join my jury and for being concerned about the coverage of this research, as
well as the quality of the text. Special thanks to Ella, not only for her detailed
review, but also for being so enthusiastic about my research ever since we met in
Madeira at ENASE 2008.

Finally, a word about my parents. For the past eight years, they have supported
my brother and me in any way they possibly could. Not only by driving us to the
train station or by cooking some meals for us to eat during the week. But more
importantly, by putting us at ease in times of exams and by being happy for us
when we successfully tackled an exam, or when a conference decided to accept one
of my papers. Thanks alot for that.

What I liked most about the past four years is the opportunity to meet new
people at so many different places. At conferences, where PhD students share your
research interests. At the department, when students call on you as a teaching
assistant or when they need your help as an ombudsman. And after work, when
you unexpectedly encounter people who would later turn out to be more important
than you could ever have thought.

Happy reading,
Sven De Labey
Leuven, June 12th 2009



Oui, l’enfer doit être ainsi: des rues à enseignes et pas moyen de s’expliquer.
On est classé une fois pour toutes.

—Albert Camus, La Chute
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In a 2008 enterprise software customer survey1, as much as 31% of the
respondents saw Software as a Service (SaaS) as the most important IT trend
impacting their business. The next most important trends (accounting for 25%)
were Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web Services. Not only do these
trends dwarf their runner-ups, such as globalization (13%) and industry consoli-
dation (7%), they are also the only trends that have grown more important in the
eyes of enterprise customers since a comparable poll in 2006, up from 30% and
24%, respectively.

There are various reasons that explain this growing enthusiasm concerning the
migration towards software as services. Many say that Service-Oriented Comput-
ing better aligns IT with the overall business when each service represents the
realization of a single business operation [94]. Encapsulating business tasks in
that way makes them modular, independent, and highly reusable2.

Though originally geared towards the implementation of such large enterprise
architectures, this enthusiasm is now migrating towards local desktop applications,
as such bringing the principles of service orientation to desktop software, such as
operating systems and integrated development environments. The best evidence
for this shift in desktop software development is the growing number of applications
that are built on service-oriented frameworks such as OSGi [143], a framework for
building service-oriented applications in Java. Such frameworks allow application
components to publish their functionality as services so as to allow other compo-
nents –running in the same execution environment– to reuse that functionality.
The result is a loosely coupled interaction model that allows for easier evolution

1McKinsey&Company and Sandhill Group, “Enterprise Software Customer Survey”, 2008
2McKinsey&Company, Helge Buckow, “IT Management with Service-Oriented Architecture”,

March 2008
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of software components.
This dissertation studies the service interaction model in service-oriented, local

desktop applications, taking OSGi as a case study. We study how OSGi supports
the implementation of such interactions and identify shortcomings to the current
version of the services interaction model. Then, we propose language extensions
to overcome these deficiencies. We also study how the proposed solutions can
be put to use in more complex service-oriented applications, although distributed
environments and web services are not the primary focus of this doctoral research.

1.1 Background

A vast body of knowledge about Service-Oriented Architecture has accumulated
in recent years, but in this section, we focus only on key ideas that are relevant
to the remainder of the text. We introduce the Publish-Find-Bind mechanism
that underpins most service-oriented software (Section 1.1.1) and we show how it
is realized in OSGi, the platform for building service-oriented Java applications
that is used as a case study throughout this dissertation (Section 1.1.2). We also
introduce “explicit” and “implicit” service interactions (Section 1.1.3).

Figure 1.1: The publish-find-bind paradigm

1.1.1 Publish, Find, Bind

The goal of Service-Oriented Architecture is to define an environment in which
applications can easily lean on each other’s functionality. This functionality is
published as services [105]. Services perform functions, which can be anything
from simple requests to complex business processes [145]. They are offered by
service providers; applications that rely on them are termed service clients or
service requesters.

The reasons why a service requester should not hardwire its dependencies on
services of another application are numerous; the most important one is probably
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that hardwiring prevents a requesting application from functioning properly if the
service providing application is unavailable. To avoid such direct dependencies,
Service-Oriented Architecture encourages the use of a dynamic binding mechanism,
based on the publish-find-bind (PFB) paradigm [23].

Figure 1.1 shows how the PFB paradigm introduces a service registry that
serves as an intermediary between a service requester and a service provider. The
location of the registry is supposed to be well known by both the requester and the
provider. Applications willing to provide functionality use the registry to upload
a specification of their service. This specification is often a set of metadata. In
desktop SOAs, it can also be a reference to the service object itself. In OSGi [141],
a Java-based desktop SOA implementation discussed further, it is a combination
of both.

Applications that require additional functionality in order to complete a busi-
ness task, use the registry to search for services. To do so, they execute a service
query. Such a query restricts the type of the service, and often imposes constraints
on functional or non-functional service properties. The registry checks the service
query against the registered service specifications so as to return a set of service
references that satisfy the constraints of the query. From that set, the requester
picks a reference as a target for its interactions.

One compelling advantage of PFB is that applications can import and export
functionality without being hardwired to each other. The only hardwired reference
is the one pointing to the intermediary –the registry. It is up to SOA platforms to
decide how this registry is to be found. This dissertation uses the Open Services
Gateway initiative (OSGi) as a case study of an SOA platform. The next section
therefore briefly introduces OSGi and shows how it implements the publish-find-
bind paradigm.

1.1.2 The OSGi Services Platform

The Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) started as a project for home au-
tomation systems [111], similar to Jini [170], its closest competitor. From there,
both services platforms diversified into platforms for building and running service-
oriented software [117]. OSGi adds service orientation and increased modularity
to Java and gained momentum due to its lightweight and reusable design [141].
The tipping point was the decision of the Eclipse foundation to turn its popular in-
tegrated development environment (IDE) into a rich client platform (RCP), built
entirely on top of the OSGi Service Platform [82]. Java application servers, such
as JOnAS [62] and Glassfish [147], use OSGi technology because of its modularity
and dynamic adaptability [68]. Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) implementations [42]
such as Apache ServiceMix [21, 10] and Fuji [167] are also based on OSGi technol-
ogy.

OSGi allows multiple application components (so-called bundles) to execute
in the same JVM. Bundles can provide and require services, which are imple-
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mented as plain old Java objects (POJOs) in OSGi. Being driven by principles
of service design, OSGi also follows the publish-find-bind mechanism. In light of
Section 1.1.1, this means that it must provide a concrete strategy to allow service
providers and service requesters to locate and interact with the service registry.
The strategy followed by OSGi is depicted in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Realization of the publish-find-bind paradigm in OSGi

The location of the OSGi service registry is unknown to bundles that are exe-
cuting in the services platform. This is possible by allowing bundles to make use
of a Facade object [69] that hides all the complexity of framework interactions.
Bundles acquire a reference to this Facade object when they are started by the
framework. They use the Facade to register their services along with metadata. In
OSGi, metadata is represented as key-value pairs that describe the service object.
The Facade can also be employed to search for services based on (1) the type of
the service object and (2) constraints referring to the metadata that was registered
by service providers.

We provide more in-depth information about OSGi service registration and
service retrieval in chapters where specific parts of the OSGi service platform are
evaluated.

1.1.3 Explicit and Implicit Service Interactions

The first part of this dissertation considers explicit service interactions; the second
part treats implicit interactions. Both terms are borrowed from existing research
literature; here, we briefly explain how they are to be interpreted in this text.

Figure 1.3a shows how a Booking instance calls an operation, print, on a
Printer service. Multiple such services may exist, but it is up to the Booking
instance to select one after having received the set of viable service candidates
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(a) Explicit Service Interaction (b) Implicit Service Interaction

Figure 1.3: Explicit and Implicit Service Interactions

from the registry. This is an example of an explicit interaction initiated by the
Booking client; it is a deliberate invocation of an operation that is published by
the public interface of the target service.

Figure 1.3b, shows a similar explicit service interaction, in which a Monitor
invokes the request operation of a Support service. The difference is that this
interaction is now triggered by the notification of an event. The Monitor has
registered its interest in events from Printer and now receives an ErrorEvent
from that Printer. Explicitly invoking the Support service serves as a reaction
to that event. The Printer does not need to know that a Monitor is listening to
this event. It simply notifies those listeners that have registered their interest in
receiving notifications, without further consideration. We use the term “implicit
service interactions” to denote interactions that consist of (1) the notification of an
event and (2) a reaction to that notification. In a Service-Oriented Architecture,
the notification part is generally managed by a centralized broker responsible for
distributing the notification (often the service registry itself); the reactive part,
then, is typically implemented at the listener as an explicit interaction.

1.2 Research Goals

The main goal of this dissertation is to study how object-oriented programming
languages can be extended with new language concepts in order to improve the
level of support for implementing stateless service interactions. We narrow this
goal by taking OSGi as an SOA platform and by considering only object-oriented,
non-distributed, service-oriented applications. We have identified two research
questions to be answered by this dissertation. The first question concerns explicit
service interactions; the second question relates to implicit service interactions.
Each question drives three concrete research goals, starting from desktop service
applications (where distribution and interoperability are not primary issues) and
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then moving towards more complex service interactions, including web service
interactions.

Explicit. Can object-oriented programming languages be extended in such a
way that they better support the implementation of stateless explicit interactions
in service-oriented applications? What are the benefits and liabilities?

By taking the viewpoint of a service client developer, we study how support
for implementing explicit service interactions can be improved. To answer this
research question, we have identified three goals:

E1 Identify challenges concerning stateless explicit service interactions, and eval-
uate how existing approaches for building desktop service-oriented applica-
tions deal with them. This evaluation is the basis for E2.

E2 Design programming language extensions that allow programmers to im-
plement explicit service interactions. Newly introduced concepts must be
evaluated against (1) the challenges identified in E1 and (2) other proposals
made in the research literature.

E3 Validate the proposed extensions and study how they can be migrated to
more complex service-oriented applications that go beyond non-distributed
desktop SOAs.

Implicit. Can object-oriented programming languages be extended in such a
way that they better support the implementation of stateless implicit interactions
in service-oriented applications? What are the benefits and liabilities?

We want to see how object-oriented programming languages can be extended so
as to support the realization of implicit interactions. Here, we take the viewpoint of
a developer who implements the event listener –the service that reacts to signalled
events. We have again identified three goals:

I1 Identify challenges concerning stateless implicit service interactions, and
evaluate how existing approaches for building desktop service-oriented ap-
plications deal with them. This evaluation is the basis for I2.

I2 Design programming language extensions that allow programmers to im-
plement implicit service interactions. Newly introduced concepts must be
evaluated against (1) the challenges identified in I1 and (2) other proposals
made in the research literature.

I3 Validate how proposed extensions can be implemented and study how they
can be migrated to more complex service-oriented applications that go be-
yond non-distributed desktop SOAs.

A further concretization of these research goals can be found in those parts of
the dissertation that implement goals E1 and I1.
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1.3 Approach

Service-Oriented Architecture is often associated with large distributed enterprise
applications. In this dissertation, however, we have decided to start our research
at local, desktop service-oriented applications. The addition of service orientation
to such applications already introduces a number of important challenges, such
as service plurality (the existence of multiple, viable invocation targets), volatile
service characteristics (implying that the perceived value of an invocation target
may change over time) and volatile service reachability (meaning that invocation
targets disappear without telling their dependents). The applications of OSGi
discussed in Section 1.1.2 are all examples of local SOA applications, making this
research more than relevant.

Evidently, we are also interested in how proposed concepts can be applied in
more challenging domains, such as web service architectures and SaaS platforms.
Such distributed architectures affect the solutions that we propose for desktop
service environments. We study the repercussions although such environments are
not the primary focus of our research.

Approach. We have followed a similar approach for explicit and implicit inter-
actions. First, we have isolated a number of challenges that, according to us, are
inherent to explicit or implicit service interactions (as required by goals E1 and
I1). In light of the identified challenges, we have made an evaluation of OSGi, a
popular framework for implementing service applications. In order to overcome
the weak points found in that evaluation, we have informally defined language
extensions that aim at exonerating programmers from dealing with the identified
challenges (as required by goals E2 and I2). Formal models were built so as to
show that the new concepts can be successfully integrated into an object-oriented
programming language without violating existing guarantees. In fact, we even
show how compile-time guarantees can be improved. Based on this formalization,
we have built a compiler that allows for experimenting with the newly introduced
language concepts (as required by goals E3 and I3). This compiler can be used
to implement case studies for experimenting with service interactions in OSGi or
other service environments.

1.4 Overview

The contributions of this dissertation are subdivided in two parts. Part II treats
explicit service interactions and Part III treats implicit service interactions. Both
parts first motivate why additional support would be helpful, then propose what
extensions can be made to aid the implementation of service interactions, and finish
by showing how this support can be realized. A schema is shown in Figure 1.4.
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Explicit Service Interactions.

Why Chapter 2 identifies challenges and subsidiary conditions that, according to
us, must be satisfied by an adequate solution. In light of these challenges,
we review how OSGi supports the implementation of explicit service inter-
actions, leading to a motivation for improved implementation-level support.

What Chapter 3 introduces language concepts that enable programmers to imple-
ment explicit service interactions at a higher level of abstraction. We also
present a formal model to show in full detail how these concepts affect the
execution of such an explicit interaction at runtime. Proposed language con-
structs are related to other approaches proposed in the research literature.

How Chapter 4 shows how we have implemented our language concepts. We also
discuss improvements that were made to the OSGi Service Platform and we
indicate how our proposed concepts can be used for programming stateless
explicit service interactions in web service architectures.

Figure 1.4: Overview of the Dissertation
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Implicit Service Interactions.

Why Chapter 5 identifies challenges and subsidiary conditions that relate to im-
plicit service interactions. We review how such interactions can be pro-
grammed in the OSGi Service Platform, leading again to a motivation for
better implementation-level support.

What Chapter 6 introduces language support for programming implicit service
interactions from the viewpoint of the service receiving the notifications.
We also present a formalization to show how the notification of an event
eventually leads to the execution of the proper reactions at runtime. Related
work is discussed as well.

How Chapter 7 provides information about how we have implemented these lan-
guage constructs as an extension of a mainstream object-oriented program-
ming language. We also show how our concepts can be put to use in more
complex architectures, such as web service environments.

Part IV concludes this dissertation. We review the contributions that were made
by this research, and we summarize the benefits and liabilities of extending a pro-
gramming language with specialized support for implementing service interactions
in a service-oriented application.
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Language Support for Explicit Service Interactions

The need for interactions rises along with the degree of collaboration. Split a
monolythic component into smaller entities and the result is not only specializa-
tion but also inter-component communication. This idea transfers seamlessly to
Service-Oriented Architecture, where services rarely accomplish business tasks on
their own. Rather, they focus on their own core competencies, leaning on other
services when non-core functionality is required. This gives rise to a large number
of service interactions. Interactions can be explicit, meaning that a service directly
invokes an operation published by the interface of the target service, or they can
be implicit, meaning that a service is notified about the occurrence of an event and
is urged to react accordingly. This part of the text treats language-integrated sup-
port for explicit service interactions. In light of the research question formulated
in Section 1.2 on page 5, this means that we have to review how programming
languages can be extended so as to better support the implementation of stateless
explicit interactions. We answer this question in three subsequent chapters.

Why – Chapter 2 motivates the need for language support when implement-
ing explicit service interactions. We introduce three challenges that occur in every
services architecture, be it a local desktop SOA or a highly distributed enterprise
SOA. We also introduce OSGi, a popular runtime environment for building services
architectures in Java, and we verify whether OSGi offers the right abstractions to
deal with the challenges laid out in the beginning of the chapter. This review re-
sults in a strong motivation for better support when implementing explicit service
interactions.

What – Chapter 3 shows what language concepts can handle the challenges
from Chapter 2 while avoiding the problems that arise when OSGi tries to do the
same. The semantics of this language extension are explicitized by means of a
formal model, which allows us to prove a number of strong guarantees concerning
applications that are developed using our programming language. We also confront
related research projects with the challenges and subsidiary conditions that were
enumerated in Chapter 2.

How – Chapter 4 shows how service-oriented applications, developed using
our language extensions, can be compiled and executed. We explain how our
language features are translated to Java code that, under the hood, still handles
the challenges of Chapter 2 by expressing the behaviour imposed by the reduction
strategies that were formally explicitized in Chapter 3. We also point out some
synergies that arise when integrating our language features in the OSGi framework
and we briefly show how our language extensions allow OSGi to transparently
cooperate with non-OSGi services, such as Web Services.
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5. Preliminary ideas and results can also be found in these workshop papers:
• “Bridging the Gap Between OOP and SOC” introduces the challenges

of Service-Oriented Computing that are relevant for our work.
• “A Type System Extension for Middleware Interactions” introduces a

hierarchy of type qualifiers to deal with those challenges.
• “Advanced Language Constructs for Developing Intra-organizational Ser-

vice Architectures” shows how these type qualifiers can be applied to
the Jini services architecture.

• “An Overview of the ServiceJ Research Project” provides a short sum-
mary of the language concepts for explicit service interactions.

• “Integrating ServiceJ with Interoperable Web Service Invocation” dis-
cusses some implementation details from Chapter 4.



Chapter 2
Motivation

Chapter Summary

This chapter identifies three challenges that service environments impose on pro-
grammers of explicit service interactions. Adequate support for implementing
explicit interactions must handle these challenges while refraining from violating
a number of subsidiary conditions (Section 2.2). To put these challenges in per-
spective, we show how explicit service interactions can be programmed in OSGi,
the SOA platform that serves as a basis for the entire dissertation (Section 2.3).
We explain how services can be registered, retrieved and invoked. Then, we verify
whether the abstractions provided by OSGi adequately handle the identified chal-
lenges (Section 2.4). The evaluation that concludes this chapter motivates why
programmers need improved support for implementing explicit service interactions.

15
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2.1 Introduction

The need for interactions rises along with the need for collaboration. Split a
monolythic component into smaller entities and the result is not only specializa-
tion but also inter-component communication. This idea transfers seamlessly to
Service-Oriented Architecture, where services rarely accomplish business tasks on
their own. Rather, they focus on their core competencies, leaning on others when
other functionality is required. A text editor, for instance, specializes in layouting
while relying on a printer service to print the document. The queue of that printer
may in turn be managed by a service that balances the job load over a pool of
printers. Specialization and reuse are the cornerstone of SOA and, inherently, so
is division of labour. The result is a tight network of service interdependencies.

Interdependence between services gives rise to explicit inter-service communi-
cation, or explicit service interactions. An explicit interaction, in this text, is an
invocation of a method that is published by the public interface of another service.
The sender of that call is termed a “client”; the receiver is named a “target ser-
vice”. More often than not, the client will be another service, although it can be
any class, component or application that is willing to benefit from the function-
ality provided by that target service. The qualification “explicit” indicates that
the client deliberately undertakes the invocation; rather than being a reaction to
an external event or an observed situation, this is a deliberate action. Reactive
invocations are termed “implicit” interactions; we treat them in another part of
this text.

Explicit interactions can be further subdivided into stateful and stateless in-
teractions, where the latter is typically the preferred modus operandi in a services
architecture [58]. This part focuses on such stateless explicit interactions, and only
marginally touches upon extensions towards stateful client-service conversations.

Explicit interactions are fundamental to every services architecture, but the
very nature of an SOA introduces a number of challenges for the implementors of
such interactions. Often, there is more than a single viable target for an explicit
interaction and the reachability of such targets tends to be uncertain. This chapter
focuses on three challenges, which we term (1) service plurality, (2) volatile service
properties and (3) volatile service reachability.

The point of view taken in this chapter is that of a service client that is chal-
lenged by plurality and volatility. Section 2.2 starts from a requirements analysis
that not only investigates these challenges but also defines subsidiary conditions
that must prevent candidate solutions from sacrificing important guarantees and
benefits offered by current programming languages. Section 2.3 shows how explicit
interactions can be implemented in OSGi. Section 2.4 then evaluates the provided
abstractions in light of the challenges identified in Section 2.2

This chapter investigates service volatility and plurality in a local services envi-
ronment and thus ignores challenges that relate to distributed applications. That
is by no means a limitation. Desktop applications are increasingly built on service-
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oriented software and it will become clear that these local SOAs already introduce
a large amount of service volatility, even in the abscence of an unreliable network
between the client and the target. Extensions towards distributed, service-oriented
applications are briefly discussed in Chapter 4.

2.2 Requirements Analysis

The first research question of this dissertation asked how object-oriented program-
ming languages can be extended to cater for better support when implementing
explicit service interactions (Section 1.2, page 5). Better support, on one hand,
entails dealing with challenges that are inherent to service-oriented applications
(Section 2.2.1). But on the other hand, we must be sure not to create a solution
that is at the same time a detriment to existing benefits or safety nets provided
by statically typed object-oriented programming languages, as explicitized by a
number of subsidiary conditions (Section 2.2.2).

Figure 2.1: Plurality enables a client to impose constraints and preferences

2.2.1 Challenges of Explicit Interactions

In a services environment that is not subject to distribution, service plurality
and service volatility are arguably the major challenges to be overcome. Service
plurality originates from the interchangeability of services and increases the buyer
power of service clients; clients can choose which service may handle their request.
Service volatility, then, means that (1) the characteristics of a service may change
over time and (2) the reachability of the service cannot be guaranteed.
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Challenge 1 – Service Plurality

A service environment is an amalgam of application components that each register
a number of services. Nothing prevents such a component from registering services
that have already been registered by others. This phenomenon is called service
plurality. The occurrence of plurality at the supply side increases buyer power
on the demand side: a client can now impose selection criteria and it can rank
candidate targets according to its own value perception. The existence of plurality
thus leads to the following challenges with regard to the implementation of explicit
service interactions.

• Constraints. Plurality allows clients to constrain a set of type-conforming
targets, retaining only those candidates of which the service characteristics
satisfy that constraint. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a client that defines
a variable, colorprinter of type PrinterService. Only instances that
return true for printsColor() should be injected into this variable. The
programmer must have adequate tools for expressing selection criteria on
service dependencies.

• Value Perception. Differences among services often lead to differences
in perceived value. The term “perceived” stresses that different clients not
necessarily use the same function to value a service. A Printer client aiming
to minimize its end user’s wait time probably attaches high value to a short
job queue and a high throughput, whereas another client may be willing
to trade a longer wait time for a higher print resolution. Programmers of
explicit service interactions need concepts for specifying valuation functions
that drive service selection at the level of a single service interaction.

Challenge. There is often more than one viable target for an explicit service
interaction. Programmers must therefore be able to express constraints and
valuation functions at the level of an explicit service interaction.

Challenge 2 – Volatile Characteristics of a Service Object

Constraints or valuation functions refer to service characteristics that are typically
obtained by means of inspector methods. While it may be fair to assume that some
service properties, such as the maximum resolution of a printer, are immutable,
the same does not hold for a printer’s ink supply, let alone the length of its job
queue. It is thus fair to assume that service properties are volatile, and when used
in constraints or valuation functions, they introduce additional challenges:

• Immutable properties. Properties that never change during the lifetime
of a service are called static, constant or immutable. They do not impose
additional challenges on service injection.
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• Mutable properties. More challenging are those properties that are sub-
ject to frequent changes. The number of queued jobs of a printer, for in-
stance, increases when new jobs arrive and decreases when existing jobs are
processed. Just-in-time service selection is required to adequately deal with
this amount of volatility, as a failure to minimize the time window between
service selection and service invocation may lead to the invocation of a ser-
vice that no longer satisfies the constraints that were initially imposed on
the service dependency.

• Derived properties. Some characteristics require information from the
client to derive the value of the property at the target side. Take for in-
stance the cost for printing a document, which is derived by means of a
costing function that takes into account document properties provided by
the client. The result from evaluating this function can be used by the client
in constraints or value functions. Just-in-time service selection is again re-
quired because the derivation function of a derived property can in itself rely
on mutable or other derived properties.

Challenge. Service characteristics are volatile. To ensure that an injected
service maximizes the valuation function of the client without violating selection
criteria, both constraints and preferences must be discounted just before the
service is invoked. This technique is often called “Just-In-Time” service injection.

Challenge 3 – Volatile Reachability of a Service Object.

Similar to distributed services architectures, local services environments are typi-
cally populated by heterogeneous components that appear and disappear without
warning their dependents. This implies that an injected service may suddenly
become unavailable or that a more attractive candidate can silently join the SOA.
When implementing an explicit service interaction, programmers are thus faced
with the following challenges:

• Reconsideration. A client interacting with a service must be able to recon-
sider the value of that service when another candidate joins the architecture.
It may be so that, according to the valuation function specified for a service
client, the newly joining service is valued higher than the current target.

• Fallback. A client that interacts with a service must be able to fall back to
another compatible service when the selected target becomes unreachable.
In light of Figure 2.1 (page 17), a dependency on a printer that goes offline
requires fallback to another printer.

• Transactionality. SOA design principles take stateless service invocation
as the preferred modus operandi when implementing inter-service communi-
cation [58] and that is also the major focus of this part. But statelessness is
hard to realize for client-service conversations. A conversation is a complex
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dependency in which a client invokes multiple operations on the same tar-
get service so as to complete a business method. Such conversations require
support for transactional interactions.

Challenge. Volatile service reachability implies that more interesting services
join the architecture after a client has selected its service. It also implies that
the currently selected service may disappear without warning its clients. Pro-
grammers must have tools for making explicit interactions more robust.

2.2.2 Subsidiary Conditions

We want to see how object-oriented programming languages can be extended so
as to deal with the challenges of service-oriented computing. In handling these
challenges, we must take care not to resurface problems that have already been
solved before. We therefore explicitize a number of subsidiary conditions that,
according to us, must be satisfied by an adequate object-oriented solution.

Condition 1 – Compile-time Checkable Code

The challenges identified in Section 2.2.1 may be overcome by approaches that
bypass static type checking on service invocations, such as Reflection [162]. Doing
so is often necessary when the base language is unable to provide the right abstrac-
tions for implementing explicit service interactions. Some of our challenges may
be effectively handled by a meta-object protocol (MOP), for instance, but doing
so often leaves the compiler in the dark about the real intentions of the program-
mer. The inability to detect such errors at compile time results in a service client
exhibiting flaws that are detected no earlier than when the system is operational.
We are convinced that this scenario must be avoided where possible, and hence,
that a compiler must be given maximal opportunities to check the correctness of
explicit service interactions.

Condition 2 – Abstraction of Non-Functional Code.

We believe that technical interactions should be banned from the source code when
they do not relate to the functional part of the business method. We prefer depen-
dency injection [66] above explicitly using service locators to retrieve services [6].
More generally, we prefer a level of abstraction that makes interactions with the
service registry completely invisible based on declarative information entered by
the programmer. That information should, of course, take into account service
plurality (Section 2.2.1, page 17).
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Condition 3 – Expressive and Comprehensible Code

A good programming model should strike a balance between expressiveness and
code comprehensibility. Expressiveness, in this text, means that implementors
must be able to express their explicit service interactions concisely; it also relates
to the ability to define a broad range of constraints and service valuation functions
in order to deal with service plurality. But focusing too strongly on reducing the
amount of code may leave us with an incomprehensible programming model. To
avoid that, new language constructs and frameworks must be introduced in a way
that is consistent with the base programming language so as to maintain a uniform
programming model.

Further in this text, we will discuss approaches that sacrifice comprehensibil-
ity and compile-time guarantees in an attempt to increase the expressiveness of
the programming model [141, 170, 13, 14]. Doing so requires less lines of code
to implement service interactions, but it leaves programmers with a non-uniform
programming model that makes it harder to understand or debug service interac-
tions.

2.3 Explicit Service Interactions in OSGi

Section 2.2 demarcated the relevant domain of our research project concerning ex-
plicit service interactions. Now, we take a real-world services platform, OSGi, that
allows for an evaluation of how object-oriented programming languages currently
deal with the challenges of service-oriented applications. Next to OSGi, we have
evaluated other technologies as well, but those are discussed in our related work
section (Section 3.9, page 69).

2.3.1 The OSGi Component and Service Model

The OSGi Service Platform is a dynamic module system for Java. It provides stan-
dardized primitives that allow applications to be constructed from small, reusable
and collaborative components, called OSGi bundles. These components contribute
(1) code and (2) services. Code is contributed by exporting Java packages that are
contained in the bundle assembly. The packages to be exported are enumerated
in the manifest, a text file that is included in every bundle assembly. Services, in
contrast, are contributed by explicitly registering instances of Java classes as ser-
vice objects in the OSGi Service Registry. This chapter considers the contribution
of services; code contribution by means of shared libraries is less important from
the viewpoint of Service-Oriented Architecture.

Bundles are subject to a lifecycle. First, a bundle is installed into the services
platform –the jar file is copied to a version cache. Then, the bundle can be resolved,
a process in which the required code is located using a bundle-specific class loader.
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Once resolved, the bundle can be started and afterwards, it can be stopped.
When running through the process of starting or stopping a bundle, the OSGi

platform gives the bundle control by calling hook methods. The implementation
of the starting hook typically contains (1) the registration of provided services
and (2) the retrieval of required services. The implementation of the stopping
hook, then, typically comprises (1) the unregistration of provided services and (2)
the release of retrieved services. These two hooks are implemented by the bundle
activator. The bundle activator implements the OSGi Activator interface, which
contains the two methods, start and stop. Each OSGi bundle must provide such
an activator because the OSGi Service Platform transparently calls these methods
when the bundle transitions to the “starting” or “stopping” lifecycle states.

An activator never interacts with the OSGi Service Registry directly when reg-
istering or retrieving services. These technical interactions hidden for programmers
via the Facade pattern [69] that is implemented by means of the BundleContext
class. A reference to this BundleContext is obtained through dependency in-
jection: the OSGi framework calls the start method of the Activator with a
BundleContext reference as an argument. Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 show how the
BundleContext is used to register and retrieve services.

(a) General PFB Model (b) OSGi realisation of PFB

Figure 2.2: The Publish-Find-Bind model and its realization in OSGi

Publish-Find-Bind. Figure 2.2 compares the general Publish-Find-Bind (PFB)
model (Figure 2.2a) to the approach employed in OSGi (Figure 2.2b). The general
PFB model does not tell how providers and requesters can find the service registry.
Rather, the middleman is assumed to be well-known by any application that is
willing to register or retrieve a service. OSGi follows the general PFB model, but
makes the intermediary known to all bundles by means of the BundleContext
reference that is injected into the start method of a bundle activator. This
BundleContext, in turn, knows how to register or retrieve services.
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1 public void start(BundleContext bundleCtx) throws Exception{

2 PrinterService printer = new PrinterImpl();

3 Properties metadata = new Properties();

4 metadata.put("ppm","20");

5 metadata.put("color","no");

6 String[] types={PrinterService.class.getName()};

7 bundleCtx.registerService(types,printer,metadata);

8 }

Listing 2.1: Service registration in OSGi

2.3.2 OSGi Service Registration

In a services environment that is characterized by plurality, the service provider
needs a way to distinguish its services from type-compatible alternatives. To do
so, OSGi enables bundles to decorate services with metadata upon registration.
Listing 2.1 shows how a PrinterService can be registered along with metadata
capturing its characteristics.

First, a new PrinterService is created (line 2), followed by the creation of
a new metadata dictionary (line 3). Metadata is added as key-value pairs to a
Properties instance, where both the key and the value are written as a String
(lines 4–5). Line 6 creates a new array of types under which the service will
be registered. The activator then calls the registerService operation on the
injected BundleContext (line 7), which transparently contacts the Service Registry
to turn the registration data into a discoverable service.

2.3.3 Service Retrieval

Services implementing the same interface may still behave differently, which is
why the use of expressive metadata is so important: it distinguishes a service from
other type-compatible services and, as such, allows requesters to finetune service
retrieval. In OSGi, service retrieval can be finetuned by expressing constraints
using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [102]. This language is
integrated as a dynamically typed sublanguage in Java. It is a sublanguage because
it can only be used for constraining service retrieval, and it is dynamic because
LDAP constraints are parsed just before a service retrieval is carried out.

An LDAP constraint is a combination of atomic constraints and composition
operators. An atomic constraint restricts the value of a single metadata key. Com-
position operators are boolean combinators, such as conjunction (&), disjunction
(|) and negation (!). The following relational operators can be used to delimit
the valid range of a value: <=, >= and =. There is no operator to express that
a value must be strictly greater (or less) than a given value (< or >), but such a
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constraint can be modelled using the conjunction and the negation operator as
follows: (&(!(key=value))(key<=value)). Looking back to our subsidiary con-
ditions in Section 2.2.2 on page 20, this may already be an example of how the
limited expressiveness of a language can reduce source code comprehensibility.

1 public void start(BundleContext bundleCtx){

2 Printer printer = null;

3 ServiceReference[] refs;

4 try {

5 String serviceType=Printer.class.getName();

6 String serviceFilter="(&(ppm>=20)(color=yes))";

7 refs[] = bundleCtx.getServiceReferences(serviceType,serviceFilter);

8 printer = (Printer) bundleCtx.getService(refs[0]);

9 }

10 catch(InvalidSyntaxException ise){ /* what can we do here? */ }

11 printer.print(myReceipt); //NullPointerException possible

12 }

Figure 2.3: OSGi service retrieval using type filters and LDAP constraints
Figure 2.3 repeats the steps required for registering a service (steps À–Á) but

also shows how a requesting bundle uses its injected BundleContext reference,
bundleCtx, to retrieve relevant services from the OSGi Service Registry (steps Â

through É). The retrieval process can be subdivided into three steps:
• Lines 5–6 define a serviceType and a serviceFilter. The type is used

to indicate what kind of service is required. It must necessarily conform to
the static type of the printer variable, although the string representation
of the service type disallows a compiler to verify this requirement. The
serviceFilter is an LDAP expression requesting a printer with a speed
of at least twenty pages per minute (ppm>=20) that supports color printing
(color=yes).

• Line 7 of the sample code calls the getServiceReferences operation of
the BundleContext facade. This is depicted by step Â in Figure 2.3. The
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1 bc.addServiceListener(this, "(&(objectClass="+Printer.class.getName()+")"+

2 (&(ppm>=20)(color=yes)))";

3

4 // implementation of the ServiceListener interface

5 public void serviceChanged(ServiceEvent se) {

6 if( se.getType()==ServiceEvent.UNREGISTERING &&

7 se.getServiceReference().equals(cachedRef)){

8 String type=Printer.class.getName();

9 String filter="(&(ppm>=20)(color=yes))";

10 ServiceReference refs[]= bc.getServiceReferences(type,filter);

11 this.printer = (Printer) bc.getService(refs[0]);

12 }

13 }

Listing 2.2: Event-driven lifecycle management in OSGi

BundleContext now transparently triggers the service registry to search for
services that satisfy both the type filter and the LDAP constraint (steps Ã–
Ä in Figure 2.3). The result is an array of ServiceReference instances
(step Å) that is assigned to the refs variable. Each ServiceReference
refers to a service that satisfies both the type filter and the LDAP constraint.

• From this array, the first reference is used to claim the service object itself,
again using the BundleContext reference (line 8 in the sample code, and
steps Æ –Ç in Figure 2.3). This eventually leads to the injection of a Printer
instance into the printer variable (step È). The variable can now be used to
invoke the explicit service interaction (line 11 in the source code, and step É

in Figure 2.3).

Line 10 of the sample code in Figure 2.3 catches an InvalidSyntaxException.
This is a direct consequence of using LDAP as a dynamically typed sublanguage.
LDAP expressions can neither be parsed nor type-checked by the Java compiler,
so they are parsed right before the service retrieval algorithm is started. This
may fail due to the use of undefined relational or boolean operators, or due to the
occurrence of unmatched parentheses in the constraint specification.

2.3.4 Lifecycle Management

Service registration and service retrieval aim at dealing with service plurality by
introducing metadata dictionaries (Section 2.3.2) and LDAP constraints (Sec-
tion 2.3.3). But a bundle activator that retrieves a service also needs to protect
itself against the volatile reachability of that service. It does so by registering a
ServiceListener using its BundleContext, as shown on lines 1–2 in Listing 2.2.
This service listener is called (1) when new services are registered, (2) when the
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metadata of a service is updated and (3) when a service is unregistering. Such ac-
tion triggers the notification of a ServiceEvent that contains an integer represent-
ing the type of the event. This integer relates to a constant in the ServiceEvent
class, for instance, ServiceEvent.UNREGISTERING.

As for service unregistration, a bundle is typically only interested in unregistra-
tion events from the currently injected service. The call to addServiceListener
therefore contains an LDAP constraint that tries to filter out as much irrele-
vant notifications as possible. But this is not sufficient: the implementation of
serviceChanged still needs to check whether the event really refers to the in-
jected service by comparing service references (line 7 in Listing 2.2). This con-
straint cannot be modelled in LDAP, so it has to be written in Java and it is
necessarily checked after the event has already been notified. Lines 8–11 search
for an alternative Printer service to handle the unregistration of the currently
injected service.

2.4 Problem Statement

We narrowed down our treatment of OSGi to service registration, retrieval and
lifecycle management, but that information is sufficient to evaluate OSGi from
the viewpoint of a programmer who is willing to write explicit service interac-
tions. Sections 2.4.1–2.4.6 evaluate the OSGi Service Platform with respect to the
challenges and subsidiary conditions that were laid out in Section 2.2.

2.4.1 Service Plurality

Service plurality challenges service providers to add expressive metadata to their
services. It challenges requesters to express constraints and valuation functions
in order to inject the most relevant service into their bundle.

Lack of Metadata Standardization. OSGi creates a gap between service func-
tionality (provided by the service interface) and service characteristics (provided
by a metadata dictionary). The functionality of a service can be found by inspect-
ing the service interface and it is standardized across type-conforming services
because every non-abstract service class must eventually provide a specification-
compliant implementation for all the methods of that interface. The same cannot
be said for service characteristics: they are described by metadata that (1) is
not published in an overarching interface and hence (2) is not standardized across
type-conforming services. The set of key-value pairs is specific for each service
object.

Lack of standardized metadata for all type-compatible services leads to a situ-
ation in which type-conforming services use different metadata keys to represent
the same characteristic. This is problematic in a service-oriented environment,
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where bundles –and thus services– are provided by third party vendors that each
decorate their services with non-standardized metadata. Two Printer services
implementing the same PrinterService interface, for instance, necessarily imple-
ment all the methods of that interface, but their properties can be registered under
different keys, such as ppm for one printer and pagesPerMinute for the other.

The absence of standardization severely complicates service retrieval. Service
requesters are forced to write queries such as “(|(ppm>20)(pagesPerMinute>20))”
in an attempt to fully cover the spectrum of service candidates. But that is an
ad-hoc solution that is far from being future-proof: new services can join with
different names for a conceptually similar key, and those services would not be
retained in the candidate set, even if they suit the requirements of the requester.

LDAP and Valuation. Compared to the service retrieval mechanism of Jini [170],
which only supports exact bytecode comparison of service metadata, OSGi’s LDAP-
based query language is rather expressive, in spite of the unsupported “<” and
“>” operators. A major drawback, however, is its failure to support valuation
functions: there is no standardized way to rank services according to the value
perception of a requester because function calls cannot be expressed in LDAP.

2.4.2 Volatile Service Characteristics

Service properties are subject to frequent changes. This challenges service
providers to keep service metadata up-to-date; it also urges service requesters
to minimize the time window between service injection and service invocation.

Metadata Dictionaries are Inherently Static. The dictionary of metadata
is assembled when the service is to be registered. Often, this dictionary is filled
with properties that reflect the current value of an inspector. A Printer imple-
menting the getNbJobs() method of the PrinterService interface, for instance,
may be registered along with a property, nbJobs, reflecting the current value of
getNbJobs(). But it is cumbersome to keep both values synchronized once the
service has been registered. A solution has been proposed based on an XML file
that connects inspector methods with their relevant metadata properties [61], but
that approach is not type-safe. Synchronization problems primarily occur with
dynamic properties. Derived properties cause other problems: the value of such a
property requires the derivation of a function based on client input, but functions
cannot be recorded in a metadata dictionary.

LDAP Constraints Refer to Static Information. Constraints are modelled
as Strings, so it is paramount to minimize the window between selection and invo-
cation. Consider, for example, the constraint "(ppm>="+this.getMinPPM()+")",
which takes the current value of getMinPPM() when building the String. The
LDAP constraint is hence not updated when the value of that inspector changes.
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Methodological rules can help to avoid this problem, for instance, by insisting
that programmers only use LDAP strings when interacting directly with the
BundleContext. But this synchronization problem cannot be solved when LDAP
constraints are used in conjunction with service listeners (see Section 2.3.4), as
those listeners are typically registered when starting the bundle, only to be un-
registered when stopping it. The LDAP constraint thus remains active during the
entire life of the bundle, which increases the odds that it is out of sync with the
values returned by inspectors that were used to build the LDAP constraint.

2.4.3 Volatile Service Reachability

The difference between a local object interaction and a service interaction is that
the target of the latter may be reachable on one moment, and unreachable on
another. Each service interaction may thus lead to reconsideration or fallback.

The ServiceListener supports Reconsideration and Fallback. OSGi dis-
tributes notifications when services join and leave the service registry. A bundle
registers a ServiceListener so as to receive those notifications and provides an
LDAP expression to increase the percentage of relevant notifications. But Sec-
tion 2.3.4 already indicated that LDAP cannot refrain all irrelevant events from
being notified. The ServiceListener thus receives a lot of unsolicited notifica-
tions, which urges for additional checks in the serviceChanged handler and as
such puts the burden of reconsideration and fallback partially on the programm-
mer. We do not treat this drawback here: it is a consequence of decisions that
relate to the design of the OSGi event notification system, which is discussed in a
later chapter.

No Support for Conversations. Reconsideration and fallback are supported
by means of the ServiceListener, but this only works at the level of a single ex-
plicit service interaction. A ServiceListener is oblivious about conversations. A
bundle that executes multiple interactions with a target service must be prepared
to find itself invoking a completely different service for each invocation. This is be-
cause the serviceChanged operation of the ServiceListener is called when the
injected service is unregistered, which typically causes the ServiceListener to
inject an alternative service. XML descriptors can be used to modify the behaviour
of the ServiceListener and hence refrain listeners from injecting alternative ser-
vices in the midst of a conversation, but that is a rather tedious approach, as each
service dependency must be configured separately. Also, support for transparently
restarting a failed conversation with a different service is not supported by these
advanced, XML-driven frameworks [61].

Summary. The challenges of Section 2.2.1 are not being dealt with due to (1)
OSGi’s metadata system, (2) its reliance on LDAP constraints, and (3) its reliance
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on service listeners. Sections 2.4.4–2.4.6 review the subsidiary conditions that were
identified in Section 2.2.2.

2.4.4 Compile-time Guarantees

Compile-time checks provide an important safety net for application programmers.
The more errors a compiler can detect, the less debugging is required when the
system is operational. But by relying on Strings to represent important infor-
mation, OSGi circumvents those guarantees during both service registration and
service retrieval.

1 public ServiceRegistration registerService( String[] classes,

2 Object serviceObject,

3 Dictionary metadata){...}

Service Registration bypasses Compile-time Checks. A bundle willing to
register a service uses its BundleContext reference to call the registerService
operation. This method is called along with three actual arguments, but none of
them allows the compiler to detect an erroneous service registration:

• Classes. The first parameter is an array of Strings representing the fully
qualified names under which the service will be discoverable. The Java com-
piler cannot check whether the Strings in this array refer to existing and
accessible classes. Nor can be guaranteed at compile-time that the service
object itself conforms to these classes. A PrinterService can be registered
as a Car without a compiler complaining about the absence of type confor-
mance. The error is detected only when an attempt is made to register the
service. In that case, an IllegalArgumentException is thrown, telling that
the String represents a type that is not implemented by the service object.

• Service Object. The second argument has Object as its static type, im-
plying that every Object is a valid service. Even null is statically allowed
to be a service as far as the compiler is concerned, although this results in
an IllegalArgumentException when such an attempt is made.

• Metadata. The dictionary of metadata information bypasses compile-time
guarantees in multiple ways. Type soundness of metadata is jeopardized as
keys and values are added using Object as their static type, even though
they typically represent integers, doubles or booleans. No compiler can
check whether a given value can be assigned to its key, so pairs such as
“(ppm,true)” can be added without a compiler signalling type conflicts. It
gets much worse from there. Consider a situation in which two printer ser-
vices both decide to use the same key (say, speed) with values of different
types (say, integers and strings). One printer may prefer values indicating
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the output in pages per minute and add metadata pairs such as ("ppm",40).
Another printer may opt for a discretization, such as slow, medium, or fast,
leading to a metadata pair such as ("ppm","slow") to decorate a printer
that prints 10 pages per minute. A service constraint such as "(ppm>=20)"
will mistakenly return both services: the first service satisfies the constraint
because 20 is interpreted as an integer, and 40≥20; the second service satis-
fies the constraint because 20 is interpreted as a String, and "slow"≥"20",
according to the definition of the relational LDAP operator, “>=”.

1 public ServiceReference[] getServiceReferences( String type,

2 String constraint)

3 throws InvalidSyntaxException{...}

Service Retrieval bypasses Compile-time Guarantees. Bundles in need
of services use the getServiceReferences operation of the BundleContext to
search the registry. This operation accepts two actual arguments: a type filter
and an LDAP constraint. We only treat filters; the type is subject to the same
problems that were already uncovered when reviewing compiler guarantees in the
face of service registration. Using LDAP in Strings disallows a compiler to detect
the following errors:

• Syntax. LDAP queries are hard to write, even more so because the LDAP
syntax deviates from the Java syntax. It may be tempting to write queries
such as “(ppm>20)” but doing so leads to an InvalidSyntaxException at
the moment the constraint is verified because the relational operator “>”
is not defined in LDAP. Another frequently occurring error in LDAP is a
constraint with unmatching parentheses. Also, erroneous composition oper-
ators, such as the use of “&&” rather than “&”, are detected only after the
bundle has already been started.

• Undefined variables. The compiler is unable to check whether the keys
that appear in an LDAP constraint are truly part of the metadata dictio-
nary of a service. This is a direct consequence of the lack of standardized
metadata (as pointed out in Section 2.4.1). A programmer can erroneously
write “ppm” whereas all consulted metadata dictionaries contain other key
names, e.g. “pagesPerMin”, without the compiler being able to signal that
ppm is an undefined property. Referrals to undefined keys are even ignored at
runtime: service objects lacking a key in their metadata dictionary are dis-
carded even if those services exhibit the behaviour that was imposed by the
LDAP constraint. Constraining an unexisting service property is accepted
by the compiler, but it returns the null reference at runtime.

Thus, an empty service retrieval may mean that no type-conforming service
is available. Unfortunately, it can also mean that no suitable service contains
all the properties used in the LDAP constraint.
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InvalidSyntaxException. The result of relying on a dynamically typed sublan-
guage for constraining service selection is that the Java compiler can no longer
guarantee that code, once compiled, is free of syntax errors and type soundness
violations. Each time a constrained service retrieval is to be executed, a poten-
tial InvalidSyntaxException must be caught using a try-catch block. But the
question remains: “What can we do at runtime to overcome syntax errors that
should have been resolved at compile time?”

In summary, the use of LDAP in OSGi bypasses compile-time guarantees, which
leads to the somewhat awkward situation in which a statically typed programming
language is used to build software that throws exceptions in order to signal the
occurrence of syntax errors.

2.4.5 Abstraction

OSGi adds service orientation to Java in an attempt to increase the modularity
of applications, but at the same time, it surfaces service-related technicalities that
could have been hidden for application developers. The most obvious problem
is the visibility of the lifecycle of bundles. No explicit service interaction can be
written without taking into account that the service may have disappeared in the
mean time. Generic solutions have been developed that try to make the lifecycle
invisible, but those solutions sacrifice the benefits of compile-time guarantees; they
are discussed in our related work section (Section 3.9 on page 69).

Service Registration. The registration of a service requires the registrar to fill
out an entire metadata dictionary along with an array of string representations
of all the interfaces under which the service is to be published. The metadata
dictionary typically contains key-value pairs that reflect the values returned by
inspectors of the interface that is implemented by the service class. The level
of abstraction could have been increased by directly referring to those inspectors
and by using techniques such as dependency outjection [176], rather than working
explicitly with the BundleContext. But such advanced techniques are currently
not supported.

Service retrieval. Programmers are also forced to write non-functional code
before they can invoke services. Requesters are exposed to the Service Loca-
tor pattern [6] as they need to contact the service registry in order to obtain
references (getServiceReferences), which need to be turned explicitly into ser-
vices (getService) before they can be used. The latter action may result in an
unchecked IllegalStateException if the providing bundle has in the mean time
transitioned to a lifecycle state where services can no longer be exported to other
bundles. After the explicit interaction has completed, a call to ungetService is
required to release the service. Thus, service interactions are much more complex
than local object interactions, and the application programmer is at least partially
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exposed to this increased complexity. Some frameworks, such as iPOJO [61], at-
tempt to increase the level of abstraction by means of annotations in conjunction
with dependency injection [66], but such proposals do not support just-in-time
service invocation. Other solutions, such as the Extended Service Binder [26], out-
source service dependencies to XML descriptors, but they face a similar problem
and circumvent compile-time guarantees on the correctness of service dependencies
(see also our Related Work, Section 3.9, page 69).

2.4.6 Comprehensibility and Expressiveness

Lack of a Uniform Programming Model. The complexity of OSGi code
increases due to the exposure to dynamically typed LDAP: a combination of two
programming languages is required to obtain a set of services. Developers who
are unfamiliar with LDAP are confronted with a steeper learning curve, which
is worsened by the circumvention of compile-time guarantees on the syntactical
correctness of dynamically typed constraints.

Lack of Standardized Metadata. It becomes harder to write expressive service
constraints when there is no standardized location to find metadata keys that
can be used in those constraints. Metadata is object-specific (see Section 2.4.1),
so programmers cannot know what metadata to use in LDAP constraints until
the system is operational. This leads to a chicken-and-egg problem in which no
programmer is able to retrieve a service unless informal rules between programmers
are established so as to standardize metadata across services. Such agreements are
not always viable in an SOA with third party bundle providers.

LDAP Constraints are Less Expressive than Java. The use of LDAP within
Java is further questioned by the observation that LDAP expressions are much
weaker than Java expressions. Every LDAP expression is a combination of boolean
operators connecting atomic constraints. Such an atomic constraint is of the form
“<key><operator><value>” and it has the following limitations:

• Key. LDAP does not support the evaluation of left-hand side expressions.
The key of an atomic constraint must correspond to the key of a metadata
pair. Other expressions, such as calls to inspector methods of the service in-
terface cannot be used in constraints. LDAP also lacks support for navigating
through service objects. Queries such as printer.getQueue().getSize()
are hence not supported.

• Value. LDAP does not support variable substitution for the righthand side.
A constraint such as “(ppm=myValue)” will always check whether ppm is
equal to the String “myValue”. LDAP does not check whether myValue
refers to another metadata entry.
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(a) Bundle update (b) Stale references

Figure 2.4: The Stale References Problem in OSGi

2.4.7 The Stale References Problem

We complete our evaluation of OSGi by introducing a problem that relates to
the way services and bundles are managed in OSGi, called the “Stale References
Problem” [67]. The problem occurs when a bundle references objects or services
from another bundle after the latter has been removed from the OSGi runtime,
for instance, when the bundle is stopped, or when it is updated [141].

Figure 2.4a shows how a bundle uses the PFB paradigm to obtain a reference
to a service S. Using this reference, it can invoke inspector methods so as to obtain
other object references, say, to an object T. Assume that the bundle containing S
and T is updated, hence triggering the removal of all published services (in this
case, S). A new version (denoted v2) replaces the older bundle and registers the
new version of S in the registry. But, as shown in Figure 2.4b, the requesting bun-
dle still contains references to S and T. These references are termed “stale”: they
cannot be found in the service registry and they do not belong to a bundle. Stale
references are problematic because they disallow the garbage collector to clean up
the removed bundle (the entire object graph reachable from S remains in mem-
ory) [68] and because bundles are relying on functionality of an application that
should have been removed. The OSGi specification warns for stale references [143]
and advises to use extensions such as the Gravity Service Binder [88] and Declar-
ative Services [142] when invoking services, but these proposals cannot guarantee
the absence of stale references.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has motivated why programmers need better support when imple-
menting explicit service interactions based on an evaluation of OSGi as a frame-
work for building service-oriented applications in Java.

We have indicated that service orientation comes with at least three challenges:
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service plurality, volatile service properties, and volatile service reachability. Ser-
vice plurality creates a need for expressing selection constraints and valuation
functions. Such expressions often relate to the properties of a service object. But
the values of such properties are typically volatile, which calls for a progamming
model that minimizes the time frame between service selection and service invoca-
tion. Finally, the volatile reachability of a service implies that an injected service
object may suddenly become unreachable. It also implies that newer services with
more interesting properties join the service registry.

Next to these challenges, our subsidiary conditions see to it that candidate
solutions do not break existing guarantees. We require a candidate solution to
foster compile-time guarantees, to offer a decent level of abstraction, and to provide
an expressive yet comprehensible programming model for writing explicit service
interactions.

After having introduced these challenges and their subsidiary conditions, we
have introduced OSGi, the services platform used throughout this text. OSGi fol-
lows the Publish-Find-Bind model of SOA by providing a central service registry,
to be contacted via a facade object, the BundleContext. Services can be registered
by providing the service object along with a dictionary containing metadata prop-
erties. Bundles in need of services use their BundleContext to query the registry,
often driven by service constraints, which can be expressed in LDAP.

The overview of service registration and retrieval in OSGi allows for an in-depth
confrontation of OSGi with the identified challenges and subsidiary conditions.
It turns out that OSGi only marginally supports service constraints and that it
fails to provide language-integrated support for expressing valuation functions. A
metadata dictionary allows to store service properties as long as that data is not
subject to frequent change. Volatile service characteristics are thus problematic
for OSGi. The volatile reachability of a service, on the other hand, is handled by
an event notification system. But that system has its own weaknesses as it is too
fine-grained for service reconsideration at the level of service conversations. OSGi
also fails to satisfy a number of subsidiary conditions: the BundleContext provides
a rather low level of abstraction and its reliance on LDAP bypasses compile-time
guarantees; it also jeopardizes the comprehensibility of the resulting program by
integrating two programming languages into one.

Onward. This chapter has enumerated several reasons why service interactions
need additional language support and as such answers our first question concerning
explicit service interactions: “Why do programmers need better support for imple-
menting explicit service interactions?” The next chapter introduces new language
concepts that aim at easing the implementation of such explicit service interactions
and as such provides an answer to our second question: “What do programmers
need to implement explicit service interactions?”



Chapter 3
Concepts

Chapter Summary

This chapter indicates what type of language constructs can handle the challenges
identified in Chapter 2, both informally and formally. The informal part brings
in ServiceJ, which adds new programming language concepts to Java. The formal
part summarizes Middleweight ServiceJ and describes the exact runtime behaviour
of ServiceJ language constructs by describing their operational semantics.

Informal. Differentiating between services and objects can be done with type
qualifiers (Sections 3.1–3.2). Service plurality is taken into account by introducing
declarative operations for imposing constraints and for specifying valuation func-
tions (Sections 3.3–3.5). The volatile reachability of a service, then, is handled by
language constructs for demarcating service conversations (Section 3.6).
Formal. Middleweight ServiceJ is a formal model that describes the behaviour
of our language concepts (Section 3.7). We focus our attention on the operational
semantics that precisely indicate when and how services are retrieved, constrained,
ranked, injected and invoked (Section 3.8).

ServiceJ is evidently not the only solution to the problems identified in Section 2.2
(page 17). More generally, language integration is not a unique approach for
handling the challenges identified earlier. That is why this chapter also confronts
our solution with related research (Section 3.9).

35
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3.1 Object References and Service References

The difference between a service-oriented OSGi application and a Java application
is that OSGi bundles not only contain references to locally accessible objects, i.e.
instances of classes that are deployed within the same bundle, but also to services
retrieved from the registry. Both kinds of references have different characteristics:

Figure 3.1: Service references and object references

• Object reference. The left part of Figure 3.1 shows how a Queue class
points to a Printer, say, by means of the printer variable. The Printer
instance that is assigned to this variable is characterized by identity and
often by interdependence. Identity means that instances of the referred class
are not interchangeable from the viewpoint of the referrer. Interdependence,
then, occurs when such a dependency is mutual. Injecting a different Queue
instance into the queue field of a Printer changes the identity of its job
queue. Similarly, injecting another Printer in the printer field of a Queue
causes the contents of the queue to be processed by another printer.

We use the term “object reference” to denote a dependency or an interde-
pendency with the following characteristics: (1) the object referred to by the
reference is readily available to the referrer, for instance, because it is con-
tained in the same package or bundle and (2) identity of the referred object
is important from the viewpoint of the referring object.

• Service reference. Figure 3.1 shows how the right bundle uses the publish-
find-bind mechanism to establish the connection from Account to Printer.
The Account instance is willing to call operations on any instance of a class
implementing the Printer type. Ignoring the identity of the Printer in an
environment that is characterized by service plurality, confronts the Account
with a pool of alternative invocation targets. Interchangeability increases
when the other end of the association is oblivious about its referrers, so this
kind of dependencies is typically modelled using unidirectional associations.
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We use the term “service reference” to denote a dependency with the follow-
ing characteristics: (1) the dependency incurs “service risk” as it is subject
to the challenges of Section 2.2 (page 17) and (2) identity of the referred
object is not important from the viewpoint of the referrer.

It is paramount to see that instances of the same class can be involved in both
types of dependencies. Instances of the Printer class may be considered to belong
to a pool of alternatives (service references) by the Account class in Figure 3.1,
whereas a dedicated load balancing component that monitors the job queue of
exactly one printer (object reference) approaches those same instances as having
different identities (e.g. Queue in Figure 3.1). It is thus incorrect to state that
all instances of one class can be only referred to by service references, whereas
another class can be used exclusively in conjunction with object references. But it
is possible to differentiate at the level of the instance variables that contain those
references. The printer variable of the Account class always considers a Printer
to be a service, whereas the printer variable of the Queue class always takes into
account the identity of the referred printer.

Programming with object references

1 Account paymentAccount = payer.getAccount();

2 paymentAccount.withdraw(amount);

Programming with service references

1 ServiceReference[] results =

2 bc.getServiceReferences("Printer.class",null);

3 Printer printer = (Printer) bc.getService(results[0]);

4 printer.print(myReceipt);

5 bc.ungetService(results[0]);

Figure 3.2: Invoking operations on local object references and service references

3.2 Language-integrated Service Variables

Java considers all references to be object references. OSGi adds service-orientation
–and thus service references– to Java but does not introduce a new kind of variable
to which such service references can be assigned. Consequently, all variables are
expected to contain object references and neither the compiler nor the runtime
system can detect where support for explicit service interactions is required. The
programmer remains exposed to the technical details of service retrieval, selection,
injection and invocation. Figure 3.2 shows that this lowers the level of abstraction.

Research has shown that most of these repetitive tasks can be taken over by a
compiler if only the latter can distinguish between the different kinds of variables
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that are used in a program. Type qualifiers are typically used to accomplish
that. The final qualifier in Java, for instance, guarantees programmers that
final fields of an object are immutable after that object has been initialized [80].
Violations are automatically signalled by the compiler. Pratikakis et al. introduce
type qualifiers to allow programmers to distinguish proxy fields from nonproxy
variables in the context of asynchronous method invocation [150]. This allows
developers to implement asynchronous method calls without being bogged down
in the details of proxy coercion and future substitution. Those technical details
are now injected by a compiler. Related language extensions that introduce type
qualifiers so as to allow compile-time code injection or error detection are discussed
in Section 3.9. ServiceJ uses type qualifiers to allow programmers to distinguish
variables containing service references from variables pointing to local objects.

Variables containing object references
1 Account account = payer.getAccount();

2 account.withdraw(amount);

Variables containing service references
1 pool Printer printer;

2 printer.print(myReceipt);

Figure 3.3: Language support for invoking operations on service references

Figure 3.3 shows that ServiceJ attaches the pool qualifier to variables that
contain service references. We refrain from introducing a similar qualifier for vari-
ables that contain object references because the target of such a variable is not
subject to plurality or volatility, at least in a non-distributed application. Dif-
ferentiating between variables containing object references (unqualified variables)
and variables pointing to service references (pool variables) allows us to modify
the semantics of a method invocation that is called using the latter as an invoca-
tion target. We defer a description of the formal semantics to Section 3.7; as for
now, it is sufficient to know that the pool qualifier triggers the compiler to inject
code for just-in-time service injection, based on a transparent, non-deterministic
dependency injection algorithm. This is in firm contrast with the Service Locator
approach of OSGi, so we discuss each property in turn:

1. No Initialization Code. Pool variables cater for a higher level of abstraction
because they are not initialized by programmers. Transparent initialization
resembles the strategy followed by dependency injection frameworks such as
JBoss Seam [176], Google Guice [77] and Spring [172]. Those frameworks
typically initialize dependencies when classes are loaded or when new in-
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stances are instantiated via constructor-based or method-based dependency
injection approaches [175]. Doing so, however, would ignore the volatile na-
ture of services, so pool variables are transparently initialized just-in-time,
i.e. when they appear as the invocation target of an explicit service inter-
action. Rather than method-based or constructor-based injection, we thus
lean on a just-in-time invocation target-based dependency injection model
that takes into account service volatility.

2. Lack of Identity. Programmers should use the pool qualifier to decorate a
variable when they are indifferent about the identity of the object assigned to
that variable. Service references transcend the boundaries of an application
(an OSGi bundle), so explicitly depending on the identity of an object pro-
vided by another application would hardwire bundles to each other and thus
violate the modularity requirement of OSGi bundles [143]. It is impossible
to model bidirectional associations using pool variables for similar reasons.

3. Non-deterministic. Service injection is done non-deterministically by select-
ing any service object from a pool of type-conforming alternatives. Pool
variables do not intend to offer transactional service interactions; they are
injected at the level of a single explicit interaction and hence cannot be used
for client-service conversations (see also Section 2.2 on page 17).

The pool qualifier offers more than type-conforming service injection; it is best
interpreted as a hedge for variables that are used for inter-bundle communication,
that is to say, variables that incur service risks such as plurality and volatility.

The higher the degree of plurality, the more service candidates a client can
choose from. But how can programmers face this plurality if they are no longer
responsible for explicitly initializing a pool variable? To answer this question, we
have extended the pool concept with declarative service constraints (Section 3.4).
Such constraints rely on standardized service metadata, which is explained first.

3.3 Uniform Service Properties

Service properties can be subdivided into two categories: functional and non-
functional service properties. Functional service properties relate to the business
logic offered by the service (Section 3.3.1). Non-functional information relates to
its availability, security considerations, and the like (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Functional Service Properties

Lack of metadata standardization in OSGi allows type-conforming services to use
different names for the same property, as such complicating the formulation of
service constraints. This drawback, together with the limited expressiveness (Sec-
tion 2.4.2, page 27) and the lack of compile-time guarantees (Section 2.4.4, page
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29), creates a need for a better service description mechanism that standardizes
type-safe metadata across type-conforming service classes.

(a) OSGi Metadata (b) Metadata Integration

Figure 3.4: Using the service interface to standardize service characteristics

The solution that we propose is to abandon non-standardized metadata al-
together. Rather than registering a Printer instance along with a dictionary
containing a key-value pair (ppm,20) (as shown in Figure 3.4a), we propose to
extend the Printer interface with a method getPagesPerMinute() (as shown in
Figure 3.4b). In most reusable object-oriented applications, such inspectors are
already available for functional properties that are of interest to depending classes.
Even in OSGi services, such inspectors are generally available, but programmers
have to use XML files to specify the bindings between the metadata key and the
relevant inspector in an attempt to keep both synchronized [61]. This is a te-
dious task. Direct interface integration, on the other hand, solves the problems of
metadata dictionaries as follows:

• Type-safe. Service properties, when integrated in the service interface, can
be queried by means of regular inspector methods. This enables a compiler
to provide guarantees on the type soundness of both the key, represented
by the name and the return type of the inspector method, and its value,
represented by the result after calling that method. Typed metadata no
longer urges the selection algorithm to guess the type of a key.

• Standardized. Every non-abstract class implementing a service interface
must provide a specification-compliant implementation of all the methods
introduced in that interface. This approach is advantageous to service re-
questers because the service interface now serves as a central location for
learning not only what functionality a service provides, but also what ser-
vice characteristics can be constrained.

• Dynamic. By migrating from static metadata to Java inspector methods,
we allow metadata to evolve along with the service object. This creates
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the possibility to constrain dynamic properties. Derived properties are also
supported: the formal arguments of an inspector can be used to accept client
input and turn this information into a derived value.

• Navigable. Contrary to properties modelled as key-value pairs, properties
modelled by inspectors no longer have to be primitive types. They can refer
to other objects or services and hence allow for navigation via object graphs.

(a) Type-conforming decoration (b) Generic decoration

Figure 3.5: Decoration allows for standardized non-functional service properties

3.3.2 Non-functional Service Properties

We believe that a service interface should only contain operations that relate to
the functionality offered by the service itself. A Printer, for instance, should
not contain inspectors that tell how long the service has been registered, or by
which bundle it has been registered. Still, such non-functional information may
be interesting when constraining service candidates. Therefore, we propose to use
the Decorator pattern [69] to attach non-functional information to service objects.
This approach keeps the service interface concise and business-related and it does
not force all concrete implementations to track non-functional data. In other
words, the Printer interface remains equally applicable in situations where the
availability of non-functional information is less important. Figure 3.5 shows two
ways for attaching non-functional service information to a Printer:

• Type-conforming Decoration. Figure 3.5a shows a PrinterDecorator that
implements the Printer interface. The decorator forwards all functional
calls to the decorated object; it also provides a concrete implementation of
the inspectors that model non-functional properties. Clients interested in
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non-functional properties declare a pool variable of type PrinterDecorator
to access these non-functional properties; others use the Printer interface.

• Generic Decoration. Figure 3.5b shows a generic Decorator that, among
others, can be used to attach non-functional properties to the Printer class.
This decorator does not implement the operations of the Printer, but allows
to retrieve the decorated object via getDecorated. The result of invoking
this operation on an instance of Decorator<Printer> is a reference to a
Printer that can be used as the target of an explicit service interaction.

Both are viable solutions to provide non-functional service properties, although
type-conforming decoration leads to programming overhead because programmers
of the Decorator must delegate all functional calls to the service object. The
second solution is more reusable but requires an additional inspection step before
a reference to the decorated service has been obtained.

3.4 Language-Integrated Selection Constraints

Service plurality allows requesters to impose constraints on a set of type-conforming
service endpoints. OSGi uses LDAP constraints to restrict service selection, but
that leads to a bilingual programming model in which dynamically typed LDAP
queries are limited to constrain immutable service properties from a metadata
dictionary. The problems that relate to the metadata dictionary were solved in
Section 3.3; this section introduces a language extension that allows for the defi-
nition of compile-time checkable constraints that refer to these service properties.

The where clause. A variable that is decorated with the pool qualifier can
be finetuned by means of a where clause. The where clause is attached to the
declaration of the pool variable and it accepts as an argument a boolean expression
representing the service constraint. The syntax is as follows:

pool Type varname where <boolean-constraint>;

The where operation triggers a just-in-time injection of a type-conforming ser-
vice that satisfies the <boolean-constraint>. The operation is declarative so as
to maintain a high level of abstraction: programmers only need to indicate what
characteristics a service must have; the compiler remains responsible for injecting
the technical details of service selection.

Only pool variables can be constrained by means of a where clause. This is
not a limitation: non-pool variables contain object references that are not subject
to plurality, so candidate restriction is not required. Verifying whether a type-
conforming object reference can be assigned to a regular Java variable without
violating the class contract should be done using existing programming techniques;
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the where operation is not suited to impose that kind of constraints. But it is
suitable for constraining functional service properties (Section 3.4.1) as well as
non-functional service properties (Section 3.4.2).

3.4.1 Constraining Functional Service Properties

Functional service properties can be integrated in the service interface by means of
inspector methods (Section 3.3, page 39). These inspectors can be referred to by a
where clause as shown in the code sample below. A pool variable printer of type
Printer is created with a where clause referring to an inspector, getNbJobs(),
from the Printer interface.

1 pool Printer printer where printer.getNbJobs()<5;

2 printer.print(myReceipt);

The name of the pool variable can be used inside its own where constraint.
In that case, it is not interpreted as a pool variable, but rather as an iterator
variable that is bound to a retrieved, type-conforming service candidate for which
the where clause must be evaluated. After a service retrieval for type Printer has
returned a set of type-conforming services, the iterator variable inside the where
clause (printer) is repeatedly bound to one of these candidates until a service
satisfies the constraint (or until all candidates have been tried without success). A
candidate satisfying the constraint is immediately injected into the printer pool
variable. The semantics of pool variables have been retained (Section 3.2, page 37).
Should the invocation of the print operation fail, then another candidate service
satisfying the where constraint is sought before reinvoking the operation.

3.4.2 Constraining Non-functional Service Properties

Non-functional properties are collected in a decorator to keep the service interface
concise and business-related. Such decorators can be seen as services decorating
other services. Section 3.3 identified two approaches for decorating services with
non-functional data: type-conforming decoration and generic decoration.

Type-conforming Decoration

Type-conforming decoration means that the decorator implements the interface of
the service it decorates (see Figure 3.5a). Constraining non-functional properties
is straightforward. Rather than defining a pool variable of the decorated type, pro-
grammers looking to restrict non-functional properties define a pool variable of the
decorator type. A pool variable of type PrinterDecorator with type-conforming
decoration is thus used for both constraining (non-)functional properties and for
invoking the explicit service interaction, as shown in the code below.
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1 pool PrinterDecorator printer where printer.getNbJobs()<5

2 && printer.getAvgResponseTime()<10;

3 printer.print(myReceipt);

Programmers not interested in constraining the non-functional properties of a
service use the Printer type as the static type of the pool variable. This may
still lead to the injection of a PrinterDecorator reference, but the non-functional
operations of the decorating interface are evidently not exposed.

Generic Decoration

Generic decoration avoids the overhead of coding a type-conforming decorator
by only referring to the decorated service (see Figure 3.5b, page 41). Invoking
operations on such a pool variable becomes slightly more complex, as shown below.

1 pool Decorator<Printer> deco where deco.getDecorated().getNbJobs()<5

2 && deco.getAvgResponseTime()<10;

3 deco.getDecorated().print(myReceipt);

First, a pool variable deco of type Decorator<Printer> is created. This
pool variable is constrained by means of a where operation that contains both
the functional and the non-functional constraint. The functional constraint is
checked by navigating to the wrapped service object via getDecorated. Note
that getDecorated returns a result of type Printer, not pool Printer. The
Decorator<Printer> instance thus accesses its decorated Printer instance via
an object reference and not via a service reference. This means that the Printer
is locally accessible from the Decorator. Alternatively, the Decorator<Printer>
could reside in another bundle and decorate Printer instances using a service ref-
erence. In that case, the return type of getDecorated would be “pool Printer”.

Figure 3.6: Invoking explicit interactions on a constrained pool variable
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The sample code above refers to the average response time of a service to show
how non-functional information can be taken into account while selecting a service.
It is important to see here that other non-functional properties can be integrated
in the same way. The only requirement is that such properties are published via
public inspector methods, such as getAvgResponsetime().

Integration of the where clause in OSGi

Figure 3.6 shows how a constrained pool variable is integrated in OSGi. A variable
of type Printer is declared along with a selection constraint stating that the job
queue must contain less than 5 jobs. The invocation of the print operation triggers
a search through the registry for type-conforming services (step À). The printer
variable is taken as an iterator variable when searching for a candidate that satisfies
the constraint (step Á). Once such a candidate has been found, it is injected into
the printer pool variable (step Â) and the print operation is invoked (step Ã).
Note. Figure 3.6 is to be interpreted as an informal workstream that executes an
explicit interaction without showing the technical details of (1) service retrieval
(deferred to Section 4.3.2) and (2) service selection (deferred to Section 3.8). As
for now, it is sufficient to understand the informal semantics of the where clause
as a mechanism for constraining a set of type-conforming service references.

1 public void start(BundleContext bundleCtx){

2 Printer printer = null;

3 ServiceReference[] refs;

4 try {

5 String serviceType=Printer.class.getName();

6 String serviceFilter="(nbJobs<=4)";

7 refs[] = bundleCtx.getServiceReferences(serviceType,serviceFilter);

8 printer = (Printer) bundleCtx.getService(refs[0]);

9 }

10 catch(InvalidSyntaxException ise){ /* what can we do here? */ }

11 printer.print(myReceipt); //NullPointerException possible

12 bc.ungetService(refs[0]);

13 printer=null;

14 }

Listing 3.1: Constrained service retrieval in OSGi

Comparison with OSGi. Listing 3.1 shows the code for injecting a constrained
service in OSGi, which uses a Service Locator rather than dependency injection.
Dependency injection would inject the service for too long and hence increase
the odds for stumbling upon the stale service references problem (Section 2.4.7,
page 33). Programmers have two options:

1. Outsource dependency management. Frameworks such as iPOJO [61] or the
Gravity Service Binder [88] can be used to remove dependency management
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from the source code. But that also means writing service queries in XML
files or as field annotations. The InvalidSyntaxException can no longer
be caught in the source code; instead a stack trace is printed when a service
query has been specified incorrectly.

2. Manual dependency management. As shown in Listing 3.1, manually man-
aging dependencies means explicitly retrieving service references, using the
BundleContext to obtain the service object, invoking the service, and then
releasing it and allowing the reference to be garbage collected. Failure to
do so may lead to a stale service reference, disallowing a part of the target
bundle to be garbage collected when the latter is stopped or updated.

Regardless of the choice programmers make, they are also forced to assume
that (1) the keys constrained in the LDAP query are standardized across all type-
conforming service objects and (2) that dynamic properties (such as nbJobs) are
wired to the correct inspector methods in an XML configuration file, such that they
can be kept synchronized. They are also confronted with the limited expressiveness
of LDAP as a service query language.

3.5 Service Selection with Value Maximization

Service plurality allows requesters to constrain and rank service candidates. Sec-
tion 3.4 introduced a declarative operation for constraining service selection; this
section introduces a similar operation for declaratively ranking services according
to their perceived value. Such functions often point to operations provided by the
service interface (in the case of functional service properties) or by a decorator
(in the case of non-functional service properties). The function prescription used
when valuing a service is specific for each requester. Some requesters attach more
value to the Printer with the smaller queue size, whereas others are prepared to
trade longer waiting times for a higher print resolution. Therefore, it makes sense
to model valuation criteria at the level of the variables that are used to execute
the explicit service interaction.

3.5.1 The orderby operation

The orderby clause allows programmers to indicate how a service must be valued.
The code below shows that the orderby operation can be attached to pool variables
in the same way programmers specify where clauses.

<qualifier> <Type> <varname> orderby <valuator>

The orderby operation is declarative because programmers indicate what value
function must be used when valuing service candidates rather than saying how the
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valuation is to be carried out. The source code thus remains free of technical in-
structions for realizing service retrieval, candidate evaluation and reference injec-
tion, as required by one of our subsidiary conditions (abstraction, Section 2.2.2 on
page 20). An orderby clause can be used in conjunction with primitive valuation
criteria and valuators. We discuss both constructs in turn:

• Primitive valuation criteria. The most basic valuation function is an expres-
sion that returns a value of a primitive numeric type, such as int, float
and the like. Candidate services are temporarily injected in the pool variable
(which is again interpreted as an iterator variable inside the orderby clause).
They are ranked according to the value that is returned by that inspector
method, where higher values indicate more attractive services. The fastest
printer in the service registry can be selected as:

printer orderby printer.getPPM();

• Valuator. More complex valuation functions are supported by valuators. We
introduce the generic Valuator<T> interface which contains one inspector:
value(T service). The generic type refers to the type of the service of
which the value will be determined. The formal argument, service, is again
interpreted as an iterator variable that is subsequently bound to all services of
a retrieved candidate set. The implementation of the inspector is application-
specific, but the result should be a double indicating the value of the service.
Given that printer is a pool variable, a more complex valuation concerning
the speed of a printer could be:

printer orderby new PrinterValuator();

The PrinterValuator implements the Valuator<Printer> interface and
Listing 3.2 provides an example of a valuation function that takes into ac-
count both functional and non-functional properties. The reusability of such
valuators can be increased by introducing constructors that accept weights
for specific service properties.

3.5.2 The sequence qualifier

There is one important difference between pool variables constrained by a where
clause and pool variables decorated by an orderby clause. The where clause con-
strains a candidate set, but the worth of all retained members is considered equal.
This allows the injection mechanism to non-deterministically inject a candidate.
The orderby clause, on the other hand, does not expel candidate services, but
induces a ranking on the candidate set and as such forces the selection mechanism
to employ a deterministic protocol.

To stress the use of a deterministic selection protocol, we introduce the sequence
qualifier, which is a subqualifier of the pool qualifier. In other words, a sequence is
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1 class PrinterValuator implements Valuator<Printer>{

2 public double value(Printer p){

3 int totalPagesInQueue=0;

4 for(Job job:p.getQueue().getJobs()){

5 totalPagesInQueue+=job.getNbPages();

6 }

7 if(totalPagesInQueue==0){ return Double.MAX_VALUE; }

8 pool PrinterDecorator deco where deco.decorates(p);

9 double enumerator=totalPagesInQueue*deco.getAvailability();

10 double denominator=p.getQueue().getSize()*p.getAvgPagesPerJob();

11 return enumerator/denominator;

12 }

13 }

Listing 3.2: Value functions with functional and non-functional properties

a pool of services with the additional property that its contents are sorted accord-
ing to a valuation function defined by the programmer. This leads to a hierarchy
of qualifiers, as shown in Figure 3.7. This hierarchy compares to a part of the
Java Collections framework [173]. A pool only understands the where clause and
compares to an unsorted set, such as a java.util.Set. A sequence of services,
then, understands both declarative clauses and can be seen as a set of services
with additional restrictions concerning the order of the candidates. This compares
to a java.util.SortedSet, a subtype of java.util.Set [80].

Figure 3.7: The sequence qualifier is a subqualifier of the pool qualifier

Object/Service Separation. Regular Java variables are depicted as unqualified
in Figure 3.7: they are incompatible with variables that contain service references.
Our formalization will use this hierarchy to statically guarantee that no service
reference can ever flow to a place in the code where an object reference is expected,
and vice versa. This means that the contents of a pool cannot be cached by regular
Java variables, which decreases the odds for stale service references. Other frame-
works, such as iPOJO and Gravity cannot statically guarantee the absence of such
dangerous caching operations. In fact, even specialized tools such as Coroner [68]
can only detect such risky caching operations at runtime, not statically.
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Figure 3.8: Value maximization by means of an orderby clause

3.5.3 Integration of the orderby Expression in OSGi

The use of the sequence qualifier in conjunction with an orderby expression is
exemplified in Figure 3.8. The programmer indicates that the PrinterValuator
must be used when searching for the Printer with the highest perceived value. The
print operation triggers the initialization of the printer variable. The static type
of the sequence variable is used to search for type-conforming services (step À).
The difference with a non-deterministic selection algorithm is that this selection
strategy requires all services to be valued before the one with the highest perceived
value can be injected. Each service reference is therefore sent as an argument to
the value operation of the PrinterValuator (step Á). Scores are collected and
a reference to the service with the highest score is transparently injected into the
printer variable (step Â). This reference can immediately be used to invoke the
required operation on the target service (step Ã). An in-depth view on the service
invocation mechanism is presented in our formalization (Section 3.8 on page 54).

1 @Requires(comparator=NearestPrinter.class)

2 Printer printer;

Listing 3.3: Annotations for specifying comparators in iPOJO

Comparison with OSGi. Service valuation is not supported by LDAP, but
frameworks such as iPOJO support the use of comparators in conjunction with
annotations, as shown in Listing 3.3. The framework injects a service reference
in the variable based on information from the annotation. The NearestPrinter
class is instantiated so as to compare type-conforming service candidates. The
framework is notified when new services are registered such that it can verify
whether the currently injected service is still the best one available. If not, the
better service is injected. Dependency injection is hence not just-in-time, but
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rather “continuous”, based on events sent by the OSGi framework.
IPOJO service valuation is more limited than using the orderby operation as it

refers to metadata key-value pairs in stead of inspector methods. The expressions
that can be used for comparing service candidates are thus more limited than Java
expressions, as already mentioned in Section 2.4 (page 26). Java also forbids the
use of instances of the NearestPrinter comparator in the @Requires annotation.
This prevents requesters from instantiating and configuring a NearestPrinter
comparator and it rules out dynamic binding at the level of comparators.

3.6 Service Session Demarcation

The semantics of the pool qualifier include service fall-back and service reconsid-
eration at the level of a single method invocation. This is done by means of just-in-
time service injection: just before the explicit service interaction is executed, the
relevant where and orderby operations are applied to a retrieved candidate set so
as to properly discount the constraints and value perception of the requester.

Such a fine-grained mechanism is not always feasible. A requester may need
to execute multiple interactions with the same target service in order to complete
a business operation. Such interactions were called sessions or conversations in
Section 2.2 on page 17 and they typically challenge the interaction mechanism to
manage conversational state (such as session identifiers or context data) on the
invoked service. Just-in-time service injection on a per-method basis would be
problematic in that case, especially when the variable is qualified as a pool –that
would trigger the runtime system to use a non-deterministic selection procedure.
The need to implement stateful explicit service interactions creates a need for
demarcating conversations between a requester and its target service. Acknowl-
edging that stateful interactions are not the main goal of this research, this section
briefly points out how such stateful interactions can be integrated in ServiceJ.

The session block construct. We introduce session blocks to group interactions
that must be invoked on the same service. A session block consists of the keyword
session, followed by an argument (arg) and a block structure containing explicit
service interactions, as follows:

session( args ){ interactions }

In this code sample, arg represents either the declaration of a new pool variable,
or the name of an existing variable that is qualified with the pool or sequence
qualifier. Before executing the list of operations inside the session block, the
argument is initialized by injecting a proper service reference, where proper means
that information from where and orderby expressions is discounted as explained
above. Once the candidate has been injected, the variable is locked during the
execution of the entire session block. That means that the fine-grained fail-over
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mechanism of the pool qualifier is disallowed to intervene during the execution of
the block. Variables are unlocked when the following runtime state is reached:

• Session Completion. A session completes successfully if the service that was
injected into the locked variable remains available during the entire session,
i.e. until the closing brace of the session block has been reached. Successful,
in this context, does not mean that no exception has occurred inside the
session block. The word only refers to the fact that the dynamic and volatile
nature of the services architecture did not force us to reassign the locked
variable to an alternative service endpoint.

• Session Failure. A session fails when the service becomes unavailable during
the execution of the session block. Outside such a block, service unavail-
ability would transparently trigger the service reinjection mechanism. Ses-
sion blocks employ different semantics when handling unavailable services.
Rather than applying service fail-over at the level of a single interaction, the
pool variable is unlocked, a new service candidate is injected into it and the
entire session is restarted.

The session block construct resembles the using keyword of C# [51], which
defines a scope, outside of which an object will be disposed. The argument of a
using block must be an instance of a class that implements the IDisposable in-
terface. Similar to the using block, the argument of a session block is subject to
type restrictions (it must be qualified as pool), it is bound before entering the ses-
sion (via getService) and it is disposed on exiting the session (via ungetService).
The current specification of the session keyword is meant only for grouping inter-
actions that should be invoked on the same service. Its current semantics do not
aim at supporting transactional interactions [28]. Atomicity, for instance, cannot
be guaranteed: restarting a session does not undo changes that were made during
the previous session. Neither do the semantics of the session block aim at sup-
porting multi-service interactions, i.e. a conversation in which a client interacts
with more than one target service. Support for transactional service interactions
and multi-service interactions is beyond the scope of this research.

Summary. It is better to differentiate between variables containing object ref-
erences and variables containing service references (Section 3.1) as this not only
increases the level of abstraction, it also fosters important compile-time guaran-
tees. The pool qualifier allows for such a differentiation (Section 3.2), although
it does not take into account service plurality. But plurality can be faced by
constraining or ranking properties that are directly integrated in the service in-
terface (Section 3.3). We have introduced two declarative operations, where and
orderby, that allow to express constraints (Section 3.4) and valuation functions
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(Section 3.5). Fail-over of pool variables works at the level of an explicit interac-
tion, but it can be made more coarse-grained by grouping related interactions in
session blocks (Section 3.6).

Onward. We now turn to the formal semantics of the newly introduced lan-
guage concepts. By means of inference rules and reduction rules, we show how
service references are kept separated from object references. We also show how
and when services are retrieved, constrained, ranked, injected and invoked.
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3.7 Middleweight ServiceJ

We introduce a formal language called Middleweight ServiceJ, in which we formally
define the most important aspects of our language concepts. MSJ is an extension
of Middleweight Java (MJ), a formalization of Java that has been developed by
Bierman et al. [20]. MJ compares to Featherweight Java, a purely functional
formal calculus of Java developed by Igarashi et al. [101], but it models a larger
subset of Java that is still very relevant to MSJ. Indeed, a lighter version of MJ,
called Lightweight Java (LJ), has been proposed by Strisa et al. [158], but that
formalization does not take into account local variables. Given that local pool
variables introduce major challenges for JIT service injection, the use of LJ as a
base for our formalization would not have allowed us to discuss the operational
semantics in full detail. We have built MSJ so as to prove the following important
advantages of our language extension:

• Type Soundness. Integration of the pool and sequence qualifier does not
violate the type soundness of Java.

• Object-Service Separation. Service references can never flow to a point in the
code where object references are expected, and vice versa. Pool variables and
fields are thus always maximally hedged against service risks. This firmly
decreases the exposure to the stale references problem.

• Compile-Time Guarantees. Service constraints (where) and valuation func-
tions (orderby) are subject to the same compile-time guarantees as other
Java expressions.

We will not describe the syntax, the subtyping rules or the expression and
statement typing rules of MSJ in the main text; those rules are explained in
full detail in Appendix A on pages 212–223. Readers interested in the details of
the advanced compile-time guarantees offered by ServiceJ are encouraged to read
Section A.1 before advancing to Section 3.8.

Simplifications. Middleweight ServiceJ does not model session blocks because
that language construct does not add value to the discussion of just-in-time service
injection. Also, MSJ only models declarative operations on (1) the member fields
of a class and (2) local variables. While technically possible to attach declarative
operations to other expressions, such as method invocations, we have decided to
keep the formalization as concise as possible, while still being able to formalize the
most interesting aspects of explicit service interactions. Those aspects, in fact, lay
with the runtime behaviour of executing an explicit service interaction. Therefore,
Section 3.8 provides an in-depth view on the operational semantics of MSJ.
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3.8 Operational Semantics

Reductions in Middleweight Java (MJ) are transitions between configurations. A
configuration describes the state in which an MJ application resides. This is not
different in Middleweight ServiceJ (MSJ), although we have extended the concept
of a configuration to take into account the existence of a service registry. We first
introduce this extended configuration concept (Section 3.8.1) and then show how
ServiceJ programs are executed by a theoretical runtime environment. We only
treat the most important concepts, subdivided in three themes:

• Section 3.8.2: reduction of local variable accesses.
• Section 3.8.3: reduction of field accesses.
• Section 3.8.4: method invocation strategies on pool variables and fields..

Configuration Values
config ::= (SR, H, VS, CF, FS) v ::= vr | vp | vx

Frame Stack vr ::= o | null
FS ::= F ◦ FS | [] vp ::= true | false | σ ∈ Z

Frame vx ::= none | 〈o〉 | 〈C〉 | v
F ::= CF | OF Variable Stack and Scope

Open Frame V S ::= MS ◦ V S | []
OF ::= if (•==e){s1} else {s2} MS ::= BS ◦MS | []

| if (v==•){s1} else {s2} BS : x→ (q, C, v, ec, ev)
| x = •; | return •; Heap and Service Registry
| •.m(e) | (C)• H : oid→ ho
| e | super(e) | { } SR : C → 〈o1, . . . , on〉
| •.f | • .f = e; | v.f = • F : f → v is partial
| v.m(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . en) ho ::= (C,F)
| new C(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . en)
| super(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . en)
| register e; | unregister e

CF ::= s | return e; | x = v; | ; | o.f = v; | T x ec ev; | {s}
| if (v1 == v2){s1} else {s2} | (C)

Figure 3.9: Configuration and scoping of Middleweight ServiceJ

3.8.1 Configurations

The formal specification of an MSJ configuration is shown in Figure 3.9. The base
of MSJ is MJ, which defines a configuration to be a 4-tuple (H,V S,CF, FS). H
represents the heap that allows to access field information, given an object id o.
H provides a function H(o) = (C,F) where F is a mapping from field names f to
values v.
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The second attribute, V S, represents the variable stack. It allows to retrieve
information about local variables. V S is built as a concatenation of method scopes,
MS. Such a method scope, in turn, consists of a concatenation of block scopes,
represented by BS (deep nesting of block statements is modelled by concatenating
multiple block scopes).

The third attribute, CF , is the closed frame to be reduced. A closed frame is an
expression that can be reduced immediately, without requiring another expression
to be reduced first. An example is the expression “return e”. Open frames, then,
must wait to be reduced until a sub-expression has reduced. They are pushed
upon the stack and the sub-expression is replaced by a hole, denoted •, that will
be filled with the result obtained after reducing that sub-expression. The closed
frame “return e”, for instance, reduces to (1) a sub-expression, e, to be evaluated
first and (2) an open frame “return •” of which the evaluation is deferred. Open
frames are enlisted under OF in Figure 3.9.

The fourth attribute of the configuration 4-tuple, FS, models the frame stack.
It contains the frames, closed or open, that must be evaluated in order to finish
the execution of the program.

An MSJ configuration extends an MJ configuration and is written as a 5-tuple
(SR,H, V S,CF, FS), where the additional attribute, SR is used to model the
service registry. This is not to say that the runtime environment needs an addi-
tional memory structure to model that registry. Rather, we feel that modelling
the service registry as a distinct entity allows for a more comprehensible formal-
ization. SR provides a function SR(C) that returns the set of service references
that conform to a type C. The retrieved set of references, o1, . . . , on is written 〈o〉.

An important remark for the remainder of this formalization is that we enforce
the same scoping rules as in Java. The function eval(BS, x) allows to retrieve a
5-tuple (v, q, C, ec, ev) representing information about a local variable x inside a
block scope BS. The value of x and its type are represented by v and T = q C,
respectively. The contents of the optional where and orderby clauses is stored
in ec and ev, where ∅ represents the absence of such an expression.

Values. MJ models only two values: (1) object references, o, and (2) the null
reference. MSJ adds primitive values, such as true and false (for reducing the
where clause) along with a number of specialized value categories so as to model
the contents of pool variables. The following is an overview of those new values:
• Coerced values. A variable is termed “coerced” when it contains a set

of zero or more type-conforming service candidates (obtained from SR) for
which constraints and valuation criteria of the relevant where and orderby
clauses have already been discounted. We introduce two coerced values:
none and 〈o〉.

– The none pointer is different from the null pointer. A none pointer
indicates that a pool variable or pool field has been initialized but that
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no service can be selected as an invocation target, either because the
registry contains no type-conforming candidate (SR(C) = ∅), or be-
cause a where clause filtered out the remaining candidates. The none
pointer occurs in the reduction rules that are presented in Section 3.8.2.

– The second type of coerced value, 〈o〉 = 〈o1, . . . , on〉, indicates a non-
empty, coerced pool. Each oi represents a reference to a candidate
service that is present in SR and that satisfies the where clause.

• Deferred Coercion. Sometimes, coercion of variables can be postponed.
Therefore, we introduce two value types for indicating deferred coercion.

– Local variables. The value 〈C〉 represents a partial coercion with a driver
of type C. It means that a local variable of type C would have been
coerced under normal circumstances, but the absence of a where or
orderby operation allows us to postpone that coercion, even to a time
when the scope in which the variable was defined has already become
unreachable. This is a technical yet very important optimisation and it
is discussed in detail in Section 3.8.2.

– Fields. v is called a boxed field. This kind of value is used to model a
field access o.f for which the reduction from f to a value v is deferred
so as to allow for JIT coercion of the underlying service pool. Rather
than reducing the field to a value, we box the required information to
perform the coercion later. Section 3.8.3 introduces this value.

Sections 3.8.2, 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 use these new value categories to show how pool
variables and pool fields reduce when a method is invoked on them. Figure 3.10
provides an overview of the reduction system.

Figure 3.10: Reduction strategy for pool variables (x) and pool fields (o.f)
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3.8.2 Reduction Rules for Variable Access

Middleweight Java does not model pool variables and therefore only needs a trivial
reduction step to model variable access. A local variable x reduces to a value v by
searching within the current method scope MS, as shown in the rule below.
.

(H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (H,MS ◦ V S, v, FS)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, C)

The equivalent of the above MJ rule in MSJ is shown in Figure 3.11. This simple
reduction rule only works for non-pool variables..

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S, v, FS) (1)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, singleton, C, ∅, ∅)

Figure 3.11: Reduction for singleton variables in MSJ

More interesting are those rules that reduce pool variables. These rules complicate
the operational semantics because we integrate expressions into the declaration
of a variable. Moreover, these expressions must be reduced just-in-time, which
firmly contrasts with, say, the reduction of field initialization expressions. We
explain the reduction of pool variables in four steps: (a) first, we determine when
coercion is necessary, (b) then, we explain how a where operation is coerced and (c)
how an orderby operation is coerced and (d) finally, we show when coercion can
exceptionally be deferred for local pool variables. We begin with a brief summary
of the difference between pool coercion and service injection.

The Difference between Coercion and Injection

Coercion. Pool construction involves a search into SR in order to retrieve type-
conforming services. Coercion is the phase in which all retrieved candidates are
evaluated by means of the where and orderby expression. Coercion of a where
expression leads to a subset of candidate services, where each retained candidate is
guaranteed to satisfy the relevant constraint. Coercion of an orderby expression,
then, leads to a sorted sequence of services, ranked according to the valuation
criterium that was presented as an argument to the orderby operation.

Injection. When a pool variable becomes the target of a method invocation, we
need to select a service from the coerced pool. This phase, where a candidate is se-
lected from a pool, is called service injection. We discuss injection in Section 3.8.4,
which treats strategies for invoking methods in MSJ.
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(a) Places Where Coercion of Local Variables is Necessary

Our requirements analysis mentions just-in-time (JIT) service retrieval as an im-
portant goal for service-oriented systems. In other words, the time between service
retrieval and the realization of the explicit service interaction should be minimized.
Only then can we adequately manage the volatility and plurality of services in a
dynamic environment. JIT retrieval implies that we need to support JIT coercion
as well, given that a pool can only be coerced after it has been retrieved. So ideally,
retrieval, coercion and invocation are all performed within a time window that is
kept as small as possible. Local variables, however, are subject to a limitation
that necessarily drives a gap between coercion and injection. Indeed, local vari-
ables belong to a method scope MS that is not available outside the method. But
that cannot stop the value of a local variable from flowing out of such a method
scope. Consider the following two cases:

• Actual argument. Method invocation creates a new method scope to allow
the called method to reduce its statements in its own scope. The unavail-
ability of the caller-side method scope renders the reduction of caller-side
where and orderby operations impossible. Local pool variables appearing
as actual arguments must therefore be coerced right before the caller-side
method scope becomes unreachable, i.e. before starting the reduction of the
statements inside the new method scope.

• Return statement. The return statement of a method may reduce to some-
thing like “return x”, where x is a local pool variable of which the declar-
ative operations refer to information that is local to the method scope. But
that method scope is popped from the variable stack, V S, when the method
returns, so we need to turn the variable into a coerced pool just before the
information of the scope is lost, i.e. when the return statement is reduced.

1 void pool Printer getAFastPrinter(int minPPM){

2 pool Printer printer where printer.getPPM()>=minPPM;

3 getLog.log("Printer selected", printer); //actual argument => coercion

4 return printer; //return value => coercion

5 }

Listing 3.4: Places where local variable coercion is necessary

Example. Listing 3.4 gives an example of a pool variable that depends on local
information. A variable, printer, is declared with a where clause referring to
the formal argument minPPM. Line 3 includes a reference to the printer variable
as an actual argument and line 4 returns the value of the printer variable. In
both cases, coercion is required, given that information about minPPM will become
unavailable during the execution of the called method (line 3), or after the calling
method has executed its return statement (line 4).
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Before explaining how declarative operations are coerced, we first introduce
a rule that deals with the absence of service candidates. Rule 2 indicates that
the variable to be reduced, x, is a local pool variable (q ≺ pool), but at the
time of reduction, no service candidate has been registered in the service registry
(SR(C) = ∅). Reduction to none is in that case the only option. This rule is
used to reduce any constrained pool variable for which no service candidates can
be retrieved.
.

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S,none, FS) (2)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ q ≺ pool

SR(C) = ∅

Figure 3.12: Coercion of local variables without service candidates
.

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ec, (x〈•〉〈〉〈v〉′) ◦ FS) (3)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ q ≺ pool ∧ ec 6= ∅

〈v〉′ = 〈v〉 \ vk ∧ 〈v〉 = SR(C) 6= ∅
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (vk, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS◦V S, x〈ρ〉〈v〉〈v′〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′◦V S, ec, (x〈•〉〈v〉′′〈v〉′′′)◦FS) (4)
where eval(MS, x) = (vi, q, C, ec, ev)

〈v〉′′′ = 〈v〉′ \ vk
〈v〉′′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈v〉, vi)
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (vk, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈ρ〉〈v〉〈〉) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, 〈v〉′, FS) (5)
where ρ = true ∨ 〈v〉 6= ∅

eval(MS, x) = (vi, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ ev = ∅
〈v〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈v〉, vi)
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈false〉〈〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S,none, FS) (6)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ec, ev)

MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev))))

Figure 3.13: Coercion of local variables with a where operation

(b) Coercion of Pool Variables With a where Operation

Rules 3–6 handle pool variables that contain a where expression. Rule 3 applies
when there is at least one candidate. In that case, pool coercion is started by
creating an expanded variable, denoted x〈ρ〉〈o〉〈o〉′. An expanded variable consists
of the variable name followed by three buckets:

〈ρ〉′ The first bucket contains a value ρ, which is either true or false.
〈o〉′ The third bucket contains the list of unchecked service candidates. Initially,

this list equals SR(C), where C is the static type of the pool variable. One
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oi, selected from that bucket, is injected into the local pool variable, x. The
where expression ec is then reduced using oi as a value for x. The typing
rules require that this expression reduces to either true or false. This value
is represented by ρ in the first bucket, as shown in rules 4 and 5.

〈o〉′ The second bucket is initialized as an empty set. A function unioncond

conditionally adds a value, oi, to that second bucket if the expression ec, in
which x is bound to oi, reduces to ρ = true. The second bucket is thus a
subset of the third bucket, containing only service candidates that satisfy
the where expression.

Rules 5 and 6 decide what happens if the candidate set –the third bucket– has
completely been reduced. If at least one candidate satisfies the where expression,
then rule 5 returns the contents of the second bucket. If no service conforms to the
condition, then rule 6 reduces the expression to none. Note that rule 5 requires
the orderby clause ev to be empty. Additional reduction rules are required to
handle non-empty orderby clauses. These rules are discussed next.
.

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈ρ〉〈o〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ev, (x〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′′) ◦ FS) (7)
where eval(MS, x) = (oi, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ ev 6= ∅

ρ = true ∨ 〈o〉 6= ∅
〈o〉′′ = 〈o〉′ \ ok ∧ 〈o〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi)
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (ok, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ev, (x〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′) ◦ FS) (8)
where MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (ok, q, C, ∅, ev))))

eval(MS, x) = (oi, q, C, ∅, ev) ∧ ev 6= ∅
〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ ok ∧ 〈o〉 = SR(C) 6= ∅

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈σi〉〈(o, σ)〉〈o〉, FS) (9)

−→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ev, (x〈•〉〈(o, σ)〉′〈o〉′) ◦ FS)
where eval(MS, x) = (oi, q, C, ec, ev)

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ 〈(oi, σi)〉
〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ oi+1

MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (oi+1, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈σn〉〈(o, σ)〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, 〈o1, . . . , on〉, FS) (10)
where eval(MS, x) = (on, q, C, ec, ev)

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ 〈(oi, σi)〉
∀i, j : 1..n : σi > σj =⇒ i < j
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev))))

Figure 3.14: Coercion of local variables with an orderby expression
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(c) Coercion of Sequence Variables With an orderby Operation

The reduction rules for the evaluation of an orderby expression in the context of a
local variable access are shown in Figure 3.14. These rules can be triggered in two
different situations. Rule 7 handles the first case, where a where clause has been
evaluated for all service candidates, yielding a set 〈o〉′ from which a candidate ok

is immediately bound to x in order to start the evaluation of the orderby clause.
The rule requires that at least one service is present in the constrained pool. If that
is not the case, rule 6 reduces the variable access to none without even considering
the orderby expression. Rule 8 handles the case where a variable x contains an
orderby expression without a where clause. A service lookup is initiated so as
to build an initial candidate set. If no service candidate is available, rule 2 reduces
the expression to none. Otherwise, rule 8 prepares the evaluation context for the
reduction of the orderby expression for a first candidate, vk.

The typing rules require the valuation expression ev to reduce to an integer,
represented by σ in the reduction rules in Figure 3.14. Every candidate service is
bound to ev and, after evaluation, is stored in the second bucket of the expanded
variable by means of a tuple (oi, σi), where σi represents the value of a service
candidate oi according to ev. Rule 9 adds such a tuple to the second bucket and
prepares the reduction context for the evaluation of the next service candidate.
Only if the third bucket has completely been reduced, the set of service candidates
is sorted based on their scores, σi, and the sorted pool 〈o1, . . . , on〉 is taken as the
result of the evaluation1. Rule 10 thus concludes the reduction of an orderby
expression on a local variable..

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,HS,MS ◦ V S, 〈C〉, FS) (11)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ∅, ∅) ∧ q ≺ pool

Figure 3.15: Coercion of local variables without declarative operations

(d) Coercion of Pool Variables Without Declarative Operations

Rule 11 is the exception to our coercion requirement. It reduces accesses to a pool
variable that carries no declarative operations. These variables are hence indepen-
dent of the surrounding method scope, which allows us to postpone coercion. Note
though, that a variable x will no longer exist in the target method scope, so we
need to replace it by something else. Therefore, we introduce the notion of partial

1Note that the sorting phase could have been postponed as well, as a tuple 〈o, σ〉 does not
contain scope-sensitive information. That would increase the performance of service injection,
but it does not decrease the gap between coercion and injection. Also, it would entail introducing
another value category and additional reduction rules, so we have not modelled deferred sorting
in our current formalization.
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coercion. Rather than reducing x to a set of type-conforming services, we postpone
retrieval and coercion, and instead reduce x to 〈C〉, where C indicates the static
type of the unconstrained pool variable. Injection later turns this partially coerced
pool, 〈C〉, into any oi that appears in the result set of SR(C) = 〈o1, . . . , on〉.

3.8.3 Reduction Rules for Field Access

Contrary to variables, of which the corresponding values are stored on the vari-
able stack (V S), the mapping from fields to values is stored in heap objects.
Middleweight Java knows only non-pool fields and therefore models field access
using a single reduction rule, as shown below. The heap function H(o) is used to
retrieve a tuple (C,F) where C represents the type of the object and F represents
a mapping from field names to values. That field mapping is subsequently used to
retrieve the value, v, of the accessed field, f .
.

(H,V S, o.f, FS) −→ (H,V S, v, FS)
where o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

F(f) = (v, C′) ∧∆f (C)(f) = C′

Rule 12 in Figure 3.16 is a straightforward translation of the abovementioned
rule to Middleweight ServiceJ. The field, f , is reduced via the field mapping,
F, with the additional requirement that f is a singleton field without declara-
tive operations attached to it. This requirement is modelled by the constraint
fbody(C)(f) = 〈∅, ∅〉, where fbody is a function that returns the declarative oper-
ations that are attached to a field (where ∅ indicates no declarative operation).
Middleweight ServiceJ requires additional reduction rules to deal with accesses of
fields that carry the pool or sequence qualifier, as discussed next..

(SR,H, V S, o.f, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, v, FS) (12)
where o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = singleton C′

fbody(C)(f) = 〈∅, ∅〉

Figure 3.16: Reduction of a singleton field access

Deferred Coercion of Pool and Sequence Fields

Even though both fields and variables eventually reduce to either an object refer-
ence, o, or the null pointer, the coercion strategy for pool fields differs completely
from the strategy used for variables. To see why, remember that a variable must
be coerced because its accompanying where or orderby clause may relate to
information that is local to its method scope, which necessitates coercion before
that scope disappears. Fields, on the other hand, are managed by the heap and
their accompanying declarative expressions never depend on information that is
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stored on the variable stack, V S. This allows us to postpone retrieval and coercion
until the field becomes a target of a method invocation. We use the term deferred
coercion to indicate that retrieval and coercion are postponed when pool fields are
used as actual arguments, or when they figure in a return statement. Deferred
coercion is applied by reducing a field access o.f to a boxed field, denoted v , that
caches vital information about the field access expression. A boxed field is defined
as a tuple, v = 〈o, f〉, where o is an object reference (o ∈ dom(H)) and f is the
name of the field. The reduction rule that treats deferred coercion of pool fields
is shown in rule 13 in Figure 3.17..

(SR,H, V S, o.f, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, v , FS) (13)
where o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

q ≺ pool ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′

v = 〈o, f〉

Figure 3.17: Deferred coercion of pool fields using boxed fields

Deferred coercion implies that the where and orderby expressions might be
reduced in another evaluation context, for instance, during the reduction of a
method in another object. Therefore, we must avoid confusion between the local
method scope and the declaration scope of the pool field. This is achieved by
caching information inside a boxed field v = 〈o, f〉 that allows us to reestablish
the original context in which f was declared:

• The name of the field (f in 〈o, f〉) allows us to retrieve the correct declarative
expressions using the function fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉, where C can be found
after applyingH(o) = (C,F) via o in 〈o, f〉. We can execute a service retrieval
SR(C) = 〈o〉 and then coerce 〈o〉 via ec and ev.

• We also need to make the this pointer refer to the object in which the pool
field was declared. The object reference o allows us to do that. All this
references in the where and orderby expressions will thus point to the
correct object when they are reduced.

The advantage of boxing fields rather than reducing them immediately, is that the
reduction system can make use of the most recent information when injecting a
candidate service. An additional benefit of deferred coercion is increased runtime
efficiency: fields that never function as invocation targets never trigger an unnec-
essary service retrieval, nor do they require pool coercion or service injection. A
similar performance gain cannot be achieved for local pool variables, as volatile in-
formation on the variable stack necessarily drives a gap between variable coercion
and variable injection.
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3.8.4 Method Invocation Strategies

Middleweight Java introduces rules for reducing a method invocation. There are
only two reduction rules: one for methods returning void, and another one for
methods returning a value, v. Those rules do not distinguish between local vari-
ables and fields. There is no need to do that in MJ: both fields and variables are
reduced to an object reference, o, before the method is invoked.
.

(H,V S, o.m(v), FS) −→ (H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, FS)
where mbody(C,m) = (x, s) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

BS = {this→ (o, C), x→ (v, C)} ∧∆m(C)(m) = C → C
(H,V S, o.m(v), FS) −→ (H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, (return o; ) ◦ FS)

where mbody(C,m) = (x, s) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

BS = {this→ (o, C), x→ (v, C)} ∧∆m(C)(m) = C → void

Reducing invocation targets to a single value before reducing the method invo-
cation itself is much harder in MSJ than it is in MJ. MSJ models partially coerced
pools, fully coerced pools and boxed fields, which require additional reduction
rules for (1) JIT coercion and (2) candidate injection before they can serve as
method invocation targets. We will introduce reductions for each value category
later in this section, but we begin with the MSJ equivalent of the abovementioned
reduction rules..

(SR,H, V S, o.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, FS) (14)
where mbody(C,m) = (x, s) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

∆m(C)(m) = T → T ′ where T = q C

BS = {this→ (o, q, C, ∅, ∅), x→ (v, q, C, ∅, ∅)}
(SR,H, V S, o.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, (return o; ) ◦ FS) (15)

where mbody(C,m) = (x, s) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

∆m(C)(m) = T → void where T = q C

BS = {this→ (o, q, C, ∅, ∅), x→ (v, q, C, ∅, ∅)}
(SR,H, V S, e.m(e1, . . . , en), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, (•.m(e1, . . . , en)) ◦ FS) (16)
(SR,H, V S, v.m(v1, . . . , vi−1, ei, ei+1, . . . , en), FS)

−→ (SR,H, V S, ei, v.m(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . , en) ◦ FS) (17)

Figure 3.18: Method invocation strategy for singleton variables and fields

(a) Method Invocation Strategy for Singleton Values

Rules 16 and 17 decompose complex expressions into smaller ones before invoking
the method. These rules can also be found in Middleweight Java. Rules 14 and 15
in Figure 3.18 reduce a method invocation on an object reference, o. The occur-
rence of a single object reference indicates that o is the result of the reduction of
an expression typed as singleton. The statements, s, of the called method are set
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as the next frame, and a new block scope, BS, is created. Within that scope, all
formal arguments, x, are bound to actual arguments. This binding is represented
by means of a 5-tuple, x→ (v, q, C, ec, ev). None of these actual arguments carries
declarative operations, as denoted by the ∅ symbols in the resulting block scope,
BS. That is not to say that only singleton variables can be actual arguments.
References to pool variables and pool fields may also occur here because:

• If an actual argument x refers to a local pool variable, then v represents either
a partially coerced pool (v = 〈C〉), reduced via rule 11, or a fully coerced pool
(v = 〈o〉), reduced by means of rules 3, 4 and 5.

• If an actual argument x refers to a pool field, then v represents a boxed field,
v , reduced by means of rule 13. The object reference o from v = 〈o, f〉 is
used to execute H(o) = (C,F). Taking f from v and combining it with C
allows to retrieve the declarative expressions via fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉..

(SR,H, V S, 〈C〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, vi.m(v), FS) (18)
where ∃vi ∈ SR(C)

(SR,H, V S, 〈C〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none.m(v), FS) (19)
where 6 ∃vi ∈ SR(C)

Figure 3.19: Method invocation strategy for partially coerced values

(b) Method Invocation Strategy for Partially Coerced Values

Figure 3.19 introduces two reduction rules for partially coerced values. A partially
coerced value is a value v = 〈C〉. This value category was introduced to represent
a local pool variable that contains no declarative operations and is hence indepen-
dent of volatile method scope information. We postponed coercion by caching the
static type C of the local pool variable. Now that 〈C〉 becomes an invocation tar-
get, we perform a service retrieval, SR(C), which yields a pool of candidates, 〈o〉.
If at least one service resides in this pool, rule 18 is used to reduce the expression.
In case no service reference is returned, we execute rule 19, eventually leading to
a NonePointerException.

(c) Method Invocation Strategy for Boxed Fields

When appearing as an actual argument, or in a return statement, a pool field
reference is turned into a boxed field, v = 〈o, f〉. The coercion of a pool field is
deferred until it becomes the target of a method invocation. Figure 3.20 shows the
relevant reduction rules. Rule 20 covers the scenario where no type-conforming
service can be found in SR when the boxed field needs to be reduced to a value,
whereas rule 21 immediately reduces a boxed field to a fully coerced set of type-
conforming candidates. It can do that because there are no declarative operations
defined on the pool field (as represented by fbody(C)(f) = 〈∅, ∅〉).
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.

(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none.m(v), FS) (20)
where v = 〈o, f〉

o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = v
∆f (C)(f) = q C′

q ≺ pool ∧ SR(C′) = ∅
(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, 〈o〉.m(v), FS) (21)

where fbody(C)(f) = 〈∅, ∅〉
v = 〈o, f〉
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = v
∆f (C)(f) = q C′

q ≺ pool ∧ SR(C′) = 〈o〉 6= ∅
(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H ′,MS ◦V S, ec, ( v 〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′)◦(•.m(v))◦FS) (22)

where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec 6= ∅
F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
〈o〉 = SR(C′) 6= ∅
〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ ok
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]
MS = {this→ (o, q, C, ∅, ∅)}

(SR,H,MS◦V S, ( v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈o〉′),FS)−→(SR,H ′,MS◦V S, ec, ( v 〈•〉〈o〉′′〈o〉′′′)◦FS)(23)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec 6= ∅

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ 〈o〉′ 6= ∅
〈o〉′′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi)
〈o〉′′′ = 〈o〉′ \ ok
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ( v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈〉), FS) −→ (SR,H ′, V S, 〈o〉′, FS) (24)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec 6= ∅ ∧ ev = ∅

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
ρ = true ∨ 〈o〉 6= ∅
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
〈o〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi)
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → null])]

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ( v 〈ρ〉〈〉〈〉), FS) −→ (SR,H ′, V S,none, FS) (25)
where v = 〈o, f〉

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
ρ = false
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → null])]

Figure 3.20: Just-in-time coercion of boxed fields.
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The reduction system gets more complicated when the service registry, SR,
does return services and when the pool field does contain declarative operations.
Rule 22 creates a new expanded field containing three buckets. This reduction
subsystem works analogous to the strategy that we developed for local pool vari-
able coercion. The only difference is the place where information about the field is
found. Rather than searching within a method scope, MS, we use (1) the typing
environment ∆ to retrieve the type of f via ∆f (C)(f) and (2) we use the function
fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 to retrieve the declarative operations, ec and ev. The result
of rule 22 is that the where expression, ec, will be evaluated with a first service
candidate, ok injected into f . Note also that the rule creates a new method scope,
MS, with the this reference pointing to the object o that contains the referenced
field f . This ensures that the entire where expression is evaluated in the proper
context, i.e. in the context where f was declared. Rules 23, 24 and 25 resemble
rules 4–6 on page 59. We do not discuss them in detail..

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H ′,MS ◦ V S, ev, ( v 〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′′) ◦ FS) (26)
where H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = oi

ρ = true ∨ 〈o〉 6= ∅
〈o〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi) ∧ 〈o〉′′ = 〈o〉′ \ ok
v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ev 6= ∅
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]

(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS)−→(SR,H ′,MS◦V S, ev, ( v 〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′) ◦ (•.m(v)) ◦ FS) (27)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧H(o) = (C,F)

fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec = ∅ ∧ ev 6= ∅
〈o〉 = SR(C) ∧ 〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ oi
MS = {this→ (o, singleton, C, ∅, ∅)}
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → oi])]

(SR,H,MS◦V S, v 〈σ〉〈(o, σ)〉〈o〉, FS) (28)

−→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ev, ( v 〈•〉〈(o, σ)〉′〈o〉′)◦FS)
where 〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ ok

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ (oi, σi)
v = 〈o, f〉 ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = oi
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]

(SR,H,MS◦V S, v 〈σ〉〈(o, σ)〉〈〉, FS)−→(SR,H ′, V S, 〈o〉, FS) (29)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = oi

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ (oi, σi)
∀i, j : 1..n : σi > σj =⇒ i < j
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → null])]

Figure 3.21: Just-in-time coercion of boxed fields with an orderby expression

Note that rule 24 requires the orderby expression, ev, to be empty. The pres-
ence of an orderby expression requires additional reduction rules, as shown in
Figure 3.21. The reduction of an orderby expression knows two entry points.
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Rule 26 represents the end of a where coercion that is immediately followed by
a coercion of the accompanying orderby clause. Rule 27 deals with the absence
of a where expression by searching the service registry, SR(C). If no service is
returned by SR(C), then rule 20 reduces the expression to none. Rules 28 and 29
reduce the orderby expression. They are conceptually similar to rules 9 and 10
on page 60. We do not discuss them in detail.

As a side note, we point out that neither MSJ nor MJ model access modifiers
for methods or fields. Would the introduction of a private qualifier lead to access
violations when a private method is called by a declarative operation of a boxed
field? The answer is no because we temporarily migrate our evaluation context to
the instance in which the field is declared (see rule 27). There, it is allowed to call
private methods..

(SR,H, V S, 〈o1, . . . , on〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, oi.m(v), FS) (30)
where H(oi) = (C,F) ∧ oi ∈ (SR(C) ∩ 〈o1, . . . , on〉)

6 ∃j : j < i ∧ oj ∈ (SR(C) ∩ 〈o1, . . . , on〉)
(SR,H, V S, 〈o1, . . . , on〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none.m(v), FS) (31)

where SR(C) ∩ 〈o〉 = ∅

Figure 3.22: Method invocation strategy for fully coerced values

(d) Method Invocation Strategy for Fully Coerced Values

Figure 3.22 introduces two rules for reducing method invocations on fully coerced
values. A fully coerced value, 〈o〉, is a set of type-conforming service candidates
(1) that have been retrieved from SR and (2) that have been filtered or sorted
according to accompanying where and orderby expressions. Fully coerced values
can be the result of applying rules that reduce (1) local pool variables or (2) boxed
fields. Given that all information has already been discounted in the coerced value,
it is sufficient to immediately select a candidate oi from 〈o〉. But there is one
caveat. A services environment is inherently volatile, which calls for a minimal
time frame between pool coercion and candidate injection. Pool fields obey this
rule, given that, in the case of boxed fields, pool coercion is immediately followed by
candidate injection. But local pool variables with declarative operations introduce
additional challenges because they drive a gap between coercion and injection. The
reachability of a service in a coerced pool can therefore no longer be guaranteed at
the moment it becomes the target of a method invocation. The injected candidate
may no longer be registered in SR. Therefore, we need two rules to reduce method
invocations on fully coerced values: rule 30 is used when 〈o〉 contains at least one
service that is still registered in SR. Rule 31, on the other hand, is taken when
the intersection of SR(C) and the fully coerced pool is empty.
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(SR,H, V S,null.m(v1, . . . , vn), FS) −→ NullPE (32)
(SR,H, V S,none.m(v1, . . . , vn), FS) −→ NonePE (33)

Figure 3.23: Method invocation strategies that result in an exception

Erroneous Method Invocations

A method invocation fails when the invocation target is either null or none, as
shown in Figure 3.23. Reduction to null occurs when a variable or a field has
not yet been initialized, or when it is assigned to the null pointer. Invoking a
method on null leads to a NullPointerException, as shown in rule 32. Rule 33
throws a NonePointerException when no type-conforming invocation target can
be retrieved from the service registry (e.g., rules 2 and 20), or when a where
expression filters out all remaining candidates (rules 6, 19, 31 and 25).

3.9 Related Work

The problem tackled in this first part of the dissertation can be generalized to-
wards the problem of injecting the most adequate invocation target into a variable
when executing explicit interactions in a Service-Oriented Architecture. A broad
range of research projects are faced with a similar challenge, albeit often in other
execution environments. Some research projects discussed here focus on service
invocation in a dynamic and volatile environment; others assume that the service
endpoint to be injected resides at a fixed location. The latter proposals are not less
valuable, although they are less suitable for dealing with some of the challenges
identified in Chapter 2. The main question in this section is: “How well does the
given approach handle the challenges of a dynamic services environment?”. Our
answer is summarized in Table 3.1 (page 82).

3.9.1 OSGi frameworks, Tools and Extensions

In an attempt to solve the stale service references problem (Section 2.4.7, page 33),
a number of proposals attempt to remove dependency management from the source
code. The tendency is to abandon the Service Locator pattern in favor of depen-
dency injection, while striking a balance between outsourcing non-functional code
and still allowing programmers to influence the service injection process. Here,
we discuss (1) the Service Tracker, (2) the Dependency Manager, (3) the Gravity
Service Binder, (4) OSGi Declarative Services, and (5) iPOJO.

An early attempt to render service management transparent was the OSGi
Service Tracker [143]. A ServiceTracker instance can be constructed by passing
it (1) a reference to the BundleContext, (2) an LDAP filter to constrain the set
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of services to be tracked and (3) a ServiceTrackerCustomizer, as shown in the
code sample below.

1 ServiceTracker tracker = new ServiceTracker(

2 BundleContext context,

3 Filter filter,

4 ServiceTrackerCustomizer customizer);

The ServiceTrackerCustomizer customizes the ServiceTracker instance by
implementing three methods: (1) addingService (2) modifiedService and (3)
removedService. These three operations can be implemented so as to inject or
unbind services in a bundle. Stale service references cannot be avoided. In fact,
their number is expected to increase as multiple classes (the activator, the tracker
and the customizer) are confronted with the service reference. Either instance
caching a reference prevents the garbage collector from removing the service object.
Another problem is the limited ability of the LDAP filter to expressively delimit
the set of services to be tracked by the ServiceTracker. Some unsolicited events
concerning the addition or removal of irrelevant services will still be notified, so
developers of the ServiceTrackerCustomizer must take care only to react to
events stemming from the injected service. But that involves comparing –and
hence caching– service references, which further increases the odds for introducing
stale references.

1 dm.add(createService()

2 .setImplementation(DeviceTracker.class)

3 .add(createServiceDependency()

4 .setService(Device.class)

5 .setAutoConfig(false)

6 .setCallbacks(addDevice, removeDevice)

7 .setRequired(false))

8 );

Offermans [140] proposes the Dependency Manager to remove the code bloat
introduced by Service Trackers and Service Listeners. The code above config-
ures a dependency of the DeviceTracker class on instances of the Device class,
where instances of Device are expected to be registered as services. The config-
uration indicates that the DeviceTracker implements methods, addDevice and
removeDevice, for managing the dependency. The former is called when a Device
service is registered (and not yet injected). The latter is called when the injected
Device is unregistered. Unfortunately, these callbacks bypass compile-time guar-
antees, as it is impossible to verify at compile-time whether DeviceTracker really
implements both methods, and whether those methods accept a single formal argu-
ment of type Device. Other problems, including the occurrence of stale references,
remain unsolved.
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1 <reference name="command"

2 interface="java.lang.Runnable"

3 bind="setCommand" unbind="unsetCommand"

4 cardinality="0..1" policy="dynamic"

5 target="(shell=osgiConsole)"

6 />

The OSGi Declarative Services Specification [142] is an extension of the Grav-
ity Service Binder [88] and allows programmers to drive dependency injection via
an XML file, an example of which is shown above. The reference tag contains at-
tributes such as bind and unbind, which point to methods in the bundle activator
to be called when a type-conforming service must be injected into the client. The
target attribute allows for constraining service properties, whereas the interface
attribute constrains the service type. The drawbacks of this approach are obvious.
Compile-time guarantees are circumvented, not only on the service type and the
LDAP filter, but also on the calls to the binding and unbinding methods. Further-
more, the stale references problem remains unsolved. Worse, programmers can no
longer analyze the source code to see which variables point to service references,
so they cannot tell which actions may lead to the occurrence of stale references.

Bottaro and Gerodolle introduce the Extended Service Binder [26], a declar-
ative model for the dynamic discovery of services. A client-side Binder Factory
injects OSGi services based on a Binding Description. A salient feature of the
extended service binder is that it uses OSGi’s metadata system to indicate in
what kind of distributed, heterogeneous registries a service is to be registered,
but that involves editing XML files. Dependency injection is extended towards
a distributed model, although it remains unclear in [26] how distribution-specific
exceptions, such as RemoteException are handled. Furthermore, the drawbacks
identified for OSGi Declarative Services also apply here.

A continuation of research concerning the Service Binder, iPOJO [61], origi-
nally relied on XML configuration files [60], but now provides dependency injection
by means of annotations. Section 3.5 (page 46) pointed out that iPOJO supports
annotations that carry LDAP queries and comparator classes for expressing service
dependencies. The framework nicely integrates with the OSGi services platform
but inherits all its limitations. Service constraints are also subject to three limita-
tions: (1) they are dynamically typed, (2) they cannot refer to volatile properties
of the requester because the LDAP query is constructed at the moment the re-
quester is instantiated and (3) they cannot refer to volatile service properties
because of static metadata dictionaries. Valuation functions, then, cannot be con-
figured because Java annotations cannot contain object references or constructor
invocation expressions. Nonetheless, annotation-based approaches may help solv-
ing the stale references problems because annotation processors now know which
variables contain service references. A similar advantage can be achieved with the
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pool qualifier.
Coroner [68] is a project specifically geared towards identifying stale references

in OSGi applications. The authors identify three causes of stale references: (1)
references cached in a variable that is not managed by a dependency framework
such as iPOJO, (2) references sent as actual arguments to a method implemented
by another bundle and (3) unfinished threads started by bundles that have already
been stopped or updated. They focus only on the first problem. AspectJ [112]
is used to intercept calls that stop bundles and unregister services. Services are
transparently referred to by means of a WeakReference, which allows the garbage
collector to reclaim service objects. This approach is promising, although we have
two remarks. First, the stale references identified by Coroner are service refer-
ences that are assigned to variables that normally contain object references. Do-
ing so indeed leads to stale references, which is why ServiceJ forbids it at compile
time. Coroner detects the issue only at runtime, which may lead to unexpected
NullPointerExceptions when a local variable caches a WeakReference to a ser-
vice that is unregistered. Second, only service dependencies are decorated with
a WeakReference. References obtained after querying that service may also lead
to stale references, but these are not identified when they become stale. ServiceJ,
on the other hand, integrates qualifiers as part of the type of an expression, and
can hence identify statically when a service reference is used to obtain object ref-
erences. Assigning such references to non-pool variables can thus be signalled
as a dangerous operation, or even forbidden. The other causes of stale service
references are not solved by Coroner, and neither by ServiceJ.

The stale references problem in OSGi can be generalized to the problems that
relate to the presence of aliasing in object-oriented applications. Every service
that is obtained via the service registry in fact aliases the service object and passes
that alias to another application (i.e. another OSGi bundle). Such aliases must
be avoided as they disallow the garbage collector to reclaim the memory space
in which the uninstalled bundle resides. In [133, 47], the authors identify similar
aliasing problems, such as external objects being able to manipulate the state of
another object via aliases. Those aliases allow state modification without passing
through the “owner” of that state.

The authors propose a powerful mechanism for statically detecting malign alias-
ing based on assignment incompatible aliasing modes. The two most important
modes are arg and rep, which resemble the pool qualifier in that they can be used
to qualify variables and fields, and these qualifications flow through programs just
like types. The first qualifier, arg, is used to qualify objects that can flow outside
of a container, but the container must treat them as immutable. The second qual-
ifier, rep, is used to qualify objects that can be modified by a container (i.e. the
owner of that object) but that cannot be exported from that container.

By making the aliasing modes explicit in a program via such qualifiers, a com-
piler is able to statically enforce that no rep expression is ever assigned to an
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arg variable and vice versa. The same guarantee can be provided by ServiceJ,
as non-pool expressions can never be assigned to a pool variable, and vice versa.
Flexible alias protection can be used to solve the second problem identified by the
developers of Coroner.

AliasJava [4] and JavaD [3] annotate all reference types in a program, describing
the extent to which that reference is shared. The lent qualifier is used to denote
references that are temporarily aliased, for instance, because they are assigned
to local variables. Such aliases must be destroyed when the method returns, so
aliases cannot flow to the persistent state of the object. Such a qualifier could
be used to allow for temporary pool dereferencing, i.e. using a pool variable to
obtain a reference that is qualified as non-pool. This is currently not allowed as it
creates a risk for persisting object references obtained from external bundles. The
lent qualifier could allow for temporarily caching such object references during
stateful conversations between services, while still guaranteeing that the reference
is discarded after the conversation has ended.

3.9.2 Dependency Injection

Dependency Injection [66] is often used to inject functionality stemming from a
lower application layer without decreasing the level of abstraction. For example,
rather than using JNDI [119] to retrieve an EntityManager, the Java Enterprise
Edition 5.0 [166] now provides an annotation @PersistenceContext to trigger
the transparent injection of a persistence manager in the annotated variable. De-
pendency injection is also increasingly used to inject references to dynamic and
volatile services. Here, we discuss (1) Spring, (2) Seam, (3) Guice, (4) Peaberry,
(5) PicoContainer and (6) HiveMind.

The Spring framework [172] resembles OSGi because it advocates a compre-
hensive and modular POJO component model, while shielding developers from
as much complexity as possible. Dependency injection is used to inject refer-
ences to persistence managers, loggers and transaction managers. Typically, this
is done through constructor-based injection or setter-based injection, where the
@AutoWired annotation indicates the need for dependency injection. These de-
pendencies are more or less static: they refer to instances that are provided by the
Spring container (or by another framework running in it) and they are assumed
to remain available during the lifecycle of the annotated business object.

1 @ServiceReference(serviceBeanName=...,serviceTypes=...,filter=...)

OSGi needs a more dynamic way for injecting service dependencies because of
the volatile nature of services. Therefore, the Spring Dynamic Modules specifica-
tion for OSGi Service Platforms [48] introduces an annotation, @ServiceReference,
to define dependencies on OSGi services, as shown in the code sample above. The
annotation resembles the one proposed by iPOJO, except for the serviceBeanName,
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which refers to the name of the Spring bean that backs the injected service. This
allows for selectively importing functionality from specific components, which is
not supported by ServiceJ.

JBoss Seam [176] provides a lightweight container for J2EE applications and
integrates Java Server Faces (JSF) [72] and Enterprise Java Beans 3.0 [34]. The
injection technique of Seam compares to the strategy followed by Spring in that it is
rather static and hence less suited for injecting dependencies on dynamic services,
but that is not the goal of Seam. Another salient feature is dependency outjection,
which allows a POJO to export functionality to those classes that require such
functionality to be injected. Multiple objects can export the same functionality,
leading to a situation of plurality, but Seam does not offer ways for constraining
or valuing different candidates. The @In annotation only supports attributes for
stating that the dependency is required (causing the application to fail if no type-
conforming instance is found) and for requesting that a new instance be created
(create=true) if no existing instance is available.

Google Guice [77] introduces modules by means of the Module interface that
contains an operation configure(Binder b). A Guice Module compares to an
OSGi BundleActivator because it configures an application. But the Binder
that is associated to that Module works differently. It maps service interfaces (e.g.
Service.class) to concrete implementations (e.g. ServiceImpl.class) and thus
resembles the OSGi Registry. Clients in need of an implementation of the type
“Service” annotate a variable of that type with the @Inject annotation, leading
to the transparent injection of a ServiceImpl instance via consultation of the
Binder. The OSGi Service Registry can in this context be interpreted as a Binder
overarching multiple modules (OSGi bundles), hence providing functionality across
application components. Dependencies declared with the @Inject annotation do
not take into account the volatile nature of services, but more dynamic injection
approaches can be achieved with the Provider<T> type. For instance, annotating
a variable printerProvider of type Provider<Printer> with @Inject allows for
the dynamic retrieval of a Printer service via printerProvider.get(), which
resembles the just-in-time injection strategy of the pool qualifier. One drawback
is that programmers are always confronted with the conversion of the Provider
type into the requested service type.

During the redaction of this dissertation, Google released Peaberry [78], an ex-
tension for the Guice dependency injection framework specifically geared towards
OSGi service dependencies. It relies on the standard Guice @Inject annotation
to inject services into annotated fields. The LDAP filter mechanism is general-
ized to support other constraint languages as well, to be implemented in a Filter
class that provides a matches operation. That method accepts a set of service
attributes. Thus, queries still rely on external service metadata, rather than inte-
grated service properties.

The PicoContainer [1] is a Java framework that automatically wires applica-
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tion components to each other. A component is a POJO of which the constructor
arguments represent dependencies on other components (classes). The container
uses this information to instantiate (or obtain references to existing instances of)
the types of these formal parameters. Dependency resolution is done by looking
for type-conforming instances in a mapping. Classes and objects can be exported
(or “outjected”) by adding them to this mapping. This is done programmatically
by calling addComponent on a PicoContainer instance. Components can be re-
trieved by calling getComponent on the same instance. This returns an instance
of which all dependencies have recursively been resolved. Compared with OSGi,
PicoContainer provides less support concerning module installation or component
updating. Also, dependencies are resolved during object construction, not just-
in-time, and the objects on which a component depends are assumed to remain
available during the lifetime of the dependant. This makes the approach followed
by PicoContainer less suitable for a dynamic services environment such as OSGi.

HiveMind is a services and configuration microkernel [104] aimed at improv-
ing encapsulation, modularization, testability and reusability. XML files allow
configuring components to export services, or to instantiate them on-demand us-
ing specialized BuilderFactory classes referenced in the XML descriptor. Hive-
mind supports a pooled service model, which means that multiple type-conforming
services may coexist. Such services can be retrieved from a Hivemind registry
(getServiceIds(Class c)) similar to the Service Locator approach followed by
OSGi although retrieval does not support service constraints or service valuation.
Hivemind supports the attachment of interceptors to services for logging and moni-
toring purposes, although aspect-oriented programming probably provides a better
and more type-safe approach for doing that –Spring Dynamic Modules is a case
in point here.

An empirical study into the use of dependency injection in Java is made in [175].
The paper confirms extensibility, testability and reusability as being the most
important promises of dependency injection and defines four dependendy injec-
tion categories: (1) constructor-based injection, (2) method-based injection, (3)
constructor-based injection with default value, and (2) method-based injection
with default value. It is difficult to position the ServiceJ just-in-time service in-
jection strategy within this categorization for two reasons. First, ServiceJ uses
a dynamic injection strategy, driven by type qualifiers that flow through a pro-
gram, whereas the categorization in [175] is largely concerned with more static
approaches as it ignores the potentially volatile nature of the injected target. Sec-
ond, ServiceJ neither uses constructors nor methods to inject a reference into the
field of a class, but leans on a qualifier to learn which fields must be injected
transparently.
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3.9.3 Java and Java Extensions

Java Enterprise Edition 5.0 [166] introduces an annotation, @WebServiceRef, to
initialize a variable that depends on a web service. The application server trans-
parently uses the WSDL location, specified in the wsdlLocation part of the an-
notation, to inject a stub to that service into the annotated variable. Invoking the
web service resembles invoking a regular method on a Java object, which explains
the high scores on abstraction and compile-time guarantees. One problem, how-
ever, is that the reference is hardwired. Only one WSDL definition can be given
as an argument to the annotation, which means that only one service can ever be
considered. Worse, the location of that service must be available at compile-time
–or at deployment time, in case the annotation is overridden by information from
the deployment descriptor. The @WebServiceRef annotation is thus less suitable
for use in volatile service environments. Additionally, deployment-specific infor-
mation, such as the wsdlLocation should not be part of the source code as it
decreases the reusability of the application.

Cazzola and Ancona introduce the Multi-Channel Reification Model [37, 36]
for extending the behaviour of messaging systems. The model reifies the commu-
nication model into a logical object, called a multi-channel. The authors extend
Java class definitions with the kind keyword so as to allow programmers to attach
a customized communication protocol to selected method invocations. The syntax
is defined as follows:

kind <name> with < receivers > to < methods >

The name refers to the communication protocol that must be used when calling
one of the methods on one of the receivers. Calling such a method on a target, t,
firmly differs from method invocation in Java:

Object multiRMI(String mname, String[] recvs, Object[] args)

This protocol is implemented using a Meta-Object Protocol (MOP). A method call
is wrapped in an mChaRMMethodCall instance, which is then sent to the class imple-
menting the required communication protocol. The kind concept requires invoca-
tion targets to be known at implementation time. Similar to the @WebServiceRef
annotation, this concept is not applicable to highly volatile service applications.
MChaRM does provide an implementation for invocation fail-over, but only if ser-
vices referred to in the kinds construct are still available at runtime. MChaRM in-
creases the level of abstraction by removing non-functional code from the business
logic, but it does so by sacrificing compile-time guarantees about the invocation
of methods due to its reliance on a Meta-Object Protocol.

JWIG [44, 45] is an integration of the <bigwig> [30] project in Java. The
language allows Java statements and XML expressions to coexist in the source
code of an application. It provides language concepts for modelling conversations
between the service and a client. Similar to <bigwig>, the JWIG runtime system
allows sessions to be bookmarked, paused, and resumed later [29]. It currently
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provides no concepts for explicitly interacting with a JIT-injected target service.
But service retrieval is type-safe and it can be realized at a high level of abstraction.

3.9.4 Other Languages for Programming Interactions

Cardelli and Davies [35] introduce service combinators for web computing. The
sequential execution operator is most related to our work. This operator, denoted
“?”, is used to provide alternative service endpoints to invoke a specific operation.
The statement (s1?s2).doWork(), for instance, invokes the doWork operation
on s1, but transparently reinvokes the operation on s2 in case s1 fails. This
combinator thus enables service fallback while fostering compile-time guarantees.
Service combinators have also been integrated in Java [148] although compile-time
guarantees on the invocation target are bypassed. The limitation of the sequentual
execution combinator is that it can only refer to static service references: the
endpoints of s1 and s2 are hardwired in the source code, and services other than s1
and s2 are never considered as viable candidates. The preferred order of invocation
is also hardwired, and it is impossible to constrain the service endpoints. The
concept is thus less suitable for an environment such as OSGi.

WebL [114] is a high-level, object-oriented scripting language for web com-
puting introduced by Kistler and Marais. WebL introduces service combinators
similar to the ones proposed by Cardelli and Davies, and a markup algebra. The
service combinators are ideally suited for building web pages that extract infor-
mation from static sources, such as other web pages, but they are less suited for
programming service interactions in a dynamic environment, such as an OSGi
runtime system. A similar evaluation can be made for WebOz [86].

XL [64] is a platform for programming web service interactions. The goals of
this language compare to the goals of ServiceJ: (1) increase programmer productiv-
ity by providing expressive language constructs, and (2) achieve high availability
of target services. XL models special operations for updating the XML state of a
service (types and data are modelled as XML in XL). Similar to the WebL and
WebOz, XL also introduces service combinators, where “?” is again used to model
sequential execution in the face of failure. This leads to the same problem: URLs
are hardwired, and consequently, so is the preferred order of invocation.

3.9.5 Java Frameworks

A number of Java frameworks have tried to integrate a group communication
model in Java. Such frameworks can be used for building groups that contain
type-conforming service endpoints, similar to our dynamically constructed service
pools. Maassen et al. [126, 127] introduce the Group Method Invocation (GMI)
framework. This is an API that allows to invoke methods to a group of objects
while remaining compatible with the Java object model. Groups are reified as
classes and can be created and joined using API methods. Members willing to
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join a group must implement a GroupMethods API. Only these operations are
invokable on the entire group. An operation is invoked using the following API
call:

Group.setInvoke(GroupInterface target, String mname, int mode)

This method calls a method called “mname” on all members of the logical group
using mode as the communication protocol. The problem is that (1) creating such
a group bypasses compile-time guarantees (2) the programmer is responsible for
retrieving the targets and for adding them to a group and (3) constraining services
based on functional or non-functional requirements is impossible. Only the type
of the target service can be constrained.

Baduel et al. have developed ProActive [13, 16, 97, 15] as a response to the
problems of GMI. ProActive relies on a MOP and removes the need to pass method
names as strings. The biggest problem with this approach is the limitation that a
method can be invoked only if it returns void or a reifiable type. This means that
groups can never be used to invoke operations that return primitive types, such as
integers or booleans, and they can never be used to invoke operations that return
a final class. Another problem is the low level of abstraction that results from
making programmers responsible for creating and managing groups. Additionally,
group creation and member addition bypasses compile-time guarantees on the type
conformance of group members.

JavAct [12] is an API for high-level software engineering of mobile, and hence
volatile, applications. It deals with challenges similar to those enumerated in
Chapter 2. JavAct introduces actor references in the same way OSGi uses service
references. The main problem is that the core of the API relies on reflection.
Invoking operations on actor references must be done by sending a Message to a
method of which the name is passed as a String.

The Web Service Invocation Framework (WSIF) [57] is geared towards imple-
menting explicit client-service interactions that are completely independent of the
underlying communication protocol. Using WSIF, clients program to an abstract
service representation, written in WSDL. This WSDL document can be compiled
to a Java interface, which makes invoking services even easier, while still remaining
independent of the underlying protocol. The latter is provisioned by a dynamic
provider architecture that allows to switch the protocol at runtime. The limitation
of WSIF is that it connects to a single service of which the location is hardcoded
in the provided WSDL document. Such a one-to-one mapping ignores both the
volatility of the current service as well as the existence of other, type-conforming
services in the architecture.

FORMI [108] integrates a fragmented object model into Java RMI. Such an
object model allows multiple fragments of an object to exist at different locations.
A client invokes operations on a local fragment, which acts as a smart proxy calling
other fragments. This object model allows to transparently implement various
communication protocols, which, according to the authors, is an improvement
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over JGroup [131]. Complex algorithms for increasing the availabilty of objects
(by means of fragment replication) can also be hidden inside those fragments so
as to transparently provide service fallback. One limitation is that it does not
consider plurality: the object model can deal with multiple fragments, but those
fragments all refer to the same service object.

Beanome [38] is a component model built on top of OSGi. An interesting
feature of Beanome is that it extends OSGi towards support for service-to-service
dependencies, an approach similar to the one followed by ServiceJ. OSGi itself
only supports dependencies from entire bundles to services. This limitation is
typically overcome by making the BundleActivator inject service references into
the classes of its bundle, but that firmly aggravates the stale references problem
because the classes in which service references are injected do not know that the
injected references are highly volatile. Beanome is a promising approach, but, not
unlike previous approaches, overly depends on XML configuration files. That is
not a problem for non-functional, deployment-specific code. But Beanome also
integrates functional information in those files, such as type requirements and
service constraints.

FROGi [55] is an extensible component model for OSGi based on the Frac-
tal component model. FROGi benefits from the OSGi Service Platform because
components can be bound to each other via the Publish-Find-Bind strategy of
the OSGi Service Registry, which is a more dynamic approach compared with
the standard Fractal connection technique [31]. Using an extension of the Fractal
Architectural Description Language (ADL), it is also possible to automate the
composition of Fractal components into a Fractal application and it is possible
to perform continuous deployment and update activities. A Fractal architecture
description, however, takes the form of an XML document containing references
to POJO components and Java types that cannot be checked for type soundness
violations. Bindings between Fractal components in the XML file are furthermore
subject to the same restrictions that we have identified for other OSGi-based ap-
plications.

Baratloo et al. introduce Filterfresh [14], a Java framework for increasing the
reliability of volatile applications. They argue that a typical RMI registry is too
limited because it allows applications to build their services only locally. They
propose an extended registry, called FTRegistry, which, in conjunction with a
GroupManager class allows for group communication between service registries.

Figure 3.24: Service registration and retrieval in Jini
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3.9.6 Jini. A competitor of OSGi?

Jini is a runtime platform for running highly-dynamic service-oriented applications
on a local area network [171]. We have done an extensive study about the Jini [170]
registration, retrieval and invocation mechanism, the result of which can be found
in our paper, “Advanced Language Constructs for Developing Intra-organizational
Service Architectures” [52]. From our comparative study between OSGi and Jini,
we can conclude that service retrieval in Jini is less developed than retrieval in
OSGi. Jini services are registered along with entry objects that describe service
properties, as shown in Figure 3.24. Service requesters also send entry objects
as part of a service retrieval. The Jini lookup service then matches these en-
try objects with those that were included by the provider and returns a service
that exactly matches the request of the client. The algorithm only supports exact
matches because it relies on byte code comparison of the entry objects. OSGi’s
LDAP mechanism is much more expressive, because it supports relational opera-
tors, such as >= and <=, and it allows boolean operators to combine those relational
constraints. One comment in favour of Jini is that its constraint mechanism does
not circumvent compile-time guarantees, whereas OSGi relies on a dynamically
typed language. Another strength is the variety of service lookup protocols that
are supported by the Jini Extensible Remote Interface, including UPnP [5].

Mini [95] is a small subset of Jini that supports leasing, service registration
and service retrieval, but it is subject to the same limitations as Jini.

3.9.7 XML-Based Languages For Service Interactions

Our language concepts are targeted at explicit interactions between fine-grained
services. Similar concepts can also be applied at a coarser-grained level, for in-
stance, in workflow processes. A workflow is typically a process, often modelled as
a service itself, that orchestrates interactions between a number of finer-grained
services.

The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [18] is an orchestration
language for building workflows based on web services. Services can be invoked
using the portType attribute, but the resulting process implementation is hardly
reusable because all partner links have been hardwired in the source code. It is
impossible to invoke an alternative service at another location, which is a major
shortcoming in a services architecture that is typically characterized by volatility
and plurality.

In search of synergy, BPEL has also been integrated with Java, leading to a
new language, BPELJ [17]. The integrated language is rather simplistic: BPEL
code can be integrated in a Java application as comments, and Java can be written
inside <bpelj:code> tags. The integration with Java, however, cannot deal with
the challenges that were described in Chapter 2.

Another solution to this problem is proposed by Karastoyanova et al. [110, 109].
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The authors remove hardwired information concerning the target portType and
the operation name from a BPEL process and instead introduce an approach based
on flow parametrization, which allows to dynamically bind the invocation target to
the result of a query or to the contents of a variable. BPEL is extended with the
<evaluate> tag so as to enable Just-In-Time service injection. Parametrization
supports queries and service constraints, but cannot handle maximization.

Benbernou et al. [19] propose to extend ActiveXML with implicit service calls.
An ActiveXML document is an XML document with embedded calls to web ser-
vices. One limitation of ActiveXML is that service calls are explicit : the program-
mer must indicate the exact location of the target service. Implicit calls remove
this dependency by allowing programmers to write their service calls as a combi-
nation of (1) the ontological domain of the service, written in OWL-S [129], and
(2) the types and values of the function parameters. The ontology allows to find
a match based on service profiles. Reliance on implicit calls reduces coupling be-
tween services and provides programmers with some level of abstraction, but the
approach also has its limitations. First, it is impossible to write expressive queries:
profile matching does not take into account additional constraints, other than type
conformance. Second, service dependencies are not transparently managed, which
makes the programmer responsible for implementing reliable messaging.

Cooney et al. argue that languages such as BPEL and BPELJ, which are
based on XML, deviate too much from generally accepted programming languages
such as Java. They propose the Gardens Point Service Language (GPSL) [49,
50], a statically typed programming language for consuming web services. GPSL
provides support for dynamic service invocation because invocation targets can
be selected from the result of a query (written in XQuery [22]). One drawback
is that the level of abstraction is low because programmers are responsible for
implementing the details of a service retrieval.
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Java EE 5.0 • • • • •
OSGi • • • • • • •
ServiceTracker • • ◦ • • • • •
Dependency Mgr • • ◦ • • • •
Gravity • • ◦ • • • •
Declarative Svcs • • ◦ • • • •
Extended Binder • • ◦ • • • •
iPOJO • ◦ • ◦ • • • • • •
Spring • • • • • • •
Spring DM • • ◦ • • • • • •
Seam • • • • •
Guice • • • • •
Peaberry • • • • • • • •
PicoContainer • • • •
Hivemind • • •
mChaRM • • •
JWig • •
XL •
Combinators • • • • •
WebL • • • • •
WebOz • • • • •
GMI •
ProActive •
JavAct • •
WSIF • •
FORMI • • • • • •
Beanome • • • • • • •
FROGi • • • • • • •
Filterfresh • • •
JGroup • • •
Jini • • • • • • •
Mini • • • • • • •
AXML • •
BPEL •
BPELJ •
Flow Param • • • • • •
GPSL • •
<BigWig> • •

Table 3.1: Related work concerning explicit service interactions
(CTG=Compile-time guarantees, ABS=abstraction, JIT=Just in Time)
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3.10 Conclusion

Service-oriented software contains both object references and service references.
The latter refer to objects that are subject to plurality and volatility. We introduce
a type system extension, the pool qualifier, to indicate that a variable contains
service references. This qualifier signals to the compiler that service risks must be
hedged when methods are invoked on that variable.

By directly integrating qualifiers in our type system, we enforce that service
references can never flow to a place in the code where an object reference is ex-
pected. Service risks are thus always maximally hedged (which is not to say that
service invocation always succeeds). We can also warn programmers when they
temporarily cache object references that were obtained after querying service ref-
erences. Such cached object references are not hedged against service risks.

Next to service volatility, service requesters are faced with service plurality :
more than one viable target can be used when invoking an operation and each
target exhibits individual, volatile characteristics. Our declarative operations aim
at combining the expressiveness and compile-time guarantees of Java expressions
with the ability to constrain (in the case of the where clause) or rank service
candidates (in the case of the orderby clause). The where clause yields a subset
of constrained candidates from which a service is non-deterministically selected.
The orderby clause does not expel candidates but sorts them and thus requires
the injection mechanism to use a deterministic protocol. That requirement is
emphasized by the sequence qualifier, which is a subqualifier of pool.

Information from declarative operations must be discounted right before inject-
ing a service candidate, a requirement called “JIT coercion”. Our formalization
indicates that local pool variables are subject to a completely different coercion
strategy because they may refer to information that is local to their method scope.
Pool fields, on the other hand, never relate to volatile information on the variable
stack. Luckily, ServiceJ programmers are exonerated from coercing pools: our
formalization has shown that service pools are coerced just-in-time or, in the case
of local variables, as late as possible.
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Chapter 4
Valorization

Chapter Summary

Plurality and volatility introduce challenges that not necessarily occur in a tradi-
tional Java application. That is why programmers need additional support when
programming explicit client-service interactions (Chapter 2). We provide such
support by means of language-integrated type qualifiers, declarative operations,
and constructs for demarcating conversations between services (Chapter 3).

This is the third and final chapter about explicit service interactions. It does
not introduce new ways for helping programmers implement explicit interactions,
but instead elaborates on how these advanced concepts are compiled and inte-
grated within the OSGi runtime system. This chapter therefore answers the third
question that we raised concerning language support for explicit service interac-
tions: how can programming languages adequately support explicit interactions
between services? We explain the ServiceJ compilation process (Section 4.1) and
show how interoperability can be increased without decreasing transparency (Sec-
tion 4.2). We have also conducted a comparative study concerning the performance
of OSGi service retrieval algorithms and we show that type-driven service retrieval
is the best way to search for services (Section 4.3). Our case study, finally, points
out how ServiceJ eases the implementation of service interactions in a non-trivial
application (Section 4.4).

85
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4.1 Compilation of ServiceJ Applications

The semantics of our language constructs are captured in our formal model. A part
of that formalization, referred to as operational semantics (Section 3.8, page 54),
indicates how service interactions are executed within a runtime environment. The
remaining challenge, then, is the operationalization of these runtime semantics in
a practical environment. In other words, next to our theoretical approach, we need
a compiler to transform ServiceJ concepts into executable code; we also need an
environment in which that code can be executed.

There is more than one viable option for building a compiler and a runtime
environment. We could modify the Java compiler such that it translates our lan-
guage constructs directly to Java bytecode and then execute that code on the
JVM. We could also translate the source code directly to a bytecode dialect and
adapt the virtual machine accordingly. But that would jeopardize interoperability
with existing Java applications. Instead, we have built a preprocessor that co-
operates with the regular Java compiler and the JVM. First, we precompile the
ServiceJ application to Java source code; the resulting Java code is then sent to
the standard Java compiler.

Compilation to Java may seem like an unnecessary detour, but it has the
compelling advantage that we can fully reuse the Java compiler and the Java
Virtual Machine. This not only reduces the complexity of the transformation
process but it also allows ServiceJ applications to collaborate with existing Java
applications. Moreover, the OSGi environment itself can be left unchanged, so
existing OSGi bundles can be used in conjunction with ServiceJ applications.

Overview of the Compilation Proces

The compilation of a ServiceJ application to an equivalent Java application is
discussed in three subsequent steps. Appendix A discusses each of these steps in
detail. Here, we give a brief summary by means of Figure 4.1:

1. The first step lexes and parses the ServiceJ application so as to build an
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) [146]. This AST is turned into an instance of
the ServiceJ metamodel. The transformation of the AST to a metamodel
instance is carried out by the ServiceJModelTransformer, which is an ex-
tension of an existing JavaModelTransformer.

2. The ServiceJ metamodel that we have built is called ServiceJnome. It is
an extension of Jnome, an existing Java metamodel [124] that is in itself
a specialization of Chameleon [124], a more general metamodel for object-
oriented programming languages. ServiceJnome adds classes for represent-
ing ServiceJ concepts, such as Pool, Where and SessionBlock. The goal
of this second step is to transform the ServiceJ metamodel instance into
an equivalent instance of the Java metamodel. Equivalence, in this context,
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means that the Java metamodel instance obtained after transformation, con-
serves the operational semantics of Middleweight ServiceJ, even though all
ServiceJ-related concepts have been transformed into equivalent Java code
structures. A transformer has been implemented for each metamodel con-
cept; the ServiceJ2JavaTransformer class watches over the entire trans-
formation process.

3. Finally, the resulting Java metamodel instance is fed to the JavaCodeWriter,
which outputs regular Java code. This code makes use of predefined frame-
work classes that were developed for implementing explicit service interac-
tions, such as PoolDecorator. The resulting Java code can evidently be
compiled with the standard Java compiler.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the ServiceJ compilation process

4.2 Interoperable Explicit Interactions

The advantage of having a preprocessor that transforms ServiceJ metamodel in-
stances into Java metamodel instances, is that the transformation process can be
easily extended with support for more complex explicit service interactions, such
as Web Services. Such services attempt to increase the interoperability of appli-
cations by leaning on agreed upon protocols. The service interface, for instance,
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1 try {

2 WSIFServiceFactory factory = WSIFServiceFactory.newInstance();

3 WSIFService logService = factory.getService(

4 "/example/Log.wsdl", // WSDL location

5 null, // Service Namespace

6 "Logger", // Service Name

7 "http://...url2...", // PortType

8 "LogPortType" // PortType Name within WSDL

9 );

10 Log logStub=(Log)logService.getStub(Log.class);

11 logStub.log(messageToBeLogged);

12 }

13 catch (WSIFException we) { ... }

14 catch (RemoteException re) { ... }

Listing 4.1: Web service invocation using the WSIF framework

is not a Java interface, but a WSDL document [24]. The communication protocol,
then, is often SOAP or REST, not the native Java method invocation mechanism,
or Java RMI [165]. This increases the interoperability of services, often at the
cost of decreased transparency as programmers become responsible for processing
SOAP messages or interpreting WSDL stubs. This section briefly discusses how
this decrease in transparency can be countered by outsourcing the injection of
technical code to our preprocessor.

Current support for implementing explicit web service interactions typically
comes in the form of frameworks. Apache Axis [7] and the Web Service Invocation
Framework [57] are most popular when writing a web service client in Java. Here,
we focus on WSIF because that framework provides the most advanced level of
support. The use of WSIF for invoking a Log web service is shown in Listing 4.1.
A factory creates a WSIFService that reifies the Log service endpoint based on (1)
the location of the WSDL definition (i.e. the specification of the service interface)
and (2) the name and the type of the port within that specified WSDL document.

Compared to OSGi service interactions, interoperability is increased in two
ways: (1) the service interface is now a platform-independent WSDL document
and (2) the interaction is protocol-independent due to the transparent selection of
a protocol provider from the WSIF dynamic protocol provider architecture1 [57].

But that the code in Listing 4.1 fails to handle the challenges identified in
Section 2.2 (page 17) is easy to see. The invocation target is hardwired and thus ig-
nores service plurality; volatility is only handled by means of the RemoteException,
not by transparent fail-over mechanisms. Another problem is that functional code

1a WSIFException is thrown when the required protocol is unavailable at the client, i.e. if the
required protocol provider has not been installed.
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(service invocation) is entangled with non-functional code, which decreases the
level of abstraction. Non-functional code is often deployment-specific (e.g. the
WSDL URL) and thus hampers reuse.

Figure 4.2: Metamodel instance transformation and Java code injection

Preprocessor Extension. We have extended our preprocessor so as to increase
the level of abstraction of web service invocation. Earlier versions of that pre-
processor injected code that directly interacts with the OSGi registry and thus
hardwired step Ã in Figure 4.2 to OSGi. To support more complex interactions,
we have refactored the algorithm such that it injects generic interaction templates
that follow the Strategy pattern [69]. Service retrieval, candidate selection, and
service invocation each have their own Strategy23. This allows us to add new
invocation protocols without modifying the preprocessor.

The injection of strategies for web service invocation is depicted in Figure 4.3.
Rather than immediately contacting the OSGi registry, the print operation now
triggers the preprocessor to inject code invoking a generic RetrievalStrategy.
The concrete implementation of this strategy is a WSRetrievalStrategy, which
contains the proper WSIF instructions for conducting a service retrieval. The
retrieved set of endpoint references is then passed to the WSSelectStrategy, which
is responsible for pool coercion. Constrained candidates are passed to the generic
InvokeStrategy, here implemented by a WSInvokeStrategy, which interacts with
the WSIF dynamic protocol provider architecture so as to invoke the selected web
service. Given the similarity between OSGi services and Jini services [170], we
expect that such strategies can be defined for Jini as well, but we have not yet
implemented those.

Note that the retrieval of type-conforming web services is more complex than
retrieving OSGi services. The fact that web services are not registered in a central

2An alternative implementation approach would have been to use Aspect-Oriented Program-
ming, developing aspects rather than strategies.

3A strategy that combines retrieval, selection and injection at the same moment is not a viable
alternative, given that our operational semantics already indicated places in the code where a
gap is driven between pool coercion and candidate injection (Section 3.8, page 54).
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Figure 4.3: Retrieval, Selection and Invocation strategies for Web Services

registry raises questions about how an initial candidate set can be constructed
while still exonerating programmers from providing concrete WSDL locations.
Our current answer is the service path, which, similar to the Java class path, tells
the retrieval strategy where to find WSDL documents. Those locations serve as
a basis for building an ad hoc service registry that, similar to the OSGi registry,
maps a service description to a set of endpoint references, represented by instances
of WSIFService. This solution was introduced for experimentation only; a more
robust strategy would be a deployment descriptor that points to a list of service
registries along with information about how they can be contacted.

The development of this reusable service injection approach is still part of
active research. Some results have been reported in our paper “Making Service-
Oriented Java Applications Interoperable without Compromising Transparency”,
published at the international conference on Interoperability in Enterprise Systems
and Applications (I-ESA). We envision a system in which multiple strategies are
tied together to create a pool of heterogeneous service endpoints. One problem that
hampers the realization of this uniform service model is the exceptional behaviour
of a service call. Proprietary invocation protocols throw their own exceptions
(e.g. WSIFException) and currently, all framework exceptions resulting from the
invocation of a candidate service are caught by the InvokeStrategy, leading to
the deletion of that candidate service from the pool.
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4.3 Type-driven Service Retrieval for OSGi

So far we have ignored the technical details of the service retrieval algorithm in
OSGi. In this section, we treat the implementation of that algorithm and we
propose a framework for evaluating the performance of a number of commercial
OSGi implementations. We begin by studying the service retrieval algorithm of
Felix [8, 87], the OSGi implementation of Apache. We chose for Felix because it
is used by a growing number of open-source projects, such as application servers
(JOnAS [62] and Glassfish [147]) and Enterprise Service Bus implementations (e.g.,
ServiceMix ESB [10] and Project Fuji [167]). We evaluate the retrieval algorithm of
Felix, which relies on bundle-driven service retrieval (Section 4.3.1) and then build
our own, type-driven algorithm (Section 4.3.2). We also compare the performance
of both strategies (Section 4.3.3).

Figure 4.4: Mapping bundles to service registrations in the OSGi Service Registry

4.3.1 Bundle-Driven Service Lookup

Service lookup in Apache Felix is not driven by the type of the service, but rather
by inspecting the bundle in which a service is registered. Performance of Felix
hence depends on the strategy for service registration, which we explain by means
of Figure 4.4.

Upon service registration, a new ServiceRegistration object is created in
the OSGi Service Registry, as shown in the right part of Figure 4.4. Rg5 acts as
a container for (1) the service object (Object), (2) the dictionary of metadata
properties that describe that service object, (3) a ServiceReference, and (4) a
BundleReference. But bundles that provide services can also be unregistered,
which cascades into unregistering the services provided by that bundle. Thus,
we need to track which services were registered by a given bundle. Felix therefore
maintains a mapping from a Bundle instance to an array of ServiceRegistration
instances registered by that Bundle, as shown in Figure 4.4. A Bundle, B2, maps
to an array containing two instances of ServiceRegistration, SR4 and SR5.

Felix uses the Bundle-to-ServiceRegistration mapping for retrieval as well.
Bundles in need of a service invoke getServiceReferences(type,filter), an
operation provided by their BundleContext, which triggers a search through the
mapping for services that conform to the type while satisfying the filter. Fig-
ure 4.5 shows what happens behind the scenes. The algorithm that implements
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Figure 4.5: Service registration and retrieval in Apache Felix

this matching process is shown in Listing 4.2 and needs three nested iterations.
The first iteration considers all bundles in turn. The second iteration inspects all
the ServiceRegistration instances within a bundle to see whether they point
to a type-conforming service. This is done by verifying whether one of the values
registered in the objectClass property equals the String representation of the
requested type (the third iteration).

4.3.2 Type-driven Service Retrieval in ServiceJ/TAXI

ServiceJ does not rely on standardized metadata, but uses the service interface
as a single location for representing all service-related information. This allows
us to make service retrieval driven by the type system, rather than driven by an
objectClass property representing that type. The algorithm that manages ser-
vice registration and retrieval in ServiceJ, called TAXI4, uses reflective informa-
tion [162] to dynamically construct a type lattice that represents the type hierarchy
in which concrete service classes are defined. We first explain what a type lattice
is, then show how services can be retrieved using that lattice, and finish by showing
how services are added to such a data structure.
Type Lattice. Principles of service design dictate that a service class should
implement at least one service interface [58]. This interface allows requesters to
retrieve services without being hardwired to a concrete implementation. A service
class can implement multiple service interfaces, and these interfaces can extend
other interfaces, leading to a type lattice. A lattice is a tree where the multiplicity of
the parent-child relation is many-to-many, rather than one-to-many. The nodes of
our lattice represent service interfaces; children of a node represent direct subtypes.
A node can have multiple parents because a type can have multiple supertypes.

4TAXI served as the working title for our service retrieval mechanism. It is the pronunciation
of Tacsi, which stands for Typed Abstractions for Client-Service Interactions.
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1 public synchronized List getServiceReferences(String clssName,Filter fil){

2 List list = new ArrayList();

3 // FOR 1 -- all bundles that have registered at least one service

4 for(Iterator i = m_serviceRegsMap.entrySet().iterator();i.hasNext(); ){

5 Map.Entry entry = (Map.Entry) i.next();

6 ServiceRegistration[] regs = (ServiceRegistration[])entry.getValue();

7 // FOR 2 -- all service registrations of a bundle

8 for(int regIdx = 0;(regs!=null)&&(regIdx < regs.length);regIdx++){

9 boolean matched = false;

10 if((classN == null)&&

11 ((fil == null)||fil.match(regs[regIdx].getReference()))){

12 matched = true;

13 }

14 else if (classN != null){

15 String[] objectClass = (String[])((ServiceRegistrationImpl)

16 regs[regIdx]).getProperty(FelixConstants.OBJECTCLASS);

17 // FOR 3 -- all objectClass values of a registration

18 for (int classIdx = 0;classIdx<objectClass.length;classIdx++){

19 if ( objectClass[classIdx].equals(classN) &&

20 ((fil == null) ||

21 fil.match(regs[regIdx].getReference()))){

22 matched = true;

23 break;

24 }

25 }

26 }

27 if (matched){list.add(regs[regIdx].getReference());}

28 }

29 }

30 return list;

31 }

Listing 4.2: Service retrieval in Apache Felix
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Figure 4.6: Service registration and retrieval in ServiceJ/TAXI

TAXI transparently builds this type lattice inside the service registry. Each
node of that lattice is associated with a service pool. This pool contains instances
of concrete service classes that directly implement the modelled service interface.
The lower right of Figure 4.6, for instance, shows how a PrinterImpl and a
CopierImpl class directly extend the Printer service interface. The lower left of
Figure 4.6 shows how three services, P1, P2, and P3 have been added to the service
pool that is associated with the Printer node. According to the type hierarchy,
these can be instances of either CopierImpl or PrinterImpl. Note also that a
service class can implement multiple, unrelated service interfaces. In that case,
the service will be added to each pool that is associated with an interface that is
directly implemented by the concrete service class.

Service Retrieval. Section 3.8.2 on page 57 formally states when pool construc-
tion and coercion is necessary. This section explains how this happens in TAXI.
Service retrieval needs the following information: (1) the type of the service (2) the
optional where expression and (3) the optional orderby expression. We ignore
these declarative operations for now and explain the search algorithm by means
of Figure 4.7, which aims at initializing a pool variable of type T. The algorithm
executes in three steps:

1. Trail construction. TAXI uses the type of the invocation target to build a so-
called trail. A trail is a list of types representing a path that starts from the
service interface and ends at a top-level interface, as shown in Figure 4.7a,
where a service of type T is to be retrieved. TAXI builds a trail [T,S,R],
where T is the static type of the pool variable and R is a top-level interface
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(a) Trail construction (b) Trail walk (c) Pool extraction

Figure 4.7: Service retrieval in TAXI

in the type hierarchy. If an intermediate node has multiple parents, then the
first one is added to the trail; others are ignored5.

2. Trail walk. The dynamically built trail provides information about how the
appropriate service pool can be found in the type lattice. The last entry of
the trail, R, is sent to the root node of the lattice. This node stores references
to its children in a HashMap and thus allows to retrieve a reference to the
node that models the S interface. Arrived at that child node, the preceding
entry in the trail is used to dig deeper into the lattice until the trail has been
fully traversed, i.e until the node representing the static type of the pool
variable has been reached, as shown in Figure 4.7b. This node contains a
Set of zero or more service objects of type T that can be retrieved using the
getPool operation. That set is taken as the initial service pool.

3. Pool extraction. The node representing T may have children itself. Such
children contain services that, by definition, conform to the type T. Therefore,
the getPool inspector visits6 all its direct and indirect children, adding their
pools to the result set, as shown in Figure 4.7c. The result is a pool of all
service references that directly or indirectly implement the type T.

This algorithm can be easily extended to take into account service constraints
and valuation criteria. The where operation is applied right before a node returns
its own services, i.e. before those services are merged with the result set. The
orderby operation, on the other hand, is executed after pool extraction.

5This choice does not matter much: it is the responsibility of the service registration mech-
anism to guarantee that the lattice is a reliable representation of the type hierarchy. In this
context, a “reliable representation” means that a service type must be locatable by means of any
valid trail that starts from the static type of the target and ends at a top-level interface.

6The Visitor pattern [69] in this case performs better than recursion (see Section 4.3.3).
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Service Registration. Registering a service in TAXI means adding the service
object to the service pool of all nodes in the lattice that represent interfaces that
are directly implemented by the service. The programmer is not involved in this
process and only needs to register the service via the BundleContext. The runtime
system starts a trail walk for each direct supertype in order to find the node,
ST , representing that supertype in the type lattice. The walk has two possible
outcomes:

• ST is found. In that case, a reference to ST is returned and the service
object is added to the pool associated with that node. The registration
algorithm can now start building the next trail so as to add the service to
another node representing a directly implemented interface.

• ST is not found. In that case, the dynamically built trail gets stuck during
the trail walk. TAXI uses Reflection [162] to add the missing nodes to the
type lattice and sees to it that all children and parents are wired correctly.
Exhaustively wiring dependencies is paramount for the service retrieval al-
gorithm which assumes that any valid trail will lead to the correct node in
the lattice.

Design trade-off. We have decided to exhaustively model dependencies between
nodes in the lattice, but this is the result of chosing between two different options:

1. Exhaustively model the type lattice in the service registry and thus allow any
valid trail to reach the node representing the static type of a pool variable.

2. Model a single trail from the static type to a supertype and exhaustively
search for all trails when a service pool needs to be retrieved.

We took the first option, which makes service registration more expensive than
service retrieval when a service class directly implements multiple interfaces. One
compelling argument that motivates our decision, however, is that a service is
typically retrieved more than it is registered or removed. Our focus is therefore
on maximizing the efficiency of a service retrieval. Our algorithm only requires a
single trail walk to guarantee the following:

• If the trail can be traversed successfully, then at least one service is available
and a pool of type-conforming services will be returned.

• If the trail gets stuck, then no type-conforming service exists in the registry.

4.3.3 Bundle-Driven versus Type-Driven Retrieval

Felix uses a bundle-driven retrieval strategy, whereas TAXI opts for type-driven
retrieval. In comparing these strategies with other OSGi implementations, such
as KnopflerFish [128] and Eclipse Equinox [82], we found that those platforms
are based on type-driven retrieval as well. This section describes a number of
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performance affecting factors for both strategies. Next, we simulate a number of
service retrievals in Felix, Knopflerfish, Equinox and TAXI, and we compare their
performance for an exhaustive search, i.e. a retrieval searching the registry for all
services that conform to a given type.

Performance Affecting Factors for Bundle-Driven Retrieval

Felix manages a mapping from bundles to arrays of ServiceRegistration in-
stances. The retrieval algorithm in Listing 4.2 on page 93 uncovers that the depth
of the inheritance tree (DIT) and the total number of registered services (TNS)
are the major factors that influence the performance of the retrieval algorithm:

• DIT. The depth of the inheritance tree (DIT) [43] influences the length of the
array of objectClass values stored in each ServiceRegistration object,
which increases the number of iterations required for completing the inner
for loop.

• TNS. The two outer for statements consider all service registrations bundle
by bundle, so the total number of services affects retrieval performance.

Other influential factors may be (1) the size of the metadata dictionary and (2)
the construction of the LDAP filter. The former is not important as metadata is
kept in a HashTable. The latter forces Felix to dynamically construct a state ma-
chine at the beginning of each search, so it is best interpreted as a fixed cost (FIL).
Filter application, then, is a variable cost (FA) incurred for all type-conforming
services. The value of FA increases with the number of metadata properties ref-
erenced in the LDAP constraint. Using N to denote the number of registered
services and c to denote the rate of type-conforming services, the cost of a service
retrieval for bundle-driven retrieval thus equals:

costFelix = FIL + N× (DIT + FA× c) = O(N) (4.1)

Performance Affecting Factors for Type-Driven Retrieval

We describe the factors that affect the performance of the TAXI algorithm by
means of Figure 4.8. The strategies implemented in Equinox and KnopflerFish
slightly deviate from this model (they work with plain hashing rather than a
lattice), but conclusions drawn here also apply to their strategies. The left part
describes the trail walk, whereas the right part describes pool extraction. Assume
T is the static type of the pool variable for which a service retrieval is required and
S is the deepest (in)direct child of T (thus, S is always a leaf). The arrows shown
in the left lattice depict the trail to be walked, whereas the black nodes represent
types of which the corresponding service pool must eventually be extracted. The
result set is thus equal to the gray area shown in the right lattice. The following
performance affecting factors can be identified for the TAXI retrieval algorithm:
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Figure 4.8: TAXI service retrieval model

• Average Branching Factor. This measure is also called the “number of chil-
dren” in object-oriented design metrics [43] and it is indicated by a B in
Figure 4.8. This factor, however, is not important for TAXI because our
type lattice registers all references to the children of a node in a HashMap. It
does not affect the strategies of Equinox and Knopflerfish either.

• Distance to Static Type. The depth to the static type (marked depth(T) in
Figure 4.8) affects the performance because it determines the length of the
trail to be walked before the algorithm arrives at the proper node.

• Distance from Static Type to Leaf. The distance from the static type, T , to
the leaf, S, determines the performance of the extraction phase. The deeper
the leaf, the more pools will need to be merged in order to complete a full
search. This distance is marked depth(S)− depth(T ) in Figure 4.8.

• Average Plurality Factor. This factor is marked P in Figure 4.8 and tells
how many services are contained, on average, in a service pool. Average
plurality affects the performance of the extraction phase: the more services
are found inside an average service pool, the more service references need to
be added to the result.

These measures allow us to analyze the cost of each of the three phases in the
TAXI service retrieval algorithm, taking N for the number of services:

• Trail Construction. The retrieval algorithm builds only a single trail that
consists of depth(T ) entries. Reflection is used to recursively retrieve the
ancestor of a type until a top-level interface has been reached. This operation
is independent of N . Its time complexity is O(1), or c × depth(T ) where c
represents the cost of retrieving a type’s ancestor and adding it to the trail.

• Trail Walk. Starting at the root node, the algorithm then uses the HashMap
of the root node to recursively obtain a reference to the proper subtype until
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it arrives at the node representing the static type of the pool variable. The
complexity of this operation is again O(1), or d×depth(T), where d represents
the cost of accessing the HashMap so as to retrieve a reference to a child node.
Most important, here, is the number of services that is ignored by walking
a type lattice. Assuming that all services have been uniformly distributed
over the lattice, every step on the trail reduces the set of relevant services by
1/B, taking B as the average branching factor. A similar conclusion holds
for Knopflerfish and Equinox. Bundle-driven retrieval, on the other hand,
cannot take advantage of this feature.

• Pool Extraction. The right part of Figure 4.8 initializes a new HashSet and
adds all type-conforming services to the result using the Visitor pattern.

The total number of services to be considered for a type-driven service retrieval
strategy, where d equals depth(S)− depth(T) can thus be written as:

P ×
d∑

i=0

Bi = P × Bd+1 − 1
B − 1

≤ N (4.2)

Moreover, the number of services considered is minimal. The algorithm is never
confronted with an incompatible service object. The only reason why a considered
service is not represented in the result is that it fails to satisfy the where clause;
service volatility forces us to verify such constraints at runtime. The performance
of type-driven service retrieval strategies thus depends on the number of relevant
registered services; the performance of bundle-driven strategies evidently depends
on the total amount of registered services.

Comparative Study: Marginal Retrieval Cost of Service Addition

It should be clear by now that type-driven service retrieval caters for a faster
retrieval process. We have conducted some experiments to complement our theo-
retical study with some quantitative results. This section briefly summarizes the
most important experiment, which is based on what we call “the marginal retrieval
cost of a service addition”. That factor describes the additional retrieval cost (or
performance loss) that is incurred when one additional service is added to the
service registry. Note that this additional service is either relevant, meaning that
its type conforms to the static type of the pool variable, or irrelevant, meaning
the opposite.

Figure 4.9 shows the results of this experiment. We added services to an empty
service registry in increments of 10 (the total number of registered services, TNS,
is represented by the x-axis). After adding those services, a service lookup was
started and the mean retrieval time (based on 5000 iterations) was recorded. The
experiment can be subdivided into two phases:
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• CRR – Constant Relative Relevance. This experiment covers the range
x ∈ [0, 2000] in Figure 4.9 and measures the marginal cost of a relevant ser-
vice addition. Results were obtained by keeping the percentage of relevant
services constant (we chose 10%). Each iteration adds 1 relevant service, and
9 irrelevant (type-incompatible) services to the OSGi service registry before
starting a retrieval.

• CAR – Constant Absolute Relevance. This experiment covers the range
x > 2000 and measures the marginal cost of an irrelevant service addition.
Results were obtained by keeping the total number of relevant services con-
stant. Thus, only irrelevant services were added for x > 2000.

The CRR experiment allows us to conclude that the marginal retrieval cost
of a relevant addition equals 1015ns and 2005ns for Felix and Oscar, respectively.
We assume that service requesters are willing to bear this additional cost because
higher plurality should increase the odds of finding a service that suits their needs.
That said, the marginal retrieval cost of a relevant service addition for type-driven
retrieval algorithms is much lower, with only 498ns for Knopflerfish, 249ns for
TAXI and 110ns for Equinox. The speedup can be explained by the fact that
these algorithms consider only relevant service registrations, whereas Felix and
Oscar consider all registrations.

Positive slopes in the CRR experiment probably do not outweigh the benefits of
increased plurality, but the same cannot be said for the marginal retrieval cost of an
irrelevant service addition. Any degradation in that case unnecessarily slows down
the performance of a service retrieval. The right part of Figure 4.9 plots the results
from the CAR experiment. The type-driven strategies obtain a marginal retrieval
cost close to zero, but Felix and Oscar are stuck with positive slopes (353ns/svc
and 1052ns/svc, respectively), even though the marginal service is irrelevant to
the requester. The slope is lower than in the CRR experiment because no extra
service must be added to the result set. But it is not zero.

Note also, that TAXI currently performs worse than Equinox. There are two
reasons for that. First, TAXI has been implemented in Felix, which has a tendency
to propagate retrieval calls through the entire framework, as such losing time before
TAXI can even start retrieving services. The second reason is that Equinox strictly
adheres to the OSGi specification and hence retrieves only those services that have
explicitly registered the requested type as one of their objectClass values. TAXI,
on the other hand, uses the lattice to walk to the static type of the pool variable so
as to retrieve all type-conforming services. This yields a larger set of conforming
services, so it takes longer to create the result set. One point where TAXI should
save time is when it validates service constraints: ServiceJ uses Java expressions
rather than LDAP filters to represent such constraints, so TAXI does not have to
turn an LDAP String into a state automaton and neither does it have to query
a metadata dictionary.
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Figure 4.9: Bundle-driven versus type-driven service retrieval

Conclusion. We have shown that type-driven service retrieval should be preferred
above bundle-driven retrieval by comparing both strategies in a quantitative exper-
iment. The most important observation is that the marginal cost of an irrelevant
service addition is zero, a benefit achieved by categorizing services based on their
type. Given that popular open source projects, such as JOnAS and ServiceMix,
rely on Felix, and given that such applications serve as containers for running other
applications, we think that OSGi implementations using bundle-driven service re-
trieval should consider migrating to type-driven service retrieval, as implemented
by Knopflerfish, Equinox, and TAXI.

4.4 Case Study

The type qualifiers and declarative operations of ServiceJ were introduced so as to
overcome the weaknesses identified in a broad range of related work concerning the
implementation of explicit service interactions (Section 3.9, page 69). After having
formalized their runtime semantics, and after finishing the implementation of our
preprocessor, we have experimented with ServiceJ features in sample applications
in order to validate the applicability of the proposed concepts. We have conducted
four case studies: (1) a simple application component, (2) a medium-sized case
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study, (3) a web services application, and (4) some extra experiments referred to
as a “scenario analysis”. This section summarizes results obtained from the first
two case studies as they are most relevant to the topics discussed in this text.

(1) Component – The OfficeEquipment hierarchy

The first case study comprises a simple OSGi bundle that models a hierarchy of
office components. Examples include a Printer, a Scanner, an Agenda, etcetera.
The component contains no more than 3000 LOC and 20 types of which most are
interfaces, organized in a lattice. The goal of this application was not to build a
realistic application. Rather, we wanted to have an OSGi bundle that allowed to
quickly test whether (1) TAXI retrieved the correct set of services, (2) TAXI built
the correct runtime representation of the type hierarchy of the component, (3) the
where and orderby clauses were correctly transformed by ServiceJnome and (4)
our basic service failover mechanism worked correctly.

Just-in-time injection was less important here. In fact, when this case study
was developed, we were still working out the details of Middelweight ServiceJ, and
the need for coercion of local variables (Section 3.8.2, page 57) was not yet obvious
at that time. After finishing the implementation of TAXI and ServiceJnome, we
have used this component for the performance evaluation of different OSGi im-
plementations, which led to our conclusions concerning type-driven service lookup
versus bundle-driven lookup (Section 4.3, page 91). The examples in the previous
chapters also refer to the Printer class of this OSGi bundle.

(2) Application – Courses Management and Registration

Our second case study provides the core of an application to support the organiza-
tion of courses and lectures. It was developed in cooperation with Jeroen Boydens
and three master studens, Pieter Gevers, Sébastien Devynck, and Tuur Bressinck.
Currently, the case study is also used for experimenting with Rich Internet Appli-
cations in .Net and Java Enterprise Edition and it has been used earlier to verify
how language concepts for transactions can be integrated into an object-oriented
programming language [28]. The case study is medium-sized, containing more
than 70 business classes adding up to a total of 16kLOC. Moreover, the case study
is backed by more than 30 unit tests to allow us to verify the correct behaviour of
the application after having migrated parts of it to ServiceJ. We have used it to
compare the concepts provided by OSGi and its accompanying frameworks such
as iPOJO, with the features offered by ServiceJ.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show one example of a study comparing the expressive-
ness of service constraints written in both programming models. Such an analysis
was typically conducted by expressing a number of service constraints with a ris-
ing degree of complexity (e.g., migrating from static service properties to dynamic
or derived ones). The results are summarized in what we call an “expressiveness
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Figure 4.10: Testing the expressiveness of LDAP constraints in the case study

map”. It consists of (1) quadrants and (2) a color coding. Each quadrant rep-
resents a different category of service constraints; the color coding indicates how
well the category of constraints can be programmed in the evaluated program-
ming model (OSGi or ServiceJ). The darker the quadrant, the more problems a
programmer faces when writing a service constraint that belongs to that category.

Figure 4.11: Testing the expressiveness of ServiceJ constraints in the case study

The case study is a Courses Management application. It allows companies
to organize activities (Activity), such as courses, lectures and other events. A
Person can register himself for a specific Organization of such an activity, leading
to a Subscription. Based on this application, we have built expressiveness maps
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for comparing the level of support provided by OSGi and ServiceJ to implement
explicit service interactions. To see how such maps work, let us write code that
searches for an Activity named “Corporate Finance” of which the registration
price is less than 500. First, we consider the registration price and the name of
the activity to be immutable service properties. The query hence belongs to the
category of constraints modelled by the lower left quadrant of our expressiveness
map. The color coding in Figure 4.10 shows that LDAP can express this constraint,
assuming that the metadata dictionary contains the proper information (see also
Section 2.4.6, page 32). Figure 4.11 shows that ServiceJ can also express such
constraints. We can now increase the complexity of the constraint by moving to
the right quadrant, which expresses constraints that contain dynamic provider
properties (e.g., by turning the registration price into a derived property that
depends on characteristics of the person willing to register). We can also move
to the upper left quadrant, which makes properties of the requester more volatile
(e.g., by stating that the registration fee must be less than a continuously updated
course budget). The most difficult category of constraints is shown in the upper
right corner, which contains those queries that refer to dynamic properties of both
the requester and the provider. The color coding of our expressiveness map allows
to quickly see the difference in expresiveness between both approaches:

• The programming model of OSGi can handle static properties and has slight
problems when constraints refer to dynamic properties of the requester (e.g.,
this.getBudgetForCourses()). This can be avoided if programmers aban-
don all abstraction frameworks, such as iPOJO and Declarative Services,
and instead write the service constraints themselves, just before invoking the
operation on the service. Evidently, abandoning those frameworks increases
the risk of introducing stale service references. ServiceJ, on the other hand,
can model such constraints in its where clause, as shown in Figure 4.11.

• OSGi has major problems with constraints that refer to dynamic provider
properties, especially derived properties (act.calculateMyPrice(this)).
Programmers willing to write such constraints can no longer lean on ab-
stractions such as iPOJO or Gravity; they have to retrieve the set of services
and verify the constraints themselves. The where operation of ServiceJ, on
the other hand, can express these constraints, as shown in Figure 4.11.

Having developed a number of expressiveness maps for this application, we are
convinced that they are a good tool for comparing the expressiveness of two pro-
gramming models. One of our master studens, Tuur Bressinck, is therefore working
on a comparative study concerning other features of OSGi so as to cater for a larger
amount of expressiveness maps. We expect to provide more examples of such maps
when his final report becomes available.
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4.5 Conclusion

ServiceJ applications are transformed to Java code before they are compiled using
the standard Java compiler. Such a transformation is realized by turning instances
of the ServiceJ metamodel into instances of the Java metamodel by means of a
preprocessor. The preprocessor injects code for retrieving, coercing and injecting
service pools, largely driven by the operational semantics of Middleweight ServiceJ.

The preprocessor can be extended to take into account more complex service
interactions if only it is oblivious about the technological aspects of the referenced
services. Therefore, we have outsourced code concerning the technical details of
retrieving, selecting and injecting services to Strategy classes. The preprocessor
now knows only about the semantics of the language concepts and is oblivious
about the technology used for interacting with services. We have shown how such
strategies can isolate interactions with the WSIF framework so as to implement
explicit web service interactions. The realization of a uniform service invocation
model, however, is still part of active research.

Next to increasing the interoperability of ServiceJ interactions, we have also
conducted a comparative study concerning the retrieval performance of various
OSGi implementations. We have studied the algorithm of Apache Felix, which
is bundle-driven, and found that the time complexity was O(N). A theoretical
study confirms that this strategy is much slower than type-driven algorithms,
whether they are used in conjunction with LDAP (Knopflerfish and Equinox) or
with declarative expressions from ServiceJ (TAXI).

We have complemented our theory with a quantitative study comprising two
experiments. The first experiment keeps the percentage of type-compatible ser-
vices constant for a growing service registry; the second experiment keeps the total
amount of relevant services constant while allowing the service registry to grow.
Type-driven retrieval algorithms incur a performance loss during the first exper-
iment, but they are not affected by the addition of incompatible services. Their
bundle-driven counterparts, then, are much slower during the first experiment and
their performance continues to degrade as other unsolicited services are registered.
This experiment proves that type-driven service retrieval allows for a much faster
service retrieval.

Next, we have briefly summarized the valorization projects that we have under-
taken after the prototype ServiceJ preprocessor was at our disposal. First, a small
office component application served as a test bed to see whether our preproces-
sor catered for a semantically correct ServiceJ-to-Java transformation. Next, we
have valorized the expressiveness of our newly defined concepts by putting them
to use in a mid-sized case study concerning courses management. Expressiveness
maps confirm that ServiceJ concepts indeed allow to specify complex constraints,
whereas the expressiveness of OSGi’s LDAP-based constraint mechanism is lim-
ited, as already pointed out in Section 2.4 on page 26.
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Implicit Service Interactions
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Language Support for Implicit Service Interactions

Collaboration between services creates a need for service interactions. A service
leaning on one of its peers to complete a business task relies on explicit service
interactions so as to invoke methods provided by the public interface of the target.
But services can also react to situations or events that are produced in the services
architecture. Rather than the service itself, it is now an external subject that
triggers reactions. We call this second category of interactions “implicit service
interactions”.

This second part of the text treats language-integrated support for implicit ser-
vice interactions. The structure of this part resembles that of the part concerning
explicit service interactions. In three subsequent chapters, we consider the why,
the what and the how of language support for implicit service interactions.

Why – Chapter 5 motivates the need for language support when implement-
ing implicit service interactions by identifying a number of challenges that are
inherent to this kind of interactions. Subsidiary conditions must again see to it
that a solution does not sacrifice the guarantees and strengths of current object-
oriented programming languages. We verify whether OSGi provides the right
abstractions for implementing implicit service interactions, leading to a problem
statement that serves as the basis for the next chapter.

What – Chapter 6 shows how programming languages can be extended with
new features that handle the challenges from Chapter 5 while avoiding the prob-
lems that arise when OSGi tries to do the same. The semantics of this language
extension are explicitized by means of a formal model, which allows us to prove
a number of strong guarantees concerning applications that are developed using
our programming language. We also confront related research projects with the
challenges and subsidiary conditions that were enumerated in Chapter 5.

How – Chapter 7 shows how service-oriented applications, developed using
our language extensions, can be compiled and executed. We explain how our
language features are translated to Java code that, under the hood, still handles
the challenges of Chapter 5 by expressing the behaviour imposed by the operational
semantics explicitized in Chapter 6. We also point out some synergies that arise
when integrating our language features in the OSGi framework and we briefly
show how our language extensions allow OSGi to transparently cooperate with
non-OSGi services, such as Web Services.
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Chapter 5
Motivation

Chapter Summary

This chapter motivates the need for better support when implementing implicit
interactions in a volatile services environment. We identify a number of challenges
and subsidiary conditions (Section 5.2) and we explain how OSGi implements
implicit service interactions based on both functional and non-functional events
(Section 5.3). OSGi does not support composite event specifications, but we have
implemented an OSGi bundle that provides that functionality, called Evos (Sec-
tion 5.4). We use the combination of OSGi and Evos as a basis for our evaluation
(Section 5.5), which in turn serves as a motivation for our own language extension,
presented in Chapter 6.
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5.1 Introduction

Explicit interactions lead to situations that are of interest to other services. A
service that sells books to end customers, for instance, may want to notify other
applications each time it sells a book. Such an event is interesting to an inventory
management service, which reacts by decreasing its stock. It is also of interest to
a shipping service, which reacts by consulting a delivery schedule to reserve space
in the right truck. These are examples of implicit interactions. The scenario above
could have been implemented using explicit service interactions as well, but that
would have increased the responsibility of the book seller: the service would have
been forced to explicitly interact with both the inventory service and the delivery
service. Implicit interactions are typically used so as to exonerate a service from
having to take these actions, i.e. in order to decentralize the decision making.

An implicit interaction is a reaction, rather than an action. It is a combination
of an event specification and an explicit interaction: that explicit interaction is
executed when the specified event has been detected. An event specification may
refer to a single atomic event, but it may also combine these atomic events into
so-called composite event descriptions. Often, such specifications are extended
towards Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. An ECA rule waits for an event
(E) to happen and then reacts with an action (A) if a certain condition (C) is
satisfied.

This text studies implicit interactions from the viewpoint of the listening ser-
vices. Therefore, it does not matter much how an event is created. It might be
published as a result of an explicit interaction, or it might be published by a sensor
or a monitor detecting an anomaly. What matters is that the event is signalled to
an observing service, which either handles the event, or ignores it. Other terms for
“observing service” are observer, event sink, listener, or event handler. The pub-
lisher of the event, then, is frequently called a subject or an event source. These
terms are used interchangeably in the remainder of this text.

This part makes abstraction of whether an Enterprise Service Bus is used as an
integration fabric between services that participate in implicit interactions. In the
absence of an ESB, the observation logic is typically programmed in the observing
service itself. That is the case for OSGi-based service architectures, which are
comprised of Java-based services that do not need the integrative features of an
ESB, such as content-based routing or mediation. In the presence of an ESB,
however, the concepts proposed in this part would typically be used for building
services that reside on the ESB itself, and less for building services that lean
on functionality provided by that bus. This chapter only marginally treats the
category of ESB-integrated implicit service interactions.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that event notification is not specific to Service-
Oriented Architecture. Desktop Java applications, for instance, have been using
the Observer pattern [69] for years, from AWT events [103] to Swing listeners [164]
to adapters. Other languages, such as Smalltalk [76] already integrated this con-
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cept in the Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm. Nonetheless, it is interest-
ing to study implicit invocation in the context of services computing. Contrary
to local desktop applications, the eventing mechanism of a services application is
challenged by the volatile nature of services. Subjects and their observers come
and go as they like, and this invariably has an impact on the way frameworks, such
as OSGi, approach subject-observer dependency management. Similar to Chapter
2, we start with a requirements analysis as a basis for an evaluation of existing
approaches.

5.2 Requirements Analysis

Implicit invocation is subject to a large amount of challenges, but we target our
research to a few very specific challenges that are most prevalent in service appli-
cations (Section 5.2.1). Similar to our analysis concerning explicit service interac-
tions, we identify a number of subsidiary conditions that must not be violated in
an attempt to deal with those challenges (Section 5.2.2).

5.2.1 Challenges of Implicit Interactions

Explicit service interactions were mainly challenged by service plurality and service
volatility. These challenges continue to exist for implicit interactions, though their
interpretation is slightly different. Plurality creates a need to specify what prop-
erties a service must have before it becomes a source of solicited events. Volatility
means that an event source is not guaranteed to be available at the moment the
(composite) event has been detected. This has repercussions for the dependency
management between volatile subjects and their equally volatile observers.

Transparent Dependency Management. Observing services must be regis-
tered at all the sources from which they are willing to receive notifications. Volatil-
ity, in this context, creates a need for observer unregistration when services leave
the registry; it also creates a need for observer registration when new, relevant
subjects join the architecture. Dependency management should therefore be the
responsibility of the services framework, not of the application components that
are executing within that framework.

Unsolicited and Discarded Events. The term “unsolicited event” refers to a
notification about an event to a listener that never indicated interest in receiving
notifications about such events. An eventing mechanism that sends unsolicited
events forces listeners to verify for all events whether any notification is truly
solicited before processing it. This requires verification code to be written at the
observer and, if that code is forgotten or incorrect, the listener may erroneously
react to an unsolicited event.
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We use the term “discarded event” to denote that an event is not delivered to
a listener, even though the latter had signalled interest in receiving it. Discarded
events this lead to missed opportunities to react to events.

An adequate framework for implicit service interactions should minimize the
number of unsolicited events as well as the number of discarded events.

Composite Event Detection and Specification. Observers may not be in-
terested in the notification of atomic events, but rather in patterns among them.
Such a pattern is often called a “composite event”. It is defined as a combination of
atomic events and composition operators. The left part of Figure 5.1, for instance,
shows how an inventory service, Inv, registers interest in an event that consists
of an ItemSold event followed by an ItemPaid event. A programming model for
implicit interactions should support the specification of such composite events.

Event-Condition-Action (ECA). Events, whether composite or atomic, are
often solicited only when a certain condition is satisfied. This leads to the notion
of an Event-Condition-Action rule. An ECA rule waits for an event (E) to occur
and undertakes an action (A) when the attached condition (C) is satisfied. ECA
rules are the most general form of implicit service interactions in that every other
implicit interaction can be encoded as an ECA rule. The Java implementation
of the Observer pattern, for instance, supports only ECA rules with an atomic
event and without a condition. An adequate solution for implicit invocation must
support more complex ECA specifications.

Figure 5.1: Composite event specification and event correlation

Correlation. Programmers must be able to express in their composite event
specifications that certain events must stem from the same source, or at least
from sources that exhibit comparable characteristics. Such requirements are called
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“event correlations”. The right part of Figure 5.1 shows how an inventory ser-
vice (Inv) registers interest in ItemPaid events that are followed by ItemShipped
events, with the additional constraint that both events must originate from the
same Store service, and they must refer to the same Item. It is clear that not only
the specification but also the runtime verification of such expressions is challenging
in an environment that is characterized by volatility and plurality.

5.2.2 Subsidiary Conditions

Compile-time Checkable Code. The specification of ECA rules in the code of
an observer must be verifiable by a compiler. This means that the compiler must
be able to type-check composite event specifications, along with all constraints
and reactions that are related to that composite event.

Abstraction of Non-functional Code. Dependency management between sub-
jects and observers must be expelled from the source code. Event notification
should be made transparent as well. An observer should be able to declaratively
indicate what (composite) events it solicits, which constraints must be satisfied,
and what reaction is to be undertaken. Implementation of the technical, non-
functional details of event detection as well as the verification of the constraint
and the invocation of the reaction should not be the task of the programmer. This
must be done transparently based on the specification of the ECA rule.

Expressive and Comprehensible Code. The composite event specification
language must be both expressive and comprehensible. Expressive, in this context,
means that the language must support a wide range of expressions to constrain
event notifications as well as the subjects that send them. Doing so aims at mini-
mizing the number of discarded and unsolicited events. This requires support for
context-sensitive constraints that allow the notification mechanism to discard un-
solicited notifications before they are delivered to the observer. Comprehensibility,
in this context, means that it must be clear how events, conditions and actions
are related to each other.

Pattern Visibility. An often cited problem about implicit invocation is that the
pattern disappears in the code, which makes it hard to see what classes publish
which events. Classes acting as a subject must play two roles at once: they contain
business logic as well as code for notifying events. A similar point can be made for
observers: they consist of (1) explicit interactions for realizing the business logic
and (2) explicit interactions that react to the notification of events. Increasing the
visibility of implicit invocation requires clearly separating both responsibilities.
The code of an Observer must clearly differentiate between business logic and
reactive code. Also, ECA rules should be defined as separate “containers” so as
to allow programmers to easily learn which events are attached to what reactions,
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and under what conditions those reactions are executed. ECA rules are thus better
isolated from each other, rather than being stored in a monolithic notify method.

5.3 Implicit Service Interactions in OSGi

The OSGi runtime environment is characterized by volatility and plurality, im-
plying that multiple observers will often want to track a multitude of subjects
that resemble eachother. To hide the complexity of managing that many-to-many
relation, OSGi introduces a specialized design pattern, termed the Whiteboard pat-
tern [118]. This pattern was originally introduced for non-functional events, i.e.
events that relate to the lifecycle of bundles, services and the framework itself
(Section 5.3.1). Now, it is also used for functional events (Section 5.3.2).

(a) Observer-Observable (b) Non-functional event notification in OSGi

Figure 5.2: Event notification in non-volatile and volatile environments

5.3.1 Non-Functional Event Notification in OSGi

Non-functional events typically report about changes to the OSGi framework in-
stance, or to one of its installed bundles or services. They do not deal with changes
related to the business logic. OSGi introduces three kinds of such events: (1)
framework events, (2) bundle events, and (3) service events. Each event category
is represented by its own class (e.g., ServiceEvent), and each type of event can
be listened to by means of a corresponding listener type (e.g., ServiceListener).

Most implementations that support implicit service interactions allow such
event listeners to register directly at the relevant subject. Figure 5.2 shows how
the Java implementation of the Observer pattern allows an Observer to register its
interest in an Observable by calling addObserver. OSGi could have followed this
pattern by allowing bundles to register directly at other bundles, or even services,
but doing so would ignore the volatile nature of a bundle and the plurality of the
services contained in it.

OSGi proposes a new pattern, termed the Whiteboard pattern [118] to manage
the dependencies between subjects and their observers. The idea of this pattern
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is to provide a central location –the whiteboard– on which both subjects and
observers “write” their intent to send or receive events. The whiteboard uses this
information to connect the correct subjects to the relevant observers.

The OSGi service registry plays the role of the centrally available whiteboard.
This pattern is shown in Figure 5.2b. Bundles interested in non-functional service
events register a ServiceListener via their BundleContext and start receiving
ServiceEvent instances each time a service is registered, modified, or unregis-
tered. The ServiceListener typically verifies whether the type of the signalled
event (event.getType()) is solicited and, if so, takes the required actions to
handle that event. Figure 5.2b shows how the registration of a new Printer
service causes the OSGi framework to publish a new ServiceEvent with type
ServiceEvent.REGISTERED, delivered to all ServiceListener instances.

That ServiceEvent is not interesting to all listeners, so this approach leads
to a large number of unsolicited events. In order to reduce that number, OSGi
supports LDAP constraints, similar to those discussed in Section 2.3.3 on page 23.
ServiceEvent instances are published with metadata (key-value pairs) and listen-
ers can be registered along with an LDAP constraint, for instance, to constrain
the type of the ServiceEvent, as follows:

bundleCtxt.addServiceListener(this,"(type="+ServiceEvent.REGISTERED+")");

The reduction in the number of unsolicited events may increase the number
of discarded events due to the lack of metadata standardization in OSGi. A
solicited event may be discarded when it lacks a metadata key mentioned in an
LDAP constraint or when it provides the information under a different key, as
such increasing the amount of erroneously discarded events. We found a similar
result when evaluating constrained service selection in Section 2.4.4 on page 29,
which pointed out that the lack of standardized metadata may lead to an empty
service retrieval, even if services conceptually satisfy the constraint.

One advantage of using the Whiteboard pattern is that neither bundles nor services
must fire non-functional events, so their programmers can fully concentrate on the
implementation of the business logic. That business logic, in turn, may give rise
to situations that are interesting for other bundles as well, as such creating a need
for functional event notification, which is discussed next.

5.3.2 Functional Event Notification in OSGi

Functional events relate to the business logic of an application. The decision to
notify such an event is made by the subject itself, not by the framework. Sub-
jects therefore need a way to reach interested observers. OSGi provides a service,
the EventAdmin, that can be retrieved via the BundleContext in order to publish
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1 String[] topics = new String[] {EventConstants.EVENT_TOPIC, "item/sold/*"};

2 String filter="(profit>=100)";

3 Hashtable metadata = new Hashtable();

4 metadata.put(EVENT_TOPIC, topics);

5 metadata.put(EVENT_FILTER, filter);

6 context.registerService(EventHandler.class.getName(), this, metadata);

Listing 5.1: Registration of a constrained listener for functional events

functional events via the handleEvent(Event event) method. Subjects are en-
couraged to define concrete subclasses of Event that represent application-specific
events. Event instances contain (1) a topic and (2) a dictionary. The topic is
a String representation of a logical channel on which events are sent; it is bor-
rowed from publish-subscribe systems such as CORBA [138], JMS [91] and WS-
Notification [134, 135]. The metadata dictionary, then, resembles that of other
registered OSGi services.

Event Handlers. Bundles willing to receive notifications about a particular type
of event must contain a class implementing the EventHandler interface. An in-
stance of that class is registered as a service, and its handleEvent method is called
by the EventAdmin when an event is to be signalled. Listing 5.1 shows that regis-
tration involves sending a metadata dictionary that contains two keys with agreed
upon names: the obligatory key EVENT TOPICS and an optional key, EVENT FILTER.
The first key contains a list of topics in which the handler is interested. The second
key represents an LDAP query that further constrains notification by restricting
the values of the metadata properties of the Event instance.

Figure 5.3: Notification of functional events using the Whiteboard pattern
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Figure 5.3 shows how subjects and observers are matched by means of the
Whiteboard pattern. The observer, bundle B, registers an ItemListener and thus
triggers the addition of a new ServiceRegistration instance with a metadata dic-
tionary containing (1) the list of solicited topics (EVENT TOPIC) and (2) an LDAP
expression that further constrains the set of solicited events (EVENT FILTER). The
left part of Figure 5.3 depicts the publication of an ItemEvent. The subject, bun-
dle A, retrieves the EventAdmin service (step À) and it instructs the EventAdmin
to send an ItemEvent instance (step Á). The EventAdmin searches the service reg-
istry for all EventHandler instances that (1) have the item’s topic in EVENT TOPIC
and (2) have an EVENT FILTER that accepts the metadata of the signalled event
(step Â). The handleEvent method of the remaining listeners is called with the
ItemEvent instance as an argument (step Ã). The implementation of handleEvent
typically verifies whether the condition (in the case of an ECA rule) is satisfied
and then executes the required actions so as to handle the event.

5.4 The Event Observation Service

The OSGi EventAdmin matches events with interested listeners. These events
are atomic: a single event instance is immediately delivered to its listeners. We
have built a service that adds complex event detection to OSGi. A complex event
specification combines atomic events by means of composition operators. This
event detection service is called the Event Observation Service, or Evos for short.

Evos introduces a dynamically typed language, similar to LDAP, for expressing
composite event specifications. This language was developed for experimentation
only and does not support time-based event composition. It does provide the
following structural composition operators:

• Event conjunction, denoted “&&”, where the specification “A&&B” indicates
that events of type A and B must have occurred before the composite event
may be signalled to the observer.

• Event disjunction, denoted “||”, where A||B indicates that either A or B
leads to the detection of the composite event.

• Event precedence, “->”, where A->B indicates that an event of type A must
be followed by an event of type B in order to signal the composite event.

• Repetitive events, denoted “(x)”, where x is a positive integer. A specifica-
tion such as A(x) is used to express the requirement that an event of type A
must have occurred x times before the composite event may be fired.

• Event Non-occurrence, denoted “!:”, where !A:(B->C) means that instances
of A must not be signalled during the detection of B->C. Instances of A are
often referred to as canceling edges in the event graph that detects B->C.

A composite event specification is typically modelled as an event graph, where
each node represents an atomic event. The graph is traversed as event instances
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1 pool EvosSubscribe svc;

2 String id="SoldAndPaid";

3 EventConfiguration config = new EventConfiguration();

4 config.define("x").as(new LargerThan<ItemConstraint>(1000));

5 config.define("IS").as(ItemSold.class);

6 config.define("IP").as(ItemPaid.class);

7 svc.subscribe(this,"(IS[x]->IP)",id,config);

Listing 5.2: Composite event specification via a variable mapping

are delivered, and the composite event is detected as soon as a path has been
constructed that connects a source to a sink. Our language allows to attach
constraints to nodes representing event instances. Such a constraint class im-
plements the Constraint interface and thus implements testConstraint(Event
ev), where ev represents the event instance to be constrained. The implementa-
tion of such a concrete Constraint class is mostly not reusable as it often relates
to event-specific information, such as inspectors defined at the level of a concrete
event class.

Composite events are specified in an EventConfiguration by means of a vari-
able mapping. This is shown in Listing 5.2. Line 2 defines a new id for the complex
event. This id is useful to relate the notification of a composite event to the re-
quired reaction1. Lines 3–6 initialize and configure a new EventConfiguration
instance, which is used to map variables in the event specification to concrete
classes. The variable x, for instance, is mapped to an instance of the LargerThan
class, a constraint. Variables IS and IP, then, are mapped to concrete event classes.
Those variables are referenced in the composite event specification, “IS[x]->IP”
on line 7. The config helps Evos build the event graph: it learns that IS is a node
accepting instances of ItemSold that must be connected to IP, a node accepting
instances of ItemPaid. It also learns that x refers to a constraint to be atttached
to the node representing the ItemSold event.

Figure 5.4 shows how the Evos service supports complex event notification
in OSGi. EvosSubscribe is used by observers to register their interest in com-
posite events (step À). The EvosTracker is a mediator: it receives a complex
event specification from the EvosSubscribe service (step Á) and sends it to an
EvosLexer and an EvosParser. These classes were generated by AnTLR [146];
they build an event graph (step Â) based on a grammar definition. This graph

1To see this, note that Evos calls the handleEvent(id,events) operation on the EventHandler

that uploaded the specification when the composite event has been detected. That composite
event is not in itself represented by a class. The only way for the observer to understand why
its handleEvent operation has been called is by inspecting the id, which is thus paramount for
disambiguation when multiple specifications have been registered by the same observer.
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Figure 5.4: The Evos composite event detection service

will be traversed by the EvosTracker as atomic events are signalled. In order to
receive such atomic notifications, the EvosTracker registers its interest in all the
atomic events that occur in the complex event specification (step Ã). Meanwhile,
events can be signalled via the EvosPublish service (step Ä). Some of these events
will be signalled to the EvosTracker, which advances its event graphs accordingly
(step Å). When an event graph has been traversed, the EvosTracker sends a no-
tification to the EvosSubscribe service (step Æ), which forwards it to the correct
EvosEventHandler by calling the handleEvent operation (step Ç).

Evos is in itself a powerful tool for expressing complex event specifications. But
even more so, it is an example of how the challenges of implicit service interactions
can be tackled at the cost of violating important subsidiary conditions, such as
compile-time guarantees. We clarify this statement in the next section.

5.5 Problem Statement

Given this discussion about the way OSGi integrates functional and non-functional
event handling in object-oriented applications, we can now point out the advan-
tages and disadvantages from the viewpoint of application developers that are
willing to program implicit service interactions.

Dependency Management in a Volatile Environment. The Whiteboard
pattern is very good at managing inter-bundle dependencies, i.e. dependencies
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between services originating from different application components. This is ad-
vantageous to both the subject and the observer. Subjects are no longer forced
to maintain a list of observers and they are no longer responsible for signaling
non-functional events (Section 5.3.1, page 116). Observers are exonerated from
explicitly registering and unregistering at subjects; they only need to register a
handler that contains the proper reaction to the events. This service is automat-
ically called by the framework when a relevant event occurs. The Whiteboard
pattern can thus be seen as a successful attempt to transparently manage depen-
dencies in a volatile services environment.

Discarded and Unsolicited Events. LDAP is not an expressive event con-
straint language and thus disallows listeners to exhaustively describe the sort of
events in which they are interested. The part of the constraint that can be ex-
pressed in LDAP is registered along with the handler, but those constraints that
cannot be expressed in LDAP must be implemented within the handleEvent op-
eration, which increases the amount of unsolicited events.

A similar case can be made for discarded events. The problem, there, roots
in the lack of standardized metadata for type-conforming services. When the
metadata dictionary of an event instance lacks a property that appears in the
LDAP constraint of a listener, the LDAP filter assumes that the constraint is not
satisfied by the event instance and it cancels the notification of the event to the
given listener.

Composite Event Detection and Correlation. OSGi currently does not sup-
port complex event detection. In Section 5.4, we have done an experiment that
integrates an event detector service into the OSGi framework. Other bundles were
able to specify complex events using an LDAP-like event composition language.
While technically possible to detect complex events this way, the approach by-
passes a number of important compile-time guarantees. Also, it is very difficult
to impose constraints on the atomic events that serve as building blocks for the
composite event. This requires the definition of separate constraint classes. The
resulting programming model –a String and a configuration mapping– is difficult
to comprehend, e.g. because ECA rules are still spread over multiple classes.

Event-Condition-Action Rules. ECA rules are not supported by OSGi. Event
specifications can be uploaded using the Evos service, but that separates the part
specifying the event from the part containing the condition and the action. Those
are stored in a monolithic handleEvent method, which makes it very hard to
relate event specifications to the relevant reactive part.

Compile-time Guarantees. There are various places where the framework sac-
rifices compile-time guarantees in favour of the expressiveness of the integrated
event constraint language. These problems are similar to the ones we identified
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when evaluating LDAP as a dynamically typed sublanguage for constraining ser-
vice selection. LDAP constraints can be used to constrain the subject (in the
case of non-functional events) or the event itself (in the case of functional events).
But both approaches circumvent compile-time guarantees as they may throw an
InvalidSyntaxException. A similar point can be made for the dynamically typed
composite event specification language of Evos. This mismatch, which arises from
the integration of dynamically typed languages into a statically typed program-
ming language, is probably one of the most important drawbacks of the OSGi
programming model.

Abstraction of Non-functional Code. OSGi provides a decent level of ab-
straction by hiding dependency management. Nonetheless, abstraction can still
be improved. Observers still need to interact with the BundleContext in order to
register their interest in a specific type of events. Also, observers using Evos need
to build a complex configuration file in order to specify a composite event. This
lower level of abstraction is a direct consequence of the limited expressiveness of
the dynamically typed sublanguage.

Expressive and Comprehensible Code. The diffusion of ECA rules reduces
the comprehensibility of the implicit interaction model. It is difficult to relate event
specifications to the actions undertaken by the listener. This is especially true for
the conditions under which an ECA rule fires. The limited expressiveness of Evos
and LDAP leads to the notification of unsolicited events that must be filtered out
by the handleEvent method. In other words, some conditions are checked before
the notification is delivered; others are checked only after the delivery.

Pattern Visibility. The Whiteboard reduces the visibility of the pattern by
removing explicit links between subjects and observers. We argued that this is a
good decision in a volatile services environment, but it makes it harder to relate
the observers to the subjects they listen to.

Event handlers as Services. Another questionnable design decision, not men-
tioned in our analysis in Section 5.2 (page 113) is the tendency to register event
handlers as services. This is done to lean on the dependency management mod-
ule of the OSGi service registry, but it also allows other bundles to retrieve these
handlers. There is no reason why this should be allowed: an EventHandler im-
plements only a single method, handleEvent, which should be called only by the
EventAdmin. Making EventHandler services retrievable also decreases the perfor-
mance of the service retrieval algorithm when a bundle-driven retrieval algorithm
is used, as pointed out in Section 4.3.3 on page 96.

The Applicability of Topics. Observers are forced to provide one or more
topics in which they are interested. It can be questioned whether such topics
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are the most viable solution in an object-oriented application. Frequently, events
of unrelated types are sent on these channels, forcing observers to disambiguate
them using instanceof checks in the handleEvent implementation. Events of
an unknown type are obviously unsolicited and thus discarded. Would it not be
better if observers indicate their interest in a type of events, where the “topic”,
if applicable, is a metadata property that can be constrained using an LDAP
constraint?

5.6 Conclusion

The implementation of implicit service interactions introduces a number of chal-
lenges to application developers. Some of these challenges resemble those identified
when studying explicit interactions. Service plurality, for instance, challenges ob-
servers to track a set of type-conforming services, whereas volatility implies that
the set of interesting services may evolve over time. Other constraints are specific
to implicit invocation mechanisms. Next to atomic events, we also want to support
composite event notification, ECA rules, and event correlation. A solution to these
challenges must not violate guarantees offered by existing programming languages.
We have also identified a number of subsidiary conditions, such as abstraction and
compile-time guarantees.

OSGi is a services platform with integrated support for implicit service interac-
tions. It introduces the Whiteboard pattern to manage the dependencies between
volatile observers and equally volatile subjects. Non-functional event notification
is implemented by the framework itself and hence relieves bundles from publishing
events each time they register or modify one of their services. Functional event
notification is implemented by allowing bundles to retrieve a service that knows
how to contact the list of relevant observers. This mechanism currently supports
only atomic events, so we have built an extension, Evos, that allows to detect
composite events based on a dynamically typed event composition language.

Our evaluation points out that support for more complex implicit interactions
in OSGi is currently rather weak. The Evos service attempts to add complex in-
teractions to OSGi, but does so by sacrificing important compile-time guarantees;
it disallows a compiler to check whether composite event specifications are syn-
tactically correct. Also, the system is not free of discarded or unsolicited events
because LDAP can only express a limited set of constraints. Consequently, some
constraints have to be checked after the event has already been delivered, leading
to the notification of unsolicited events. The lack of standardized metadata, then,
leads to notifications being erroneously discarded.

We are convinced that better support is required to implement implicit service
interactions. As it turns out, the integration of a dynamically typed event compo-
sition language only marginally handles the identified challenges and it violates im-
portant subsidiary conditions. The next chapter studies how language-integrated
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support can solve the remaining problems.
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Chapter 6
Concepts

Chapter Summary

We have built an extension of Java, called EventJ, to study how object-oriented
programming languages can be extended with concepts that better support the
implementation of implicit service interactions. Events are modelled as classes
(Section 6.1) to foster reuse and polymorphism. Language concepts aim at sep-
arating ECA rules from the business logic so as to increase the visibility of the
implicit invocation pattern (Section 6.2). The expressiveness of those concepts is
increased by integrating support for composite event specifications (Section 6.3).
The introduced language concepts can be formalized in Middleweight EventJ, a
formal extension of Middleweight Java (Sections 6.4 and 6.5). We also relate the
introduced concepts to other proposals that aim at easing the implementation of
implicit interactions (Section 6.6).

127
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6.1 Definition and Publication of Events

Events specific to a certain type (e.g., Item.Sold modeling the sale of an Item)
are called endogenous events. We implement such events as inner classes at the
level of the service interface. Events not specific to a certain type are called exoge-
nous events; they are implemented as regular classes but they are not the focus
of our work. Type system integrated events allow subjects to create event hier-
archies. Subevents inherit common functionality, or redefine inherited operations.
Observers also benefit from such hierarchies as they can take registrations for a
common supertype when interested in a broad variety of events, rather than having
to take separate registrations at concrete subtypes.

Event classes all inherit from the same base class, Event. This approach
compares to the hierarchy of exception classes in Java, where the common su-
perclass Exception and its parent Throwable provide common functionality for
all exceptions. Event allows, for instance, to retrieve the time it was published
(getOccurrenceTime()). An example of an endogenous event, Item.Sold, is
shown in Listing 6.1. No language extension is needed to model these events.

1 public interface Item{

2 public class Sold extends Event{

3 private double price;

4 public double getPrice(){ return price; }

5 public Sold(double price){ this.price=price; }

6 }

7 public void sell();

8 }

Listing 6.1: Endogenous events are implemented as regular inner classes

Event Publication. There are two viable options for implementing the pub-
lication of events: (1) a language-integrated publish operation, or (2) an instance
method inherited from Event. On one hand, event publication resembles the
throwing of exceptions in Java in that both notifications and exceptions break
through the normal execution flow of the business logic. In Java, an exception is
never explicitly delivered to the call site; it is raised with the throw statement in-
stead. A publish operation would offer a similar level of abstraction. Still, we are
not convinced that language integration is required because the throw statement
serves a second goal that is not relevant for events. The throw statement allows
the compiler to learn what checked exceptions a method throws in order to force
callers to either handle them or rethrow them. But a caller is not always interested
in receiving events published by its invocation target. Language integration would
thus not elevate the amount of compile-time guarantees on implicit interactions.
Therefore, the publish() operation of EventJ is implemented as a regular instance
method at the level of Event. This is not important in this text: it focuses on
language features for implementing event listeners, not subjects. Language inte-
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gration for subjects would probably focus on declarative concepts for specifying
when an event is to be published, rather than an explicit publish operation.

6.2 Atomic Event Notification

Having explained how atomic events are integrated into the programming model
and how they can be published, we now turn to the observer side. We introduce
a number of language constructs that allow an observer to express its interest in
certain types of atomic events without explicitly registering itself with the subject.
The OSGi Whiteboard pattern already supports this, but our concepts aim at
further raising the level of abstraction of subject-observation dependencies while
improving the visibility of language-integrated Event-Condition-Action rules.

1 observe(subject expression) where(subject constraint){
2 on(event expression) where (event constraint){
3 reaction
4 }

5 }

Listing 6.2: Observation expressions and Event-Condition-Action rules

Listing 6.2 introduces new language concepts for implementing implicit interac-
tions and Listing 6.3 shows how the concepts are put to use in a concrete example.
We first explain the observe block on line 1 in Listing 6.2, which encapsulates all
code for implicit interactions in a single block (as such increasing pattern visibil-
ity, see page 113). The observe block allows programmers to specify what kind
of subjects they are willing to observe. It comprises (1) a subject type and (2) a
subject constraint :

1. Subject Expression. The argument between parentheses represents the
subject an observer is willing to listen to. It is either an object reference or
a service reference:

• Service Reference. A unification variable can be used to indicate the
type of the subjects to be observed. Line 4 in Listing 6.3 indicates
that a Monitor is interested in receiving events from subjects imple-
menting Item. The variable, item, is transparently assigned to a type-
conforming subject reference when the latter sends events. This concept
is useful for inter-bundle observation.

• Object Reference. Observers can also track designated objects using ob-
ject references, similar to the Observer pattern as described in [69]. This
is useful for intra-bundle observation. The observe clause, in that case,
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1 class Monitor{

2 public Monitor(){...}

3

4 observe(Item item) where(item.getValue()>2000){

5 on(Item.Sold sell) where(sell.getPrice()>3000){

6 Logger.archive( item.getID(),

7 sell.getOccurrenceTime(),

8 sell.getPrice()

9 );

10 }

11 on(...) //other events can be listened to here.

12 }

13

14 observe(this.getCustomer()) where(checkLoyalty(this.getCustomer())){

15 on(Customer.Complaint complaint) where(complaint.isSevere()){

16 ...

17 }

18 }

19 }

Listing 6.3: Inter-bundle and intra-bundle observation

contains a path expression representing the object to be observed. A
Monitor instance referring to a Customer via an object reference, for ex-
ample, can listen to that Customer by writing “this.getCustomer()”
as an argument in the observe clause, as shown on line 14 in Listing 6.3.
The advantage of such path expressions is that they are automatically
updated to point to the correct subject: if getCustomer() is modified
to point to a different Customer instance, then the Monitor automat-
ically receives notifications from that new Customer. OSGi does not
support this as it forces observers to listen to descriptions of service
references, rather than the references itself.

2. Subject Constraint. Similar to LDAP constraints, we need a way to con-
strain the set of subjects that are allowed to send notifications to a particular
observer. Such constraints are expressed in a where clause, attached to an
observe block. This where clause must be satisfied at the moment a type-
conforming subject sends a notification. Line 4 in Listing 6.3 requires an
Item instance to be worth more than 2000 before it is deemed an interesting
source of events.

Even interesting subjects may publish unsolicited events. An observe block there-
fore contains one or more reactive clauses, characterized by the on keyword, where
each clause refers to a type of events in which the observer is interested. Such on
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blocks represent Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules; they comprise three parts:

• Event. The formal argument of an on block must be an event (i.e., a subclass
of Event). Line 5 in Listing 6.3 shows how Item.Sold events are solicited
when they are sent by subjects that satisfy the surrounding observe{...}
block. Concrete events are bound automatically to those event variables
when they satisfy the required constraints.

• Condition. Event expressions of an on clause can be further constrained by
means of a where expression. The boolean expression encapsulated in this
where clause must be true at the moment of notification. Line 5 in Listing
6.3 requires Item.Sold instances to refer to a sale exceeding a price of 3000
before the notification is solicited by the observer.

• Action. Lines 6–9 in Listing 6.3 show the reactive part of the event handler.
In this example, the ID of the item that was sold (i.e. the subject of the
observer relation) is logged along with the time at which the event occurred
and the price at which the item was sold.

The advantage of using these language concepts is that it becomes possible to
iteratively refine the set of interesting events. First, the universe of subjects is
constrained to those that (1) conform to the type or path expression and (2) satisfy
the optional where constraint. From this constrained set of subjects, unsolicited
events are expelled based on a type filter and a constraint. We compare these
concepts with the ones proposed by OSGi so as evaluate their ability to avoid
discarded and unsolicited notifications (see Section 5.2, page 113).

Figure 6.1: Conceptual model of our comparative study

Figure 6.1 shows a simple case study that allows to evaluate the expressiveness
of the event notification systems of OSGi and EventJ. A ProfitHandler is inter-
ested in receiving Item.Sold events from an Item. Notifications have to satisfy
(1) a subject constraint indicating that the Item must be valued higher than 1000
and (2) an event constraint requiring the sale price to be higher than the purchas-
ing cost of the item. The ProfitHandler is thus interested only in events from
valuable items sold at a profit.

Let us first implement these implicit interactions using OSGi and LDAP. These
interactions are shown in Figure 6.2. The lower part depicts a BundleActivator
creating a new ProfitHandler (step À) before registering that handler as a service
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Figure 6.2: Atomic Event Notification in OSGi

using the BundleContext (step Á). The EVENT FILTER implements the subject con-
straint and assumes that all Sold events are published with a metadata dictionary
containing the itemvalue property. The event constraint cannot be expressed in
LDAP due to the lack of support for variable substitution in LDAP expressions
(Section 2.4, page 26). Steps Â and Ã show how an Item creates a Sold event
with the proper metadata before publishing it via the EventAdmin service, re-
trieved through the BundleContext. The EventAdmin matches the metadata of
the event with the constraints of the observers (step Ä), and eventually delivers
the notification to the ProfitHandler (step Å). The latter still needs to verify
those constraints that could not have been enforced by LDAP (profit>0) before
it can react to the event.

The same case study, this time implemented using our own language concepts,
is shown in Figure 6.3. The creation of a new ProfitHandler instance leads to
the transparent addition of that instance to a SubjectObserverMap (step À). An
Item calling the publish operation on a newly created Item.Sold event triggers
the EventTracker to deliver the event to observers from the SubjectObserverMap
interested in notifications of Item.Sold. Interactions with the EventTracker are
transparent; technical details are revealed in Chapter 7, which treats the imple-
mentation of our language constructs. The EventTracker first checks whether
the source of the event satisfies the subject constraint by temporarily injecting the
subject reference into item. If the where constraint is not satisfied, the unification
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Figure 6.3: Atomic Event Notification in EventJ

variable is unbound and the event is not delivered to the observer. If the constraint
is satisfied, the Item.Sold event is temporarily bound to sale in the on clause, so
as to verify the event constraint. If the constraint is not satisfied, both the item
variable and the sale variable are unbound without executing the reactive part of
the ECA rule. Contrary to the OSGi setup, the bookProfit operation is invoked
only in case of a profitable sale from a valuable item.

Figure 6.4 provides a more general view on the performance of both strategies
in the context of unsolicited and discarded notifications (Section 5.2, page 113).
Three type-conforming services, S1, S2, and S3 send events of type E1, E2, E3, and
E4. Assume only E1 and E4 from S2 are solicited (they are shaded in gray).

OSGi (Figure 6.4a) constrains both the event and its subject based on infor-
mation from metadata dictionaries. Unsolicited notifications occur due to the lim-
ited expressiveness of LDAP; some events are also discarded following the lack of
standardized metadata in OSGi. Some solicited events are therefore erroneously
blocked by the filter (depicted as the gray event, E4, in Figure 6.4a). Worse is
that all events that pass through the filter are delivered to the same method,
handleEvent, thus urging for a lot of disambiguation code before the proper re-
action can be executed. Often, code is also required for checking constraints that
could not be expressed in LDAP.

Our approach (Figure 6.4b), on the other hand, separates subject constraints
from event constraints. Both kinds of constraints further distinguish between type
constraints and restrictions imposed on the properties of subjects and events. This
leads to constraints that are far more readable than LDAP expressions. Increased
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(a) OSGi Observation (b) EventJ Observation

Figure 6.4: Constrained event notification in OSGi and EventJ

expressiveness also leads to a better filtration process, which in turn reduces the
amount of unsolicited and discarded events. An additional benefit is that reactive
code is isolated in separate parts. This exonerates programmers from writing dis-
ambiguation code, and it firmly increases the visibility of the relationship between
events, conditions and reactions of ECA rules.

6.3 Composite Event Notification

Composite events are combinations of finer-grained events glued together by means
of composition operators. One of the goals for our integrated language is to sup-
port recursive composition enriched with multi-subject observation and event cor-
relation. It is paramount that our event specification language has expressive
operators for defining recursively composable events, at the same time fostering
type system integration and maximizing compile-time guarantees. Sections 6.3.1
and 6.3.2 therefore introduce event composition operators and constrained event
variables. This basic model is then extended towards multi-subject observation
(Section 6.3.3) and event correlation (Section 6.3.4).

6.3.1 Structural Event Composition.

This text only considers structural composition and defers time-based composition
to future work. We believe that the composition language introduced here is al-
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1 class Profit extends Event<Item>{

2 public double amount;

3 public Profit(double amt){

4 this.amount=amt;

5 }

6 }

7

8 observe(this){

9 Item.Bought buy where buy.getPrice()>20;

10 Item.Sold sell;

11

12 on(buy->sell){

13 if(buy.getPrice()<sell.getPrice()){

14 this.new Profit(sell.price-buy.price).publish();

15 } else {

16 this.new Loss(buy.price-sell.price).publish();

17 }

18 }

19 }

Listing 6.4: Composite event specification using constrained event variables

ready strong enough to show the benefits of language-integrated implicit service
interactions. We work with the five composition operators that were defined for the
Evos event notification service in Section 5.4, namely (1) event precedence (->),
(2) event conjunction (&&), (3) event disjunction (||), (4) event non-occurrence
(!), and (5) repeating events ([i]). The resulting event composition language is
allowed only in very specific parts of the application, namely in the on clause. By
isolating the locations where these operators may appear, we are able to make the
event composition language independent of the language in which it is embedded
(this will be treated in Section 7.1, page 164). This enables the rapid integra-
tion of new composition operators and it eases the formalization of the combined
programming model.

Listing 6.4 exemplifies the use of our event composition language on line 12:
a reaction is required when buy is followed by sell. Both variables (defined on
lines 9–10) refer to atomic events and are termed constrained event variables.

6.3.2 Constrained Event Variables

Atomic event notification allows programmers to constrain the type of the event
in an on clause, and the properties of that event in an attached where clause. For
composite events, we need to extend this mechanism such that it stores references
to the atomic events that serve as building blocks for the composite event. This
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allows observers to use information from those atomic events in the reactive part
of the ECA rule. We introduce constrained event variables (CEV) to store such
references. An example is shown on lines 9–10 of Listing 6.4, which shows the
declaration of two CEVs. Such variables consist of (1) a type and (2) a constraint.
The type must be a subtype of Event. The event detector will try to assign
event notifications to these variables transparently, taking into account the CEV
type as well as subject constraints introduced by the observe clause (line 8). An
additional where clause further constrains the set of assignable event instances.
Only type-conforming events that satisfy the boolean condition of the where clause
can be assigned to the CEV.

(a) On delivery (b) After delivery

Figure 6.5: Instantiation of a new event graph instance

The specification of a composite event, such as “buy->sale”, represents an
event graph, which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with three types of nodes:
sources, intermediaries, and sinks. A source corresponds to a CEV that can be
matched directly with a notification, without needing other CEVs to be matched
first. Sinks, then, refer to CEVs that, once initialized, indicate that the event
graph has been traversed from source to sink and thus trigger the notification of
the composite event that was specified in the on clause. Intermediaries, finally,
are those nodes between sources and sinks. Initialization of an intermediary CEV
advances the progress of detecting the composite event because they build a path to
a sink. On reaching such a sink, the condition of the ECA rule –represented by the
where part of the on clause– is verified and, if satisfied, the reactive statements are
executed. Listing 6.4 shows that such a reaction to an event may in itself consist
of the publication of new events (lines 14 and 16).

Event Graph Blueprint and Event Graph Instance

An event graph is traversed as notifications are delivered, as shown in Figure 6.5.
In Figure 6.5a, the event Item.Bought is delivered to a blueprint of the event
graph. This blueprint is simply the definition of the composite event, represented
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as a graph. The delivery of a source event leads to the instantiation of a new event
graph instance, where the CEV, buy, points to the notification of Item.Bought, as
shown in Figure 6.5b. The notification of an Item.Sold event, then, leads to the
initialization of sale and hence to the notification of the composite event (which
in turn leads to the deletion of the event graph instance).

(a) On delivery (b) After delivery

Figure 6.6: Binding a solicited event to an occupied source leads to instantiation

Composite events being modelled by event graphs raises another important
question: what if a notification matches an initialized source event of an event
graph instance? In Figure 6.5b, the question is what needs to be done when
another Item.Bought event is delivered to buy->sale when buy has already been
bound to an Item.Bought event. This situation is shown in Figure 6.6a. The
event cannot simply be discarded because it may very well be the start of a new
composite event being signalled. When two Item.Bought notifications are followed
by two Item.Sold notifications, for instance, discarding the second Item.Bought
event leads to the detection of only one of the two composite events. Our solution
is to spawn new instances of the blueprint when a solicited source event cannot be
assigned to an existing event graph instance. This is shown in Figure 6.6b.

In summary, solicited events matching one of the source nodes of an event
graph will first be delivered to existing event graph instances and, if unassignable,
will cause the creation of a new event graph instance in which the signalled event
is bound to a source CEV.

Composite event specifications such as “buy->sale” have two limitations. First,
it is impossible to compose events from type-incompatible subjects because the
observe clause only has one subject variable. Second, it is impossible to express
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constraints concerning the relationships between signalled events. We solve the
first problem in Section 6.3.3 and the second one in Section 6.3.4.

1 class Monitor{

2 observe( Item item where item.getValue()>2000,

3 this.getCustomer() cust where cust.isLoyal())

4 where(isObserving()){

5 Item.Sold sale where sale.getPrice()>3000;

6 Customer.Complaint complaint

7 where complaint.isSevere() &&

8 complaint.getSource()==sale.getSource();

9

10 on(sale -> complaint){

11 this.processComplaint( complaint.getSource(),

12 complaint.getItem()

13 );

14 }

15 }

16 }

Listing 6.5: Combining events from heterogeneous subjects

6.3.3 Composing Events from Multiple Subjects

Listing 6.5 extends the definition of the observe clause to allow an observer to
listen to composite events of which the atomic subevents stem from heteroge-
neous subjects. A Monitor tracks both an Item and a Customer at the same
time. The Customer is tracked using an object reference, whereas the Item is
tracked via a service reference. The Monitor solicits notifications of Item.Sold
and Customer.Complaint events. We need a way to express fine-grained con-
straints on each subject separately. The where clause that is attached to the
observe clause is not suitable for this: in the case of multi-subject observation,
that where clause is typically used to constrain the entire observe block, not a
single subject. Listing 6.5, for instance, shows how such a general where clause
(line 4) is used to refer to isObserving(), an inspector method defined by Monitor
that is used to toggle observation on and off. Constraints at the level of a subject
are supported by means of constrained subject variables, or CSVs. Their semantics
resemble those of the CEV: the static type of a CSV constrains the type of the
event source, whereas the attached where expression restricts the properties of the
subject. Line 2 in Listing 6.5 shows how a service reference, item, to a subject of
type Item is constrained to those Item instances that are worth more than 2000.
The object reference, getCustomer(), is constrained in a similar way.

Figure 6.7 shows the structure of the multi-subject event detector for the com-
posite event expression of Listing 6.5. The where condition of the observe block
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Figure 6.7: Structure of a multi-subject event detector

serves as an overarching constraint that determines whether events are solicited
(step À). Each argument of the observe clause is modelled as a separate type filter
(step Á) and a boolean expression (step Â). A second filter phase then weeds out
those events that are incompatible with the static type of the CEV (step Ã), such
as Item.Bought and Customer.Payment. The filter also removes type-conforming
events that fail to satisfy the event constraint modelled by the where condition of
the CEV (step Ä). Eventually, only solicited, type-conforming events are injected
into a CEV, which fill up the nodes of an event graph instance (step Å). When an
instance has been traversed from source to sink (in this case, when sale has been
initialized), the event detector verifies the condition of the ECA rule –the where
clause attached to the on clause. This example does not have such a condition, so
the reactive part can immediately be executed (step Æ).

1 observe(Item item){

2 Item.Sold sale;

3 Item.Paid payment;

4

5 on(payment&&sale){

6 Logger.log();

7 }

8 }

Listing 6.6: How to say that payment and sale must refer to the same Item?

6.3.4 Event Correlation

One question left unanswered is how we can require that some relationship must
exist between signalled events. In Listing 6.5, it was straightforward to require
that the item involved in the complaint is equal to the item that sent the event
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to which sale is bound because the composite event specification guarantees that
sale has already been initialized at the moment the where clause of complaint
is checked. That is not so in Listing 6.6, which wants to track a composite event
stating that a sale must be registered for which a payment has been received,
regardless of which event came first. Evidently, both events must point to the
same purchase order number. The problem is that the conjunction operator leaves
us with no guarantees on which variable will be initialized first, so we cannot use
the same trick as in Listing 6.5, which was based on a strict initialization order of
CEVs. Also, the where operation of the ECA definition is not the right place for
enforcing such constraints; in fact, it would discard solicited events1.

1 observe(Item item){

2 Item.Sold sale correlation(id)

3 {id=sale.getID()}

4 {id.equals(sale.getID())};

5 Customer.Payment payment correlation(id)

6 {id=payment.getReference()}

7 {id.equals(payment.getReference())};

8 correlator String id;

9

10 on(sale&&payment){

11 Logger.log(payment.getCustomerSSN(),sale.getID());

12 }

13 }

Listing 6.7: Event correlation using the correlate clause

Listening to multiple notifications from multiple subjects of the same type re-
quires support for event correlation. Correlating events involves expressing when
and how event instances are related to each other, based on one or more shared
characteristics. Such a shared characteristic is modelled in EventJ using a cor-
relator variable. This is a special type of instance variable decorated with the
correlator keyword. Listing 6.7 shows a correlator variable of type String on
line 8. This id is referenced by the CEVs that participate in the correlation (sale
and payment). Each participant has a correlation expression that refers to a corre-
lator variable. This expression is identified by the correlation keyword, followed
by three expressions: a correlator reference, a correlator initializer and a correlator
verifier. The reference indicates which correlator is constrained by this CEV. The
initializer provides code for assigning the correlator. This code is executed the

1To see why discarding is an error in this context, consider four event instances, a, a′, b and
b′, where a′ and b′ stem from the same source, S′, and a and b stem from another source, S.
Then the event sequence a, b′, a′, b would detect the composite event a&&b once for a, b′ and once
for a′, b. But a where clause requiring that both events stem from the same source would fail
twice and thus discard both event graph instances. This is not the correct behavior, so the where

clause cannot be used to specify relationships between events.
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first time an event is bound to one of the CEVs that participate in a correlation.
Following the sample code of Listing 6.7, if sale is assigned first, then id will be
initialized to sale.getID(). If the other CEV, payment, is assigned first, then the
correlator will be initialized to payment.getReference(). The code of the veri-
fier, then, is a boolean expression that checks whether a signalled event satisfies
the correlators that have been initialized by previously assigned CEVs. In List-
ing 6.7, the correlator verifier of payment checks whether the payment reference
(payment.getReference()) equals the value of id. The reduction of a verifier
has two possible outcomes:

• Verification succeeds. If the boolean expression inside the verifier of the
candidate CEV reduces to true, then the CEV is bound to the signalled
event. It means that the event correlates with previously signalled events.

• Verification fails. A verifier expression that reduces to false indicates that
the event is solicited (because the event constraint, if any, is checked before
the correlation expression is considered), but it also means that the notifi-
cation does not correlate with previously signalled events. Remember that
simply discarding the event is not a good solution because the event may
be the first part of a newly signalled composite event. Therefore, the de-
tector algorithm first tries to deliver the event to other EGIs by verifying
whether the verification expression succeeds for those instances. If so, then
the event is bound to the proper CEV. But if no event graph instance can
accept the event, and if the candidate event represents a source in the event
graph, then a new event graph instance is created. The event is bound to the
proper CEV, and the initialization code of the relevant correlation clause
is invoked so as to allow for correlation with future notifications.

Blueprints and Event Graph Instances in the face of Correlation

Figure 6.8 provides an example of how event graph instances are created as solicited
events are signalled and correlated. The construction of event graph instances and
graph traversal is driven by the code shown in Listing 6.7, but it is completely
transparent to the programmer. First, a Customer.Payment event is delivered
to the blueprint (Figure 6.8a). This event conforms to the type of the payment
CEV, which carries no where clause, so the event is marked as solicited. There
is no event graph instance to which Customer.Payment can be delivered, but
payment is a source event, so the event detector spawns a new event graph instance
and binds the instance of Customer.Payment to payment (Figure 6.8b). This
immediately triggers the execution of the correlator initializer of the correlation
clause attached to payment.

Now, an event of type Item.Sold is signalled. The detector tries to bind
this event to an existing event graph instance. Our instance has sale –a type-
conforming CEV– as one of its source nodes, but that CEV has a correlation
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(a) The first delivery. . . (b) . . . initializes the correlator

(c) Failed correlator verification. . . (d) . . . spawns a new instance

(e) Successful verification of the correlator. . . (f) . . . leads to an event detection

Figure 6.8: Effect of event correlation on event graph instances
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expression pointing to an already initialized correlator. The correlator verification
expression of sale is therefore checked against the newly delivered Item.Sold
event. Assume that this verification fails (Figure 6.8c). The event detector re-
duces the correlator initializer expression attacted to the sale CEV, leading to
the addition of idY as a new value for the correlator id. Within that correlation
mapping, sale is bound to the signalled Item.Sold event (Figure 6.8d).

Then, another event of type Item.Sold is delivered. The event detector again
tries to deliver this event to an existing event graph instance. The correlator
verifier of the first instance is checked. Assuming that correlation succeeds, the
sale CEV is bound to the signalled Item.Sold instance (Figure 6.8e). The event
graph instance has now been fully traversed, so the condition of the ECA rule can
be verified so as to decide whether or not to execute the action block (Figure 6.8f).
Regardless of the outcome, the event graph instance is deleted from the list of
instances.

Summary. Observers use the observe block to show their interest in receiv-
ing events. The observe block contains one or more constrained subject vari-
ables (CSV) to constrain both the type and the properties of subjects that signal
events. Events sent by such subjects are unified with a constrained event variable
(CEV). The type of a CEV demarcates the set of solicited events, whereas an at-
tached where expression further constrains the properties of a signalled event and
a correlation clause sees to it that interdependencies between CEVs are obeyed.
Such CEVs are combined into ECA rules in an on clause, using event composition
operators in conjunction with a where clause (representing the conditional part
of the ECA rule) and a block of statements (representing the action part of the
ECA rule).

Onward. Having discussed the informal semantics of our language support
for implicit service interactions, we now turn to the formal specification of their
behaviour. This formalization indicates in detail how atomic events are delivered
to CEVs, how they are accumulated in separate event graph instances containing
CEV mappings, and how the reduction of correlator variables leads to EGI forking.
This theoretical runtime system may be complex, but that is necessary to show
how implicit interactions influence the execution flow of a program.
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6.4 Middleweight EventJ

Similar to Middleweight ServiceJ, we have defined a formal model, called Mid-
dleweight EventJ (MEJ), that represents a theoretical compiler and runtime sys-
tem. While EventJ language constructs barely influence the Java type system,
they have a profound impact on the execution flow of the service application. The
operational semantics of the language are thus more interesting than the static
guarantees that can be provided by a compiler. This section therefore treats the
typing rules of Middleweight EventJ only marginally and defers an elaborated dis-
cussion to Appendix B. The following compile-time guarantees can be provided
by MEJ:

• Constraints. Our compiler verifies whether where constraints are typed as
boolean expressions. Type soundness is also verified for subject constraints,
event constraints and the general observation test. Similar guarantees can
be given for the event, the condition and the action of an ECA rule.

• Constrained Event Variables. Our compiler can check whether CEVs
have an event type as their static type. It is also possible to check whether
the correlation verification expression is typed as boolean and whether the
initialization expression is a statement that initializes a correlator variable
defined in the observe block.

• Event specification. Our compiler is able to signal errors when the con-
straint of a first CEV refers to a second CEV that can never be initialized at
the moment the where clause of the first CEV is verified. Syntactically in-
correct composite event specifications can also be detected at compile time,
in contrast with the Evos event detector (Section 5.4, page 119).

• Specific Event Types. The OSGi EventHandler is a very general inter-
face, so the handleEvent method accepts an argument of a very general
type (Event), requiring instanceof checks and type casts. EventJ, on the
other hand, allows observers to indicate what specific types are solicited (e.g.,
Item.Sold rather than the overly general Event type), which removes the
need for such runtime checks.

6.5 Operational Semantics

In this section, we provide key insights in our runtime composite event detector.
This formalization is not to be confused with more general formalizations of the
Observer pattern, such as the one proposed by Mikkonen [130], which focuses
on the structural relationship between classes participating in the design pattern.
We have developed Middleweight EventJ as a formal vehicle to show how the
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semantics, rather than the structure, of implicit interactions can be integrated
into an object-oriented programming language.

Middleweight EventJ extends Middleweight Java configurations to enable the
detection of composite events and the execution of an appropriate reaction. Sec-
tion 6.5.1 is most important: it shows how our formal event detector disambiguates
CEV and correlator bindings between multiple, partially detected instances of
ECA rules within the same observer. We also show how the method scope of an
on clause is constructed when a composite event has been fully detected. Sec-
tions 6.5.2, 6.5.3 and 6.5.4 use this runtime structure as a basis for reducing the
publication of an event. The complexity of our formal language, Middleweight
EventJ, is much higher than that of Middleweight ServiceJ, even though EventJ
does not affect the flow of types through a program (the major complexity burden
of MSJ). Therefore, we explain the entire reduction system by means of figures
and examples. Readers interested in the formal aspects underlying this discussion
are strongly encouraged to review Appendix B.

Figure 6.9: Runtime structure of the observation map

6.5.1 Event Disambiguation and Method Scope Injection

The runtime event detector modelled by the operational semantics of EventJ and
shown in Figure 6.9 faces two challenges: (1) delivering the event to the right
Event Graph Instance (EGI) and (2) initializing the formal arguments of the right
on clause upon detection of a composite event. The first challenge is handled by
the subject/observer disambiguation map; the second challenge is dealt with by
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our method scope injection map. Both mappings are key to understanding the
delivery of events in EventJ, so we explain each of them in turn.

Subject/Observer Disambiguation

The entry point into the observation map is the subject table, ST (it is best inter-
preted as a heap of observers). A Middleweight EventJ configuration extends a
Middleweight Java configuration, (H,V S, F, FS), with the subject table, ST , to
(ST,H, V S, F, FS). ST maps a subject type, Cs, to a list of observing instances
that contain an observe block with a CSV of type Co, where Cs ≺ Co. In other
words, the publishing instance must be assignable to a CSV, regardless of whether
other constraints are satisfied.

All observing instances are stored in a single observer table, OT . ST maintains
a surjective yet not injective mapping with OT (because the same observer can
listen to multiple subject types at once). The result of applying ST (Cs) yields a
part of the observer table, OT p, containing those observers that listen to subjects of
type Cs. Each entry in OT p is an object reference, denoted obsi. These references
can be used to obtain type and field information via the Middleweight Java heap
function H = (C,F), where C is the type of the observer, and F is its field mapping.

The partial observation table, OT p, is primarily used to obtain the observer-
specific blueprint table, BT . For each observing instance obsi ∈ dom(OT p), we
have OT p(obsi) = BTi. Each observer having its own BT creates a need for
disambiguating these tables. Therefore, we make use of an observation context,
OC. This context has the form 〈obs|oev, os〉, where obs is called the trail that allows
us to match an observer with the correct blueprint table, BT , via ST (Cs) = OT p

and then OT p(obs) = BT . We also keep track of the event instance (oev) and the
subject that published it (os).

BTi is in itself a mapping that projects each ECA rule in obsi to a list of
event graph instances, IT . The name of the ECA rule, eca, is used to obtain this
list by applying BT (eca) = IT . A corresponding blueprint context, BC, allows
for unambiguously retrieving the correct IT starting from the general subject
table, ST . Each instance represents a partially detected composite event and
is characterized by a tuple (E , C). This tuple contains the bindings of CEVs and
correlator variables to specific values. We need to inject those values into a method
scope upon detection of the composite event, as discussed next.

Just-In-Time Method Scope Injection

At the moment the composite event has been detected by an instance, we need to
inject the necessary variable bindings into a new method scope, MS, in which the
condition of the ECA rule is to be checked and, if satisfied, in which the reactive
part of the rule must be executed. To see this, think of an on clause (an ECA
rule) as a separate method, where each CEV of the composite event specification
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figures as a formal argument. Those arguments are bound to actual arguments as
events are signalled, so every instance, (E , C), in IT represents a partially bound
formal arguments list, disambiguated by ST , OT p, BT and IT . An instance,
(E , C) contains the following variable bindings:

• Uncorrelated CEV map (E). The first map, E , contains bindings of
constrained yet uncorrelated event variables (CEV) to event instances, oev.
The lack of a correlation expression means that only a single oev can be
assigned to a CEV within the same instance. Application of E(cevj) yields
a reference oev, or null for an uninitialized CEV.

• Correlated CEV map (C). Correlation increases the complexity of the
mapping because each correlator value forks a separate set of correlated
CEV bindings. Within the same event graph instance, the same correlated
CEV may be bound to multiple events when multiple correlator values have
been calculated. We explained this in Section 6.3.4 on page 139. A graphical
representation of correlation forking is shown in Figure 6.8 on page 142. The
correlation map, C, of an instance in IT therefore projects each correlator to
a list of tuples (ocorr, EC), where each ocorr represents a calculated correlator
value and EC is an uncorrelated CEV map containing CEV bindings that
correlate with ocorr.

A composite event is detected when, for a given correlator value ocorr, E ∪ EC
contains a set of bound CEVs that represent a path from source to sink in the event
graph. At that moment, we need to verify whether the condition of the ECA rule
holds and, if so, we must execute the reactive part. To create the proper evaluation
context, we inject all the bindings of E ∪ EC into a new method scope MS and
we start by reducing the condition of the ECA rule. The entire observation map
is defined only with this goal in mind: to provide the correct method scope upon
detection of the composite event.

Middleweight EventJ Reduction System. The observation map introduced
above is the cornerstone of our reduction system that implements the compos-
ite event detector of EventJ. This reduction system supports the definition of
ECA rules that contain compositie event specifications. Each atomic event in
that specification may in turn introduce other constraints (CEV) or correlation
requirements. It should therefore come as no surprise that the resulting reduction
system is highly complex, not in the least because of the need for disambiguation
of parallel CEV bindings. Space constraints disallow us to treat this system in
detail. In the remainder of this section, we provide an overview of the transition
system by means of Figure 6.10, which depicts the high-level strategy of our for-
malization. Where applicable, we point out the key insights of our reduction rules.
More information, including the entire formalization of this event detector, can be
found in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.10: Structure of a multi-subject, correlated, composite event detector
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6.5.2 From Subject Type to Event Graph Instances

When a subject os of type Cs sends an event oev of type Cs.E, the first thing we
need to do is identify those instances that are interested in receiving events from
subjects of type Cs. Step À in Figure 6.10 uses the subject table, ST , to obtain
OT p where dom(OT p) = obs. Having a list of observers, obs, we consider each
observer, obsi, in turn. Step Á reduces the general where expression. In case of
a reduction to true, step Â also reduces the where expression of the CSV (csv)
to which the subject reference must be assigned. Reduction to false for either
expression causes the reduction system to immediately skip to the next observer,
obsi+1. Reduction to true, on the other hand, triggers the binding of os to csv
inside a new method scope, MS, that is placed on top of the variable stack, V S.
This scope will be removed upon consideration of the next observer so as to avoid
inconsistencies in the event detector.

Each ECA rule is implemented using an on block, which is represented by
means of a blueprint in Middleweight EventJ. Step Ã therefore comprises the
expansion of obsi to its list of blueprints. This list is the domain of the blueprint
table, BT , obtained after applying OT p(obsi). Each blueprint, bpj ∈ dom(BT ) is
represented by means of a blueprint context, BC = 〈obs, eca|oev, os〉, where obs is
a reference to the observer and eca is the name of the on clause that is represented
by this blueprint. Only blueprints containing Cs.E as part of their composite
event specification are considered, and blueprints are reduced one by one.

Before delivering the event, we need to expand the blueprint context, BC, to
a set of event graph instances (EGI). This set is obtained in step Ä by taking
from the domain of IT = BT (eca) those instances that expect an event oev of
type Cs.E. Expectance, in this context, means that the EGI contains a node of
type C.Ecev (such that Cs.E ≺ C.Ecev) that represents either a source node or
a reachable unassigned node, where “reachable”, in turn, indicates that the node
can be reached from the source of the EGI by only using nodes that have already
been initialized (i.e. CEVs that are not null in E ∪ EC)2.

6.5.3 Event Graph Instance Management

The first phase of Figure 6.10 expands each blueprint of each interested observer
instance into a list of event graph instances (EGIs). Now, we must try to deliver
the event to one instance of each blueprint’s EGI list. Depending on the success
or failure of such an assignment attempt, our reduction system takes completely
different actions, so it is worthwhile to consider both cases separately.

2A source CEV that has already been assigned can still be “expecting” an event instance.
This is a special case in which a new EGI must be forked. Rather than binding the event to the
already initialized CEV in the existing EGI, we bind the event to the CEV in the newly created
EGI. This is a special case and we deal with it later in this text.
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Figure 6.11: Reduction strategy of the where and correlation expressions

Success: The Event is Delivered to an Existing EGI

Rather than showing the reduction rules, we explain this case by means of Fig-
ure 6.11. Given an event oev of type Item.Bought and an instance context
IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉, we need to see whether oev can be bound to a CEV
in (E , C). First, we search for the CEV of type C.Ecev such that oev is assignable
to that CEV, i.e. Item.Bought ≺ C.Ecev. This case applies if such a CEV, say
buy, exists in (E , C) and if it has not yet been initialized3. We temporarily assign
oev to buy so as to reduce the where expression and the correlation expression
attached to buy. Technically, the CEV is bound inside a new block scope, BS,
on the variable stack (as if we were evaluating a block of statements), without
persisting the binding in E . That is, buy ∈ dom(BS) and buy 6∈ E . Whether or
not buy is also persisted in E depends on the outcome of the following:
• Where. The constraint of the CEV (buy.getPrice()>1000) is reduced

first. If this expression reduces to false, then no manipulation is made to E
because the signalled event does not satisfy the additional restrictions that
were imposed on buy. If the where constraint reduces to true, then we
need to see whether correlation constraints have been defined on buy. If not,
then we can persist the binding of buy in E . If a correlation expression is
attached to buy, then buy is stored in C, not in E , and it depends on the
referenced correlator whether buy can be bound in C .

• Correlation. Assuming the correlation expression refers to a correlator vari-
able named id, there are again two cases. If id has not yet been initialized
(C(id) = null), then we need to persist the binding of buy to oev in E . We
must also reduce the correlator initialization expression (id=item.getID())

3This is a simplification. The exact requirement is that E(cevi) = null. No requirements must
be imposed on C: either the correlator map, C, contains a value, ocorr for which the correlation
clause of buy succeeds and for which C(id)(ocorr) = EC ∧ EC(buy) = null, or no value of id

currently allows the assignment of buy, and in that case, we fork a new correlation set Cnew after
having reduced the initialization part of the correlation expression.
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so as to initialize the correlator variable, id, to enable future correlation tests.
On the other hand, if id has already been initialized (C(corr) 6= null), then
C(corr) returns a set of calculated correlator tuples, (ocorr, EC). In that case,
we first need to reduce the correlation verification expression attached to buy
(item.getID().equals(id)). In case of a reduction to true for an ocorr,i

in ocorr, we persist buy in C, by updating the relevant EC(cev) to point to
the signalled event, oev.

After these reductions, we have buy ∈ dom(E) in case of a match. Regardless of
the outcome, we also have buy 6∈ dom(BS) because the block scope, BS in which
the binding of buy to oev was temporarily stored, has been removed from the
variable stack. This is done in order to provide a clean evaluation context when
considering the next EGI (in case of a reduction to false) or when considering the
next blueprint (in case of a match).

Failure: Bound Source Events and Correlation Mismatches

Evidently, it is possible that no instance of an EGI list currently accepts the event.
This occurs when an ECA rule refers to CEVs that are not compatible with the
type of the signalled event, when type-compatible CEVs have already been bound
to other events, or when a where constraint is not satisfied. But in some cases,
failure to accept an event may lead to the creation of a new event graph instance.
We consider two scenarios:

• Failure to Bind a Source. If no existing EGI can accept the signalled
event, oev, then we need to check whether the blueprint of the consid-
ered ECA rule contains a source CEV to which the event can be assigned.
This situation is depicted by the gray rectangle called “F1” in Figure 6.10
(page 148). If such a source CEV exists, say cevi, and if the signalled event
is type-compatible to cevi then we need to create a new instance that rep-
resents the start of a new composite event detection. After creating the
instance, we need to verify the where expression that is attached to the
CEV before persisting the binding of cevi to oev. Reduction to false for
cevi = oev means that the signalled event, oev does not represent the begin-
ning of a new composite event for this particular ECA rule, so we remove
the newly created EGI from the EGI list, IT . Reduction to true, on the
other hand, requires us to see whether a correlation expression is present.
If so, then we reduce the correlator initialization expression to ocorr after
binding the signalled event oev to cevi, and we update the correlated CEV
map, C, such that the correlator variable of the newly created EGI points
to the tuple (ocorr, EC), where EC(cev) = oev. In absence of a correlation
expression, we simply bind cevi to oev in the uncorrelated CEV map, E , such
that E(cevi) = oev.
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• Failure to Correlate. This second scenario is depicted by the gray rectan-
gle called “F2” in Figure 6.10 (page 148). It occurs when a signalled event,
oev can be bound to a CEV, say cevi, because (1) it is type-compatible and
(2) the where expression reduces to true, but assignment fails because the
correlation expression (the third requirement) fails for all existing correla-
tion values. This is called a correlation mismatch. It does not mean that the
signalled event must be discarded. Instead, we must reduce the initialization
expression of the correlation expression of the CEV, cevi for cevi = oev.
Then, we must add this newly calculated correlation value, say ocorr,new to
the correlated CEV map, C. The result is that C now points to a tuple
(ocorr,new, EC), where cevi is bound to oev in the newly created EC .

6.5.4 Condition and Action of the ECA Rule

The condition of an ECA rule is checked when the composite event has been
detected. If the condition reduces to true, then the accompanying statement block
(the body of the on clause) is executed; if it reduces to false, then the detected
composite event turns out to be unsolicited, and the entire instance, (E , C), is
removed from the instance table, IT . There are three scenarios that trigger the
verification of the ECA condition:

• Uncorrelated CEV. An event oev that (1) matches the type of an unbound
CEV soliciting events and (2) causes the where constraint of that CEV
(say cevi) to reduce to true for cevi = oev, can trigger the detection of
the composite event if cevi is an uncorrelated event, i.e. if cevi has no
correlation clause.

• Correlated CEV with Unassigned Correlator. The first scenario still
holds in the case of a CEV that has a correlation expression with an unini-
tialized correlator variable because in that case, the signalled event is also
persisted in the EGI, which advances the detection of the composite event.

• Correlated CEV with Assigned Correlator. The first scenario also
holds in the presence of a correlation expression that reduces to true for
one of the calculated values of the referenced correlator variable because,
again, the signalled event is persisted in the EGI.

One precondition for the detection of the composite event in all three scenarios
presented above is that the CEV mapping, (E , C) contains a path from source
to sink in the event graph that is defined by the considered blueprint. Such a
path can be built by taking bindings from the uncorrelated CEV map, E , and
combining them with bindings from a correlated CEV map, EC , obtained after
selecting a calculated correlation value ocorr for the correlator variable. If there
exists an EC in C such that EC ∪ E allows to traverse the event graph from source
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to sink, then the composite event is said to be detected. The next step, then, is to
reduce the ECA condition. Before doing so, we need to inject the event-detection
CEV combination (i.e. the E∪EC combination that allowed for the detection of the
event) into the current method scope MS (see also “Just-in-time Method Scope
Injection”, page 146). This can be interpreted as binding actual arguments to
formal arguments when calling a method. Then, we reduce the condition of the
ECA rule and, if satisfied, we reduce the statements block that represents the body
of the relevant on clause. The reduction system removes the EGI from the list and
advances to the next blueprint interested in receiving events of the signalled type.
Then, it considers other interested observers, and finally, it removes all temporary
method scopes from the variable stack, such that the evaluation context is set back
to the subject that initially invoked the publish operation.

Summary. Figure 6.12 presents an overview of the formal event detector of
Middleweight EventJ. Publishing an event triggers the event detector to deliver
a notification to all observers that have an ECA rule that is currently willing to
receive such an event. Each ECA rule may point to a list of Event Graph Instances
(EGIs) that all represent a partially detected composite event. The plurality of
ECA rules and the multiplicity of EGIs creates a need for disambiguating subjects
and observers, which is realized by our Subject/Observer Disambiguation Table.
This table allows to incrementally build and advance event graphs until a sink has
been reached. When that happens, the Method Scope Injection Table is consulted
so as to initialize the formal arguments inside the composite event specification.
The condition of the ECA rule is verified using this newly injected method scope,
which in turn allows to decide whether to execute the reactive part of the ECA
rule, or to ignore the composite event.

6.6 Related Work

Ever since the first proposals concerning object-oriented design patterns were pub-
lished, debates have been conducted [41] about whether or not to integrate patterns
as language features or rather as generic framework classes [113]. This section dis-
cusses a broad range of those approaches that relate to the Observer pattern.
We point out their strengths and weaknesses based on the viewpoint sketched in
Section 5.2 (page 113).

6.6.1 Java Patterns and Frameworks

The AWT event model [103] of Java 1.0 introduces events as classes. The model is
an improvement over older models that drove reactions by means of constants or
symbols, but it is subject to a monolithic update method. This method needs to
test (1) whether the target is the subject in which the observer is interested and
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Figure 6.12: Overview of the EventJ Transition System
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(2) what kind of event is being signalled. This second task involves programming
a case analysis on the runtime type of the event, using instanceof expressions
and type casts.

One lesson learnt from the AWT eventing model, is that event handling logic
must be decentralized, ideally leading to a programming model where one handler
method reacts to one event. The Java Listener API [161] was devised to do ex-
actly that. The use of more specific handlers allows for the use of more specific
event types as formal arguments, thus reducing the number of instanceof confor-
mance checks. But a typical problem with listeners is that programmers are forced
to implement every method of the listener interface leading to a lot of methods
containing an empty implementation for those events that are not solicited.

That listener problem is recognized by Sun in the Java tutorial [159], where
programmers are encouraged to use adapters. Out of 39 listener interfaces defined
by Java’s JFC/Swing classes, 14 are equipped with an adapter class. An adapter
provides a default implementation for a listener, which typically means ignoring
the event altogether. This may lead to tidier code at the level of the concrete
listener, but subclassing an adapter class also entails losing the opportunity to
inherit from another class.

The JavaBeans package introduces listeners for tracking property changes [160]
and it provides a so-called VetoableChangeListener [163]. If this listener re-
ceives an event signalling that a property has changed, it can throw an exception
(PropertyVetoException) so as to forbid the modification. The property is then
rolled back to its previous value. The major problem is that “vetoability” intro-
duces an extra dependency between the subject and its observer. Subjects can
modify a property such that it is no longer vetoable, as such discontinuing no-
tifications to the VetoableChangeListener, even though the latter still thinks
to have a veto right. Also, in a services environment, listeners typically track
the service interface, not the service implementation. But that interface cannot
tell which properties are vetoable. Consequently, a VetoableChangeListener can
never know when it will be notified of an event, if ever.

Riehle introduces a pattern where state changes, dependencies and mainte-
nance links are modelled as first class objects in the programming language [152].
The resulting system is highy flexible and can be used for dependency manage-
ment between objects in an object-oriented programming language. A subject
offers state change objects for each possible state change. Observers, then, attach
event stubs to these state change objects. An event stub is responsible for call-
ing the proper reaction method on the observer. This pattern can undoubtedly
be generalized to a Whiteboard variant [118], but the problem remains that no
compiler can guarantee whether an event stub is attached to the correct state
change object. Another problem is that this approach requires programmers to
reify (i.e. represent as classes) the entire event notification system including all
dependencies, leading to an explosion in the number of classes. Composite event
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detection is not supported and it is hard to imagine how this could be realized
using a pattern that relies on fine-grained notification. This makes the resulting
code hard to read, and it does not necessarily increase the amount of guarantees a
compiler can give, even though the paper claims that this is an important benefit
of the pattern [152].

The Observer-Conditioned-Observable [122] design pattern allows subjects to
send notifications that are constrained by certain conditions. The subject fires the
notification, which is intercepted by a constraint mechanism that decides whether
the publication condition has been satisfied. Observer-side constraints are not
supported by the OCO pattern, and neither is composite event detection or event
correlation. The pattern also requires observers to register and unregister manually
at relevant subjects.

Florijn et al. [65] have developed a tool for the application of design patterns,
based on a fragment model. That is a semantic graph with nodes representing
the participants of the pattern and labelled arcs describing the role of a node in
the pattern. This semantic model allows to check whether all patterns still meet
the specified invariants imposed by a certain design pattern after implementing
or refactoring an application. Patterns can hence not be broken when code is
updated or refactored. According to [2], however, a fragment-based approach does
not provide a decent level of abstraction and it does not allow to reason about
patterns and their relationships in the source code.

According to [153], design patterns are hard to implement consistently because
they are typically described in an informal combination of natural language, UML
diagrams and snippets of example code. Their implementation, however, has to
be done over and over again, in different contexts and under different circum-
stances [32]. The authors are convinced of the need for better abstraction and
construction mechanisms that support the implementation of patterns. They pro-
pose a purely functional model of objects, inspired by the simple-type theoretic
approach of Kobayashi and Yonezawa [115], which indeed allows to specify that a
Subject role invokes the notify method of all registered Observers. It is currently
unclear how this approach can be finetuned towards an observer-tailored update
method, rather than a monolithic notify method. And if it is possible in the
functional language, the question remains how this functional language translates
to Java, or other object-oriented programming languages, for that matter.

6.6.2 Other Languages for Implicit Interactions

In C# [51], an event is declared as a delegate type variable with the keyword
event preceding the event declaration. The delegate specifies the number, order
and types of the formal arguments that listener methods of observers must accept
before they can serve as notification targets. One problem is that the event type
is separated from its associated event data. The introduction of the EventArgs
class aims at solving this problem. It can be added to the delegate type variable
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representing the event. Similar to our language concepts, event-specific reactions
are integrated in decentralized handlers, although C# programmers still need to
explicitly register their listeners with a subject and they cannot make use of more
advanced event handling concepts, such as event composition and correlation.

Hedin introduces language support for design patterns [93] based on attribute
extension [92]. Programmers indicate which patterns they are using in a program,
and as such allow a compiler to verify whether the interactions between participat-
ing classes have been implemented correctly. The main goal is to increase trace-
ability and verifiability. Attribute extension relies on a base grammar (describing
the language), an extension grammar (describing a set of programming conven-
tions) and attribute comments (which annotate an application). Pattern roles,
such as subject and observer are annotated with such attribute comments. Each
defining role is decorated by a special “program-defined” attribute. Traceability is
indeed increased by annotating dependencies, but the verifiability increases only
marginally: annotations verify the correctness of structural dependencies between
subjects and their observing classes, but they cannot check dependencies between
observers and event classes. Our constrained event variables (CEV), on the other
hand, allow a compiler to verify whether a certain event type can be signalled
by a subject. We also allow compilers to provide correctness guarantees on event
compositions defined inside the on clause.

Bosch proposes LayOM [25], a layered object model that introduces additional
components, such as layers, states and categories, to an object-oriented program-
ming model. Layers intercept messages and do some pre- or postprocessing. The
visibility of the Observer pattern is increased by explicitizing roles such as subjects
and observers. This is done by means of a layer using the following code:
st: Observer(notify after on setX on aspect "X-changed");

The variable st refers to a layer wrapped around the class. This approach sep-
arates notification code from the business logic to increase the visibility of the
pattern. The pattern has a number of disadvantages as well. The monolithic
update method problem remains unsolved. Also, events are modelled as strings
and thus circumvent compile-time guarantees on the correct wiring of observing
instances to both subject types and event types. Registration, constraint verifi-
cation, and unregistration must be done by the observer as well, and advanced
features are not supported by the definition of the Observer layer of LayOM.

Gil and Lorenz [75, 74] made a comparison between programming language
development and pattern development. They conclude that design patterns ele-
vate the level of available object-oriented abstractions by capturing a relationship
among language-level abstraction mechanisms. Patterns, according to them, im-
pose structural and behavioural constraints on interrelated objects, and use multi-
ple, already existing language constructs to do so. The authors find that patterns
should one day become language features themselves. Gang of Four patterns [69]
are therefore categorized according to three maturity levels that indicate the level
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of programming language integration: clichés, idioms, and cadets. Clichés are
straightforward and common uses of prevalent mechanisms, such as an iterator.
Cadets, on the other hand, are abstraction mechanisms not yet incorporated in a
typical programming language. The authors mention the Observer pattern as a
cadet, and, in their words, this part of the dissertation can be seen as an attempt
to move the Observer pattern towards an idiom, i.e. a language-integrated design
pattern.

Bunnig et al. find that design patterns are implemented over and over again,
leading to a lack of encapsulation, traceability and reusability [33]. They propose
a pattern-oriented programming model as an extension of an object-oriented pro-
gramming model. This model is called PaL, a language that introduces the reuse
clause that allows to reuse programming structures (and hence patterns). PaL
is geared towards structural reuse and it is less suitable for behavioural patterns
such as the Observer pattern. The latter requires direct integration of event no-
tification logic inside the business logic of concrete classes, and this logic cannot
be abstracted in reusable structures. While PaL does allow for transparent sub-
ject/observer dependency management, such support is already provided by C#,
or by the OSGi Whiteboard pattern. PaL as a pattern language thus turns out to
be effective for structural patterns, yet not for behavioural ones.

Neumann and Zdun [132] have developed XOTcl, a programming language that
eases the implementation of design patterns by means of filters that compare to
the layers of LayOM [25]. Registration of a filter at an object forces all incoming
and outgoing messages to pass through that filter before they reach the destination
object. An observer can express its interest in a method m of a subject sub such
that it is notified when sub.m is called. Events are thus equivalent to invocations
of public methods. XOTcl does not allow to listen to specific invocation patterns,
so composite event detection is not supported. Also, observers cannot attach
reactive code to such an event subscription, so they are still forced to write all
event notification logic in a monolithic update method. This strategy tends to
intertwine different ECA rules.

The implementation of design patterns as language constructs has also been
studied by Erlich in [59]. The author identifies three desirable features of a pro-
gramming language that adequately supports design patterns. First, patterns
should be identifiable and co-exist with other language features so as to avoid hav-
ing to specify patterns, then generate code implementing that pattern, and finally
complete the generated code with business logic. Second, such a language should
free the implementor from writing the boilerplate code for connecting instances
participating in a pattern. Third, error reporting must be done at the highest
level of abstraction so as to shield programmers from generated code. We have
identified similar challenges in Section 5.2 (page 113) and we believe that EventJ
satisfies these constraints: (1) features for implicit interactions have been inte-
grated directly into the programming language, which (2) removes all boilerplate
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instructions from the source code and (3) allows the compiler to check the cor-
rectness of ECA rules and the components on which they are built (CEVs, CSVs,
and correlation clauses).

The authors of [174] show how R++ [121] (an extension of C++ that supports
path-based rules) can be used to implement declarative rules that guarantee the
consistency of subject-observer relations. Contrary to EventJ, which currently fo-
cuses on the Observer side, R++ primarily works on the Subject side. It removes
the need to provide interface methods for observer (un)registration and declara-
tively indicates under what conditions an event is to be published. Observers, on
the other hand, still have to register their interest using (generated) registration
methods.

Cayuga [54] allows users to express subscriptions that span multiple events, and
it supports powerful language features such as parameterization and aggregation,
which significantly extend the expressive power of standard publish/subscribe sys-
tems. While the concepts are not defined within an object-oriented programming
language, the proposal still resembles EventJ: parameterization in Cayuga has the
same expressive power as Constrained Subject and Event Variables. Event ag-
gregation in Cayuga resembles the EventJ composite event definitions inside on
clauses. Cayuga also introduces indexation techniques for event disambiguation,
similar to our Subject/Observer table, introduced in Section 6.5.1 (page 145).

6.6.3 Aspect-Oriented Implicit Interactions

The implementation of the Observer pattern may lead to tangled code because
classes suddenly play multiple roles at once [89]. Not only do such classes pro-
vide a set of public methods, they also observe subjects; they must be registered
and unregistered, and they must react to events. These tasks can be identified
as crosscutting concerns among different classes that make use of implicit interac-
tions, and a lot of approaches based on Aspect-Oriented Programming have been
proposed to deal with this.

Nordberg introduces a more reusable version of the Observer pattern based
on aspect-oriented dependency inversion [123]. This approach removes the wiring
between subjects and their observers out of the domain classes by installing an
aspect inbetween. This aspect distributes notifications via pointcuts. Subjects are
allowed to send very specific notifications while refraining from being tied to the
interface of observers. But those observers are still forced to explicitly register
and unregister with subjects. This approach also fails to support complex event
detection and hence requires observers (or their aspects) to do all the bookkeeping
themselves. It could be questioned why event notification should be completely
independent from the subject. If the number of unsolicited events is minimized
and if only functional events appear in the subject, then there is no need to
externalize them. Hiding non-functional event notification, on the other hand,
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is a valuable advantage, but one that is also achieved by our concepts for explicit
service interactions.

The authors of [157] have implemented a number of design patterns in Cae-
sarJ [11] so as to build a pattern repository, similar to work done for AspectJ [90].
Their goal is to improve the modularity of applications by removing observer-
specific code from domain classes, making them oblivious about their participation
in implicit interactions. The authors use a combination of CaesarJ wrappers and
pointcuts in a ProtocolBinding class that extends the reusable ObserverProtocol.
The pointcut captures changes to the subject and calls the notify method of the
observers when appropriate. The implementation of the notify method is not
inside those observers, but in the accompanying wrapper classes. CaeserJ is a
very powerful language for building modular applications (which is the primary
goal of the language extension), but its programming model is rather verbose for
implementing implicit interactions. Developers have to write a protocol binding
for wiring subjects to their observers and they have to write a class for bind-
ing the observation protocol to the relevant pattern stakeholders. EventJ, on the
other hand, eases the implementation of implicit interactions, but does not aim
at increasing the modularity of Java applications and integrates observe blocks
directly in the observing class. It is interesting to study how such observe blocks
can be separated from a class definition so as to write isolated ECA rules. Such
isolated rule definitions are of particular interest to other research domains, for
instance, that of rule languages.

We are convinced that Aspect-Oriented Programming is a good approach for re-
moving the boilerplate code of those patterns that are classified as “structural” [69].
The wiring between different stakeholders in a structural pattern is repetitive and
fairly generic, so it can be outsourced to aspects or CaesarJ wrapper classes.
But we are equally convinced that such techniques are less suited for behavioural
patterns, the Observer being one of them. Behaviour, unlike structure, always
requires the implementation of functional, application-specific code; the viewpoint
of EventJ is that this code belongs to the class that plays the role of the Observer.

6.6.4 Implicit Interactions and the Enterprise Service Bus

The research described in this dissertation is primarily geared towards local desk-
top service-oriented applications, among others, software that leans on OSGi. Ser-
vices in such applications are typically modelled as POJOs, which reduces the need
for an integration fabric between cooperating services as they all speak the same
language. The same does not hold for larger enterprise SOAs, where heterogeneous
services are challenged to cooperate so as to complete a complex business task.

Recently, the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) has gained momentum as an under-
lying integration fabric in service architectures that are faced with heterogeneity.
The goal of installing an ESB between cooperating services is to allow those ser-
vices to focus on implementing the business functionality by outsourcing concerns
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that relate to integration and interoperability to the bus. A service bus is often
structured as a unified communication channel that implements the VETRO pat-
tern [42]. VETRO stands for the five phases in which an explicit interaction is
processed from a client to a service target: Validation, Enrichment, Transforma-
tion, Routing, and Operationalization. The message contents are first validated,
then often enriched with additional information and transformed to a canonical
message format before being routed to the correct target service, where they are
operationalized, which entails calling a method provided by the public API of the
target service.

It is interesting to note that interactions that occur on the ESB are largely
event-driven, or implicit, so as to further reduce the coupling between services that
are plugged on the ESB. This means that the concepts proposed in this chapter
would typically be used to implement services that reside on the bus, rather than
using them for the realization of services that lean on functionality provided by
the ESB (the latter services typically post requests to the bus, but they avoid
interfering with technical events being signalled inside the ESB). That is not to
say that the proposed concepts have a limited applicability, as implicit interactions
will always have to be implemented somewhere, be it at the end consumer (in a
POJO-based SOA), or on the ESB itself (in a more complex SOA).

6.7 Conclusion

An implicit invocation mechanism must be expressive without sacrificing compile-
time guarantees. The more expressive, the lower the amount of unsolicited and
discarded events. We have therefore introduced concepts for specifying precisely
which subjects are of interest to an observer and what kinds of notifications are
solicited from such subjects.

We first introduced concepts that react to atomic events, i.e. events that
are not combinations of other events. The observe block encapsulates all event
handling logic and thus increases the visibility of the code concerned with implicit
interactions. It contains a formal argument that limits the type of the subject
to be tracked. An optional where clause further restricts the properties of that
subject. An observe block contains one or more ECA rules, where each ECA rule
is represented by an on clause. The formal argument represents the event to be
listened to. It can be restricted with a where constraint that models the condition
of the ECA rule. The body of an on clause models the reaction to be executed
if the where clause is satisfied at the moment the event is signalled. By allowing
both subjects and their events to be constrained not only on their type, but also on
their properties, we reduce the number of unsolicited and discarded notifications
compared with OSGi, which relies on non-standardized metadata and dynamically
typed LDAP filters with a limited expressiveness.

Next, we have extended ECA rules to composite events. The focus was not
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on the composition language, but rather on the way composite events can be
constrained so as to further reduce the amount of unsolicited and discarded events.
We have introduced constrained event variables (CEV) that allow programmers
to define constraints on both the type and the properties of an event that appears
in a composite event specification. The composite event itself is constrained by
means of the where clause, attached to the on clause. These concepts have then
been extended towards implicit interactions that track multiple subjects, where
each subject can be constrained by means of a constrained subject variable. A
second extension comprises correlator variables that allow to express relationships
between signalled events. Those concepts are difficult to implement, so we feel it
is important to hide the details of composite event detection and event correlation
for programmers.

Concepts for atomic and composite event notification are formalized in Mid-
dleweight EventJ (MEJ). The major challenge of language-integrated event noti-
fication turns out to be (1) subject/observer disambiguation and (2) just-in-time
method scope injection. Disambiguation stems from the fact that multiple event
graph instances (EGI) track the same ECA rule. JIT method scope injection,
then, is required to create the proper runtime evaluation context before checking
the ECA condition and reacting to the event.

Onward. We have introduced concepts for implementing implicit service inter-
actions and we have shown how they can be integrated into a theoretical runtime
environment. The next chapter shows how these newly defined language constructs
can be transformed to code written in an existing programming language.
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Valorization

Chapter Summary

Chapter 5 argued why programmers need better support when implementing im-
plicit service interactions by evaluating OSGi in light of identified challenges and
subsidiary conditions. Chapter 6, then, explored what kind of language concepts
can adequately handle those challenges. The formal reduction system indicated
how the publication of an event advances event graph instances and eventually
leads to the appropriate reactions to handle the events. Reduction systems focus
on theory; this chapter shows how such language concepts can be integrated into a
real object-oriented programming language (Section 7.1). We also briefly discuss
how ECA rules can be supported in Web Services environments (Section 7.2).

163
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7.1 Compilation of EventJ Applications

We transform EventJ constructs to Java code before compiling them with the
standard Java compiler. We have followed a strategy that resembles the one that
transforms ServiceJ to Java (Section 4.1, page 86). The ability to follow a stan-
dardized strategy when transforming prototypical language extensions back to
existing languages features is one of the virtues of a generic metamodel such as
Chameleon and its derivatives. Section 4.1 on page 86 already explained the steps
to be followed in this strategy, so we refrain from going into the same detail and
present a high-level overview of the three phases of the transformation process.

Figure 7.1: Event detector classes follow MEJ operational semantics

1. Metamodel Construction. Based on the definition of EventJ, we have built a
lexer and a parser using AnTLR [146]. The parser builds an abstract syntax
tree (AST) that is transformed into an instance of the EventJ Metamodel.
This metamodel is an extension of Jnome, our Java metamodel [124]. The
EventJ metamodel introduces additional classes for representing observe
blocks, constrained subject variables, constrained event variables, on clauses,
correlator variables, etcetera.

2. Metamodel Transformation. The metamodel representation of an application
is transformed to a Java metamodel instance. During this transformation, all
EventJ specific concepts are transformed to Java concepts. Each constructor
of a class containing an observe block (represented by ObserveBlock in the
EventJ metamodel) is extended with interactions with the SubjectTable.
The constructor sees to it that each observe block is registered under all
CSV types that appear as formal arguments. It also makes sure that all
ECA rules from this block are added to the ECA map of the registered
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observer. The SubjectTable is the entry point into our event detection
framework, a part of which is shown in Figure 7.1. This framework strongly
resembles the event detection system that was already introduced by the
operational semantics of Middleweight EventJ. We explained the structure
of that detector in Section 6.5.1 (page 145) and its behaviour in Section 6.5.2
(page 149).

3. Metamodel Output. The result of the EventJ-to-Java metamodel transfor-
mation is a Java metamodel instance that can be written to Java source
files by reusing the Java Codewriter that is already provided by Jnome. The
resulting code can be compiled with the Java compiler; the bytecode result-
ing from that compilation can evidently be interpreted by the standard Java
Virtual Machine.

The performance of this implementation is not optimal. Some notifications are
delivered to event graph instances that are not soliciting the event at that particu-
lar time, but contrary to OSGi’s strategy, programmers are never confronted with
such unsolicited events. Unsolicited deliveries to EGIs reduce performance but we
believe that this is not a problem for our research prototype because our focus is
on defining language concepts. High performance event detection is the subject of
Event Stream Processing (ESP) and Complex Event Processing (CEP), but that
is another research domain.

Also, we have refrained from defining a full-blown composite event specifica-
tion language, seeing to it that such operators can easily be integrated in future
research. We still have to explain how new operators can be introduced in EventJ.
The prototype implementation allows to do this without a need for modifying the
EventJ syntax definition or its metamodel, although this extension mechanism
currently supports only unary and binary composition operators. A new operator
can be added as follows:

• The grammar of the composite event specification language must be extended
with the newly defined operator so as to allow our parser to build a correct
AST. Otherwise, syntax errors will be signalled when trying to build the
EventJ metamodel instance. This extension is straightforward because the
syntax of event specifications is not a part of the grammar definition of
EventJ. Both can be adapted independently of each other, as long as both
grammar definitions give the same meaning to CEVs. That is to say that
we forbid the event composition grammar to define operators of which the
representation can be confused with the name of an instance variable.

• A new subclass of EGINode must be added to the package of event compo-
sition operators so as to represent the new operator. Upon detection of an
operator “OP”, the EventJ input module will look for an EGINode implemen-
tation that is capable of representing this operator. The EventJ metamodel
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itself remains oblivious about this extension because it refers only to the
general interface EGINode. The transformation module requires no revision
either: the EGINode from the metamodel can immediately be used for build-
ing the event graphs that will be registered in the event detector.

7.2 Implicit Web Service Interactions

Section 4.2 on page 87 explained how our language concepts can be used for pro-
gramming explicit web service interactions. Web services (WS) differ from OSGi
services because they rely on standardized, non-Java concepts. The interface of
a web service is a WSDL document, not a Java interface. The invocation proto-
col is typically SOAP or REST, not the Java method invocation protocol or Java
Remote Method Invocation. The result of relying on standardized, platform- and
language-independent protocols is increased interoperability; understanding the
WS protocol stack is sufficient to communicate with services running on hetero-
geneous runtime platforms, implemented in a variety of programming languages.
At least in theory. Understanding the plethora of WS specifications may turn out
to be harder than it seems [169]. We will not step into that discussion; instead,
we review another flip side: maintaining interoperability means strictly adhering
to specifications that often force application programmers to implement advanced
features (such as composite event detection and correlation) on top of low-level,
standardized message exchanges. That strategy may be highly interoperable, but
it does not necessarily lead to well designed software.

In this section, we review Web Service specifications that have been proposed so
as to standardize implicit service interactions. We evaluate how composite events
can be solicited and we review the level of support for Event-Condition-Action
rules. Section 7.2.1 briefly introduces the Web Service Notification (WSN) specifi-
cations, ratified by OASIS. Section 7.2.2 presents an evaluation and Section 7.2.3
shows how this specification can be extended to account for more complex im-
plicit service interactions. Section 7.2.4, finally, complements the related work of
Section 6.6 (page 153) with additional research geared towards implicit service
interactions in web service applications. The contributions of this section were
published at the International Conference on Web Services (ICWS 2008) [53].

7.2.1 Web Service Notification Specification

The most obvious need for specifications imposing standardized interaction pat-
terns for implicit service interactions can be found in applications that interact
with stateful resources. Stateful resources can be modelled as web services, as pre-
scribed by the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) [136]. This framework
was built as a refactoring of the Open Grid Services Infrastructure specification
(termed OGSI, not to be confused with OSGi) [154] for grid services [107], and
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accomodates the need for building Web Services that wrap or describe stateful
resources using the WS-Resource specification.

State changes of WSRF resources are typically signalled by means of interac-
tions specified by the WS-Notification standard [99]. No surprise, then, that WSN
is in itself an important and often-used part of the WSRF framework [100]. The
specification is in fact a group containing three closely related standards, each
of which is geared towards standardizing message exchanges for implicit service
interactions in web service architectures:

• WS-BaseNotification [134]. This specification standardizes the way in
which notification consumers register their interest for certain events at the
notification producer. The event producer is responsible for (1) managing
registrations and (2) sending out notifications to all interested parties. This
strategy puts high pressure on subjects and is therefore only applicable in
small-scale web service architectures.

• WS-BrokeredNotification [135]. This second specification augments WS-
BaseNotification with an intermediary called the Notification Broker. The
broker is a central service that manages consumer registrations on behalf of
the producers. It also forwards notifications to interested consumers, as such
further alleviating the task of the notification producer. This specification
sketches an architecture that resembles the notification architecture of the
OSGi Whiteboard pattern and is therefore the most relevant specification
for this section.

• WS-Topics [137]. This specification standardizes the way in which notifica-
tion topics are constructed. A topic compares to a CORBA event channel on
which related events are published [63]. It also resembles the topic attribute
that can be sent to the OSGi EventAdmin.

Figure 7.2: WSN Broker acting as both a producer and a consumer

The major strength of the WS-BrokeredNotification specification is that con-
sumers and producers following WS-BaseNotification need not be adapted in order
to interact with the broker. A WSN broker behaves as a notification producer to
notification consumers, accepting consumer registrations and disseminating noti-
fications, as shown in Figure 7.2. This same WSN Broker acts as a consumer to
event producers, registering itself with all notification producers and implementing
the notify method from the NotificationConsumer interface so as to be able to
receive notifications.
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Constrained Event Notification in WS-Notification

Chapter 5 already pointed out that event consumers are typically interested only
in a small subset of all notifications sent in a services architecture. This calls for
filtering capabilities to be integrated with the subscription message of the event
consumer. The WSN broker, then, must only send the notification to the consumer
when the associated filter expression holds. Both the subject and the event can
be constrained:

• Event constraint. A consumer can include a topic expression (following the
WS-Topics specification) in its registration request to indicate what topics
it is interested in. It can also include a boolean expression to be evaluated
against the contents of the notification message. XPath [46] is often used to
express such preconditions, although other languages can be used as well, as
long as the broker knows how to process them. This mechanism compares to
the constrained event variables (CEVs) of EventJ, which accept notificiations
only when a boolean condition holds. The difference is that WSN does not
take into account the type of the signalled event.

• Subject constraint. This constraint imposes restrictions on the properties
of the subject web service and hence compares to an LDAP constraint in
OSGi. It somehow resembles the constrained subject variables (CSV) of
EventJ, except that the latter also allow to constrain dynamic and derived
subject characteristics.

Figure 7.3: Complex event detection and target service invocation

7.2.2 Evaluation of the WSN Specifications

The WS-Notification specifications compare to publish/subscribe mechanisms such
as the CORBA Event Service [139] and the CORBA Notification Service [63, 85],
but they are arguably more expressive when it comes to constraining events
because they allow to impose restrictions on both the event and its subject.
CORBA derivatives can only constrain the message itself, based on filterable
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body elements [63, 85] that resemble OSGi metadata dictionaries. Nonetheless,
WSN still lacks support for advanced features concerning implicit service inter-
actions [169, 168]. Space constraints make us focus on the two most important
shortcomings:

• Query Expressiveness. Similar to the OSGi EventAdmin, WSN treats
each notification separately and does not look at the bigger picture. Fil-
ter expressions are supported by the WSN broker, but these expressions
cannot impose restrictions on (1) composite events or (2) correlations be-
tween signalled events. This not only leads to unsolicited notifications, but
it also forces observing web services to process all atomic notifications. Such
communication overhead is all the worse in an architecture where message
exchanges are costly. The need to detect composite events and correlate no-
tifications also complicates the implementation of an observing web service
[98]; that same event handling logic is duplicated over multiple services too.

• ECA Rule Support. ECA rules are not supported by current WSN bro-
kers, though experiments have shown that they can be successfully integrated
in CORBA [116]. The failure to support such ECA rules, however, requires
an extra roundtrip from the broker (detecting the event) to the consumer
(reacting to the event). Lack of a centralized ECA repository also reduces
the visibility and the manageability of the relationship between event oc-
currences and the associated reactions because consumer registrations and
consumer reactions are stored at physically different locations.

We have designed an architecture that allows for the detection of composite
events as well as the execution of Event-Condition-Action rules while reducing the
number of subject-observer roundtrips that are needed to react to a composite
event. This design is based on the WSN specifications that we evaluated above.
Primitives such as the Event Producer and Event Consumer were retained to allow
for specification compatibility, although an additional service interface has been
added so as to support advanced implicit service interactions. This broker is still
subject to active research, and we discuss its current state in the next section.

7.2.3 Composite Events and ECA Rules for Web Services

The design of our ECA broker is shown in Figure 7.4. The lower part depicts
regular interactions with a broker from the WS-BrokerNotification specification.
It shows how subjects fire events to the Event Consumer role and how an observing
web service registers its interest in receiving events from the Event Producer role.
Those services are oblivious about composite events, correlation, and ECA rules.

The upper part shows our extension that leans on this brokered notification
infrastructure. Two observing web services, shaded in gray, upload an ECA rule
specification and a composite event specification, respectively. Step À uses a new
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Figure 7.4: Extending the correlation engine with support for ECA rules

role, the ECA Manager interface, to do so. Step Á consists of the ECA man-
ager forwarding the composite event, E, to an internal service, the Event Detector,
which reuses most of the functionality of our composite event detector, intro-
duced in Section 7.1. Rather than soliciting Java instances as atomic events, the
Event Detector now takes atomic event subscriptions by acting as a WSN Event
Consumer and connecting itself with the WSN Event Producer interface of the
broker (step Â). The WSN broker accepts atomic notifications from regular WSN
subjects and forwards these to all interested consumers (including the Event De-
tector). The detector traverses the event graph (step Ã) that represents E and, if
detected, fowards the chain of atomic events to the Service Invoker (step Ä). The
latter checks the condition, C, and if satisfied, invokes the accompanying action, A
(step Å).

Uploading ECA rules directly to a broker is useful when the action part of
the rule invokes services other than the observing web service. In that case, the
additional roundtrip to the observer is useless. When actions of an ECA rule
are to be invoked on the observing service itself, then it is usually better to only
register a composite event specification and a self reference (using WS-Addressing).
The service will be notified when the composite event is detected such that the
observer can handle the event internally; this is the strategy followed by the second
observing web service, which refrains from uploading the entire ECA rule.

Lifecycle Management of Uploaded ECA Specifications

Looking back to our observe blocks, we learn that ECA rules should not always
react to notifications. An observe block is decorated with a general where clause
that can be used to suspend reactions to signalled events. This section shows how
uploaded definitions of ECA rules can be augmented with lifecycle states and how
both consumers and (composite) events can trigger ECA lifecycle changes.
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Explicit Lifecycle Changes. Initially, a web service creates a new ECA rule
before uploading it to our broker. This rule can then be registered by interact-
ing with the ECAManager, which returns an endpoint reference (EPR) to a new
ECARule resource according to the WS-Resource specification [136]. Registration
of the new rule fires a transition to the suspended state, as depicted in Figure 7.5b.
The EPR of the ECAManager resource can be used by the registrar to invoke the
activate method for triggering a transition from suspended to activated, as such
activating the reactive subscription. The manager can also be used to suspend the
subscription by invoking deactivate, which triggers the reverse transition in the
lifecycle diagram. Finally, the ECAManager resource can be used to remove the
ECA rule.

The use of an ECAManager is a way of manipulating the lifecycle through explicit
web service interactions based on the implied resource pattern [136]. A consumer
willing to temporarily deactivate its ECA rule sends the deactivate SOAP mes-
sage to the ECAManager with a reference pointing to the ECARule resource that
manages the particular ECA rule (the ECARule resource reference is sent as the
implicit receiver of the method call, hence the name “implied resource pattern”).

(a) ECA Rule Resouce (b) ECA Lifecycle

Figure 7.5: ECA lifecycle management via explicit service interactions

Implicit Lifecycle changes. Making the consumer responsible for managing
the lifecycle of its ECA rules may be cumbersome, especially when the ECA rule
must continue to exist after the consumer service has left the architecture or when
lifecycle transitions are driven by events rather than by decisions taken at the
consumer side. Therefore, we extend ECA rule specifications with three optional
hooks: activation, suspension, and removal. Each hook can be connected to
another ECA rule, which causes the parent rule to transition to the lifecycle state
represented by that hook. Figure 7.6, for instance, shows how the left ECA rule’s
activation hook is connected to a subsidiary ECA rule. If the event defined by
EventDefinition of the subsidiary is detected, and if the provided condition holds,
then its action list is executed. One of these actions will be the transmission of the
activation SOAP message to the left ECA rule. An empty hook for a lifecycle
state means that that state can only be obtained by means of an explicit service
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interaction from a consumer that possesses a reference to the relevant ECARule
resource.

Figure 7.6: Event-Driven ECA lifecycle management based on ECA rule nesting

The implementation of this broker has not yet been finalized. It is being
implemented in Apache MUSE [9], an open-source implementation of the Web
Services Resource Framework.

7.2.4 Related Work for Implicit Web Service Interactions

In [151], Quiroz and Panashar find that current WSN implementations such as
Apache Pubscribe and WSRF.NET do not provide adequate support for scalable
subscription management and efficient notification dissemination. They propose
a solution based on a distributed hashtable built on a structured overlay of peer
nodes, where each node acts as a notification broker. Our correlation and reactive
services all act as notification brokers, so our implementation can be integrated
with their proposal.

Much of WSN’s functionality is based on CORBA’s publish/subscribe mech-
anism [138]. Early support for event notification was introduced by the CORBA
Event Service [139]. One problem with this specification is that it leads to a large
number of unsollicited notifications. This is due to the lack of support for central-
ized filtering of events based on functional or QoS properties [155]. The problem is
solved by the CORBA Notification Service [63], which introduces structured events
that contain filterable body elements modelled as key-value pairs. Such filters cut
down traffic, and hence increase the scalability of the notification system. A scal-
able implementation of CORBA-NS based on design patterns is proposed in [79].
Despite the advanced features of this notification broker, support is lacking for (1)
complex event specifications and (2) ECA rules. The need for ECA rules, however,
is provided by COBEA [125]. This architecture extends CORBA with a Composite
Event Service that can detect composite events that were specified using a Com-
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posite Event Language. The functionality of COBEA augments CORBA in the
same way our broker augments the WS-Notification broker, although we take this
process one step further, by providing event-driven lifecycle management and by
supporting a pluggable event query language. The READY [84, 83] Notification
Service is another example of how Event-Condition-Action rules can be integrated
in a CORBA-based publish/subscribe architecture [85].

An important field of related work, though only remotely related to the do-
main of Web Services, is that of active databases. These are databases that react
to (possibly complex) event occurrences based on ECA rules that were specified by
the database administrator. Examples of database events include typical CRUD
operations (create, read, update and delete). Successful attempts of DBMS imple-
mentations that support ECA rules include SNOOP [40, 39], SAMOS [70, 71] and
COMPOSE [73]. An important difference with our work, however, is that a Web
Services environment is more dynamic and heterogeneous: events originate from
multiple producers and event notification is inherently a distributed operation.

ECA rules are also gaining popularity in the Semantic Web research commu-
nity [144, 149], although they serve a different goal in that context. Rather than
reacting to complex event occurrences signalled by heterogeneous event producers,
ECA rules in the Semantic community are geared towards reacting to interesting
XML patterns in RDF repositories.

GPASS [27] is a general publish/subscribe solution developed by IBM for Web-
Sphere. Similar to our approach, GPASS is an extension of the WS-Notification
standards, and it also refrains from modifying these WSN standards in order to be
generally usable by Web Services using only basic WSN standards. The difference
between GPASS and our notification broker is that GPASS focuses on the medi-
ation and transformation of notification message formats. Our approach, on the
other hand, focuses on extending the expressiveness of events and of the reactions
to those events. Both approaches complement each other, and integrating them
should not cause major problems as both architectures behave as the Notification
Broker role as defined in WSN. Intimate knowledge about the internal working on
the brokers is thus not required.

The authors of WS-ECA [106] propose an eventing architecture for integrating
Web Services and Event-Condition Action rules. Their architecture, however, is
based on WS-Eventing, a standard that has recently been discarded in favour of
WS-Notification due to severe limitations in its expressiveness, as argued in [96],
a paper that provides an in-depth comparison of WS-Eventing, WS-Notification,
and OGSI-Notification. Our proposal, on the other hand, fully relies on WS-
Notification, which has recently been accepted as the de-facto standard in event-
driven web services programming. One advantage of WS-ECA, however, is that it
provides a means for detecting conflicting ECA rules by analyzing the postcondi-
tions of each ECA rule [120]. This allows for both static and dynamic detection
of conflicts in an eventing architecture. One drawback of this approach is that the
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authors rely on a proprietary, non-standardized specification language for defining
postconditions. A similar approach was followed in [156], which extends ECA-rules
with policies, but that work refers to CORBA architectures.

7.3 Case Study

Similar to the case studies that were developed for explicit service interactions (Sec-
tion 4.4, page 101), we have built two applications that allow for experimenting
with the language concepts of EventJ. The first one is a small inventory manage-
ment component that tracks movements of items (being bought, transferred, sold,
shipped, or returned). It was used to verify whether (1) our event detector worked
correctly and (2) EventJnome correctly transformed EventJ concepts to Java.

We have also added implicit interactions to the medium-sized application that
we have introduced earlier (Section 4.4, page 101). This is an application that can
be used for managing courses, lectures and events. Each course can have multiple
organizations (Organization) and people (Person) can register for such a session.
We have added events for signalling when a person cancels his registration (Cancel)
and when a person tries to register for a full session (Wait), causing him to be
transferred to the waiting queue until another person cancels.

This case study has again led to the creation of a number of expressiveness
maps that compare the expressive power of the implicit notification mechanism of
OSGi and EventJ. In this section, we discuss the expressiveness map that compares
support for atomic event notification. The map for OSGi is shown in Figure 7.7,
the one for EventJ is depicted in Figure 7.8. The horizontal axis studies (1)
functional events and (2) non-functional events. The vertical axis constrains these
events using (1) event constraints, (2) subject constraints, and (3) a combination
of both. This leads to six kinds of implicit interactions to be tested, once for OSGi
and once for EventJ.

The Expressiveness of OSGi in the face of Atomic Events

Figure 7.7 shows the expressiveness map for OSGi. The color coding again vi-
sualizes the challenges programmers have to face before such interactions can be
expressed successfully. Examples of such challenges include (1) circumvention of
compile-time guarantees, (2) exposure to a monolithic update method and (3) lack
of expressive constraint mechanisms. Our case study and the expressiveness maps
that originate from it, allow to draw the following conclusions:

• Non-functional notification. OSGi introduces the ServiceListener in-
terface, to be implemented by those classes that are willing to listen to
events concerning the lifecycle of services. Such listeners are registered via
the BundleContext, as explained in Section 5.3.1 (page 116). To test the
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Figure 7.7: Expressiveness map for atomic events in OSGi
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expressiveness of this mechanism, we first wrote code for listening to a sim-
ple OSGi ServiceEvent referring to an unregistering service (lower left box
in Figure 7.7). This is easy to express in OSGi because the implementation
of LDAP queries in OSGi has been engineered towards expressing such con-
straints. It gets harder when we want to constrain the subject that sends
such events (middle and upper left). Subject constraint verification must
be done by the programmer inside the handleEvent operation and is hence
mixed with the business logic of event handling. All in all, non-functional
event notification does not create major problems in OSGi.

• Functional notification. OSGi introduces an EventAdmin to publish func-
tional events, as discussed in Section 5.3.2 (page 117). Classes willing to track
functional events implement the EventHandler interface and register their
objects in the OSGi Service Registry along with a filter indicating the event
topic (EVENT TOPIC). We have incrementally increased the complexity of our
constraints, as follows:

– Event Constraint. We started with a simple event constraint stating our
interest in DefinitiveRegistration events stemming from a course
Organization, provided that the list of that Organization is 75%
full. This implicit invocation sends a reminder to those participants
that have not yet paid their fee for the course, warning them that the
session is almost full and that they may lose their seat if they fail to pay
in due time. The result is shown in the lower right part of Figure 7.7.

– Subject Constraint. Then, we dropped the event constraint and imposed
a requirement on the subject. We made the SubscriptionManager lis-
ten to Organization for Waits events or Cancel events referring to peo-
ple that either waited for a free spot or cancelled their registration. As
a constraint, we required that the course schedule of the Organization
signalling the event may not yet be finalized (which forbids further reg-
istrations or the reimbursement of registration fees). In case of a Cancel
event from such a non-finalized Organization, we confirm the cancel-
lation and send an e-mail to the next person in the waiting queue to
inform about the vacancy. In case of a Waits event, we add the waiting
person to the waiting queue so as to add him when a Cancel event is
signalled by this Organization. The color coding indicates that the
implementation of this case is rather complex: compile-time guarantees
are circumvented, a large amount of type casts appear in the code, and
event disambiguation is needed inside the monolithic update method.

– Subject and Event Constraint. Finally, we have experimented with the
most challenging type of functional events, urging the programmer to
specify both subject and event constraints. We added an event con-
straint stating that a Cancel event is solicited only when another per-
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son is waiting to take the seat of the person who is willing to cancel.
The upper right box in our expressiveness map (Figure 7.7) shows that
the problems of the two earlier experiments occur here as well, and that
the ECA rules are entangled in a single monolithic update method.

Figure 7.8: Expressiveness map for atomic events in EventJ

The Expressiveness of EventJ in the face of Atomic Events

The same implicit interactions were programmed in EventJ, as shown in Figure 7.8.
EventJ uses a uniform programming model for functional and non-functional notifi-
cation, in contrast with OSGi, which relies on ServiceListener for non-functional
events and EventHandler for functional events. EventJ does not have problems
expressing constraints on non-functional events. The constraints for functional
events are slightly more challenging, but they can still be implemented using the
where constraints that can be attached to observe blocks and on clauses. No
compile-time guarantees are jeopardized and ECA rules are disentangled. This is
clearly visible in the upper right corner of Figure 7.8, where reactive statements
such as this.mailVacancy and this.addToWaitingParticipants are separated
from each other; they are also clearly connected to the event and the condition
that trigger their execution.

We are convinced that these maps are a useful approach to study the expressiveness
of our language constructs. Currently, we are working on maps that capture the
more advanced concepts of EventJ, but those are hard to compare with OSGi,
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which does not support advanced concepts for implicit service interactions (as
pointed out in Section 5.5, page 121).

7.4 Conclusion

We have built a compiler as a bridge between the language concepts proposed in
Chapter 6 and a practical runtime environment. The transformation from EventJ
to Java is driven by the operational semantics of Middleweight EventJ, discussed in
Section 6.5 (page 144) and follows a strategy resembling that of the implementation
of ServiceJ (Section 4.1, page 86). The transformation of the composite event
specification language is outsourced to another transformation framework so as to
allow for an easier extension of the composition operators introduced in this text.

Next, we have shared some early ideas concerning the implementation of Event-
Condition-Action rules in web services environments. After having evaluated the
current Web Service Notification specifications (WSN), we have proposed a broker
extension that allows for the detection of composite events from web services while
refraining from introducing incompatibilities with the current WSN specifications.
We have also shown how ECA rules can be added to that central broker, and
how their lifecycle can be made event-driven. We are currently implementing this
broker in Muse, the Apache implementation of the WSRF specifications, which
includes an implementation of WSN.

We have also compared the expressiveness of OSGi and EventJ based on the
case study that we have introduced in Section 4.4 (page 101). Our expressiveness
maps indicate that OSGi can handle non-functional event notification, but they
also show that OSGi has problems constraining the subject and the event in the
face of functional event notification. EventJ, on the other hand, has specialized
language concepts for expressing such constraints, which not only reduces the
amount of code, but also fosters compile-time guarantees and disentangles ECA
rules.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work

Research Question. Can object-oriented programming languages be ex-
tended in such a way that they better support the implementation of stateless
service interactions in service oriented applications? What are the benefits and
liabilities? (page 6)

Chapter Summary

Service Oriented Architecture advocates applications that publish their function-
ality as services. These services are dynamically found, retrieved, selected, com-
posed, injected and invoked. Interactions between such services can be explicit
or implicit. The question asked in this dissertation is whether object-oriented
programming languages can be extended with specialized language features for
tackling the most prevalent challenges of these types of interactions. In this chap-
ter, we look back to the specific research goals that were identified (Section 8.1),
we point out future research that should answer questions that were left open in
this text (Section 8.2), and we summarize our thoughts about language support
for service interactions (Section 8.3).
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8.1 Contributions

We have proposed two programming language extensions: ServiceJ and EventJ.
ServiceJ introduces concepts for implementing explicit service interactions (Sec-
tion 8.1.1) whereas EventJ provides concepts for implementing implicit service
interactions (Section 8.1.2).

8.1.1 Explicit Service Interactions

Our research, at first, primarily focused on coming up with a list of factors that
challenge the successful implementation of explicit service interactions in desktop
service applications. We identified plurality and volatility as two major challenges.
Plurality enables clients to choose the invocation target that, according to them,
is most valuable; volatility overshadows this freedom by making requesters uncer-
tain about the reachability and the characteristics of the target they have selected.
Then, we have used OSGi as a case study for assessing how these challenges are
currently acted upon. OSGi is a platform for building service-oriented Java ap-
plications; it is used to build a growing number of software programs, including
application servers and enterprise service buses.

Our analysis highlighted the shortcomings of the current level of support offered
by OSGi. Service plurality requires expressive selection and valuation mechanisms,
but these cannot be provided by OSGi’s dynamically typed, non-standardized
metadata dictionaries. Its LDAP filters allow to constrain service selection, but
they circumvent compile-time guarantees and they are mostly restricted to con-
straining immutable service properties. Service volatility is partially solved by an
implicit invocation mechanism that signals non-functional events, but this mecha-
nism exposes programmers to the lifecycle of the bundles that publish the selected
target service. Approaches have been proposed to overcome these limitations by
making service dependency management largely invisible for application develop-
ers, but such frameworks cannot be used in all situations and they often mask the
risks of invoking operations on service references, as such increasing the odds for
introducing stale service references.

Our analysis of the factors that challenge the implementation of explicit in-
teractions, along with the identified weaknesses of OSGi, has driven our research
towards the definition of ServiceJ, a language extension with specialized support
for explicit service interactions. ServiceJ complements Java with a qualifier-based
type system extension and declarative operations. The type system extension al-
lows programmers to indicate which variables depend on services by means of type
qualifiers (pool and sequence). These qualifiers signal the compiler to transpar-
ently inject code for retrieving, coercing and injecting a target service just in time.
Qualified expressions also trigger the injection of fine-grained fail-over when an
invocation target suddenly becomes unreachable. Type qualifiers raise the level of
abstraction for programmers of service-oriented applications; the latter are exon-
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erated from interacting with the service registry and they are no longer confronted
with the lifecycle of a bundle and its services.

This is not to say that programmers lose control over the contents of their vari-
ables. ServiceJ also introduces declarative expressions that can be attached to pool
qualifiers so as to define constraints (where) and valuation functions (orderby).
Contrary to LDAP constraints, such expressions typically refer to inspector meth-
ods from the service interface, so they work with standardized service proper-
ties and they can handle mutable and derived characteristics. This mechanism
thus overcomes the major weaknesses identified for the OSGi metadata approach.
Though this dissertation is primarily concerned with stateless service interactions,
some explicit interactions require a more coarse-grained failover mechanism than
the one offered by OSGi frameworks such as iPOJO. We have therefore experi-
mented with the session block construct so as to inject service dependencies in
client-service conversations. This concept is currently a prototype; it should be
extended towards more complex conversations between cooperating services.

We have witnessed first hand that the mere informal specification of new lan-
guage concepts risks overlooking exceptional situations. During the course of
our research, we have more than once finetuned the language concepts of Ser-
viceJ driven by a rigid formalization, Middleweight ServiceJ, an extension of Mid-
dleweight Java. Its inference rules show that the ServiceJ compiler is smarter
than its Java counterpart when it comes to providing guarantees on the correct-
ness of explicit service interactions: objects cannot flow to a point where a service
is expected, and vice-versa, which firmly decreases (yet not eliminates) the odds
for introducing stale service references. Middleweight ServiceJ shows how such
compile-time guarantees can be enforced. But more importantly, it provides a
very detailed set of operational semantics, at the level of a single runtime reduc-
tion step, that guarantee that the latest available information is taken into account
when retrieving, coercing and injecting services. The formal model shows that this
can be done without violating the traditional scoping rules of object-oriented pro-
gramming languages, without relying on reflective approaches, and without taking
other actions that jeopardize type safety. We therefore believe that this formal-
ization, due to its level of detail and its small-step reduction semantics, is already
in itself an important contribution to the research field of object-oriented services
programming.

Our tendency to formalize at such a fine-grained level has also helped us to
translate this theory into practice. The operational semantics of Middleweight
ServiceJ served as a blueprint for building the ServiceJ preprocessor, which trans-
forms ServiceJ instructions into Java code before compiling the application with
the Java compiler. The preprocessor builds a ServiceJ metamodel and relies on a
transformer to create a Java metamodel instance, which is written out as Java code
before compiling it. The preprocessor was initially tied to OSGi for the purpose
of building prototypical applications, but we have outsourced these specificities
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to Strategy classes. This has allowed us to experiment with web service interac-
tions, although the development of a uniform service invocation model is subject
to future research.

Our compiler allows us to build ServiceJ applications that run on OSGi, which
in turn challenged us to build a better service registry for Apache Felix, the test
bed of our case studies. We have built TAXI, a retrieval algorithm based on
type-driven service lookup that supports service queries driven by the where and
orderby clauses attached to pool and sequence variables. The TAXI retrieval
algorithm incurs a small marginal cost for each additional type-conforming service
being added to the registry, but is unaffected by irrelevant service registrations.
Both results are far better than those achieved by the current implementation of
Apache Felix.

8.1.2 Implicit Service Interactions

Implicit interactions are explicit reactions triggered by events. Following a strat-
egy similar to that of explicit interactions, we have first identified why advanced
support for the implementation of implicit interactions is required. Then, we have
studied what language concepts can realize that, and how such extensions can be
integrated in an object-oriented programming language.

An implicit invocation mechanism is challenged to minimize the amount of
unsolicited and wrongfully discarded notifications, which in turn creates a need
for expressive features that allow to constrain subjects and their events. Our eval-
uation of OSGi points out that its implicit invocation mechanism for functional
events does not readily support such constraints. Lack of standardized metadata
leads to notifications being erroneously discarded; the limited expressiveness of
LDAP leads to unsolicited notifications. Moreover, OSGi currently does not sup-
port complex implicit interactions, such as Event-Condition-Action rules. Other
deficiences were already identified when studying explicit interactions: OSGi cir-
cumvents compile-time guarantees in its metadata system and it provides a rather
low level of abstraction by forcing programmers to explicitly register their event
handlers as services.

We have introduced EventJ, a language extension with specialized language
concepts that aim at easing the implementation of implicit service interactions
while increasing both the amount of compile-time guarantees and the level of
abstraction, as well as reducing the amount of unsolicited and wrongfully discarded
notifications. Constrained Subject Variables (CSV) allow to impose restrictions on
subjects, both on their type and their characteristics. Constrained Event Variables
(CEV) allow to do the same for events sent by those subjects. Pattern visibility
increases by isolating these variables in separate observe blocks. Abstraction
is improved by removing the need to explicitly register observers in the service
registry. Expressiveness improves as ECA rules can now be modelled in separate
on clauses that clearly relate the event to the condition and its associated reaction,
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as such disentangling ECA rules. By supporting complex event specifications,
such rules further increase expressiveness, although we have not focussed on the
definition of a full-fledged event composition language.

The informal discussion concerning EventJ concepts is complemented by a
detailed formalization, Middleweight EventJ, which shows how observing instances
can be tracked using a set of connected hash tables, called the Subject/Observer
Disambiguation Table. We have shown how this table in turn drives the just in
time Method Scope Injection Map in order to verify the condition of the ECA
rule and possibly execute the associated reaction. Again, we are convinced that
Middleweight EventJ is in itself an important contribution to the field of implicit
interactions because it shows how a complex event detector can be seamlessly
integrated with concepts that are provided by most object-oriented programming
languages, such as types, expressions and fields.

The theoretical insights of our small-step reduction system have helped us
implement the transformation from EventJ to Java. We have built an extension of
the Java metamodel so as to represent the new concepts of EventJ. This metamodel
is again transformed to a Java metamodel using a transformer before it is written
out as Java code and subsequently compiled using the standard Java compiler.
We have also done some experiments with a broker extension for supporting ECA
rules in web service environments. This is a specification-compatible extension
of WSN that allows event consumers to upload ECA specifications directly to the
broker. It also supports the event-driven lifecycle management of those ECA rules.
The realization of this extended broker is still subject to ongoing research.

8.2 Future Work

ServiceJ and EventJ may support the implementation of explicit and implicit inter-
actions and they may improve the current level of support provided by platforms
such as OSGi, but there is still work to be done before these concepts can be
used to program a broad range of interactions. In this section, we identify those
directions for future research that we think are most important.

8.2.1 Research Directions for Explicit Service Interactions

The qualifier-based type system extension that we have introduced can be seen as a
way for driving constraint-driven, value-maximizing service dependency injection.
These concepts are used by service requesters. But providers still need to inter-
act with their BundleContext in order to register services. Future work should
concentrate on introducing type qualifiers and declarative operations that support
conditional dependency outjection as well. That would allow service providers to
declaratively indicate which services they provide, and when (or to whom) they
want to provide them. When complemented with dependency outjection, ServiceJ
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would entirely remove the need for interacting with the BundleContext, as such
increasing the modularity and hence the reusability of the service-oriented appli-
cation running on the OSGi platform. Given that we already have a metamodel,
a transformer and a formalization supporting dependency injection, we estimate
that support for conditional dependency outjection does not introduce major chal-
lenges.

Dependency outjection would broaden the applicability of ServiceJ. But we
also have suggestions for deepening the semantics of its current concepts. Future
research could also comprise the extension of the session block, the semantics of
which were only marginally discussed in Section 3.6 (page 50). There, we already
pointed out some future directions relating to support for transactional service in-
teractions. Declarative operations of the session arguments can also be extended
with a qualifier to indicate the strictness of constraints and valuation functions
inside a session block. Currently, the where and orderby operations of such
arguments are discounted upon entering the session block. But a strict qualifier,
for instance, could override this default strategy by verifying the attached declar-
ative operation upon every explicit interaction inside the session block. Failure to
satisfy a strict where, or failure to be the best service in the result of a strict
orderby inside a session block would then cause the entire block to be restarted
with another candidate.

The ServiceJ preprocessor can be extended as well. We have already refactored
it to a Strategy-based transformation approach to ease such extensions. We feel
that new strategies must be developed to retrieve, select and invoke services other
than OSGi POJOs or web services. Jini services, for instance, resemble OSGi
services, so we believe that the implementation of such strategies is both viable
and useful.

Another idea for future work, though less related to the contributions discussed
in this text, is driven by the observation that we have used the static type of a
pool variable as a conditio sine qua non to decide whether a service is a viable
invocation target. A pool variable of type Printer only accepts services conform-
ing to Printer even though other, non-conforming services may be able to fullfil
printing requests. Invocation of non-conforming services creates a need for media-
tion, which is typically provided by an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [42]. Given
that OSGi is increasingly used as a basis for ESB implementations, such as Apache
ServiceMix, we feel that it is worthwile to study techniques for invoking explicit
service interactions on mediated service interfaces.

8.2.2 Research Directions for Implicit Service Interactions

Similar to our research concerning explicit service interactions, we have paid full
attention to the “client-side”, i.e. the side that reacts to events being signalled.
We have contented ourselves with a publish operation integrated at the base class
of events to trigger event notification. But forcing subjects to explicitly tell when
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events should be published does not provide a very high level of abstraction. It
would be better to declaratively specify the conditions under which an event is to
be signalled. Publication is then done transparently when the system reaches the
required “fire state”. Research has been conducted in this direction, but it requires
extending programming languages with an effect calculus, to relate relevant state
changes to the set of events to be published. Naive approaches not using such
a calculus would force a runtime system to check all declarative fire conditions
each time the state of an object is changed, which would lead to unacceptable
performance losses.

A second domain of related work is the memory management of our event
detector. Tracking event graph instances the way it is done now minimizes the
number of unsolicited events as well as the amount of events being erroneously
discarded, but that requires a lot of memory space as all event instances need to
be cached by the event detector. This problem occurs with all event detectors that
we have studied and it is widely known in the domain of Event Stream Processing
(ESP). Other approaches face developers with two choices: either a limited number
of events is cached, garbage collecting the oldest event when a new one is signalled,
or events are retained in the event detector for a limited time, after which they are
removed. These options can be integrated as a deployment option in the detector.

8.3 On Language Support for Service Interactions

In this dissertation, we have studied how object-oriented programming languages
can be extended so as to better support the implementation of service interactions
in service-oriented applications. The extension of programming languages is ad-
vocated by some and opposed by others. Here, we present our opinion concerning
some often cited benefits and liabilities.

Opponents of language extensions often state that such extensions (1) cater
for a steeper learning curve, (2) that they tie programmers to a single execution
strategy that cannot be influenced, and (3) that they require a compiler exten-
sion. The first critique does not apply to our extensions. In fact, the reverse is
true: programmers are shielded from a wide range of challenges concerning both
explicit and implicit interactions and we have pointed out how ServiceJ can even-
tually make the Publish-Find-Bind model transparent using type qualifiers and
declarative operations. That should render the learning curve less steep. We
agree with the second argument in that the inability to influence default execution
strategies (such as service injection) may lead to situations in which our concepts
cannot be used if a customized retrieval strategy is required. We expect that such
situations are the exception rather than the rule. In the case of OSGi, most ap-
plications currently use iPOJO or comparable frameworks, all of which employ
the same strategy for retrieving and injecting services. The third critique –the
need for a compiler extension– might be justified for commercializing the domain-
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specific concepts that we have developed. Nonetheless, we have already shown
that a metamodel-driven transformation does not make a compiler a conditio sine
qua non for experimenting with new concepts. In fact, metaprogramming for the
purpose of building domain-specific language extensions is becoming increasingly
popular, given projects such as Language-Oriented Progamming [56] and Software
Factories [81]. Therefore, we believe that this is not a major critique and that it
will become less relevant as these new approaches mature.

Proponents of language extensions typically counter these critiques by pressing
on (1) the higher level of abstraction provided by language integration, (2) the uni-
formity of the resulting programming model and (3) the preservation or elevation
of compile-time guarantees. We have indeed shown that the level of abstraction
can be increased for both explicit and implicit interactions. Service retrieval and
event bookkeeping, for instance, are no longer the responsibility of the program-
mer. The argument of programming model uniformity also applies to our concepts.
ServiceJ, for instance, replaces the mixture of LDAP and Java code by declarative
operations that accept Java expressions. Concerning the third argument, our lan-
guage extensions indeed elevate the amount of compile-time guarantees, as shown
by the inference rules of our formal models. We thus believe that both ServiceJ and
EventJ extend Java with developer-friendly language features that firmly simplify
the implementation of both explicit and implicit interactions in desktop service
applications.
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Appendix A
Explicit Service Interactions
Formalization and Compilation

Chapter Summary

This appendix bundles all additional information concerning the definition and
the implementation of ServiceJ as a language extension for programming explicit
service interactions. Section A.1 provides detailed information about the infer-
ence and well-formedness rules of Middleweight ServiceJ. Those rules were in-
troduced so as to augment the level of compile-time guarantees provided by Ser-
viceJ. Section A.2 provides detailed information about the runtime semantics of
Middleweight ServiceJ. We already discussed most of the operational semantics
in Section 3.8 (page 54), so the appendix only covers those rules that were not
explained earlier. Section A.3, finally, treats the details of the ServiceJ-to-Java
compilation process.
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A.1 MSJ – Inference and Well-formedness

Section A.1.1 introduces the syntax of Middleweight ServiceJ and its subtyping
rules. Section A.1.2 shows how methods, constructors and fields are typed. These
definitions resemble those of Middleweight Java, although they also take into ac-
count type qualifiers. Section A.1.5 shows how expressions are typed in MSJ.
Section A.1.3 states when types are well-formed. That in turn allows us to say
when the class table (Section A.1.4) as well as the program and its runtime con-
figurations (Section A.1.7) are well-typed.

ServiceJ — Program, Definitions and Types

p ::= cd1 . . . cdn; s τ ::= void | T
cd ::= class C extends C { fd ctor md } T ::= q C
fd ::= T f ec ev; | bool | int

ctor ::= C(T x){ super(e1, . . . , ek); s1 . . . sl } q ::= pool | sequence

md ::= τ m(T x){s} | singleton

ServiceJ — Expressions and Statements

e ::= null | none | (C)e | new C(e) | e.m(e) | e.f ec ev | x ec ev
ec ::= where e | ∅ec
ev ::= orderby e | ∅ev
s ::= ; | e.f = e; | x = e; | {s1 . . . sn} | T x ec ev; | return e;

| if (e == e){s1 . . . sk} else {sk+1 . . . sn} | e.m(e); | new C(e);

Figure A.1: MSJ Syntax Definition

A.1.1 Syntax, Types and Subtyping

Figure A.1 depicts the formal syntax definition of ServiceJ. There is nothing new
here, except the appearance of the singleton qualifier and the none pointer. This
singleton qualifier does not appear in ServiceJ programs; it has been introduced
in MSJ to clearly show the difference between a qualified variable (i.e. a variable
of which the declaration is decorated with the pool or sequence qualifier) and
a regular Java variable that contains object references; the latter are formally
qualified as singleton. The none pointer does appear in ServiceJ applications
and indicates that the pool variable has been initialized (a service retrieval has been
conducted) but that no service currently matches the type or property constraints
imposed by the requester.

Note also that fields (T f ec ev) and local variables (T x ec ev) are always
assumed to be decorated with declarative operations. That is not to say that
all variables must contain a where and an orderby clause attached to their
declaration. Indeed, both ec and ev can be empty (ec = ∅ or ev = ∅). In fact, our
typing rules will even enforce that such expressions be present or absent depending
on the qualified type of the expression.
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Types. A type in MSJ comprises a qualifier, q, and a class type, C, unless it is
a primitive type such as bool or int. Such primitive types are not modelled by
MJ [20] or FJ [101], but we need to include them for our where and orderby
operations. This complicates our proof obligations, but we have no choice; not
modelling where and orderby expressions would lead to a formalization of limited
applicability.

Expressions in MSJ are typed as T , statements are typed τ , and methods are
typed T → τ , where T refers to the formal arguments list and τ is the return type.

Subtyping. The subtyping rules of Middleweight ServiceJ are shown in Fig-
ure A.2. Rule 34 indicates that the sequence qualifier is a subqualifier of pool.
This has already been discussed extensively in Section 3.5 on page 3.5. Rule 35
formalizes that subtyping is reflexive. Rule 36 does the same for subqualification.
Rule 37 may look unnecessary given the information that can be extracted by
combining rules 35 and 36, but this rule has been primarily introduced for our
two primitive types, bool and int. It can be easily seen from the rule set in Fig-
ure A.2 that these primitive types are neither subtypes nor supertypes of other
types. Rule 38 extends the definition of subtyping towards classes that directly
extend other classes, as denoted by the use of the extends keyword as part of
their class definition. Rule 39 indicates that a type T1 is a subtype of T2 if both
its qualifier, q1, is a subqualifier of q2, and its class type, C1, is a subclass of
C2. Rule 40 indicates that direct subtyping is a form of subtyping. We need this
rule later to simplify some judgments. Rule 41, finally, treats transitive subtyping
and, combined with other rules, indicates that subtyping is the reflexive transitive
closure of the direct subtyping relationship that we have introduced in Rule 38.

(34)
sequence ≺ pool

(35)
C ≺ C (36)

q ≺ q (37)
T ≺ T

class C1 extends C2 {. . .} ∈ p
(38)

C1 ≺1 C2

q1 ≺ q2 C1 ≺ C2
(39)

q1 C1 ≺ q2 C2

T1 ≺1 T2
(40)

T1 ≺ T2

T1 ≺ T2 T2 ≺ T3
(41)

T1 ≺ T3

Figure A.2: MSJ Subtyping relation

A.1.2 Method, Constructor and Field typing

At this point, we have a syntax definition and a formalization about how types can
be structured in hierarchies. We now need to construct a data structure in which
we can store typing information about a program, p. This is done in a class table,
∆p, and given that the program is fixed, we simply write ∆. MSJ follows MJ in
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the definition of this class table in that it is actually a triple, (∆m,∆c,∆f ), where
∆f , for instance, is a partial mapping from a field name to the type of that field.
It is partial because the typing information about a field in a class C (denoted
∆(C)(f)) can be registered in a superclass of C. Let us now formally define these
three mappings.

Method Type Lookup. Finding the type of a method m in class C follows
existing lookup semantics. If the method is introduced (or overridden) at the level
of C, then the result is equal to the method type T → τ : simply accessing the
class table via ∆m(C)(m) will yield that result. When the method is inherited
(and not overridden), the information is not readily available at the level of C.
In that case, ∆m returns the method type by accessing the typing information of
the superclass, C ′, or recursively, by accessing a more distant superclass, until a
viable definition of m is found. A method type can be formally defined as follows:

∆m(C)(m)
def
=

{
T → τ ∃i : 1 . . . n such that mdi = τ m(T x){. . .}
∆m(C ′)(m) m 6∈ md1 . . .mdn

(A.1)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md} ∈ p
md = md1 . . .mdn

Constructor Type Lookup. Constructors can evidently not be overridden and
neither does MSJ allow constructors to be overloaded. The latter is a restriction
imposed by MJ and FJ as well, and weakening this assumption leads to a more
complex formalization without exposing new, salient features. The lookup for the
type of a constructor in a class C is thus straightforward. Simply accessing the
class table via ∆c(C) will yield the required information. The formal definition of
a constructor type is as follows:

∆c(C)
def
= T1, . . . , Tn (A.2)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md} ∈ p
ctor = C(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn){. . .}

Field Type Lookup. Following the Java language specification, the lookup of a
field type is again partial. The type of a field f in a class C is found by inspecting
the definition of the class C and by looking at the definition of the field with the
name f . Simply accessing the class table via ∆f (C)(f) will yield that result. If
the field is not found at the level of C, then we recursively search for the typing
information in a superclass until we have found the required information. Note
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that Middleweight Java does not model field hiding. We did not feel the necessity
to introduce it for MSJ either. The lookup for the type of a field can be formalized
as follows:

Definition 1 (Field Type). The type of a field f in a class C is written as
∆f (C)(f) = T , where T is the type of the field. This type is retrieved as fol-
lows:

∆f (C)(f)
def
=


T ′′ ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

fdi = T ′′ f and ∆f (C ′)(f) ↑
∆f (C ′)(f) otherwise

(A.3)

where class C C C ′{fd ctor md} ∈ p
fd = fd1 . . . fdn

A.1.3 Well-formedness of Types

We can use the class table to look for typing information, but we cannot yet be sure
that these types are all well-formed. That requires some additional rules, which
are shown in Figure A.3. Rule 42 states that a class type C is well-formed when
it occurs in the class table, ∆. Rule 43 states that void, bool and int are valid
types, even though they are not stored in the class table. In fact, those are the only
types outside the class table that are considered valid (this can be inferred from
recursively applying the well-formedness rules on the other types in a program, p).
Rule 44 states that a type T is well-formed if the class name is well-formed. In
other words, our type qualifiers do not modify the well-formedness rules of types
in a Java program. Rule 45, finally, states that a method type is well-formed if its
formal arguments as well as its return type are well-formed, which can be tested
by recursively applying the rules discussed earlier.

C ∈ dom(∆)
(42)

∆ ` C ok

(43)
∆ ` void ok
∆ ` bool ok
∆ ` int ok

T = q C ∆ ` C ok
(44)

∆ ` T ok

∆ ` T1 ok . . .∆ ` Tn ok ∆ ` τ ok
(45)

∆ ` T1 . . . Tn → τ ok

Figure A.3: Well-formedness of types in ServiceJ

A.1.4 Well-formedness of the Class Table

We have constructed a class table ∆ as a triple (∆f ,∆m,∆c). We want to be sure
that this table contains only well-formed types, which requires us to introduce the
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rules shown in Figure A.4. Rule 46 verifies whether the types of the fields in a class
C are well-formed according to the rules discussed above. Rule 47 does the same
for the actual arguments of a constructor. Rule 48 verifies whether an overridden
method does not violate the typing rules for method overriding in Java. This
rule is slightly stricter than the one proposed by Java, but that is not a problem
for the remainder of this formalization. Rule 49 indicates that non-overridden
yet inherited methods are well-typed if they are well-typed at the level of the
(direct) superclass. Evidently, this recursively applies to methods inherited from
more distant superclasses. Rule 50 summarizes the latter two rules by generalizing
them to all the methods of a class C. Finally, Rule 51 states that the class table,
∆, is well-typed if all methods, fields and constructors of all classes in the class
table are well-typed. It is evidently this rule that we will use in the remainder
of this formalization (which boils down to recursively applying the helper rules
discussed first).

dom(∆f (C)) = {f1, . . . , fn}
∆ ` ∆f (C)(f1) ok . . .∆ ` ∆f (C)(fn) ok

(46)
∆ ` ∆f (C) ok

∆c(C) = C1, . . . , Cn

∆ ` C1 ok . . .∆ ` Cn ok
(47)

∆ ` ∆c(C) ok

∆m(C)(m) = µ

∆m(C′)(m) = µ′

µ = µ′

∆ ` µ ok

C ≺1 C
′

(48)
∆ ` C.m ok

∆m(C)(m) = µ

µ 6∈ dom(∆m(C′))

∆ ` µ ok

C ≺1 C
′

(49)
∆ ` C.m ok

∆ ` C.m1 ok . . . ∆ ` C.mn ok

dom(∆m(C)) = {m1, . . . ,mn}
(50)

∆ ` ∆m(C) ok

∆ ` ∆f (C) ok

∆ ` ∆m(C) ok

∀C ∈ dom(∆)

∆ ` ∆c(C) ok
(51)

` ∆ ok

Figure A.4: Well-typed class table in ServiceJ

A.1.5 Expression Typing

We have shown how typing information can be stored in a class table, ∆, and
how this class table can be queried so as to obtain typing information about fields
(∆f ), methods (∆m) and constructors (∆c). We have also shown how this class
table can be checked for well-formedness. Let us now type the expressions of a
program p, which will eventually allow us to verify whether the program is type
sound.

Before we can type expressions, we need to introduce a typing environment,
which is typically termed “Γ” in other Java formalizations [20, 101]. Γ is a mapping
from program variables to expression types. Adding such a key-value pair to Γ
is written “Γ, x : C”, where x is a program variable and C is an expression type.
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` ∆ ok
T = q C

∆ ` Γ ok

q ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ, x : singleton C ` ev ok

q ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ, x : singleton C ` ec ok

q = singleton =⇒ ec = ∅ec ∧ ev = ∅ev
(52)

∆; Γ, x : T ` x ec ev : T

∆ ` T ok
∆ ` Γ ok ` ∆ ok

(53)
∆; Γ ` null : T

T = q C

` ∆ ok

∆ ` C ok
∆ ` Γ ok

q 6= singleton
(54)

∆; Γ ` none : T

T = q C

∆; Γ ` e : T

q = singleton

∆f (C1)(f) = T1

T1 = q1 C1

q1 ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ ` ev ok

q1 ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ ` ec ok

q1 = singleton =⇒ ec = ∅ec ∧ ev = ∅ev
(55)

∆; Γ ` e.f ec ev : T1

∆; Γ ` e : T2

C2 ≺ C1

T2 = q C2

∆ ` C1
(56)

∆; Γ ` (C1)e : q C1

∆; Γ ` e : T2

C1 ≺ C2

T2 = q C2

∆ ` C1
(57)

∆; Γ ` (C1)e : q C1

∆; Γ ` e : T2

T2 = q C2

T2 6≺ T1

∆ ` T1

T1 = q C1

T1 6≺ T2
(58)

∆; Γ ` (C1)e : T1

∆; Γ ` e : Ti T ′1 ≺ T1 . . . T
′
n ≺ Tn

∆; Γ ` e1 : T ′1 . . .∆; Γ ` en : T ′n

Tr = qr Cr Ti = qi Ci

∆m(Ci)(m) = T1, . . . , Tn → Tr
(59)

∆; Γ ` e.m(e1, . . . , en) : Tr

T ′1 ≺ T1 . . . T
′
n ≺ Tn

∆; Γ ` e1 : T ′1 . . .∆; Γ ` en : T ′n ∆c(C) = T1, . . . , Tn
(60)

∆; Γ ` new C(e1, . . . , en) : singleton C

ec = where e =⇒ ∆; Γ ` e : bool
(61)

∆; Γ ` ec ok
(62)

∆; Γ ` ∅ec ok

ev = orderby e =⇒ ∆; Γ ` e : int
(63)

∆; Γ ` ev ok
(64)

∆; Γ ` ∅ev ok

Figure A.5: MSJ Expression typing
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Evidently, we want Γ to contain only those types that exist in the class table, ∆
(unless the type is bool or int). Therefore, we will often require that “∆ ` Γ ok”,
typically in combination with the rule “` ∆ ok” that was already introduced
in Figure A.4. In summary: fields, methods and constructors are typed in ∆,
variables are typed in Γ. Having both ∆ and Γ at our disposal, we can now type
expressions. Those rules are depicted in Figure A.5.

Rule 52 types variable accesses. It uses the typing environment, Γ, to obtain
the type of x, as that information cannot be derived from the class table, ∆.
Note that these rules verify whether the declarative operations attached to the
variable access expression are type-checked as well. If the variable is a singleton,
then it must not contain declarative expressions. If it is qualified as pool, on the
other hand, then both expressions must be well-typed, as enforced by a helper rule
discussed later. The effect of Rule 52 is an extension of Γ with information about
the type of x.

Rule 53 states that null can have any type, provided that the type is well-
formed. Rule 54 does a similar statement about none, but requires the type to
be a non-singleton. A none pointer can only occur in combination with service
references.

Rule 55 handles field accesses. Field access is allowed only on expressions that
are typed as singleton. Allowing field accesses on pool expressions increases the
risk for introducing stale references in the application. Fields are typed by access-
ing the class table via ∆f . If the field is qualified as singleton, then attaching
declarative operations to its access expression is not allowed. If it is qualified as
pool, then constraints and valuation functions can be defined (though valuation
overrides earlier defined functions), but the rules state that these expressions must
be well-typed as well.

Rules 56, 57, and 58 handle type casting. We only formalize casts to a class
type, C. Rule 56 handles upcasting, Rule 57 handles downcasting and Rule 58
treats “stupid casting”, which is a rule inherited from MJ and FJ (that is not
important here; refer to [20, 101] for more information).

Rule 59 type checks the actual arguments of a method call and indicates that
the type of such a call must be non-void. Otherwise, this would be a statement
rather than an expression; those rules are discussed later. Note that expressions
figuring as actual arguments must conform to the types of the formal arguments.
The latter types are retrieved from the class table through application of ∆m.

Rule 60 shows that the invocation of a constructor is always typed as singleton
C, where C is the name of the class that we are willing to instantiate. The
expressions figuring as actual arguments must conform to the types of the formal
arguments. The latter types are again retrieved via the class table, in this case
through application of ∆c.

Looking back at Rule 52, we still need to type the declarative expressions
attached to a local variable, x, if that variable is typed as pool or sequence.
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Rule 61 requires the argument of a where expression to be typed as boolean,
where Rule 62 indicates that the absence of a where expression is acceptable.
Rules 63 and 64 state the same for the orderby operation. In other words, it is
not compulsory to add declarative operations to pool variables, but if they are
used, they must be well-typed.

A.1.6 Statement Typing

It should be clear by now that neither Middleweight Java nor Middleweight Ser-
viceJ are purely functional, in strong contrast with Featherweight Java. MJ and
MSJ both have a heap as they allow field writes; they also support statements.
This section treats the typing of statements in MSJ.

Rule 65 is straightforward: our syntax definition allowed the introduction of
no-op statements, and those statements are typed void.

Rules 66 and 67 treat the typing of selection statements. It may come as a
surprise that two typing judgments are required here, but the reason resembles
that of the “stupid cast” and it boils down to peculiarities in the Java language
specification. Rule 66 types normal if statements by requiring that the types of
the two expressions in the if statement must somehow relate to each other (that is,
C1 ≺ C2∨C2 ≺ C1 using the rules for subtyping already mentioned in Figure A.2).
Rule 67 treats the case in which both expressions are unrelated, which is called a
“stupid if” in Middleweight Java.

Rule 68 types field assignments and requires the path to that field as well as
the field itself and its new value to be qualified as singleton. Pool fields should
never be written explicitly, nor should pool expressions be used to write fields. In
OSGi, that would mean that service consumers are explicitly changing the state
of objects in other bundles. Similar restrictions apply for variables, as required by
Rule 69.

Rule 70 indicates that a return statement takes the type of the expression it
returns. In fact, this is the only statement that has a type other than void. That
is why we introduced a type τ , which is either T or void. Returning pool types
is allowed, which makes the programming model more expressive, but it has firm
repercussions for our formalization. Indeed, when e in Rule 70 is a pool expression
containing declarative operations that refer to local information, then a gap is
driven between service pool coercion and candidate injection, as described in full
detail in the main text (Section 3.8.2, page 57).

Rule 71 indicates that a block of statements is typed void. Rule 72 types
a sequence of statements introducing a new variable x at the beginning of the
sequence. We need to verify the correctness of the expressions contained in the
where and the orderby clauses. And we also need to enforce that such expressions
must never be present when the local variable is qualified as singleton. Rule 73
types a similar sequence that does not introduce a variable declaration. Both rules
can be applied recursively to any sequence of one or more statements. These rules
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` ∆ ok ∆ ` Γ ok
(65)

∆; Γ `; : void

∆; Γ ` s1 : void

∆; Γ ` s2 : void

C1 ≺ C2 ∨ C2 ≺ C1

∆; Γ ` e1 : singleton C1

∆; Γ ` e2 : singleton C2
(66)

∆; Γ ` if (e1 == e2) {s1} else {s2} : void

∆; Γ ` s1 : void

∆; Γ ` s2 : void

C1 6≺ C2 ∧ C2 6≺ C1

∆; Γ ` e1 : singleton C1

∆; Γ ` e2 : singleton C2
(67)

∆; Γ ` if (e1 == e2) {s1} else {s2} : void

∆; Γ ` e1 : singleton C1

∆; Γ ` e2 : singleton C2

∆f (C1)(f) = singleton C3 C2 ≺ C3
(68)

∆; Γ ` e1.f = e2; : void

∆; Γ ` x : singleton C

∆; Γ ` e : singleton C′
C′ ≺ C
x 6= this

(69)
∆; Γ ` x = e; : void

∆; Γ ` e : T
(70)

∆; Γ ` return e; : T

∆; Γ ` s1 . . . sn : void
(71)

∆; Γ ` {s1 . . . sn} : void

T = q C

∆; Γ ` s1 : void

s1 = T x ec ev;

∆; Γ, x : T ` s2 . . . sn : τ

q ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ ` ev ok

q ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ ` ec ok

q = singleton =⇒ ec = ∅ec ∧ ev = ∅ev
(72)

∆; Γ ` T x ec ev; s1 s2 . . . sn : τ

∆; Γ ` s1 : void ∆; Γ ` s2 . . . sn : τ s1 6= T x de;
(73)

∆; Γ ` s1 s2 . . . sn : τ

C ≺1 Object
(74)

∆; Γ, this : C ` super() : void

∆c(C
′) = T1, . . . , Tn

Γ(this) = C,Γ = Γ′[this : C]

∆; Γ′ ` e1 : T ′1 . . . ∆; Γ′ ` en : T ′n

C ≺1 C
′

T ′1 ≺ T1 . . . T
′
n ≺ Tn

(75)
∆; Γ ` super(e1, . . . , en); : void

∆; Γ ` e.m(e) : τ
(76)

∆; Γ ` e.m(e); : void

∆; Γ ` new C(e) : τ
(77)

∆; Γ ` new C(e); : void

∆; Γ ` e : singleton C
(78)

∆; Γ ` register e : void

∆; Γ ` e : singleton C
(79)

∆; Γ ` unregister e : void

Figure A.6: MSJ Statement typing
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were introduced by Middleweight Java in order to avoid having to return a new
typing environment, Γ′, after typing a statement. This decision is not important
here.

Rule 74 indicates that a (necessarily argument-less) super call of a class that
directly extends Object is typed void. Rule 75 does the same for classes that
not directly extend Object, but imposes the additional restriction that the actual
arguments of the super call must be typed conforming to the formal arguments
of the constructor of the direct superclass.

Rules 76 and 77 are in fact expressions that have been promoted to statements
by appending a semicolon. They are typed void. Finally, Rules 78 and 79 were
introduced for registering and unregistering services in instances of MSJ models.
These operations are not available in ServiceJ because that language currently
focuses on consumer-side service interactions. For experimenting with the formal-
ization, however, we need a way to add services to the service registry, and that is
done using these statements. Evidently, only object references can be registered
and unregistered, so we have to impose restrictions on the qualification of the
expression to be registered or unregistered: it must be qualified as singleton.

A.1.7 Well-typed Programs and Configurations

The well-typedness of programs depends on the well-typedness of method bod-
ies, constructor bodies and field bodies. The latter is specific to ServiceJ, which
interprets constraints and valuation functions as the body of a field. Let us now for-
mally define these functions, called mbody, cnbody, and fbody, respectively. These
functions take as input a class type C. They can also be invoked with a qualified
type T . In that case, the qualifier q in T = q C will be discarded when applying
the function.

Method Body. The body of a method m in a class C is found in C itself if
C defines or overrides the method. It is found in a direct or indirect superclass
otherwise. The two cases are formalized as follows:

mbody(C,m)
def
=

{
(x, s) mdi = τ m(C x){s}
mbody(C ′,m) m 6∈ md1 . . .mdn

(A.4)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md} ∈ p
md = md1 . . .mdn

Constructor Body. Evidently, the body of a constructor for a class type C is
always found in the class itself.

cnbody(C)
def
= (x, s) (A.5)
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where class C extends C ′{fd C(T ′′x{s} md} ∈ p

Field Body. The body of a field f in a class C is a new function introduced by
ServiceJ. It is found in C itself if C introduced a field named f . Note that field
hiding is not allowed in ServiceJ. If the field is not defined at the level of C, we
look for its body at a direct or indirect superclass. The two cases are formalized
as follows:

fbody(C, f)
def
=

{
(ec, ev) fdi = q C ′′ f where ec orderby ev;
fbody(C ′, f) f 6∈ fd1 . . . fdn

(A.6)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md} ∈ p
fd = fd1 . . . fdn

∆; Γ ` s : τ

Γ = {this : C, x : T}
mbody(C,m) = (x, s)

∆m(C)(m) = (T → τ)
(80)

∆ ` mbody(C,m) ok

dom(∆m(C) = {m1, . . . ,mn}
∆ ` mbody(C,m1) ok . . . ∆ ` mbody(C,mn) ok

(81)
∆ ` C mok

Γ = this : C, x : T ∆c(C) = T ∆; Γ ` s : void

∆; Γ ` super(e); : void cnbody(C) = (x, super(e); s)
(82)

∆ ` C cok

T = q C

∆f (C)(f) = T

fbody(C, f) = (ec, ev)

q ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ ` ev ok

q ≺ pool =⇒ ∆; Γ ` ec ok

q = singleton =⇒ ec = ∅ec ∧ ev = ∅ev
(83)

∆ ` fbody(C, f) ok

dom(∆f (C)) = {f1, . . . , fn}
∆ ` fbody(C, f1) ok, . . . , fbody(C, fn) ok

(84)
∆ ` C fok

dom(∆) = {C1, . . . , Cn}
∆ ` C1 cok . . . ∆ ` Cn cok

∆ ` C1 mok . . . ∆ ` Cn mok

∆ ` C1 fok . . . ∆ ` Cn fok
(85)

∆ ` p ok

Figure A.7: Well-typed programs in ServiceJ

Well-typed Programs. We now have a class table, ∆, with well-formed types.
We also have a typing environment, Γ, of which the contents respect ∆, and we
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have functions for obtaining the bodies of methods, constructors and fields. What
we need now, is a set of rules that verify whether a program is indeed well-typed
with respect to its class table. These rules are discussed here. We consider them
the most important rules at compile time. The reason that we left them out of
the main text is (1) that they lean on a considerable amount of auxiliary functions
and helper rules and (2) that the operational semantics discussed further, are even
more important.

Figure A.7 contains the rules that verify the well-typedness of fields, construc-
tors and methods. Rule 80 verifies whether the body of a method can be typed
using ∆ and the typing environment Γ, which is enriched with the bindings of
formal arguments to actual arguments (x). The statements must have a type τ
equal to the return type of the method that was registered in the class table, ∆.
The rule is more strict than necessary, but that is done without loss of generality.
Rule 81 generalizes Rule 80 to all method bodies found in a class C.

Rule 82 types the contents of a constructor and verifies, among others, whether
a super call returns void. The statements block of a constructor should also
return void, and the actual arguments passed to the constructor should conform
to the formal argument types that were registered in the class table (∆c).

Rule 83 checks the well-typedness of a field body. The definition of a field is
evidently not an expression, so these sanity checks are not enforced when typing
expressions. If the field is qualified as singleton, then both declarative expressions
must be empty. If the field is qualified as pool, then the declarative operations
should be well-typed, as enforced by Rules 61, 62 (for the where clause) and
Rules 63 and 64 (for the orderby clause). Rule 84 generalizes these restrictions
for all fields of a class, C.

Given these sanity checks for the bodies of methods and constructors, we can
state more generally that a program is well-typed if the latter rules hold for all
classes in the class table, as required by Rule 85. This rule should convince the
reader that ServiceJ expressions, such as declarative operations and type qualifiers,
indeed allow the compiler to provide strong guarantees on the type soundness of
a ServiceJ program.
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A.2 MSJ Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of Middleweight ServiceJ were already discussed in
Section 3.8 on page 54. Here, we recapitulate some important formal concepts,
without providing the detailed information that we have already given in the main
text..

Configuration Values
config ::= (SR, H, VS, CF, FS) v ::= vr | vp | vx

Frame Stack vr ::= o | null
FS ::= F ◦ FS | [] vp ::= true | false | σ ∈ Z

Frame vx ::= none | 〈o〉 | 〈C〉 | v
F ::= CF | OF Variable Stack and Scope

Open Frame V S ::= MS ◦ V S | []
OF ::= if (•==e){s1} else {s2} MS ::= BS ◦MS | []

| if (v==•){s1} else {s2} BS : x→ (q, C, v, ec, ev)
| x = •; | return •; Heap and Service Registry
| •.m(e) | (C)• H : oid→ ho
| e | super(e) | { } SR : C → 〈o1, . . . , on〉
| •.f | • .f = e; | v.f = • F : f → v is partial
| v.m(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . en) ho ::= (C,F)
| new C(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . en)
| super(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . en)
| register e; | unregister e

CF ::= s | return e; | x = v; | ; | o.f = v; | T x ec ev; | {s}
| if (v1 == v2){s1} else {s2} | (C)

Figure A.8: Configuration and scoping of Middleweight ServiceJ

A.2.1 Configurations

We already pointed out that ServiceJ configurations are 5-tuples. We have a
service registry, SR, a heap, H, a variable stack, V S, a frame under evaluation,
F , and a frame stack, FS. We have not yet shown how the variable stack can be
queried and manipulated using the eval and the update function. Knowing that
a variable stack, V S is a concatenation of method scopes, MS, which in turn is a
concatenation of block scopes, BS, these functions can be defined as follows:

eval(((BS ◦MS), x)
def
=

{
(BS(x)) where x ∈ dom(BS)
eval(MS, x) otherwhise

(A.7)
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update((BS ◦MS), (x→ (v, e′c, e
′
v)))

def
=


BS[x→ (v, C, ec, ev)]

where BS(x) = (v′, C, ec, ev)
BS ◦ update(MS, (x→ v, ec, ev))

otherwise

(A.8)

A.2.2 Basic Reductions Rules

The basic reduction rules are shown in Figure A.9. These are termed “basic”
because they resemble the rules employed in Middleweight Java. Important ex-
tensions are discussed in subsequent sections.

Rule 86 treats assignment of non-pool variables and rule 87 does the same for
non-pool fields. Equivalent rules for pool variables or pool fields cannot be found
in our formalization. This is because it is explicitly forbidden to write to fields or
variables that are declared as pools.

Rule 88 shows how the declaration of a local variable leads to an extension of
the block scope BS. This block scope is updated when a variable, x, is written by
means of the function update(MS, (x → (v, singleton, C, ∅, ∅))). An example is
shown in rule 86. This function binds x to a value v with empty declarative opera-
tions inside the method scope MS. As long as that scope is available, references to
the variable x can be transformed into a corresponding value v via the operation
eval(MS, x). That function returns the entire 5-tuple and can therefore be used
to obtain information about the value, v, the type, q C, or about the presence of
where or orderby clauses, if any.

Rules 89–90 deal with the use of block structures. Entering a block triggers the
creation of a new empty block scope BS = {}, whereas exiting a block involves
removing that block scope from the variable stack V S. Rule 91 reduces a return
statement to the value it returns. Rules 92–93 treat the reduction of selection
statements based on the value of v1 and v2, of which the typing rules enforced
that v1 and v2 are either object references or the null pointer. Rules 94 deals with
type casting; rules 95 and 96 show that null and none can be cast to any valid class
type. Rule 97 reduces a constructor call and sees to it that the this pointer refers
to the correct object when reducing the statements inside the constructor. It also
creates a new field mapping F with all fields initialized to null. Rule 98 reduces
a super call inside such a constructor and makes the this reference point to the
direct superclass. Both rules also bind the actual arguments to the correct formal
arguments before executing the statements of the relevant constructor. Note how
both rules 97 and 98 create a new block scope BS to implement the requirements
concerning method scoping in Java. Rule 99 reduces an empty statement, and
rule 100 injects a reduced value, v, into the next frame F of the frame stack
FS. Rules 101 and 102 state that any attempt to read or write a field from null
reduces to a NullPointerException (NullPE). Finally, rule 103 shows that a
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.

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x = v; , FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ; , FS) (86)
where eval(MS, x) = (v′, singleton, C, ∅, ∅)

MS′ = update(MS, (x→ (v, singleton, C, ∅, ∅)))
(SR,H, V S, o.f = v; , FS) −→ (SR,H ′, V S, ; , FS) (87)

where o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ f ∈ dom(F)
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → v])]
∆f (C)(f) = singleton C′

(SR,H, (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S, q C x ec ev; , FS) −→ (SR,H, (BS′ ◦MS) ◦ V S, ; , FS) (88)
where x 6∈ dom(BS ◦MS)

BS′ = BS[x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev)]
(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, {s}, FS) −→ (SR,H, ({} ◦MS) ◦ V S, s, FS) (89)
(SR,H, (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S, {}, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ; , FS) (90)
(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, return v; , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, v, FS) (91)
(SR,H, V S, (if (v1 == v2){s1} else {s2}; ), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, {s1}, FS) (92)

where v1 == v2
(SR,H, V S, (if (v1 == v2){s1} else {s2}; ), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, {s2}, FS) (93)

where v1 6= v2
(SR,H, V S, ((C2)vr), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, vr, FS) (94)

where vr = o =⇒ H(o) = (C1,F) ∧ C1 ≺ C2

vr = 〈C〉 =⇒ C2 ≺ C
vr = 〈o〉 =⇒ ∀oi ∈ 〈o〉 : H(o) = (C1,F) ∧ C1 ≺ C2

vr = v = 〈o, f〉 =⇒ H(o) = (C1,F) ∧ C1 ≺ C2

(SR,H, V S, ((C)null), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,null, FS) (95)
(SR,H, V S, ((C)none), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none, FS) (96)
(SR,H, V S,new C(v), FS) (97)

−→ (SR,H[o→ (C,F)], (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, (return o; ) ◦ FS)

where cnbody(C) = (x, s) ∧∆c(C) = q C ∧ o 6∈ dom(H)
F = {f → null}∀f ∈ fields(C)
BS = {this→ (o, singleton, C, ∅, ∅),

x→ (v, q, C, ec, ev)}
(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, super(v), FS) (98)

−→ (SR,H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ (MS ◦ V S), s, (return o; ) ◦ FS)
where MS(this) = (o, singleton, C, ∅, ∅) ∧ C ≺1 C

′

BS = {this→ (o, singleton, C′, ∅, ∅),
x→ (v, q, C, ec, ev)}

∆c(C) = q C ∧ cnbody(C′) = (x, s)
(SR,H, V S, ; , F ◦ FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, F, FS) (99)
(SR,H, V S, v, F ◦ FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, F [v], FS) (100)
(SR,H, V S,null.f, FS) −→ NullPE (101)
(SR,H, V S,null.f = v, FS) −→ NullPE (102)
(SR,H, V S, (C)o, FS) −→ CCE (103)

where H(o) = (C,F) ∧ C′ 6≺ C

Figure A.9: Basic Reduction Rules for Middleweight ServiceJ
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configuration reduces to a ClassCastException (CCE) when an object reference
is cast to a type that is not a parent of the type that was registered for that object
reference. Note that this rule refers to dynamic types, and not to the static type
that was used in the declaration of the variable or field.
.

(SR,H, V S, s1 s2 . . . sn, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, s1, (s2 . . . sn) ◦ FS) (104)
(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, return e; , FS) −→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S, e, (return •; ) ◦ FS) (105)
(SR,H, V S, e.m(e); , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e.m(e), FS) (106)
(SR,H, V S,new C(e); , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,new C(e), FS) (107)
(SR,H, V S, if(e1 == e2){s1}else{s2}; , FS)

−→ (SR,H, V S, e1, (if(• == e2){s1}else{s2}; ) ◦ FS) (108)
(SR,H, V S, if(v1 == e2){s1}else{s2}; , FS)

−→ (SR,H, V S, e2, (if(v1 == •){s1}else{s2}; ) ◦ FS) (109)
(SR,H, V S, e.f, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, (•.f) ◦ FS) (110)
(SR,H, V S, (C)e, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, ((C)•) ◦ FS) (111)
(SR,H, V S, e1.f = e2; , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e1, (•.f = e2) ◦ FS) (112)
(SR,H, V S, v.f = e2; , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e2, (v.f = •) ◦ FS) (113)
(SR,H, V S, x = e; , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, (x = •; ) ◦ FS) (114)
(SR,H, V S,new C(v1, . . . , vi−1, ei, ei+1, . . . , en), FS)

−→(SR,H, V S, ei, (new C(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . , en))◦FS) (115)
(SR,H, V S, super(v1, . . . , vi−1, ei, ei+1, . . . , en), FS)

−→(SR,H, V S, ei, (super(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . , en))◦FS) (116)

Figure A.10: Decomposition reduction rules

Figure A.10 depicts the decomposition of complex expressions into smaller
expressions that need to be reduced first. Rule 104 takes the first statement of
a list of statements and pushes the rest back on the stack. The other rules first
create an open frame, then push this frame on the stack and subsequently trigger
the reduction of the subexpression. This eventually leads to the injection of the
reduced expression (which is now a value v) into the hole, denoted •, of the open
frame. Rule 105 first considers the expression to be returned before returning
the reduced value. Rules 108–109 reduce selection statements. Rule 110 first
reduces the relevant expression e to an object id o before using that reference to
query the heap via H(o). Rule 111 first reduces the relevant expression before
applying one of the casting rules from Figure A.9. Field writes are reduced in the
order imposed by rules 112 and 113, whereas constructor calls and super calls
are reduced argument by argument, from left to right, as enforced by rules 115
and 116.

A.2.3 Reduction Rules for Registration Management

Objects are available on the heap from the moment they are created. This can be
derived from rule 97, which reduces a constructor call and creates a new object
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(SR,H, V S, register e; , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, (register •) ◦ FS) (117)
(SR,H, V S, register o; , FS) −→ (SR′, H, V S, ; , FS) (118)

where H(o) = (C,F)
6 ∃x ∈ SR(C) : H(x) = H(o) =⇒ SR′ = SR[C → 〈SR(C) ∪ {o}〉]
∃x ∈ SR(C) : H(x) = H(o) =⇒ SR′ = SR

(SR,H, V S, register null; , FS) −→ NPE (119)
(SR,H, V S,unregister e; , FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, (unregister •) ◦ FS) (120)
(SR,H, V S,unregister o; , FS) −→ (SR′, H, V S, ; , FS) (121)

where H(o) = (C,F)
∃x ∈ SR(C) : H(x) = H(o) =⇒ SR′ = SR[C → 〈SR(C) \ {o}〉]
6 ∃x ∈ SR(C) : H(x) = H(o) =⇒ SR′ = SR

(SR,H, V S,unregister null; , FS) −→ NPE (122)

Figure A.11: Reduction rules for registration management

reference, o, as a side effect. This o is added to the heap H and never leaves the
heap until the program exits (garbage collection is not modelled in MJ or MSJ).
But that same object reference is not automatically added to the service registry
SR. Doing so would imply that all objects are services, which is not the case
in all service-oriented applications. Registering and unregistering a service must
therefore be done explicitly. OSGi requires interactions with the BundleContext
to do that, but in our formal model, we define two special statements: register
and unregister.

Both statements require a decomposition rule to allow the accompanying ex-
pression to reduce first. This is enforced by rules 117 and 120. Rule 118 adds
an object reference to the service registry SR but first checks whether this object
reference does not point to a service that has already been registered to SR. The
service registry is only updated if the service is not yet available from SR at that
moment. Rule 121, in contrast, unregisters a service from the service registry,
requiring that that service is indeed present in SR (if not, then nothing happens).
Rules for registering and unregistering services only manipulate the service registry
(SR→ SR′) and never modify the heap (H → H).

Note that we have also defined two exceptional conditions to handle the regis-
tration and the unregistration of null. We throw a NullpointerException when
that happens, but it is important to see that this happens only in the formal model.
ServiceJ does not have these explicit operations for service registration and unreg-
istration. Instead, we envision a system in which service providers declaratively
indicate what services may be used by others (by qualifying variables with, say,
a provided keyword so as to allow for dependency outjection). If such a variable
contains the null reference, it can easily be interpreted as a provider not willing
to publish the service to others at that moment.
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A.2.4 Other Reduction Rules

We have treated the Middleweight ServiceJ reduction system in the main text
because it allows to learn when and how service pools are retrieved, coerced and
injected. We refer to Section 3.8 (page 54) for a complete discussion of these rules.
Here, we give an overview.

• Figure A.12 describes the reduction rules for variables. Those rules were
discussed in detail in Section 3.8.2 (page 57).

• Figures A.13 and A.14 describe the reduction rules for our method invocation
strategies. Those rules were discussed in detail in Section 3.8.4 (page 64).

• Figure A.15 describes the reduction rules for fields. Those rules were dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3.8.3 (page 62).

These reduction rules sometimes refer to auxiliary functions so as to keep the
reduction system concise. Everything that can be decided outside the reduction
systems (i.e. those expressions that are not Java expressions) are therefore reduced
using these auxiliaries. They are given in Figure A.16.

A.2.5 Well-typed configuration

Section A.1.7 introduced rules for stating when a program is well-typed. We still
have to formally indicate when a runtime configuration is well-formed. These rules
can be subdivided into four parts. First, we enforce that the heap, H is well-typed
with respect to ∆. Then, we do the same for both the variable stack, V S, and the
service registry, SR. Finally, we consider frame stack typing with respect to ∆,
H, V S, and SR.

(1) The Heap is Well-typed With Respect To ∆

We have a class table, ∆, of which we have already shown when it is well-typed.
Our runtime configurations introduce a heap to store object references and field
mappings, so we need to verify whether the information stored there is consistent
with the static information entered in the class table. Figure A.17 introduces these
rules.

Rule 156 requires the type of an object reference, o, to be well-formed in ∆.
Note that we only consider the class type (C in q C); type qualification does not
influence well-formedness. Rule 157 states that null can have any type T in H,
but the class type of T must be present in ∆. In other words, null cannot have a
dynamic type that is statically non-existent.

Every object reference has a type, T , and a field map, F. We have already en-
forced well-typedness of the object. Rule 158 does the same for the fields included
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(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S, v, FS) (123)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, singleton, C, ∅, ∅)

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S,none, FS) (124)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ q ≺ pool

SR(C) = ∅ ∧ (ec 6= ∅ ∨ ev 6= ∅)
(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ec, (x〈•〉〈〉〈v〉′) ◦ FS) (125)

where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ q ≺ pool ∧ ec 6= ∅
〈v〉′ = 〈v〉 \ vk ∧ 〈v〉 = SR(C) 6= ∅
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (vk, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS◦V S, x〈ρ〉〈v〉〈v′〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′◦V S, ec, (x〈•〉〈v〉′′〈v〉′′′)◦FS) (126)
where eval(MS, x) = (vi, q, C, ec, ev)

〈v〉′′′ = 〈v〉′ \ vk
〈v〉′′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈v〉, vi)
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (vk, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈ρ〉〈v〉〈〉) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, 〈v〉′, FS) (127)
where ρ = true ∨ 〈v〉 6= ∅

eval(MS, x) = (vi, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ ev = ∅
〈v〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈v〉, vi)
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈false〉〈〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S,none, FS) (128)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ec, ev)

MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev))))
(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈ρ〉〈o〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ev, (x〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′′) ◦ FS) (129)

where eval(MS, x) = (oi, q, C, ec, ev) ∧ ev 6= ∅
ρ = true ∨ 〈o〉 6= ∅
〈o〉′′ = 〈o〉′ \ ok ∧ 〈o〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi)
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (ok, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ev, (x〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′) ◦ FS) (130)
where MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (ok, q, C, ∅, ev))))

eval(MS, x) = (oi, q, C, ∅, ev) ∧ ev 6= ∅
〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ ok ∧ 〈o〉 = SR(C) 6= ∅

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈σi〉〈(o, σ)〉〈o〉, FS) (131)

−→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ev, (x〈•〉〈(o, σ)〉′〈o〉′) ◦ FS)
where eval(MS, x) = (oi, q, C, ec, ev)

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ 〈(oi, σi)〉
〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ oi+1

MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (oi+1, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x〈σn〉〈(o, σ)〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H,MS′ ◦ V S, 〈o1, . . . , on〉, FS) (132)
where eval(MS, x) = (on, q, C, ec, ev)

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ 〈(oi, σi)〉
∀i, j : 1..n : σi > σj =⇒ i < j
MS′ = (update(MS, (x→ (null, q, C, ec, ev))))

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, x, FS) −→ (SR,HS,MS ◦ V S, 〈C〉, FS) (133)
where eval(MS, x) = (v, q, C, ∅, ∅) ∧ q ≺ pool

Figure A.12: Reduction of local variables
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(SR,H, V S, o.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, FS) (134)
where mbody(C,m) = (x, s) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

∆m(C)(m) = T → T ′ where T = q C

BS = {this→ (o, q, C, ∅, ∅), x→ (v, q, C, ∅, ∅)}
(SR,H, V S, o.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, (return o; ) ◦ FS) (135)

where mbody(C,m) = (x, s) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

∆m(C)(m) = T → void where T = q C

BS = {this→ (o, q, C, ∅, ∅), x→ (v, q, C, ∅, ∅)}
(SR,H, V S, e.m(e1, . . . , en), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, e, (•.m(e1, . . . , en)) ◦ FS) (136)
(SR,H, V S, v.m(v1, . . . , vi−1, ei, ei+1, . . . , en), FS)

−→ (SR,H, V S, ei, v.m(v1, . . . , vi−1, •, ei+1, . . . , en) ◦ FS) (137)
(SR,H, V S, 〈C〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, vi.m(v), FS) (138)

where ∃vi ∈ SR(C)
(SR,H, V S, 〈C〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none.m(v), FS) (139)

where 6 ∃vi ∈ SR(C)
(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none.m(v), FS) (140)

where v = 〈o, f〉
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = v
∆f (C)(f) = q C′

q ≺ pool ∧ SR(C′) = ∅
(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, 〈o〉.m(v), FS) (141)

where fbody(C)(f) = 〈∅, ∅〉
v = 〈o, f〉
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = v
∆f (C)(f) = q C′

q ≺ pool ∧ SR(C′) = 〈o〉 6= ∅
(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H ′,MS ◦V S, ec, ( v 〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′)◦(•.m(v))◦FS) (142)

where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec 6= ∅
F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
〈o〉 = SR(C′) 6= ∅
〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ ok
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]
MS = {this→ (o, q, C, ∅, ∅)}

(SR,H,MS◦V S, ( v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈o〉′),FS)−→(SR,H ′,MS◦V S, ec, ( v 〈•〉〈o〉′′〈o〉′′′)◦FS)(143)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec 6= ∅

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ 〈o〉′ 6= ∅
〈o〉′′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi)
〈o〉′′′ = 〈o〉′ \ ok
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ( v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈〉), FS) −→ (SR,H ′, V S, 〈o〉′, FS) (144)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec 6= ∅ ∧ ev = ∅

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
ρ = true ∨ 〈o〉 6= ∅
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
〈o〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi)
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → null])]

Figure A.13: Method invocation strategies
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(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈〉, FS) −→ (SR,H ′,MS ◦ V S, ev, ( v 〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′′) ◦ FS) (145)
where H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = oi

ρ = true ∨ 〈o〉 6= ∅
〈o〉′ = unioncond(ρ, 〈o〉, oi) ∧ 〈o〉′′ = 〈o〉′ \ ok
v = 〈o, f〉 ∧ fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ev 6= ∅
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]

(SR,H, V S, v .m(v), FS)−→(SR,H ′,MS◦V S, ev, ( v 〈•〉〈〉〈o〉′) ◦ (•.m(v)) ◦ FS) (146)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧H(o) = (C,F)

fbody(C)(f) = 〈ec, ev〉 ∧ ec = ∅ ∧ ev 6= ∅
〈o〉 = SR(C) ∧ 〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ oi
MS = {this→ (o, singleton, C, ∅, ∅)}
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → oi])]

(SR,H,MS◦V S, v 〈σ〉〈(o, σ)〉〈o〉, FS) (147)

−→ (SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ev, ( v 〈•〉〈(o, σ)〉′〈o〉′)◦FS)
where 〈o〉′ = 〈o〉 \ ok

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ (oi, σi)
v = 〈o, f〉 ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = oi
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → ok])]

(SR,H,MS◦V S, v 〈σ〉〈(o, σ)〉〈〉, FS)−→(SR,H ′, V S, 〈o〉, FS) (148)
where v = 〈o, f〉 ∧H(o) = (C,F) ∧ F(f) = oi

〈(o, σ)〉′ = 〈(o, σ)〉 ∪ (oi, σi)
∀i, j : 1..n : σi > σj =⇒ i < j
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → null])]

(SR,H,MS ◦ V S, ( v 〈ρ〉〈〉〈〉), FS) −→ (SR,H ′, V S,none, FS) (149)
where v = 〈o, f〉

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′ ∧ q ≺ pool
ρ = false
o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F[f → null])]

(SR,H, V S, 〈o1, . . . , on〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, oi.m(v), FS) (150)
where H(oi) = (C,F) ∧ oi ∈ (SR(C) ∩ 〈o1, . . . , on〉)

6 ∃j : j < i ∧ oj ∈ (SR(C) ∩ 〈o1, . . . , on〉)
(SR,H, V S, 〈o1, . . . , on〉.m(v), FS) −→ (SR,H, V S,none.m(v), FS) (151)

where SR(C) ∩ 〈o〉 = ∅
(SR,H, V S,null.m(v1, . . . , vn), FS) −→ NullPE (152)
(SR,H, V S,none.m(v1, . . . , vn), FS) −→ NonePE (153)

Figure A.14: Method invocation strategies (continued)
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(SR,H, V S, o.f, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, v, FS) (154)
where o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)

F(f) = v ∧∆f (C)(f) = singleton C′

fbody(C)(f) = 〈∅, ∅〉
(SR,H, V S, o.f, FS) −→ (SR,H, V S, v , FS) (155)

where o ∈ dom(H) ∧H(o) = (C,F)
q ≺ pool ∧∆f (C)(f) = q C′

v = 〈o, f〉

Figure A.15: Reduction rules for fields.

valuemax(〈(v, σ)〉) = first( argmax
(v,σ)∈〈(v,σ)〉

(second((v, σ))))

unioncond(true, 〈v〉, vcandidate) = 〈v, vcandidate〉
unioncond(false, 〈v〉, vcandidate) = 〈v〉

Figure A.16: Auxiliary functions

in the field map of that object. Every field is actually mapped to an object refer-
ence or null, so we can recursively lean on rules 156 and 157. The combination of
these rules leads to the notion of ∆, H ` o ok, meaning that the object reference, o
is well-typed in H according to ∆. Rule 159, finally, enforces the abovementioned
rules for the entire domain of H.

(2) The Variable Stack is Well-typed With Respect To ∆

The variable stack maps local variables to values. These values, however, also
represent object references that can be obtained by querying the heap, H. Thus,
we need to state when the variable stack is consistent with the information stored
on the heap (and the previous rule set allows us to assume that this heap, in turn,
is well-typed according to ∆). These rules are shown in Figure A.18.

Rule 160 is most important. It requires the contents of a block scope (the
smallest concatenatable part of the variable stack) to be typed consistently with
the heap, H. Every local variable, xi must be typed as Ti and the value it contains
must also be typed as Ti at the heap. Rule 161 treats the trivial case, stating that
an empty variable stack (or an empty part of it) is well-typed with respect to H and
∆. Rules 162 and 163 further extend these notions towards stack concatenation
with empty scopes and block scopes, respectively.

(3) The Service Registry is Well-typed With Respect To ∆

Our service registry, SR, does not contain object references that are not already
present at the heap. We can thus lean on Rule 158 and state that all object
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T ≺ τ
H(o) = (T,F)

∆ ` C ok
T = q C

(156)
∆, H ` o : τ

T = q C ∆ ` C ok
(157)

∆, H ` null : T

H(o) = (T,F) ∧ T = q C

dom(F) = dom(∆f (C)) = f1 . . . fn

∆, H ` F(fi) : ∆f (C)(fi) ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(158)

∆, H ` o ok

dom(H) = {o1, . . . , on}
∆, H ` o1 ok . . .∆, H ` on ok

(159)
∆ ` H ok

Figure A.17: The Heap is well-typed with respect to ∆

∆, H ` v1 : T1 . . .∆, H ` vn : Tn

BS = {x1 → (v1, T1, ec, ev), . . . , xn → (vn, Tn, ec, ev)}
(160)

∆, H ` BS ok

(161)
∆, H ` [] ok

∆, H ` V S ok
(162)

∆, H ` [] ◦ V S ok

∆, H ` BS ok ∆, H `MS ◦ V S ok
(163)

∆, H ` (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S ok

Figure A.18: The Variable Stack is well-typed with respect to ∆

references are well-typed. But we still need to enforce that a service query such
as SR(C) returns only those references of which the class type conforms to C.
These rules are shown in Figure A.19. Rule 164 requires the codomain of SR,
{o1, . . . , on} to contain only object references that are well-typed, as enforced by
Rule 158. But that is not sufficient, as this still allows the addition of well-typed
object references that do not conform to C. Therefore, we also lean on Rule 156 to
enforce that the type of each object reference in SR(C) conforms to C. Rule 165
extends this requirement to all class types in the domain of SR.

Note that well-typedness of the service registry can be shown independent of
the variable stack V S, even in the face of local pool variables. This is because the
service registry does not map variable names or field names to concrete values.
Rather, it maps class types to object references. The class types (the domain
of SR) can be shown well-typed by leaning on ∆. The object references (the
codomain of SR) can be shown well-typed by leaning on well-typedness of the
heap, H. The variable stack can thus be ignored for these rules.
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SR(C) = o1 . . . on

∆, H ` o1 ok . . . ∆, H ` on ok

C1 ≺ C, . . . , Cn ≺ C
∆, H ` o1 : q1 C1 . . . ∆, H ` on : qn Cn

(164)
∆, H,` SR(C) ok

dom(SR) ⊆ dom(∆)

dom(SR) = {C1, . . . , Cn}
C1 ∈ dom(∆) . . . Cn ∈ dom(∆)

(165)
∆, H ` SR ok

Figure A.19: The Service Registry is well-typed with respect to ∆

(4) Frame Stack Typing with respect to ∆, H , SR, and V S

Before we can type the frame stack, FS, we need rules for determining the context
in which a closed frame, CF , reduces. These rules are the same as in Middleweight
Java [20] because our service registry, SR, is not seen as part of the evaluation
context. We query it explicitly based on a class type. It is not used to access
object references. We briefly explain the context collapsing function here for com-
pleteness. Note that field hiding is not supported by neither MJ nor MSJ.

ctx({}, []) = {}
ctx({}, ({} ◦MS) ◦ V S) = ctx({},MS ◦ V S)

ctx({}, (BS[x→ v, T, ec, ev] ◦MS) ◦ V S) = ctx({}, (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S) ∪ {x→ T}(1)

ctx(H[o→ T,F], V S) = ctx(H,V S) ∪ {o→ T}(2)

(1) where x 6∈ dom(BS) ∧ x 6∈ dom(ctx({}), (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S)
(2) where o 6∈ dom(H)

The rules mentioned above allow to construct the context in which a closed frame
is reduced. Such a closed frame is an expression (or a statement) and it must evi-
dently be typed as well. Our expression and statement typing rules only partially
fullfil that request. Indeed, our operational semantics have introduced a number
of new expressions for which we still have to introduce typing rules. Figure A.20
shows the additional typing rules.

Frame Stack Typing. Figure A.21 shows how a frame stack, FS can be typed.
Note that these rules do not refer to the service registry. This is because the
service registry does not add information to the evaluation context that is not
already captured by the heap, H.
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o : C ∈ Γ ∆ ` Γ ok ` ∆ ok
(166)

∆; Γ ` o : C
• : C ∈ Γ ∆ ` Γ ok ` ∆ ok

(167)
∆; Γ ` • : C

〈o〉 = om+1 . . . on ∆; Γ ` σ : int ∆; Γ ` x : T

T = q C q ≺ pool

C1 ≺ C . . . Cm ≺ C,Cm+1 ≺ C . . . Cn ≺ C
∆; Γ ` σ1 : int . . .∆; Γ ` σm : int

〈(o, σ)〉 = (o1, σ1) . . . (om, σm)

∆; Γ ` o1 : singleton C1 . . .∆; Γ ` om : singleton Cm

∆; Γ ` o′m+1 : singleton Cm+1 . . .∆; Γ ` on : singleton Cn
(168)

∆; Γ ` x〈σ〉〈(o, σ)〉〈o〉 : T

〈o′〉 = om+1 . . . on ∆; Γ ` ρ : bool ∆; Γ ` x : T

T = q C q ≺ pool

C1 ≺ C . . . Cm ≺ C,Cm+1 ≺ C . . . Cn ≺ C
〈o〉 = o1 . . . om

∆; Γ ` o1 : singleton C1 . . .∆; Γ ` om : singleton Cm

∆; Γ ` o′m+1 : singleton Cm+1 . . .∆; Γ ` on : singleton Cn
(169)

∆; Γ ` x〈ρ〉〈o〉〈o′〉 : T

〈o〉 = om+1 . . . on ∆; Γ ` σ : int v = 〈o, f〉
∆; Γ ` o : Cf q ≺ pool ∆f (Cf )(f) = q C

C1 ≺ C . . . Cm ≺ C,Cm+1 ≺ C . . . Cn ≺ C
∆; Γ ` σ1 : int . . .∆; Γ ` σm : int

〈(o, σ)〉 = (o1, σ1) . . . (om, σm)

∆; Γ ` o1 : singleton C1 . . .∆; Γ ` om : singleton Cm

∆; Γ ` o′m+1 : singleton Cm+1 . . .∆; Γ ` on : singleton Cn
(170)

∆; Γ ` v 〈σ〉〈(o, σ)〉〈o〉 : T

〈o′〉 = om+1 . . . on ∆; Γ ` ρ : bool v = 〈o, f〉
∆; Γ ` o : Cf q ≺ pool ∆f (Cf )(f) = q C

C1 ≺ C . . . Cm ≺ C,Cm+1 ≺ C . . . Cn ≺ C
〈o〉 = o1 . . . om

∆; Γ ` o1 : singleton C1 . . .∆; Γ ` om : singleton Cm

∆; Γ ` o′m+1 : singleton Cm+1 . . .∆; Γ ` on : singleton Cn
(171)

∆; Γ ` v 〈ρ〉〈o〉〈o′〉 : T

Figure A.20: Additional expressions require additional typing rules
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(172)
∆, H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ [] ` [] : τ → τ

∆, H,MS ◦ V S ` FS : void→ τ
(173)

∆, H, (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S ` ({}) ◦ FS : τ ′ → τ

∆, H, V S ` FS : τ → τ ′
(174)

∆, H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S ` (return •; ) ◦ FS : τ → τ ′

H,V S ` FS : τ → τ ′

∆; ctx(H,MS ◦ V S) ` e : τ
(175)

∆, H,MS ◦ V S ` (return e) ◦ FS : τ ′′ → τ ′

x 6∈ dom(BS ◦MS)

∆, H, (BS[→ (null, T, ec, ev)] ◦MS) ◦ V S ` FS : void→ τ
(176)

H, (BS ◦MS) ◦ V S ` (T x ec ev) ◦ FS : τ ′ → τ

∆, H, V S ` (s1) ◦ (s2 . . . sn) ◦ FS : τ → τ ′
(177)

∆, H, V S ` (s1s2 . . . sn) ◦ FS : τ → τ ′

OF 6= (return •; )

H,V S ` FS : τ → τ ′

∆; ctx(H,V S), • : T ` OF : τ
(178)

∆, H, V S ` OF ◦ FS : T → τ ′

H,V S ` FS : τ → τ ′

∆; ctx(H,V S) ` CF : τ

CF 6= (return e; ) ∨ ({}) ∨ s1 . . . sn n > 1 ∨ C x
(179)

∆, H, V S ` CF ◦ FS : τ ′′ → τ ′

Figure A.21: Frame stack typing
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A.3 Compilation – ServiceJnome

The compilation of a ServiceJ application to an equivalent Java application is
discussed in three subsequent steps:

1. Section A.3.1 describes how ServiceJ source code is turned into an Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) by means of a lexer and a parser. We explain how this
AST is subsequently transformed into an instance of the ServiceJ metamodel.

2. Section A.3.2 shows how this metamodel instance is transformed into an
instance of the Java metamodel with conservation of the semantics specified
by the formal reduction rules of ServiceJ.

3. Section A.3.3 finalizes the transformation by showing how the metamodel
instance is turned into regular Java source code that can be compiled with
a Java compiler.

Figure A.22: Overview of the ServiceJ compilation process

A.3.1 From Source Code to Metamodel Instance

The first step of the compilation process feeds the source code to our Lexer and
Parser so as to build an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) representation of the Ser-
viceJ application. Both the Lexer and the Parser were automatically generated by
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AnTLR [146], a tool that generates LL(k) parsers based on the grammar definition
of a programming language. AnTLR avoids redundancies in language definitions
by allowing language developers to extend or override existing language definitions.
The grammar of ServiceJ, represented as servicej.g in Figure A.22, is defined as an
extension of the existing Java grammar definition, but overrides rules for member
variable definitions, local variables, expressions, etcetera.

An abstract syntax tree is a tokenized representation of the source code. It
is hard to transform a ServiceJ AST into an equivalent Java AST because these
ASTs lack knowledge about the semantics of the programming language in which
the source code is written. What we need is a representation of the source code
that (1) allows to easily query and manipulate the source code model and that
(2) fosters the semantics of the modelled programming language. To see this,
consider the compilation of a method invocation in ServiceJ. We already indicated
in Section 3.8.4 on page 64 that the transformation of such an invocation is entirely
driven by the semantics of the invocation target. If the target is a pool variable,
then we need to inject code for service retrieval and injection, but nothing needs to
be done when the target is a regular Java variable. An AST representation of such
an invocation contains tokens for modelling the invocation target and the method
call, but it does not relate that invocation target to the definition of the referred
field or variable. Such queries require knowledge about the lookup strategy and the
scoping rules that are embedded in the semantics of the programming language,
but these semantics are not incorporated in an AST. Given that such syntax
trees are too low-level for transforming ServiceJ applications to equivalent Java
applications, we first transform an AST into an instance of the ServiceJ metamodel
before proceeding with the transformation.

A metamodel of a programming language is a hierarchy of classes describing
the language concepts that are provided by that programming language. It incor-
porates the full semantics of the modelled programming language and can thus
provide functionality for querying and manipulating metamodel instances while
taking into account the scoping rules that are imposed by the modelled program-
ming language. Taking again the example of a method invocation, the metamodel
class that represents a method invocation offers functionality for verifying whether
the invocation target is qualified as pool. But a metamodel is also useful for ma-
nipulating the source code of an application. It is possible to build a metamodel
representation of a source application and then change, add or remove elements
of that metamodel instance. During the transformation from ServiceJ to Java, we
will use queries while traversing the ServiceJ metamodel instance so as to build
an equivalent Java metamodel instance that no longer contains traces of ServiceJ
language constructs. Before explaining how that transformation is implemented,
we first give an overview of the design of the ServiceJ metamodel.
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Design of the ServiceJ Metamodel. Object-oriented pro-
gramming languages generally have overlapping concepts and
features. Building a separate metamodel for each of them would
result in a lot of code duplication. Similar to AnTLR, which
allows the definition of a language extension to be defined as
an extension of a more general language definition, our meta-
model is defined as an extension of an existing metamodel hierarchy. Redun-
dancy of metamodelling concepts is thus avoided by collecting common function-
ality in a general metamodel for object-oriented programming languages. This
metamodel is called Chameleon and it has been developed by van Dooren et al.
[124]. Chameleon is language-independent and allows language-specific metamod-
els to inherit common functionality by extending its classes. These metamodels
also introduce new classes that represent features that are specific to the lan-
guage being modelled. We have introduced a metamodel, called ServiceJnome.
This metamodel is an extension of Jnome, the metamodel for the Java program-
ming language [124]. ServiceJnome introduces additional qualifiers (Pool and
Sequence), additional expressions (WhereClause and OrderbyClause) and session
blocks (SessionBlockStatement). Those classes extend existing Jnome classes
and override functionality so as to incorporate the semantics of ServiceJ.

Figure A.23: Building the metamodel representation of a pool variable

We discuss the details of transforming ServiceJ ASTs into metamodel instances
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by means of the example depicted in Figure A.23. It shows how the AST represen-
tation of a member variable of a type (i.e. a field) is transformed into an instance
of the MemberVariable metamodel class.

The ServiceJMetamodelFactory class provides an operation getMetamodel
that allows to retrieve the metamodel representation of a set of ServiceJ source
files. The implementation of that method first leans upon the generated lexer
and parser so as to retrieve an AST. An instance of ServiceJFactory is then
used to incrementally build the metamodel representation of the AST. This is
done by retrieving transformers from the ServiceJFactory. Each transformer
is specialized in transforming a part of an AST into the equivalent metamodel
construct.

We have reused most of the transformers from the JavaFactory of Jnome. The
ServiceJFactory (1) extends JavaFactory with additional methods for request-
ing transformers that transform language constructs introduced by ServiceJ, and
(2) overrides methods that must return ServiceJ-specific transformers that trans-
form existing Java concepts differently than the Jnome transformer. An example
of the latter is shown in Figure A.23: the getMemberVariableTransformer() op-
eration of JavaFactory is overridden at the level of ServiceJFactory so as to
retrieve the specialized SJMemVariableTransformer rather than the more general
transformer, MemberVariableTransformer, that is provided by Jnome. This is
necessary because the latter transformer does not understand the specifics of pool
variables and their accompanying where and orderby clauses.

The transformation of an AST subtree into the equivalent metamodel rep-
resentation is carried out inside the transform method of a transformer. The
transform operation of the SJMemVariableTransformer class, for instance, checks
if the member variable is a pool variable or a regular Java variable by verifying
whether the given AST part contains the pool or sequence qualifier as a token. In
absence of those tokens, that subtree is transformed using the more general trans-
former, MemberVariableTransformer, which was already defined at the level of
Jnome. Reuse is possible here, because the semantics of non-pool fields in Java and
ServiceJ are the same. But if the subtree does contain the pool or sequence qual-
ifiers, then the transformation is carried out at the level of the ServiceJ metamodel
using SJMemVariableTransformer, which performs two additional steps:

1. An instance of the Pool class is attached to the newly created instance of
the ServiceJMemberVariable class. This allows us to differentiate pool
variables from regular Java variables during the metamodel transformation
phase, which is discussed in Section A.3.2.

2. The where and orderby clauses, if any, must be transformed to their meta-
model representations: instances of the WhereClause and OrderbyClause.
The transform operation of the SJMemVariableTransformer class therefore
uses the ServiceJFactory to retrieve instances of the WhereTransformer
and OrderbyTransformer, two transformers that were introduced at the
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level of the ServiceJ metamodel. The transform operation of those trans-
formers builds a metamodel representation of these expressions and attaches
them to the ServiceJMemberVariable instance.

As explained above, the WhereTransformer and the OrderbyTransformer
are called by the SJMemVariableTransformer to build their parts of the meta-
model. But that transformer, in turn, is called by the transform operation of
the TypeTransformer. The TypeTransformer uses the ServiceJFactory to re-
trieve the SJMemVariableTransformer and instructs it to build the correct meta-
model representation of all its fields. As explained by means of Figure A.23, the
SJMemVariableTransformer first transforms such a field and then adds it to the
correct Type. Though not shown in Figure A.23, the TypeTransformer also leans
on other transformers, for instance, to build the metamodel representation of its
methods. Not surprisingly, those transformers in turn rely on other transformers
to build the representation of the building blocks of that method. This strategy of
deferring the transformation of a component before its subcomponents have been
fully transformed allows us to maximally reuse the transformers that were already
defined by Jnome.

A.3.2 ServiceJ-to-Java Metamodel Transformation

At this point, we have a metamodel in which service dependencies are explicitized:
pool variables are represented by the ServiceJ-level ServiceJMemberVariable
class that contains the Pool qualifier, whereas regular variables are represented
by the Jnome-level MemberVariable class that does not carry that qualifier. Ad-
ditionally, the modelled language semantics allow to verify –by means of the cor-
rect scoping rules– whether or not an invocation target is qualified as a pool. If
the target is a pool, then the ServiceJ metamodel allows to easily retrieve the
constraints (where) and valuation functions (orderby) that were attached to the
definition of the ServiceJMemberVariable using the inspectors getWhereClause
and getOrderbyClause, respectively. The challenge in this section is to use these
queries so as to turn a ServiceJ metamodel instance into an equivalent Java meta-
model instance. Again, we explain the metamodel transformation process by
means of examples because a full analysis of the algorithm would lead us too
far. We first show how the definition of a member variable is transformed and
then, we transform a method invocation on a constrained pool field.

(a) Transformation of a ServiceJ pool field

The transformation of a ServiceJ pool field is depicted in Figure A.24. We start
from the definition of the pool variable in the ServiceJ source application:

private pool Printer p;
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Our Lexer and Parser build an AST that is transformed into a ServiceJ metamodel
instance, as described in Section A.3.1. This triggers a SJMemVarTransformer to
create a new ServiceJPoolMemberVariable instance. Instances of the Pool and
Private classes are attached to it so as to model the qualifiers of the member
variable that appear in the source code. Also, a JavaTypeReference is attached
to the ServiceJPoolMemberVariable. This type reference allows us to retrieve
the type of the pool field.

Figure A.24: Transformation of a ServiceJ pool variable to a Java variable

When given a ServiceJPoolMemberVariable instance as input, the ServiceJ-
to-Java transformer creates a new MemberVariable containing a clone of the
Private instance and the JavaTypeReference instance. The Pool instance is
removed because that qualifier is not recognized by Java and is hence not mod-
elled in Jnome. The pool qualifier is replaced by an initialization expression for
the MemberVariable. This expression is a ConstructorInvocation that contains
one ActualParameter, which represents a ClassLiteral. These three instances
represent the following Java code:

new org.servicej.decoration.PoolDecorator<Printer>(Printer.class);

This code explains why pool variables must not be initialized by programmers.
The initialization code of those variables is injected transparently by our compiler.
The JavaTypeReference of the ServiceJ metamodel instance is used to create a
ClassLiteral of the proper type (Printer.class) and that ClassLiteral is
used by the PoolDecorator to retrieve the proper kind of services when a service
pool must be constructed. As imposed by the reduction rules of our operational
semantics, pool construction, coercion and injection are deferred until the pool
field figures as the target of a method invocation. This situation is discussed next.
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Figure A.25: Transformation of a constrained method invocation

(b) Transformation of a method invocation on a constrained pool field

Figure A.24 shows that a pool field is eventually transformed into a regular Java
field of type PoolDecorator<T> where the generic type1 T represents the static
type of the former pool variable. This Java variable contains initialization code
that allows the PoolDecorator field to retrieve the proper type of services when
it appears as an invocation target. This situation is shown in Figure A.25.

Assume one of the methods of the PrinterClient of Figure A.26 contains the
following method invocation on a constrained pool variable:

p where(p.getPagesPerMinute()>20).print();

Again, the ServiceJ Lexer and Parser build an AST that is transformed by the
1Neither ServiceJnome nor Jnome provide metamodel constructs for modelling generic types.

Rather than extending the metamodels with support for generics, we have chosen to simulate
generic types in the transformation classes. This does not affect the transformed Java code.
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input module of the metamodel (as described in Section A.3.1). Among oth-
ers, this leads to the creation of a WhereExpression. This instance refers to an
InfixOperator that represents the “>” operator. Dependants of that instance
represent the lefthand side and the righthand side of the infix expression.

The transformation algorithm can easily detect that the invocation target of the
print call is qualified as a pool target. We must now see to it that the pool variable
to which p refers is (1) initialized such that it contains the right type of services,
and (2) coerced such that all remaining services satisfy the where constraint. The
resulting Jnome metamodel instance that represents this retrieval and coercion is
complex, but the resulting code output shown in the lower part of Figure A.25 is
more comprehensible. It shows how the where constraint has been transformed
into a method eval accepting a service candidate of type Printer. The method
is encapsulated in an anonymous inner class of type Where<printers.Printer>
that is added to the relevant PoolDecorator using the setWhereClause operation.
Transforming to an inner type is in this case allowed by our reduction rules for
field coercion, although this strategy is forbidden when local pool variables appear
as actual arguments, or in a return statement. The details of these restrictions
are rather complex: they deal with the volatile availability of information that is
kept inside block scopes and method scopes; we refer to Section 3.8.2 for more
information about these advanced reduction strategies.

Figure A.26: Runtime behaviour of the inject operation

The setWhereClause operation is immediately followed by a call to inject.
This operation performs just-in-time service retrieval, pool coercion and service
injection. This is depicted in Figure A.26. The PoolDecorator calls the OSGi
Service Registry and provides (1) the service type and (2) the inner type represent-
ing the where constraint. The registry performs a service retrieval and constrains
the result set (the technical details of this operation are discussed in Section 4.3).
Then, a service is selected from that result set, and returned to the PoolDecorator,
which returns it to the PrinterClient. The latter uses this service reference to
invoke the print operation.

A.3.3 Metamodel Output and Java Compilation.

Once the equivalent Jnome metamodel instance of a ServiceJ metamodel repre-
sentation has been constructed, the Jnome code writer can be used to create Java
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source files. These source files can evidently be compiled by the Java compiler and
the resulting bytecode can be run on the standard Java Virtual Machine.

It is important to see that the entire transformation and compilation process
can interpreted as a black box consuming ServiceJ source files and producing Java
bytecode. No programmer intervention is required during the construction of the
metamodel, its transformation to Java, or the compilation of the resulting Java
code.



Appendix B
Implicit Service Interactions
Formalization

Chapter Summary

Section 6.5 on page 144 explained the operational semantics of Middleweight
EventJ by means of figures and examples, arguing that a formalization in full
detail would be too complex for the main text. In this appendix, we provide the
full formalization of the composite event detector of EventJ. Section B.1 discusses
inference and well-formedness of EventJ applications. Section B.2 discusses the
operational semantics of Middleweight EventJ.
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B.1 MEJ – Inference and Well-formedness

This section describes the typing of EventJ expressions and statements. First,
we give more information about the Middleweight EventJ syntax as well as its
subtyping relation (Section B.1.1). Section B.1.2 discusses method, constructor
and field types. Section B.1.3 and Section B.1.4 introduce the typing rules for
expressions and statements, respectively. Finally, Section B.1.5 introduces rules
that verify whether an EventJ program is well-typed according to its class table, ∆.

B.1.1 Syntax, Types and Subtyping

Figure B.1 contains the syntax definition of Middleweight EventJ. This definition
largely resembles that of MJ, but it extends the notion of a type to a class type
(C) and an event type (C.E). We use Θ to refer to those situations in which it
does not matter whether a type is a class type or an event type. We reuse τ as an
identifier for either a type, Θ, or void. We do not allow fields or local variables to
cache event occurrences; only CEVs can do that.

EventJ — Program, Definitions and Types

p ::= cd1 . . . cdn; s τ ::= void | T
cd ::= class C extends C { fd ctor md ed od} Θ ::= C | C.E
fd ::= C f ; T ::= Θ | bool

ctor ::= C(Θ x){ super(e1, . . . , ek); s1 . . . sl }
md ::= τ m(Θ x){s}
ed ::= class C.E extends C.E{fd ctor md}
od ::= observe obsid(C x) where(e){cev corr eca}
cev ::= C.E c where e correlation(id){e}{e};
eca ::= on onid(ECL) where(e){s}
corr ::= correlator C id;

EventJ — Expressions and Statements

e ::= null | (C)e | e.f | x | pe
pe ::= new C(e) | e.m(e)
s ::= ; | pe; | e.f = e; | x = e; | {s1 . . . sn} | C x; | return e;

| if (e == e){s1 . . . sk} else {sk+1 . . . sn}
| publish e;

Event Composition Language (simplified)

ECL = cev | ECL&&ECL | ECL||ECL

Figure B.1: MEJ Syntax Definition

We reuse the concept of promotable expressions from MJ [20]. Such expressions
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are promoted to statemens when appended with a semicolon. Their actual argu-
ments may be typed as events in MEJ. We also introduce the publish statement,
which exists only in the formal model because we did not study event publication
in detail. Our viewpoint is that of the event consumer.

The event composition language is isolated inside the on clause. This is done
in order to make the sublanguage extensible. A composite event specification
is a (recursive) combination of constrained event variables (cev) and composition
operators. Such a CEV is defined by (1) a type, (2) a name (3) a where clause and
(4) a correlation clause that points to a correlator variable. Using a correlator
variable, a CEV or a CSV outside the limits of an observe block triggers the
compiler to signal a syntax error.

Subtyping. Introduction of event types next to class types complicates the se-
mantics of the subtyping relation, as shown in Figure B.2. Rules 180–183 are
inherited from Middleweight Java. Rule 184 indicates that event subtyping is
reflexive, Rule 185 takes the event class declaration to define direct subtyping,
Rule 186 extends direct subtyping (≺1) towards indirect subtyping (≺). Rule 187,
finally, shows that event subtyping is transitive. It is interesting to note that we
have deliberately made event types and class types incompatible. An event type
can never extend a class type and vice versa. This immediately means that non-
events can never be published, and that events can never be treated as part of
the state of a class (we will enforce this later by statically disallowing fields to be
typed with an event type).

(180)
C ≺ C

class C1 extends C2 {. . .} ∈ p
(181)

C1 ≺1 C2

C1 ≺1 C2
(182)

C1 ≺ C2

C1 ≺ C2 C2 ≺ C3
(183)

C1 ≺ C3

(184)
C.E ≺ C.E

class C1.E1 extends C2.E2 {. . .} ∈ p
(185)

C1.E1 ≺1 C2.E2

C1.E1 ≺1 C2.E3
(186)

C1.E1 ≺ C2.E2

C1.E1 ≺ C2.E2 C2.E2 ≺ C3.E3
(187)

C1.E1 ≺ C3.E3

Figure B.2: MEJ Subtyping relation

B.1.2 Method, Constructor and Field Typing

Middleweight Java introduces a class table, ∆, to store typing information about
methods (∆m), fields (∆f ) and constructors (∆c) inside a class C. We extend the
class table with typing information about the members inside an event. The type
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of a method m in an event C.E, for instance, is written ∆m(C)(E)(m). In what
follows, we explain the formal definitions of these lookup functions.

Method Type Lookup for Classes. Finding the method m of a class C is
straightforward. If the method is introduced (or overridden) at the level of C,
then the result is equal to the method type T → τ : simply accessing the class
table via ∆m(C)(m) will yield that result. When the method is inherited (and
not overridden), the information is not readily available. ∆m returns the method
type by accessing the typing information of the superclass, C ′, or recursively, by
accessing a more distant superclass.

∆m(C)(m)
def
=

{
Θ→ τ ∃i : 1 . . . n such that mdi = τ m(Θ x){. . .}
∆m(C ′)(m) m 6∈ md1 . . .mdn

(B.1)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
md = md1 . . .mdn

Method Type Lookup for Events. Finding the method type inside an event
class C.E is slightly more complex given the structure of our class table. The
definition is shown below, using C as a shorthand for the extends keyword. The
first case holds if the C.E is defined in C and if that class introduces a method
m. The second case holds if E is not defined at the level of C (thus, the event
definition is inherited from a super class). We recursively visit superclasses until
we have found the definition of E. The third case, finally, holds if E is found and
when it does not contain a definition of m. The method is then found by looking
at the superclass, C.E′, where D indicates that this class might be found in a class
other than C.

∆m(C)(E)(m)
def
=



Θ→ τ ∃i : 1 . . . n such that
edi = class C.E C D.E′{fd′ ctor′ md′}
md′ = md′1 . . .md

′
k

∃j : 1 . . . k : md′j = τ m(Θ x){. . .}
∆m(C ′)(E)(m) E 6∈ ed1 . . . edn

∆m(D)(E′)(m) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that
edi = class C.E C D.E′{fd′ ctor′ md′}
md′ = md′1 . . .md

′
k

∀j : 1 . . . k : md′j 6= m

(B.2)
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where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ed = ed1 . . . edn

Constructor Type Lookup for classes. The type of a constructor is easy to
find in MJ, so it is also easy to find in MEJ. Note that neither of the two models
supports method overloading.

∆c(C)
def
= Θ1, . . . ,Θn (B.3)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ctor = C(Θ1 x1, . . . ,Θn xn){. . .}

Constructor Type Lookup for Events. The type of an event constructor is
slightly harder to find because the constructor of an event typed E is not necessar-
ily available in C. The formalization is shown below, where the first case applies
if E is defined in C and the second case holds if C inherits E from a superclass.

∆c(C)(E)
def
=


Θ1, . . . ,Θn ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

edi = class E C E′{fd ctor md}
ctor = E(Θ1 x1, . . .Θn xn)

∆c(C ′)(E) otherwise

(B.4)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ed = ed1 . . . edn

Field Type Lookup for Classes. The type of a field can be retrieved by looking
at the class table for C. If it is not found there, it can be found by (recursively)
looking at the field table of a super class.

∆f (C)(f)
def
=

{
C ′′ ∃i : 1 . . . n : fdi = C ′′ f and ∆f (C ′)(f) ↑
∆f (C ′)(f) otherwise

(B.5)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
fd = fd1 . . . fdn

Field Type Lookup for Events. The nested definition of event types renders
field typing for events more difficult. The formalization is shown below, where the
first case holds if the field is defined in C.E, where E is defined in C itself. The
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second case holds if E is defined at the level of a superclass of C (such that C
inherites the event definition). The third case holds if E does not have a field f .
In that case, we look at the superclass of E, which may very well be defined in
another class, as indicated by D.

∆f (C)(E)(f)
def
=



C ′′ ∃i : 1 . . . n such that
edi = class C.E C C.E′{fd′ ctor′ md′}
fd
′

= fd′1 . . . fd
′
k

∃j : 1 . . . k : fd′j = C ′′ f ∧∆f (C)(E′)(f) ↑
∆f (C ′)(E)(f) ∀i : 1 . . . n : edi 6= class C.E C C ′.E′{. . .}
∆f (D)(E′)(f) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

edi = class C.E C D.E′{fd′ ctor′ md′}
∀j : 1 . . . k : fd′j 6= f

(B.6)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ed = ed1 . . . edn

Observe Block Type Lookup. Middleweight EventJ introduces the observe
block as a new member category for classes. We need to store typing information
about those blocks as well, where the type of an observe block is defined as
C = C1 . . . Cn. Similar to a constructor type, these types refer to the types of the
formal arguments (the constrained subject variables, or CSVs). An observe block
can only be defined inside a class, not inside an event, so the formal definition is
straightforward:

∆o(C)(obs)
def
=


C ∃i : 1 . . . n : odi = observe obs(C x)

where(e){cev corr eca}
∆o(C ′)(obs) otherwise

(B.7)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
od = od1 . . . odn

CEV Type Lookup for Observers in a Class. An observe block may intro-
duce one or more constrained event variables (CEVs), so we want to be able to
retrieve the type of those variables as well. The definition is straightforward, but
takes into account that observe blocks may be inherited from superclasses.
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∆cev(C)(obs)(c)
def
=



C ′′.E ∃i : 1 . . . n : odi = observe obs(C x)
where(e){cev corr eca}

cev = cev1 . . . cevk

∃j : 1 . . . k : cevj = C ′′.E c . . . ;
∆cev(C ′)(obs)(c) otherwise

(B.8)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
od = od1 . . . odn

Correlator Type Lookup for Observers in a Class. An observe block may
introduce one or more constrained event variables (CEVs), each having an optional
correlation clause that refers to correlator variables. We want to be able to
retrieve the type of those correlator variables as well. The definition is again
straightforward, but takes into account that observe blocks may be inherited
from superclasses.

∆corr(C)(obs)(id)
def
=



C ′′ ∃i : 1 . . . n : odi = observe obs(C x)
where(e){cev corr eca}

corr = corr1 . . . corrk

∃j : 1 . . . k : corrj = C ′′ id;
∆corr(C ′)(obs)(id) otherwise

(B.9)

where class C extends C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
od = od1 . . . odn

Well-typed Programs. We can use the class table, ∆, to look for typing infor-
mation, but we cannot yet be sure that this information is consistent. Therefore,
we introduce a number of additional rules concerning well-formedness. Let us
first start with rules that tell when a type is well-formed with respect to its class
table, ∆. The rules are shown in Figure B.3.

Rule 188 tells that a class type is well-formed if it is contained in ∆. Rule 189
indicates that void is always well-formed, even though it does not appear in ∆.
This is the only well-formed type not contained in ∆.

Rule 190 states that a type C.E is well-formed if C is well-formed and if E
appears in ∆ inside the typing context of C (E ∈ dom(∆(C))). Rule 191 handles
the well-formedness of method types and takes into account that formal arguments
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C ∈ dom(∆)
(188)

∆ ` C ok
(189)

∆ ` void ok

∆ ` C ok E ∈ dom(∆(C))
(190)

∆ ` C.E ok

∆ ` Θ1 . . .Θn ok ∆ ` τ ok
(191)

∆ ` Θ1 . . .Θn → τ ok

∆ ` C1 ok . . .∆ ` Cn ok
(192)

∆ ` C1 . . . Cn ok

Figure B.3: Well-formedness of types with respect to ∆

may be event types. Rule 192 expands well-formedness to type sequences that we
use for observe blocks and constructors.

Figure B.4 introduces rules for stating when a program is well-formed with
respect to its class table, ∆. The rules check method typing of methods, fields,
constructors, events, and observe blocks. They lean on rules defined in Figure B.3.

Rule 193 requires the types of all fields of a class to be well-formed (which
means that they have to be in dom(∆)). Rule 194 treats event typing and requires
the types of all formal arguments as well as the return type to be well-formed. The
rule treats overridden methods and requires the method type, µ, to be the same
as the method type of the overridden method. Rule 195 checks well-typedness
for methods that are not overridden. Rule 196 checks well-formedness of method
types for classes when a method is overridden and Rule 197 does the same when
the method is not overridden.

Rule 198 verifies well-formedness for observe blocks that are overridden from a
superclass. Rule 199 does the same for observe blocks that are newly introduced
at the level of a class C. Both rules also check whether the CEVs are well-formed
(requiring that their event type be present in the domain of ∆). If all those blocks
are well-formed, then we say that ∆o(C) ok, as indicated by Rule 200.

Rule 201 checks whether the method type, µ, of all methods in an event class
C.E is well-formed. The rule leans on rules 194 and 195. Rule 202 checks whether
the fields of an event are well-formed with respect to ∆. It leans on rules defined
in Figure B.3.

Finally, Rule 203 tells when an event is well-formed with respect to ∆, and
Rule 204 leans on that rule to state when the entire class table is well-formed.
The judgment ` ∆ ok is essential for the remainder of this formalization.

B.1.3 Expression Typing

The rules for expression typing are shown in Figure B.5; they resemble those of MJ,
so we only give a brief overview here. Rule 205 types accesses to local variables.
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dom(∆f (C)) = f1 . . . fn ∆ ` ∆f (C)(f1) ok . . .∆ ` ∆f (C)(f1) ok
(193)

∆ ` ∆f (C) ok

µ = µ′

C.E ≺1 C.E
′

∆m(C)(E)(m) = µ

∆m(C)(E′)(m) = µ′
(194)

∆ ` C.E.m ok

∆ ` µ ok

m 6∈ dom(∆m(C.E′))

C.E ≺1 C.E
′

∆m(C)(E)(m) = µ
(195)

∆ ` C.E.m ok

µ = µ′

C ≺1 C
′

∆m(C)(m) = µ

∆ ` µ ok

∆m(C′)(m) = µ′
(196)

∆ ` C.m ok

C ≺1 C
′

∆ ` µ ok

m 6∈ dom(∆m(C′))

∆m(C)(m) = µ
(197)

∆ ` C.m ok

dom(∆cev(C)(obs)) = c1 . . . cn

∆o(C)(obs) = C

∆o(C
′)(obs) = C

′

C ≺1 C
′

C = C
′

∆ ` C ok

∆ ` ∆cev(C)(obs)(c1) ok . . .∆ ` ∆cev(C)(obs)(cn) ok
(198)

∆ ` C.obs ok

C ≺1 C
′

∆ ` C ok

∆o(C)(obs) = C

obs 6∈ dom(∆m(C′))

dom(∆cev(C)(obs)) = c1 . . . cn

∆ ` ∆cev(C)(obs)(c1) ok . . .∆ ` ∆cev(C)(obs)(cn) ok
(199)

∆ ` C.obs ok

dom(∆o(C)) = obs1 . . . obsn

∆ ` C.obs1 ok . . .∆ ` C.obsn ok
(200)

∆ ` ∆o(C) ok

dom(∆m(C)(E)) = m1 . . .mn

∆ ` C.E.m1 ok . . .∆ ` C.E.mn ok
(201)

∆ ` ∆m(C)(E) ok

dom(∆f (C)(E)) = f1 . . . fn

∆ ` ∆f (C)(E)(f1) ok . . .∆ ` ∆f (C)(E)(fn) ok
(202)

∆ ` ∆f (C)(E) ok

∆ ` ∆m(C)(E) ok ∆ ` ∆f (C)(E) ok ∆ ` ∆c(C)(E) ok
(203)

∆ ` ∆(C)(E) ok

∀C ∈ dom(∆) : ∀E ∈ dom(∆(C)) : ∆ ` ∆(C)(E) ok

∀C ∈ dom(∆) : ∆ ` ∆f (C) ok ∧∆ ` ∆c(C) ok ∧∆ ` ∆m(C) ok ∧∆ ` ∆o ok
(204)

` ∆ ok

Figure B.4: Well-typed programs with respect to ∆
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Rule 206 indicates that null can have any class type (C) or event type (C.E),
as generalized by Θ. Rule 207 types field accesses and states that a field access
can never be typed with an event type (fields are not allowed to cache events).
Rules 208, 209 and 210 treat casting. Rule 211 indicates that both the formal
arguments as well as the return type of a method can be either class types or
event types. The return type can also be a boolean in our formal model so as to
support where clauses and correlation test expressions.

Rule 212, finally, states that a constructor call such as “new Θ()” is typed
as Θ. The rule hence applies to class instantiation as well as event construction.

∆ ` Γ ok ` ∆ ok
(205)

∆; Γ, x : C ` x : C

∆ ` Θ ok ∆ ` Γ ok ` ∆ ok
(206)

∆; Γ ` null : Θ

∆; Γ ` e : Θ ∆f (Θ)(f) = C1
(207)

∆; Γ ` e.f : C1

∆; Γ ` e : C2 C2 ≺ C1 ∆ ` C1
(208)

∆; Γ ` (C1)e : C1

∆; Γ ` e : C2 C1 ≺ C2 ∆ ` C1
(209)

∆; Γ ` (C1)e : C1

∆; Γ ` e : C2 C1 6≺ C2 ∧ C2 6≺ C1 ∆ ` C1
(210)

∆; Γ ` (C1)e : C1

Θ′1 ≺ Θ1 . . .Θ
′
n ≺ Θn

∆m(Θ′)(m) = Θ1 . . .Θn → T

∆; Γ ` e1 : Θ′1 . . .∆; Γ ` en : Θ′n ∆; Γ ` e : Θ′
(211)

∆; Γ ` e.m(e1, . . . , en) : T

Θ′1 ≺ Θ1 . . .Θ
′
n ≺ Θn

∆c(Θ) = Θ1, . . . ,Θn

∆; Γ ` e1 : Θ′1 . . .∆; Γ ` en : Θ′n
(212)

∆; Γ ` new Θ(e1, . . . , en) : Θ

Figure B.5: MEJ expression typing

B.1.4 Statement Typing

Figure B.6 introduces the typing rules for MEJ statements. These rules resemble
those employed in MJ [20], so we only give a brief overview.
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` ∆ ok ∆ ` Γ ok
(213)

∆; Γ `; : void

∆; Γ ` pe : τ
(214)

∆; Γ ` pe; : void

∆; Γ ` s1 : void

∆; Γ ` s2 : void

C1 ≺ C2 ∨ C2 ≺ C1

∆; Γ ` e1 : C1

∆; Γ ` e2 : C2
(215)

∆; Γ ` if(e1 == e2){s1}else{s2} : void

∆; Γ ` s1 : void

∆; Γ ` s2 : void

C1 6≺ C2 ∧ C2 6≺ C1

∆; Γ ` e1 : C1

∆; Γ ` e2 : C2
(216)

∆; Γ ` if(e1 == e2){s1}else{s2} : void

∆; Γ ` e1 : Θ1

∆; Γ ` e2 : C2

C2 ≺ C3

∆f (Θ1)(f) = C3
(217)

∆; Γ ` e1.f = e2; : void

∆; Γ ` e : Θ
(218)

∆; Γ ` return e; : Θ

∆; Γ ` s1 . . . sn : void
(219)

∆; Γ ` {s1 . . . sn} : void

∆; Γ, x : C ` s1 . . . sn : τ
(220)

∆; Γ ` C x; s1 . . . sn : τ

∆; Γ ` s1 : void ∆; Γ ` S2 . . . sn : τ s1 6= C x;
(221)

∆; Γ ` s1 . . . sn : τ

C ≺1 Object
(222)

∆; Γ, this : C ` super() : void

∆; Γ ` e : C.E
(223)

∆; Γ ` publish e; : void

C.E ≺1 Event
(224)

∆; Γ, this : C.E ` super() : void

Θ′1 ≺ Θ1 . . .Θ
′
n ≺ Θn

∆c(Θ
′) = Θ1, . . . ,Θn

∆; Γ′ ` e1 : Θ′1 . . .∆; Γ′ ` e′n : Θ′n

Γ(this) = Θ

Θ ≺1 Θ′

Γ = Γ′[this→ Θ]
(225)

∆; Γ ` super(e1, . . . en); : void

Figure B.6: MEJ statement typing
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Rule 213 types a no-op statement as void. Rule 214 indicates that a pro-
motable expression (i.e. a method call or a constructor call) is typed as void
when it is appended with a semicolon. Rules 215 and 216 type if statements.
Rule 217 treats field writes and requires a field to have a class type, not an event
type. Evidently, the assignment expression must also have a class type, and that
type must conform to the static type of the field. Rule 218 shows that a re-
turn statement has type Θ, so expressions having an event type can appear here.
Rule 219 types statement blocks, whereas Rules 220 and 221 deal with a sequence
of statements. Rule 222 treats super calls to Object, whereas Rule 224 treats
super calls to Event. Rule 223 requires the expression inside the publish state-
ment to be typed with an event type so as to avoid publishing object references.
Rule 225, finally, deals with super calls that contain actual arguments.

B.1.5 Well-typed Programs

We have already introduced rules that state when a program, p, is well-formed,
meaning that all methods, fields, constructors, events and observe blocks have
been typed consistently with ∆. Now, we want to state when a program is well-
typed, leaning not only on well-formedness, but also on the typing rules for expres-
sions and statements, introduced above. In other words, we need to type-check
the following (for which we first introduce auxiliary functions):

• The bodies of all methods of a class, and the bodies of all methods defined
in all events of that class.

• The body of the constructor of a class, and the constructor body for all
events defined in that class.

• The constraint of an observe block, as well as the body of all CSVs and
CEVs of all observe blocks, defined in a class.

• The composite event specification of all on clauses, in conjunction with their
ECA constraint and reactive statements block.

Method Body. The body of a method m in a type Θ is found in Θ itself if
Θ defines or overrides the method. It is found in a direct or indirect superclass
otherwise. We define a function mbody for both Θ = C.E and Θ = C. The two
cases are formalized as follows (taking C as a shorthand for the extends keyword):

mbody(C,m)
def
=

{
(x, s) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that mdi = τ m(C x){s}
mbody(C′,m) m 6∈ md1 . . .mdn

(B.10)

where class C C C′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
md = md1 . . .mdn
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mbody(C.E,m)
def
=



(x, s) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

edi = class C.E C E′{fd′ ctor′ md′}
md′ = md′1 . . .md

′
k

∃j : 1 . . . k such that

md′j = τ m(C x){s}
mbody(C′.E,m) E 6∈ ed1 . . . edn

mbody(D.E′,m) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

edi = class C.E C D.E′{fd′ ctor′ md′}
md′ = md′1 . . .md

′
k

∀j : 1 . . . k

md′j 6= m

(B.11)

where class C C C′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ed = ed1 . . . edn

Constructor Body. Evidently, the body of a constructor for a class type C is
always found in the class itself. A similar case holds for the constructor of an event
type, C.E, except that an event can be inherited by subclasses, say C ′, even if the
event is accessible at the level of C. In that case, we look for the constructor body
in the defining superclass. We formalize the constructor body lookup functions for
class types and event types separately.

cbody(C)
def
= (x, s) (B.12)

where class C C C′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ctor = C(C1 x1, . . . , Cn xn){s}

cbody(C.E)
def
=


(x, s) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

edi = class C.E C D.E′{fd ctor md}
ctor = C.E(Θ1 x1, . . .Θn xn){s}

cbody(C′.E) otherwise

(B.13)

where class C C C′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
ed = ed1 . . . edn

Observe Body. We have not extended event classes with nested events, or with
observe blocks. This means that observe blocks can only be found in regular
classes: The formal lookup strategy is as follows:
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obsbody(C)(obs)
def
=


(csv, ewh, corr, cev, eca) ∃i : 1 . . . n :

odi = observe obs(csv)
where(ewh){cev corr eca}

obsbody(C ′)(obs) otherwise

(B.14)

where class C C C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
od = od1 . . . odn

On Body. The on clause only exists within the boundaries of an observe block.
Hence, similar restrictions apply, and the body of an on clause can be found only
in a class, C. This is done as follows:

ecabody(C)(obs)(onid)
def
=


(Ecl, eeca, s) ∃i : 1 . . . n such that

ecai = on onid(. . .)
where(eeca){s}

ecabody(C ′)(obs)(onid) otherwise

(B.15)

where class C C C ′{fd ctor md ed od} ∈ p
od = obs1 . . . obsm

∃j : 1 . . .m such that obsbody(C)(obsj) = (csv, ewh, corr, cev, eca)
eca = eca1 . . . ecan

CSV Body. The observe clause defines one or more formal arguments, which
we have termed Constrained Subject Variables. Those CSV have a body as well
because their contents can be constrained using a where clause. The boolean
expression attached to that where clause can be found easily after the observe
block has been located. It is done as follows:

csvbody(C)(obs)(csv)
def
= (ecsvwh) (B.16)

where obsbody(C)(obs) = (csv, ewh, corr, cev, eca)
csv : csv1 . . . csvn

∃i : 1 . . . n such that csvi = C csv where ecsvwh

CEV Body. The observe clause defines one or more constrained event vari-
ables, or CEV. Those CEV have a body as well because their contents can be
constrained using a where clause and correlated by a correlation clause. The
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boolean expression attached to that where clause as well as the correlator initial-
ization and verification expressions can be found easily after the observe block
has been located using the functions discussed earlier. It is done as follows:

cevbody(C)(obs)(cev)
def
= (ecevwh, corrid, einit, etest) (B.17)

where obsbody(C)(obs) = (csv, ewh, corr, cev, eca)
cev : cev1 . . . cevn

∃i : 1 . . . n : cevi = C.E cev where ecevwh

correlation(corrid){einit}{etest};

Well-typed Programs. Having defined these auxiliary functions, we can now
introduce rules that state when the body of a method, constructor, observe block
and on clause are well-typed with respect to the class table, ∆. These rules are
shown in Figure B.7.

Rule 226 requires the composite event specification (Ecl) to be well-formed.
We introduce rules for deciding on this later in this text (note that keeping the
event composition specification language independent of the base language is im-
portant to allow for easy addition of new composition operators).

Rule 227 requires the constraint of a Constrained Event Variable to be typed
as bool. Rule 228 requires the same for a Constrained Subject Variable. Both
rules are considered helper rules for Rule 229, which verifies the well-typedness of
an observe block. All CSV and CEV inside the observe block are checked for
well-typedness. The general where clause that can optionally be attached to an
observe block can be type-checked as well; it must be a boolean expression. All
the ECA rules inside the observe block are checked using other helper rules.

Rule 230 generalizes Rule 229 towards all observe blocks found in a class, C.
Note that we disallow event classes, C.E, to have observe blocks. The notion
∆ ` C obsok is used to denote that all observe blocks in C are well-typed with
respect to the class table, ∆

Rule 231 checks the bodies of a method of a class (C) or an event (C.E).
Rule 232 generalizes this notion to all methods that can be found in Θ. The
notion ∆ ` Θ mok is used to denote that all method bodies in Θ are well-typed
with respect to the class table, ∆. Rule 233 typechecks a constructor body for
Θ and introduces the notion ∆ ` Θ cok to denote that the constructor of Θ is
well-typed with respect to Θ. Finally, Rule 234 generalizes all constraints to all
classes in a program, p.

B.2 Operational Semantics

Section B.2.1 first introduces some auxiliary functions that allow for more concise
reduction rules in the remainder of this section. Section B.2.2 uses these auxiliary
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∆; Γ ` Ecl ok ∆; Γ ` s : void ∆; Γ ` eeca : bool

ecabody(C)(obs)(eca) = (Ecl, eeca, s)
(226)

∆ ` ecabody(C)(obs)(eca) ok

∆; Γ ` einit : C′′

∆corr(C)(obs)(id) = C′

cevbody(C)(obs)(cev) = (ecevwh, id, einit, etest)

C′′ ≺ C′

∆; Γ ` etest : bool

∆; Γ ` ecevwh : bool
(227)

∆ ` cevbody(C)(obs)(cev) ok

csvbody(C)(obs)(csv) = (ecsvwh) ∆; Γ ` ecsvwh : bool
(228)

∆ ` csvbody(C)(obs)(csv) ok

cev = cev1, . . . , cevm eca = eca1 . . . ecan

∆ ` cevbody(C)(obs)(cev1) ok . . .∆ ` cevbody(C)(obs)(cevm) ok

∆ ` csvbody(C)(obs)(csv1) ok . . .∆ ` csvbody(C)(obs)(csvn) ok

obsbody(C)(obs) = (csv, ewh, corr, cev, eca) csv = csv1 . . . csvn

Γ = {this : C, cev : C.E, csv : C} ∆; Γ ` e : bool

∆ ` ecabody(C)(obs)(eca1) ok . . .∆ ` ecabody(C)(obs)(ecax) ok
(229)

∆ ` obsbody(C, obs) ok

dom(∆o(C)) = obs1 . . . obsn

∆ ` obsbody(C, obs1) ok . . .∆ ` obsbody(C, obsn) ok
(230)

∆ ` C obsok

∆; Γ ` s : τ

Γ = {this : Θ, x : Θ}
mbody(Θ)(m) = (x, s)

∆m(Θ)(m) : (Θ→ τ)
(231)

∆ ` mbody(Θ)(m) ok

dom(∆m(C)) = {m1, . . . ,mn}
∆ ` mbody(Θ)(m1) ok . . .∆ ` mbody(Θ)(mn) ok

(232)
∆ ` Θ mok

∆; Γ ` s : void ∆; Γ ` super(e) : void

∆c(Θ) = Θ Γ = {this : Θ, x : Θ} cnbody(Θ) = (x, super(e); s)
(233)

∆ ` Θ cok

dom(∆) = C1 . . . Cn

∆ ` C1 cok ∧mok ∧ obsok . . .∆ ` Cn cok ∧mok ∧ obsok

dom(∆(C1)) = C1.E1 . . . C1.Em1, . . . , dom(∆(Cn)) = Cn.E1 . . . Cn.Emn

∆ ` C1.E1 cok . . .∆ ` C1.Em1 cok, . . . ,∆ ` Cn.E1 cok . . .∆ ` Cn.Emn cok

∆ ` C1.E1 mok . . .∆ ` C1.Em1 mok, . . . ,∆ ` Cn.E1 mok . . .∆ ` Cn.Emn mok
(234)

∆ ` p ok

Figure B.7: Well-typed programs in MEJ
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functions to show how expressions reduce in Middleweight EventJ.

B.2.1 Auxiliary Functions

The reduction rules discussed further in this section use a number of functions that
can be extracted as auxiliary functions to allow for more concise rules. Extraction
of such functions is possible because they require no expressions to be reduced
(and hence can be evaluated outside the context of our reduction system). We
introduce three functions: soliSet, detected, and has. These functions must be
extended when new composition operators are added to the event composition
language, Ecl. We show how this can be done by defining the -> operator for
each of these auxiliaries.

The soliSet function requires three arguments: the composite event specification,
ecl, the type of the signalled event, C.E, and the CEV map, M. It returns a set
of CEVs that currently solicit an event of type C.E. Such a CEV, say cev, has
two interesting properties: (1) it is currently unassigned (M(cev) = null), and
(2) there exists a path from a source CEV to cev..

soliSet(cev,C.E,M) = {cev} M(cev) = null
∧ ∆f (C)(E)(cev) = C′.E′

∧ C.E ≺ C′.E′
= ∅ otherwise

soliSet(ecl1&&ecl2,oev,M) = soliSet(ecl1, C.E,M) ∪ soliSet(ecl2, C.E,M)
soliSet(ecl1||ecl2,oev,M) = soliSet(ecl1, C.E,M) ∪ soliSet(ecl2, C.E,M)
soliSet(ecl1->ecl2,oev,M) = soliSet(ecl1, C.E,M) detected(ecl1,M) = false

= soliSet(ecl2, C.E,M) detected(ecl1,M) = true

The detected function checks whether a CEV map,M, contains the necessary CEV
bindings to mark the composite event specification as “detected”. The function
requires that a path exists from a source CEV to a sink CEV. That is not to say
that each CEV must be assigned in M..

detected(cev,M) = true M(cev) 6= null
= false otherwise

detected(ecl1&&ecl2,M) = detected(ecl1,M) ∧ detected(ecl2,M)
detected(ecl1||ecl2,M) = detected(ecl1,M) ∨ detected(ecl2,M)
detected(ecl1->ecl2,M) = detected(ecl1,M) ∧ detected(ecl2,M)

The has function is trivial: it checks whether a given event type, C.E occurs in
the specification of a composite event, ecl.
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has(Co,obs,cev,C.E) = true ∆cev(Co)(obs)(cev) = C′.E′

∧ C.E ≺ C′.E′
= false otherwise

has(Co, obs, ecl1OPecl2, C.E) = has(Co, obs, ecl1, C.E) ∨ has(Co, obs, ecl2, C.E)
OP = “->” ∨ “||” ∨ “&&”

B.2.2 Middleweight EventJ Reduction System

Full integration of event specification and event detection tends to render the
reduction system more complex. Simply counting the reduction rules that occupy
this section allows to draw that conclusion. Therefore, we explain the reduction
system theme per theme, as follows:

• From the publish clause to the Subject Table (ST), and to a list of Event
Graph Instances (EGI).

• Event Graph Instance Management.
• Reduction of the correlation expression.
• Condition and Action of the ECA rule.

From Subject Table to Event Graph Instances

Figure B.8 treats Event Graph Instance (EGI) expansion. Starting from a subject
that calls the publish operation (which only exists in the formal model), the event
detector needs to search for those EGIs that are currently willing to receive the
event being published.

Rule 235 reduces the publish statement to the empty statement without mod-
ifying ST because no observer is currently interested in receiving events from sub-
jects of type Cs (as indicated by Cs 6∈ dom(ST )).

Rule 236 handles the case in which at least one observer is interested in receiv-
ing events from subjects of type Cs (denoted ST (Cs) 6= ∅). For each interested
observer, the rule builds an observation context, OC, that contains information
required to correctly deliver the event oev. Every observation context OC should
be read as 〈trail|context〉, where trail will later allow us to update ST after the
event has been delivered, and context provides us with references and identifiers
that are involved in the process of delivering the event.

Rule 237 prepares the evaluation context for the reduction of the general where
expression that is attached to an observe block. It updates the this pointer to
point to the instance in which the where expression is to be reduced. The where
expression (eobswh) reduces to either true or false. Reduction to false means that
the observer (obs) is not interested, so Rule 238 immediately skips to the next
frame in the frame stack after removing the method scope from the variable stack
(this avoids leaking of local information between observing objects). Reduction to
true means that an attempt must be made to assign the interested CSV to os, the
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event source. But that requires the relevant CSV where expression to be checked
first. Rule 239 therefore establishes the proper evaluation context by updating the
method scope, MS, with the binding (csv → os).

The where expression of the CSV (ecsvwh) reduces to either true or false.
Rule 240 deals with a reduction to false by removing the temporary method scope
and immediately skipping to the next frame. As a result of popping the method
scope, the this pointer now refers back to the event source (os), whereas the
CSV that was used to evaluate the CSV constraint (csv) is unassigned. Rule 241
handles reductions to true by expanding obsi to a list of blueprint contexts, BC.
Each BCi refers to an ECA rule (an on block) that contains the signalled event,
Cs.E, as part of its composite event specification. Blueprints are reduced one by
one. Rule 242 handles the case in which no ECA is currently willing to receive the
signalled event.

Delivering an event to an ECA rule in fact means delivering the event to a
blueprint instance that is currently accepting that event. Rule 243 therefore takes
an ECA rule, represented by a blueprint context, BC, and expands it by retriev-
ing the set of instances from the instance table, IT . Only ECA rules currently
expecting events of type Cs.E are retained. We do this via the soliSet auxiliary
function, providing IT∪(inst) as an argument, where IT⊕ is to be read as E ⊕ C.
Each instance is wrapped inside an instance context, IC, that stores the informa-
tion required for determining whether the event oev is solicited by the instance.
We also attach the blueprint context, BC, to the expansion, IC, in case no IC is
willing to take the event. In that case, and if certain conditions are satisfied, a new
event graph instance will be added to the blueprint table BT based on information
from the cached BC (see Rule 251).

It is possible that no EGI of a blueprint can currently accept an event of
type Cs.E, where H(oev) = (Cs.E,F). This particular situation is expressed
by “soliSet(ecl, Cs.E, IT⊕(inst)) = ∅”, where IT⊕ is to be read as E ⊕ C for
IT (inst) = (E , C). We reduce to 〈∅|false〉, which triggers the reduction system to
advance via one of the rules depicted in Figure B.10.

Event Graph Instance Management

Event delivery is dealt with in Figure B.9. We defer correlation expressions to a
later paragraph, hence the occurence of corr = einit = etest = ∅ constraints. The
discriminators of those rules refer to the rules that reduce correlation expressions.

Rule 245 takes a set of one or more instance contexts, 〈IC1, . . . , ICn〉, and pops
the first one from the list so as to attempt to deliver the event. Rule 246 uses this
instance context to prepare the evaluation of the where expression of the CEV
to which the event should be assigned. This expression reduces to either true
or false. Reduction to false is handled by Rule 247, which reduces the frame to
false. This value is injected into the hole of Rule 245, which reduces further by
means of Rule 246. This rule considers the next IC and attempts to deliver the
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(ST,H,MS ◦ V S,publish oev; , FS) −→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, ; , FS) (235)
where MS(this) = (os, Cs) ∧ Cs 6∈ dom(ST ) (disc:236)

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S,publish oev; , FS)−→(ST,H,MS◦V S, ; , OC1◦ . . .◦OCn ◦ FS) (236)
where MS(this) = (os, Cs) ∧ ∀obsi ∈ dom(OT p) : OCi = 〈obsi|oev, os〉

ST (Cs) = OT p ∧ dom(OT p) = {obs1, . . . , obsn} 6= ∅ (disc:235)
(ST,H, V S,OC, FS)

−→ (ST,H, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, eobswh, 〈•〉obs〈obs|oev, os〉 ◦ FS) (237)
where OC = 〈obs|oev, os〉 ∧BS = {this→ (o, Co)}

H(obs) = (Co,Fo) ∧ obsbody(Co)(obs) = (csv, eobswh, corr, cev, eca)
note BS prepares evaluation context for eobswh in Co

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈false〉obs〈obs|oev, os〉, F ◦ FS) −→ (ST,H, V S, F, FS) (238)

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈true〉obs〈obs|oev, os〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,MS′ ◦ V S, ecsvwh, 〈•〉csv〈obs|oev, os〉 ◦ FS) (239)

simp ∃!csvi
where MS(this) = (oo, Co) ∧ obsbody(Co)(obs) = (csv, eobswh, cev, eca)

csvi ∈ csv ∧ csvbody(Co)(obs)(csvi) = (Cs, ecsvwh)
MS′ = MS[csvi → (os, Cs)] ∧H(os) = (Cs,F)

note MS’ prepares evaluation context for ecsvwh in Co
(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈false〉csv〈obs|oev, os〉, F ◦ FS) −→ (ST,H, V S, F, FS) (240)
(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈true〉csv〈obs|oev, os〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, ; , BC1 ◦ . . . ◦BCn ◦ FS) (241)

where H(oev) = (Cs.E,F) ∧ ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT ∧ dom(BT ) = eca
eca′ = {eca ∈ eca|has(Co, obs, ecl, Cs.E)} 6= ∅ (disc:242)
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)
∀eca′i ∈ eca′ : BCi = 〈obs, eca′i|oev, os〉

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈true〉csv〈obs|oev, os〉, F ◦ FS) −→ (ST,H, V S, F, FS) (242)
where H(oev) = (Cs.E,F) ∧ ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT ∧ dom(BT ) = eca

ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)
eca′ = {eca ∈ eca|has(Co, obs, ecl, Cs.E)} = ∅ (disc:241)

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S,BC, FS) −→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, ; , 〈IC1, . . . , ICn〉〈BC〉 ◦ FS) (243)
where BC = 〈obs, eca|oev, os〉

ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT ∧BT (eca) = IT ∧ dom(IT ) = inst
H(oev) = (Cs.E,F) ∧H(os) = (Cs,Fs)
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)
inst′ = {inst ∈ inst|soliSet(ecl, Cs.E, IT⊕(inst)) 6= ∅} 6= ∅ (disc:244)
∀inst′i ∈ inst′ : ICi = 〈obs, eca, inst′i|oev, os〉

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S,BC, FS) −→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈∅|false〉〈BC〉, FS) (244)
where BC = 〈obs, eca|oev, os〉

ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT ∧BT (eca) = IT ∧ dom(IT ) = inst
H(oev) = (Cs.E,F) ∧ ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)
inst′ = {inst ∈ inst|soliSet(ecl, Cs.E, IT⊕(inst)) 6= ∅} = ∅ (disc:243)

note reduces immediately to 251 or 252.

Figure B.8: Event Graph Instance expansion
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(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈IC1, . . . , ICn〉〈BC〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, IC1, 〈IC2, . . . , ICn|•〉〈BC〉 ◦ FS) (245)
(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, IC, FS) −→ (ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, ecevwh, 〈IC, •, cevi〉 ◦ FS) (246)

simp ∃!cevi
note cevi evaluated in temporary BS

note We know that cevi = null from 243 and soliSetdef

where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉
H(oev) = (Cs.E,F) ∧H(os) = (Cs,Fs)
ST (Co)(obs)(eca) = IT ∧ IT (inst) = (E , C)
MS(this) = (oo, Co)
obsbody(Co)(obs) = (csv, eobswh, corr, cev, eca)
cevi ∈ cev ∧∆cev(Co)(obs)(cevi) = C′s.E

′ ∧ Cs.E ≺ C′s.E′
cevbody(Co)(obs)(cevi) = (ecevwh, corr, einit, etest)
BS = {cev → (oev, Cs.E)} ∪ E

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈IC, false, cevi〉, FS) −→ (ST ′, H,MS ◦ V S, false, FS) (247)
note removal of block scope unbinds cev ∈ E , but not this
note instance removal only when E = ∅ (see:251)
where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉 ∧H(os) = (Cs,F)

ST (Cs)(obs)(eca)(inst) = (E , C)
E = ∅ =⇒ ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT ′]
E 6= ∅ =⇒ ST ′ = ST
OT ′ = OT [obs→ BT ′] ∧BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]
IT ′ = IT \ {inst}

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S,〈IC, true, cevi〉, FS)−→(ST ′, H,MS ◦V S, true, FS) (248)
where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉 ∧MS(this) = (oo, Co)

E ′ = E [cev → oev]
IT = IT [inst→ (E ′, C)] ∧BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]

OT p
′

= OT p[obs→ BT ′] ∧ ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p
′
]

cevbody(Co)(obs)(cev) = (ecevwh, corr, einit, etest)
corr = einit = etest = ∅ (disc:253)
detected(ecl, E ′ ∪ C) = ∅ (disc:263)
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈ICi, . . . , ICn|true〉〈BC〉, F ◦FS)−→(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, F, FS) (249)
(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈ICi, . . . , ICn|false〉〈BC〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈ICi, . . . , ICn〉〈BC〉, FS) (250)

where ICi, . . . , ICn 6= ∅

Figure B.9: Delivering the event to an Event Graph Instance
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event.

Reduction to true is dealt with by Rule 248. It means that the general where
clause, the CSV where clause and the CEV where clause are all satisfied for
this particular instance of the ECA rule under consideration. Thus, we have to
permanently assign oev to the CEV, cevi, for which the where constraint was
satisfied. This leads to a modified observation table, ST ′. The rule reduces to
true, which is injected as a value into the hole of Rule 245, which further reduces
by means of Rule 249. No more instances of this ECA rule are considered because
the event has already been assigned to another instance. Note that ICi, . . . , ICn

may be ∅ in this rule (this means that the event was delivered to the last IC in
the list of ICs). Rule 250 treats reductions to false and skips to the next instance
context, IC, as long as the set of unconsidered instance contexts is not empty.

It is possible that no existing EGI can currently accept the event. This is shown
in Figure B.10. Rule 251 applies when no EGI can accept the event, but there
exists a CEV in the blueprint that is a source event of a compatible type. The
rule creates a new EGI and attempts to deliver the event to that newly created
EGI. Rule 252 deals with the same case when there is no such source event. The
reduction system then moves towards the next blueprint.
.

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈∅|false〉〈BC〉, FS) −→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈ICnew〉〈∅〉, FS) (251)
note no existing IC is interested and oev ∈ src(BC)
note instnew deleted from IT by 247 if ecevwh → false
note Loop prevention by BC → ∅
where BC = 〈obs, eca|oev, os〉 6= ∅ (disc:252)

H(oev) = (Cs.E,F)
MS(this) = (oo, Co)
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)
src(Cs.E, ecl) = true (disc:252)
ICnew = 〈obs, eca, instnew|oev, os〉
ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT ′] ∧OT ′ = OT [obs→ BT ′]
BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′] ∧ IT ′ = IT [instnew → (E , C)]
∀cev ∈ dom(E) : E(cev) = null
∀corr ∈ dom(C) : C(corr) = ∅

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈∅|false〉〈BC〉, F ◦ FS) −→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, F, FS) (252)
where BC = ∅ ∨ src(Cs.E, ecl) = false (disc:251)

H(oev) = (Cs.E,F)
MS(this) = (oo, Co)
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)

Figure B.10: When no EGI can currently accept the event
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(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈IC, true, cev〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, corrinit, 〈•〉init〈IC, cev, corr〉 ◦ FS) (253)

simp Only one correlator referenced per correlation expression
note initializes corr in BS that contains CEV bindings
where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉

H(os) = (Cs.E,F)
MS(this) = (oo, Co)
cevbody(Co)(obs)(cev) = (ecevwh, corr, corrinit, corrtest)
corr 6= ∅ (disc:248)
corr 6∈ dom(C) (disc:255)

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈ocorr〉init〈IC, cev, corr〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,MS ◦ V S, true, FS) (254)

where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉
MS(this) = (oo, Co)
C′ = C[corr → (ocorr, EC)] ∧ EC = {cev → oev}
IT ′ = IT [inst→ (E , C′)] ∧BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]

OT p
′

= OT p[obs→ BT ′] ∧ ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p
′
]

ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT
BT (eca) = IT ∧ IT (inst) = (E , C)
detected(E , eca) = ∅ (disc:264)

note true skips to next blueprint
note called when no CC accepts, or when corr 6∈ dom(C)

Figure B.11: Addition of a new correlation map because corri 6∈ dom(C).
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Reduction of Expressions With a Correlation Clause

Context. Figure B.8 considers the expansion from the publish clause to EGIs.
Figure B.9 tried to deliver the event to an instance in the list of instances (IT )
for each blueprint. Figure B.10 reduced the case in which no EGI can accept
the event. Successful delivery, until now, required that the correlator expression,
corr, einit, etest was empty. Now, we will weaken this assumption and show what
happens in the face of correlation clauses.

Basic rules for working with correlation clauses are shown in Figure B.11.
Rule 253 receives a reduced CEV where expression but detects that cevi refers
to a correlator (corr 6= ∅). It also finds that the correlator variable has not yet
been initialized (C(corr) = null). The correlator initialization expression, corrinit

is therefore installed as the next frame to be reduced. Before this can be done,
cevi must be bound to the signalled event oev. This binding can be immediately
persisted in the relevant E in ST because the where expression reduced to true
and the correlator is still unassigned. Also, the block scope BS must not be
removed because the reduction of the correlator initialization expression still needs
the relevant CEV bindings from that BS.

Rule 254 shows what happens if the correlator initialization expression has fully
reduced. It binds the correlator variable, ocorr in the correlator mapping, C, of
the instance represented by the instance context, IC. The value true is set as the
next frame so as to indicate that the event, oev, has been delivered to an instance
(this triggers the reduction system to start the reduction of the next blueprint).
The block scope, BS, is also popped so as to allow for a clean evaluation of the
next event delivery.

Figure B.12 shows what happens when the MEJ reduction system stumbles
upon a correlation expression. Rule 255 applies when the constraints of the CSV
and the CEV have both reduced to true and when the CEV has a correlation
clause that has already been initialized. This urges us to check all correlation
contexts, CC, and attempt to deliver the event to a correlated CEV mapping,
EC , for one correlator value ocorr. Rule 256 takes such a correlation context, CCi,
and reduces the configuration to corrtest, the correlator verifier expression that
was attached to the matching CEV. Rule 257 deals with a situation similar to
the previous rule, except that no correlation context CCi ∈ CC is interested in
receiving an event of that type.

Figure B.13 shows the result of reducing a correlation verification expression.
In case of a reduction to true, the signalled event is bound to the correlated
CEV mapping for the correlator value under consideration, as shown by Rule 258.
The subject table is modified and the block scope is popped. Rule 259, then,
deals with reductions to false: nothing happens and the next correlation context
is considered. Figure B.14 treats the final stages of the correlation assignment
attempt. Rule 260 deals with a successful attempt, meaning that at least one
correlation context was able to accept the signalled event. Rule 261 deals with
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(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈IC, true, cev〉, FS)

−→ (ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈∅〉〈CC〉, FS) (255)
info we must find a correlation value that fits for cev = oev

this is the start of the CC check loop
pre 1 cev must have a correlator expression

IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉 ∧MS(this) = (oo, Co)
cevbody(Co)(obs)(cev) = (ecevwh, corr, corrinit, corrtest)
corr 6= ∅ (disc:248)

pre 2 cev has been initialized at least once
H(os) = (Cs,F) ∧H(oev) = (Cs.E,F′) ∧ ST (Cs)(obs)(eca)(inst) = (E , C)
corr ∈ dom(C) ∧ C(corr) = ocorr (disc:253)

next we check each CC in turn
∀ocorr,i ∈ ocorr : CCi = 〈obs, eca, inst, corr, cev|ocorr,i, oev, os〉

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈CCok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS)

−→ (ST,H,BS′ ◦MS ◦ V S, corrtest, 〈•〉〈CCnext〉〈CC′ok〉〈CC′todo〉 ◦ FS) (256)
info prepare evaluation of corrtest for CCnext
next Congruence rules for 〈•〉 and further reduction via 258|259
where H(os) = (Cs,F) ∧H(oe) = (Cs.E,F′)

ST (Cs)(obs)(eca)(inst) = (E , C) ∧ dom(C) = {corr1, . . . , corrn}
CCnext = 〈obs, eca, inst, corri, cev|ocorr,i, oev, os〉

pre 1 There are CC left to be evaluated

CCtodo 6= ∅ (disc:260|261|262)
pre 2 Cs.E is solicited by some correlator combination in CCi

∃M ∈ E ⊕ C(corri) : soliSet(ecl, Cs.E,M) 6= ∅ (disc:257)
next new BS in which corrtest is reduced for CCnext

CC′todo = CCtodo \ CCnext
ecabody(Oo)(obs)(eca) = 〈ecl, eecawh, s〉
BS′ = BS[corr → ocorr,i]

(ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈CCok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS)

−→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈CCok〉〈CC′todo〉, FS) (257)
info Rule 256 with pre 2 violated (no interest in oev)
where H(os) = (Cs,F) ∧H(oe) = (Cs.E,F′)

ST (Cs)(obs)(eca)(inst) = (E , C)
dom(C) = {corr1, . . . , corrn}
CC′todo = CCtodo \ CCnext
CCnext = 〈obs, eca, inst, corri, cev|ocorr,i, oev, os〉

pre 1 There are CC left to be evaluated

CCtodo 6= ∅ (disc:260|261|262)
pre 2 Cs.E is not solicited

ecabody(Oo)(obs)(eca) = 〈ecl, eecawh, s〉
∀M ∈ E ⊕ C(corri) : soliSet(ecl, Cs.E,M) = ∅ (disc:256)

Figure B.12: Reduction of hard correlation expressions (iteration)
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(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈true〉〈CCcurr〉〈CCok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS)

−→ (ST ′, H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈CC′ok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS) (258)
info modify ST to persist binding: C(corri)(ocorr,i)(cev) = oev
where CC′ok = CCok ∪ CCcurr

CCcurr = 〈obs, eca, inst, cev, corr|ocorr,i, oev, os〉
ST (Cs)(obs)(eca)(inst) = (E , C)
ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p

′
] ∧OT p

′
= OT p[obs→ BT ′]

BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′] ∧ IT ′ = IT [inst→ (E , C′)]
C′ = C[corri → (ocorr,i, E ′C ]
E ′C = EC [cev → oev]

where detected(ecl, E ∪ E ′C) = ∅ (disc:265)

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈false〉〈CCcurr〉〈CCok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS)

−→ (ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈CCok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS) (259)

Figure B.13: Reduction of correlation expression to true or false

the opposite case: no correlation context was able to accept the signalled event,
but the matching CEV is a source event, so we create a new correlation context in
which the signalled event will be bound after reducing the correlator initialization
expression. Rule 262, finally, treats the case in which no correlation context can
accept the signalled event, and where the matching CEV is not a source event.
We can only reduce the false and hence ignore the solicited event for this EGI.

The Condition and the Action of the ECA Rule

Figure B.15 deals with cases in which the ECA rule is “detected”. This means
that there exists at least one combination of CEV maps and correlated CEV maps
such that the EGI contains a path from a source to a sink. This urges us to
verify whether the condition of the ECA rule, if any, holds. Rule 265 applies when
a signalled event is assigned to a CEV that leads to the detection of the event.
Rule 263 states that an ECA rule can also transition to the detected state when
the correlator expression of a CEV has been initialized because doing so modifies
the correlated CEV map of the EGI. Rule 264, finally, states that the successful
delivery of a signalled event to a correlation context, when reducing the correlator
verifier expression, also leads to the detection of the event.

Figure B.16 shows how the reaction of an ECA rule is reduced. Rule 266 shows
that the condition of the ECA rule reduces to false. This means we should not
reduce the reactive part of the ECA rule. Therefore, we reduce to true, to signal
that the event has been successfully delivered to an EGI (this will automatically
skip all other EGI instances, which is required because an event may only be
delivered to one EGI at a time). Rule 267, on the other hand, shows that the
condition of the ECA rule has reduced to true, which means that we must execute
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(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈CCok〉〈∅〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, true, FS) (260)

Pre Event has been delivered to at least one CC

CCok 6= ∅ (disc:261|262)
(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈∅〉〈∅〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,BS′ ◦MS ◦ V S, corrinit, 〈•〉〈ICnew, cev, corr〉 ◦ FS) (261)

info An empty EC still expects cev, so create a new EC
Congruence and reduction via 253
Detection check at 254

where EnewC = {cev → null}
∃M ∈ E ⊕ C(corrj) : soliSet(ecl, Cs.E,M) 6= ∅ (disc:262)
C′(corri)(ocorr,i) = C(corri)(ocorr,i) ∪ EnewC
BS′ = BS[corr → null]

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈〉〈〉〈∅〉〈∅〉, FS)
−→ (ST,H,MS ◦ V S, false, FS) (262)

info An empty EC does not expect cev, so reduce to false
triggers the next IC to be considered
∀M ∈ E ⊕ C(corrj) : soliSet(ecl, Cs.E,M) = ∅ (disc:261)

Figure B.14: End stage of the reduction process of CC

the reaction. The configuration therefore proceeds to the reduction of s, the
statements block inside the ECA rule. Those statements are reduced in a context
in which the detected combination M is already available (given that it is the
same scope in which eecawh has reduced). We add an additional token, ({}) to
the frame stack, FS, to trigger the removal of this block scope after the reduction
of the reactive part of the ECA rule. This concludes the execution of the event
detector for the EGI list of a blueprint.

How Observers are Added to the Subject Table

We still need to explain how ST is constructed and managed. Management is easy
as neither Middleweight Java nor Middleweight EventJ model garbage collection.
Objects are thus assumed to always be available in both ST and H. This is not
a limitation. Garbage collection can be modelled as a function of H that checks
for the reachability of objects. Each object, o, being removed from H can easily
be forwarded to ST using H(o) = (C,F). From C, we can find which subjects o is
listening to, and we can remove o from ST (Cs) for each relevant subject, Cs (Cs is
termed “relevant” if o ∈ OT p where OT p = ST (Cs)). Middleweight EventJ thus
complicates garbage collection, but it does not render it completely impossible.
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(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈IC, true, cev〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,BSwh ◦MS ◦ V S, eeca, 〈•〉〈IC〉 ◦ FS) (263)

where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉
E ′ = E [cev → oev] ∧MS(this) = (oo, Co)
IT = IT [inst→ (E ′, C)] ∧BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]

OT p
′

= OT p[obs→ BT ′] ∧ ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p
′
]

detected(ecl, E ′ ⊕ C) =M (disc:248)
cevbody(Co)(obs)(cev) = (ecevwh, corr, einit, etest)
corr = einit = etest = ∅
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)

info Just in time method scope injection
BSwh =M

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈ocorr〉init〈IC, cev, corr〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,BSwh ◦MS ◦ V S, eecawh, 〈•〉〈IC〉 ◦ FS) (264)

where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉
MS(this) = (oo, Co)
C′ = C[corr → (ocorr, EC)] ∧ EC = {cev → oev}
IT ′ = IT [inst→ (E , C′)] ∧BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]

OT p
′

= OT p[obs→ BT ′] ∧ ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p
′
]

ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT
BT (eca) = IT ∧ IT (inst) = (E , C)
detected(ecl, E ∪ EC) =M 6= ∅ (disc:254)
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eecawh, s)

info Just in time method scope injection
BSwh =M

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈true〉〈CCcurr〉〈CCok〉〈CCtodo〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,BSwh ◦MS ◦ V S, eecawh, 〈•〉〈ICre〉 ◦ FS) (265)

ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT
∧BT (eca) = IT ∧ IT (inst) = (E , C)
ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p

′
]

OT p
′

= OT p[obs→ BT ′] ∧BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]
IT ′ = IT [inst→ (E , C′)]
C′ = C[corri → (ocorr,i), E ′C ]
E ′C = EC [cev → oev]

info ICnew extracted from CCcurrent
CCcurr = 〈obs, eca, inst, corri, cev|ocorr,i, oev, os〉
ICre = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉

where detected(ecl, E ∪ E ′C) =M (disc:258)
info Just in time method scope injection

BSwh =M

Figure B.15: Reductions that verify the condition of an ECA rule
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(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈false〉〈IC〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,MS ◦ V S, true, FS) (266)

where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉
H(os) = (Cs,F)
ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT ∧BT (eca) = IT
IT ′ = IT \ inst
BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]

ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p
′
] ∧OT p

′
= OT p[obs→ BT ′]

(ST,H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, 〈true〉〈IC〉, FS)
−→ (ST ′, H,BS ◦MS ◦ V S, s, ({}) ◦ true ◦ FS) (267)

where IC = 〈obs, eca, inst|oev, os〉
H(os) = (Cs,F)
ST (Cs) = OT p ∧OT p(obs) = BT ∧BT (eca) = IT
IT ′ = IT \ inst
ecabody(Co)(obs)(eca) = (ecl, eeca, s)
BT ′ = BT [eca→ IT ′]

ST ′ = ST [Cs → OT p
′
] ∧OT p

′
= OT p[obs→ BT ′]

info ({}) removes BS after reduction of s.

Figure B.16: Reduction of the fire context of an ECA rule

Other Reduction Rules

The reduction rules described here focused either on event publication (Rules 235–
267), or on object construction (Rules 268–269). All the other rules are the same
as in Middleweight Java [20], so we do not repeat them here. The reason why
they are so similar is that event publication does not extend the notion of a type
with type qualifiers, which was the case in Middleweight ServiceJ. The complexity,
there, was that qualifiers had to be able to flow through programs, just like types,
which urged us to rethink the entire formalization.
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(ST,H, V S,new C.E(v), FS) −→ (ST,H ′, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, (return o; ) ◦ FS) (268)
where cbody(C.E) = (x, s)

∆c(C)(E) = Θ ∧ o 6∈ dom(H)
F = {f → null}∀f ∈ dom(∆f (C)(E)

BS = {this→ (o, C.E), x→ (v,Θ)}
H ′ = H[o→ (C.E,F)]

(ST,H, V S,new C(v), FS) −→ (ST ′, H ′, (BS ◦ []) ◦ V S, s, (return o; ) ◦ FS) (269)
where cbody(C) = (x, s)

∆c(C) = Θ ∧ o 6∈ dom(H)
F = {f → null}∀f ∈ dom(∆f (C)

BS = {this→ (o, C), x→ (v,Θ)}
H ′ = H[o→ (C,F)]

info Prepare ST for the correct observation relationships
ST (Cs) = OT p

dom(obsbody(C)) = {obs1, . . . , obsn}
∀i : 1 . . . n : obsbody(C)(obsi) = (csvi, ewh,i, corri, ecai)
csvi = csvi,1 . . . csvi,m
∀i, j : csvi,j = Ci,j x where . . . ;

ST ′ = ST ∪ {Ci,j → OT p
′
}

o 6∈ OT p =⇒ OT p
′

= OT p ∪ {o→ BTnewi,j }
BTnew : ecai,j → ITnewi,j

∀i, j : ITnewi,j = ∅

Figure B.17: Object construction in Middleweight EventJ
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Beknopte Samenvatting

Software wordt steeds vaker gebouwd volgens de principes van Servicegerichte Ar-
chitecturen (SOA). Dit paradigma laat applicaties toe om hun functionaliteit te
publiceren als services. Andere componenten kunnen gebruik maken van deze
functionaliteit door met deze services te interageren. Dergelijke interacties zijn
ofwel expliciet ofwel impliciet. Een expliciete interactie roept een methode op die
beschikbaar wordt gesteld door de publieke interface van een service; een impli-
ciete interactie reageert op een event die wordt gesignaleerd in de Servicegerichte
Architectuur. Dit doctoraat bestudeert hoe expliciete en impliciete interacties ge-
programmeerd kunnen worden in objectgerichte programmeertalen, waarbij het
OSGi services platform als voorbeeld wordt genomen. We bestuderen de uitda-
gende aspecten van service interacties en identificeren zwakke punten in huidige
technologieën. Daarna stellen we taalconstructies voor om service interacties op
een hoger niveau van abstractie te programmeren. De valorisatie van de voor-
gestelde concepten gebeurt enerzijds aan de hand van een theoretisch model en
anderzijds aan de hand van een compiler en een gevalstudie.

Het eerste deel van deze tekst bestudeert de implementatie van expliciete inter-
acties, waarvoor pluraliteit en volatiliteit de grootste uitdagingen zijn. We gaan
na hoe OSGi de implementatie van dergelijke interacties ondersteunt, we iden-
tificeren problemen die momenteel onvoldoende worden opgelost door OSGi, en
we introduceren gespecialiseerde taalconcepten om aan deze problemen tegemoet
te komen. De voorgestelde concepten verhogen het niveau van abstractie zonder
belangrijke compiler garanties te omzeilen. Dat tonen we aan door middel van een
gedetailleerde formalisatie, Middleweight ServiceJ. Daarnaast hebben we ook een
preprocessor gebouwd die toelaat om onze nieuwe constructies te compileren via
een transformatie tussen instantiaties van metamodellen.

Het tweede deel van de tekst bestudeert impliciete interacties. Deze vorm
van interacties is onderhevig aan andere uitdagingen dan diegene die we hebben
gëıdentificeerd voor expliciete interacties. We evalueren de ondersteuning die OSGi
aanbiedt voor de implementatie van Event-Conditie-Actie (ECA) regels, een zeer
algemene vorm van impliciete interacties. Daarna introduceren we EventJ, een
taaluitbreiding met gespecialiseerde ondersteuning voor de implementatie van im-
pliciete interacties. Opnieuw zorgen we er voor dat een compiler de correctheid
van de impliciete interacties kan controleren. De concepten worden geformaliseerd
in Middleweight EventJ. Een metamodel, EventJnome, laat bovendien toe om de
concepten te vertalen naar bestaande Java code op basis van een transformatie
tussen metamodellen. Dat laat toe om de voorgestelde concepten te valoriseren
aan de hand van gevalstudies.

Het onderzoek dat gevoerd werd voor dit doctoraat is in hoofdzaak gericht op
de realisatie van interacties in niet-gedistribueerde applicaties. Op verschillende
punten in de tekst wordt echter aangegeven hoe men de concepten kan migreren
naar gedistribueerde Servicegerichte Architecturen.
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1 Inleiding

Steeds meer applicaties worden ontwikkeld volgens de principes van Servicegerich-
te Architecturen (SOA). Een Servicegerichte Architectuur is een omgeving waarin
applicaties gebruik maken van elkaars functionaliteit door te steunen op elkaars
“services”. Deze services worden typisch geregistreerd in een centraal register.
Applicaties die een bepaalde dienst nodig hebben, kunnen deze eenvoudig terug-
vinden door een zoekopdracht te formuleren aan het register.

Dat de interesse in Servicegerichte Architecturen is toegenomen, mag blijken
uit een recente enquête waarin 31% van de respondenten de idee van “Software als
Diensten” (Software as a Service, SaaS) aanduidde als de IT trend met de grootste
impact op hun bedrijfsvoering1. Diezelfde studie zette Servicegerichte Architectu-
ren en Web Services op de tweede plaats, goed voor 25% van de stemmen.

Deze toename in populariteit vindt haar oorsprong in de zoektocht naar aligne-
ring tussen het technologische en het bedrijfseconomische aspect van IT. Men zegt
wel eens dat de spraakverwarring tussen een technisch ontwikkelaar en een business
analyst leidt tot software die niet langer in lijn ligt met de bedrijfsprocessen die
de applicatie moet ondersteunen. SOA probeert een brug te slaan tussen bedrijfs-
processen en IT services door applicaties te ontwikkelen als herbruikbare diensten,
waarbij elke dienst een specifiek bedrijfsproces modelleert, of toch minstens een as-
pect daarvan. Wijzigingen aan het bedrijfsproces kunnen dan opgevangen worden
door de dienst te wijzigen die dat deel van het proces modelleert.

De principes van SOA werden oorspronkelijk vooral toegepast in grote software
architecturen ter ondersteuning van bedrijfsprocessen en ter integratie van hete-
rogene software modules. Maar de laatste jaren worden ook steeds meer lokale
deskop applicaties als servicegerichte architectuur ontwikkeld. Dat verklaart de
toenemende populariteit van raamwerken zoals OSGi [22], die beogen om service-
oriëntatie te integreren in een bestaande uitvoeringsomgeving zoals de Java Vir-
tuele Machine. Dergelijke raamwerken laten applicatiecomponenten toe om hun
services te publiceren, zodat andere componenten er gebruik van kunnen maken.
Dit leidt tot een losgekoppeld interactiemodel tussen de verschillende delen van
een applicatie.

In dit doctoraatsonderzoek bestuderen we het interactiemodel van services in
een lokale desktop applicatie. We bestuderen hoe OSGi toelaat om dergelijke
interacties te programmeren, we identificeren tekortkomingen aan het huidige pro-
grammeermodel, en we stellen concepten voor die deze tekortkomingen verhelpen.
Daarnaast bestuderen we ook hoe deze concepten ingezet kunnen worden in meer
complexe service architecturen, hoewel dat niet de belangrijkste focus is van dit
werk.

1McKinsey&Company and Sandhill Group, “Enterprise Software Customer Survey”, 2008
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1.1 Achtergrond

Lezers van deze tekst moeten vertrouwd zijn met het Publiceer-Vind-Bind (PVB)
mechanisme en met “expliciete” en “impliciete” interacties. Deze sectie geeft een
korte inleiding tot deze concepten omdat ze zo fundamenteel zijn voor de realisatie
van een Servicegerichte Architectuur.

Figuur 1: Het Publiceer-Vind-Bind paradigma

1.1.1 Publiceer, Vind, Bind

We hebben reeds vermeld dat een SOA bestaat uit een amalgaam van applicaties
die hun functionaliteit aan elkaar aanbieden als “services”. In een objectgerichte
applicatie is een service typisch een object –een instantiatie van een klasse. Voor-
aleer men de functionaliteit van een service kan gebruiken, moet men eerst een
referentie bekomen naar dat object. In SOA gebeurt dat via het Publiceer-Vind-
Bind mechanisme (PVB). Dit mechanisme steunt op het bestaan van een centraal
dienstenregister, zoals weergegeven in Figuur 1. De applicatie die een dienst aan-
biedt –de aanbieder– gebruikt het register om een beschrijving van die dienst te
publiceren. Applicaties die functionaliteit van anderen nodig hebben –vragers of
consumenten– gebruiken datzelfde register om te zoeken naar geschikte diensten.
Een zoekopdracht leidt typisch tot meerdere resultaten, waarbij elk resultaat een
referentie naar een object voorstelt. Consumenten selecteren een referentie en bin-
den die aan een variabele. Vanaf nu kan deze variabele gebruikt worden om te
interageren met de gëınjecteerde service.

1.1.2 Het OSGi Services Platform

In dit doctoraat richten we ons niet op het algemene PVB model, maar wel op de
concrete realisatie van dat mechanisme in OSGi. Dat is een objectgericht raamwerk
dat best beschouwd wordt als een extra laag boven de Java Virtuele Machine.
De laag laat toe om servicegerichte Java applicaties op een lokale machine uit
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te voeren. Die applicaties worden als “bundels” gëınstalleerd; ze gebruiken het
centrale register om hun services te publiceren, maar ook om andere services op
te zoeken.

Figuur 2: Het Publiceer-Vind-Bind mechanisme, uitgewerkt in OSGi

Een kritiek op het algemene PVB mechanisme is dat zowel aanbieders als consu-
menten van services een “harde referentie” moeten bewaren naar het dienstenregis-
ter. Dat beperkt niet alleen de herbruikbaarheid van de applicatie, het verlaagt ook
het niveau van abstractie omdat programmeurs worden blootgesteld aan de tech-
nische details van het register. Figuur 2 toont hoe OSGi aan dit tweede probleem
tegemoetkomt: een Facade [12] bevat alle nodige functionaliteit om services aan
te bieden of op te zoeken. Bovendien wordt deze Facade transparant gëınjecteerd.
Later in deze tekst bespreken we dit mechanisme in meer detail.

(a) Expliciete Service Interactie (b) Impliciete Service Interactie

Figuur 3: Expliciete en impliciete service interacties
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1.1.3 Expliciete en Impliciete Interacties

Ons onderzoek richt zich op twee soorten interacties: toestandsloze expliciete in-
teracties en toestandsloze impliciete interacties. Een expliciete service interactie is
een directe aanroep van een methode die beschikbaar wordt gesteld door de inter-
face van een gepubliceerde service. In Figuur 3a roept een consument, Booking,
de print methode van een Printer aan. Dit is een voorbeeld van een expliciete
interactie. Impliciete interacties zijn expliciete interacties die gedreven zijn door
notificaties. Het gaat hier vooral om reacties op een gebeurtenis –een event– die
zich voordoet in de Servicegerichte Architectuur. Figuur 3b geeft hiervan een voor-
beeld: ze toont hoe een Monitor reageert op een notificatie van een Printer door
expliciet de request operatie van een Support service op te roepen.

Dit doctoraatsonderzoek legt de klemtoon op een studie naar toestandsloze
interacties omdat het gebruik van dergelijke interacties sterk aangeraden wordt
in literatuur aangaande het design van servicegerichte applicaties [10]. Daarnaast
bestaan er ook toestandsvolle interacties. Het gaat hier vooral om conversaties tus-
sen twee services, waarbij de opgeroepen service (de aanbieder) toestandsgegevens
moet bewaren die nodig zijn om toekomstige interacties op een correcte manier
te kunnen uitvoeren. Het bijhouden van deze toestand overheen verschillende in-
teracties in een conversatie werd slechts in de marge bestudeerd in dit onderzoek.
We concentreren ons in deze tekst daarom op toestandsloze interacties.

1.2 Doelstellingen

De doelstelling van dit doctoraatsonderzoek is nagaan hoe objectgerichte program-
meertalen de implementatie van service interacties beter kunnen ondersteunen.
Voor deze studie maken we gebruik van OSGi als een omgeving om lokale servi-
cegerichte applicaties te bouwen in Java. We formuleren onze doelstelling aan de
hand van twee concrete onderzoeksvragen.

Expliciet. Kunnen objectgerichte programmeertalen worden uitgebreid zodat
ze de implementatie van toestandsloze expliciete service interacties beter onder-
steunen? Wat zijn de voor- en nadelen van een dergelijke uitbreiding?

E1 Identificeer uitdagingen die inherent zijn aan de realisatie van toestandslo-
ze expliciete service interacties. Evalueer bestaande oplossingen voor het
uitwerken van expliciete interacties.

E2 Definieer taalconcepten die toelaten om expliciete interacties op een hoog
niveau van abstractie te implementeren. Deze concepten moeten rekening
houden met eerder gëıdentificeerde uitdagingen. De voorgestelde concepten
moeten eveneens formeel worden uitgewerkt om ambigüıteit in hun definitie
te vermijden.

E3 De concepten moeten gevaloriseerd worden. Dat vraagt om een compiler
die toelaat om de nieuwe concepten te gebruiken in gevalstudies. Daarnaast
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moet nagegaan worden hoe men de concepten kan gebruiken in meer uitda-
gende domeinen, zoals Web Services.

Impliciet. Kunnen objectgerichte programmeertalen worden uitgebreid zodat
ze de implementatie van toestandsloze impliciete service interacties beter onder-
steunen? Wat zijn de voor- en nadelen van een dergelijke uitbreiding?

I1 Identificeer uitdagingen die inherent zijn aan de implementatie van toe-
standsloze impliciete interacties. Evalueer hoe bestaande oplossingen pro-
grammeurs helpen bij het implementeren van dergelijke interacties. Deze
evaluatie dient opnieuw als basis voor een tweede doelstelling, I2.

I2 Definieer taalconstructies die de implementatie van impliciete service inter-
acties vereenvoudigen, rekening houdend met eerder gëıdentificeerde uitda-
gingen. Naast de formalisatie van deze concepten, dient opnieuw nagegaan
te worden hoe ze zich verhouden tot gerelateerde onderzoeksprojecten.

I3 Valoriseer de voorgestelde concepten aan de hand van een gevalstudie. Hier-
voor dient opnieuw een compiler ontwikkeld te worden. Er moet ook na-
gegaan worden hoe men de concepten kan gebruiken in meer uitdagende
platformen, zoals Web Service architecturen.

1.3 Aanpak

In ons onderzoek hebben we ons voornamelijk geconcentreerd op de ontwikkeling
van niet-gedistribueerde servicegerichte applicaties. Zelfs bij afwezigheid van een
onbetrouwbaar netwerk tussen de aanbieder van een service en diens consumenten,
zijn dergelijke applicaties al onderhevig aan een groot aantal uitdagingen. Neem
daarbij de stijgende tendens om lokale applicaties te ontwikkelen volgens de prin-
cipes van Servicegerichte Architecturen, en het is zeker relevant om dit domein te
bestuderen. Distributie zal slechts summier behandeld worden in deze tekst.

We hebben een gelijkaardige strategie gevolgd voor expliciete en impliciete
interacties. Eerst hebben we uitdagingen gëıdentificeerd die naar onze mening in-
herent zijn aan de implementatie van het bestudeerde type interacties. Op basis
van deze analyse hebben we OSGi geëvalueerd, wat leidde tot de identificatie van
een aantal zwakke punten. Tijdens de definitie van de taalconcepten hebben we
ons gericht op het oplossen van deze punten. Daarna hebben we formele model-
len gebouwd om aan te tonen dat integratie van deze nieuwe concepten in een
bestaande programmeertaal niet leidt tot de schending van bestaande garanties
betreffende de correctheid van gecompileerde code. We hebben ook een compiler
gebouwd die gebruikt kan worden om gevalstudies te bouwen ter valorisatie van
de voorgestelde concepten.
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2 Expliciete Service Interacties

Een toestandsloze expliciete interactie is een aanroep van een methode die aange-
boden wordt door de publieke interface van een service die geregistreerd is in het
register, waarbij de aanbieder niet verantwoordelijk is om toestand te bewaren die
noodzakelijk is om toekomstige interacties met de client op een correcte wijze uit
te voeren. In deze sectie identificeren we een aantal uitdagingen die inherent zijn
aan dergelijke interacties (Sectie 2.1), we introduceren taalconcepten die toelaten
om dergelijke interacties op een hoog niveau van abstractie te implementeren (Sec-
tie 2.2), en we bespreken hoe men deze concepten kan inbedden in een bestaande
programmeertaal (Sectie 2.3).

2.1 Motivatie

Alvorens onze eigen taalconcepten voor te stellen, identificeren we hier een aan-
tal uitdagingen die de implementatie van expliciete service interacties bemoeilij-
ken (Sectie 2.1.1). Daarna kijken we hoe bestaande raamwerken omgaan met de
gëıdentificeerde uitdagingen (Sectie 2.1.2). Dit leidt tot een probleemstelling die
beschouwd kan worden als een motivatie voor betere ondersteuning tijdens het
uitwerken van expliciete service interacties.

2.1.1 Vereistenanalyse

Onze vereistenanalyse richt zich op uitdagingen en nevenvoorwaarden. Onder uit-
dagingen verstaan we de extra risico’s waarmee programmeurs rekening moeten
houden wanneer ze expliciete service interacties implementeren. Met nevenvoor-
waarden bedoelen we eerder dat bestaande garanties van sterk getypeerde, object-
gerichte programmeertalen behouden moeten blijven wanneer men een oplossing
voorstelt voor de gëıdentificeerde uitdaging.

Uitdagingen. Omdat gedistribueerde Servicegerichte Architecturen geen onder-
deel vormen van ons onderzoek, hebben we pluraliteit en volatiliteit gëıdentificeerd
als de twee belangrijkste uitdagingen voor de implementatie van service interacties:

• Pluraliteit. Omdat elke applicatie naar eigen wens diensten kan aanbieden,
is het goed mogelijk dat er meerdere services zijn die dezelfde functionaliteit
aanbieden. Consumenten hebben dus een bepaalde keuzevrijheid, wat impli-
ceert dat ze (1) beperkingen kunnen opleggen aangaande de eigenschappen
van de service en (2) functies kunnen definiëren die de eigenschappen van een
service afbeelden op een waarderingscijfer. Een servicegericht programmeer-
model moet toelaten om dergelijke beperkingen en waarderingsmethoden uit
te drukken.
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• Volatiele eigenschappen. Het mechanisme dat services selecteert op grond
van beperkingen en waarderingsmethoden moet rekening houden met het
doorgaans volatiele karakter van de eigenschappen van services.

• Volatiele beschikbaarheid. Daarnaast mag niet vergeten worden dat aanbie-
ders op elk moment een service kunnen verwijderen uit het register. Er is dus
ook nood aan enige ondersteuning voor robuuste service interacties, waarbij
de onbeschikbaarhheid van een service niet noodzakelijk hoeft te leiden tot
de faling van de hele Servicegerichte Architectuur.

Nevenvoorwaarden. Complementair aan bovenvermelde uitdagingen hebben
we een aantal nevenvoorwaarden gëıdentificeerd. Zij moeten er over waken dat we
geen oplossing voorstellen die bestaande garanties of ingebouwde veiligheden van
sterk getypeerde objectgerichte programmeertalen omzeilt:

• Compiler garanties. De expressies die beperkingen en waarderingsmethoden
voor de selectie van services modelleren, moeten geverifieerd kunnen worden
door de compiler.

• Abstractie. De programmeur wordt beter niet blootgesteld aan niet-
functionele code. Het opzoeken en injecteren van services gebeurt best trans-
parant.

• Expressieve, leesbare code. We verkiezen een uniform, expressief program-
meermodel dat de leesbaarheid van de broncode niet in het gedrang brengt.
Ervaren Java programmeurs moeten er ook toe in staat zijn om expliciete
service interacties te programmeren in het voorgestelde programmeermodel.

Figuur 4: De Activator zoekt services via de BundleContext
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2.1.2 Evaluatie van OSGi

Alvorens na te gaan in hoeverre OSGi een programmeur bijstaat in de realisatie van
expliciete interacties, leggen we kort uit hoe OSGi toelaat om dergelijke interacties
te programmeren. Figuur 4 toont dat een OSGi bundel niet alleen een applicatie
bevat, maar ook een BundleContext en een Activator. De BundleContext is de
Facade waar we het eerder over hadden. De Activator stelt een klasse voor die
in elke OSGi bundel aanwezig moet zijn. Deze klasse implementeert een methode,
start, die transparant wordt opgeroepen door het raamwerk op het moment dat
men de bundel activeert. De methode bevat één formeel argument van het type
BundleContext. De koppeling tussen de consument (of aanbieder) en het dien-
stenregister wordt dus transparant in de bundel gëınjecteerd, wat het niveau van
abstractie verhoogt.

Laten we nu kijken naar hoe de Activator deze BundleContext gebruikt om
een service op te zoeken. De code die daarvoor nodig is, wordt getoond in Listing 1.
De programmeur heeft twee soorten beperkingen gedefinieerd in deze code: lijn 5
beperkt het type van de service, lijn 6 beperkt de eigenschappen. Beide beperkin-
gen worden doorgegeven aan de BundleContext, die de zoekopdracht uitvoert en
een verzameling referenties teruggeeft, waaruit de consument er één kiest. Deze
referentie wordt omgezet naar een service object (lijn 8) opdat de consument zou
kunnen interageren met de service.

1 public void start(BundleContext bundleCtx){

2 Printer printer = null;

3 ServiceReference[] refs;

4 try {

5 String serviceType=Printer.class.getName();

6 String serviceFilter="(&(ppm>=20)(color=yes))";

7 refs[] = bundleCtx.getServiceReferences(serviceType,serviceFilter);

8 printer = (Printer) bundleCtx.getService(refs[0]);

9 }

10 catch(InvalidSyntaxException ise){ /* what can we do here? */ }

11 printer.print(myReceipt); //NullPointerException possible

12 }

Listing 1: De BundleContext wordt gebruikt om services op te zoeken

Evaluatie. De code in Listing 1 is allerminst intüıtief. De vereisten die de pro-
grammeur oplegt aan de service zijn geschreven in LDAP [17]. Bovendien zijn
deze beperkingen dynamisch getypeerd. Dat leidt tot de onnatuurlijke situatie
waarin een statisch getypeerde programmeertaal met syntaxcontrole toch nog een
InvalidSyntaxException kan veroorzaken tijdens de uitvoering van het program-
ma. Merk op dat aan programmeurs ook een grote verantwoordelijkheid wordt ge-
geven: ze zijn verantwoordelijk voor het opzoeken en binden van services. Boven-
dien moet men die service ook zelf vrijgeven; men moet daarnaast ook controleren
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of men geen operaties aanroept op de null referentie (wat overigens niet gebeurt
in Listing 1). Ook de expressiviteit van de LDAP beperkingen laat te wensen over.
Noch ondersteuning voor substitutie van variabelen, noch reductie van expressies
wordt ondersteund door dit mechanisme. Bovendien verwijzen namen zoals ppm
en color naar sleutels van een hashtabel die door de aanbieder samen met het ser-
vice object wordt toegevoegd aan het dienstenregister. Maar programmeurs van
service consumenten kunnen nooit zeker weten dat deze sleutels ook daadwerkelijk
onder deze naam werden toegevoegd. De compiler kan dergelijke garanties immers
niet geven.

2.2 Taalconcepten

De evaluatie van OSGi toont aan dat huidige mechanismen om service interacties te
programmeren lang niet voldoen aan de vereisten die we in Sectie 2.1.1 (pagina vi)
hebben gëıdentificeerd. Dat dat ook in andere raamwerken het geval is, zal blijken
uit onze studie van gerelateerd onderzoek. Gebaseerd op deze evaluatie hebben
we taalconcepten ontwikkeld die zich richten op een betere ondersteuning voor de
uitwerking van expliciete interacties. We bespreken de informele definitie van onze
concepten in Sectie 2.2.1 en hun formele definitie in Sectie 2.2.2.

2.2.1 ServiceJ – Taalconcepten voor Expliciete Service Interacties

De basis van ServiceJ, onze taaluitbreiding voor de implementatie van expliciete
interacties, is een extensie van het typesysteem van Java. Naast het type van een
variabele, bijvoorbeeld Printer, introduceren we een type qualificator, pool, om
aan te geven dat de variabele gebruikt wordt om te refereren naar services van het
type Printer. De qualificator dient om duidelijk het contrast aan te geven tussen
een variabele die een object referentie bevat (zoals account in Figuur 5) en een
variabele die een service referentie bevat (zoals printer in Figuur 5).

Variabelen die object referenties bevatten
1 Account account = payer.getAccount();

2 account.withdraw(amount);

Variabelen die service referenties bevatten
1 pool Printer printer;

2 printer.print(myReceipt);

Figuur 5: Taalondersteuning voor de implementatie van expliciete interacties
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Door hun afhankelijkheden van services als pool te qualificeren, geven ontwik-
kelaar aan dat die variabele transparant moet gëınitialiseerd worden door ServiceJ.
Daarbij maakt enkel het type van de kandidaat uit. Ingevolge bestaande regels
betreffende type conformering in Java, dient de gëınjecteerde service een instan-
tiatie te zijn van een type dat conformeert aan het statische type van de pool
variable (in dit geval: Printer). Het feit dat men hier steunt op transparante
en niet-deterministische injectie van een conformerende referentie betekent echter
niet dat programmeurs alle controle verliezen over de inhoud van hun pool varia-
belen. Opdat zij terdege rekening zouden kunnen houden met de pluraliteit van
services in een Servicegerichte Architectuur, hebben we twee declaratieve operaties
gedefinieerd die toelaten om de inhoud van pool variabelen strikter te controleren:

• Beperkingen. De declaratieve where operatie dient om beperkingen te defi-
niëren in de vorm van booleaanse expressies. Dergelijke expressies verwijzen
doorgaans naar inspectoren uit de service interface. In onderstaande co-
de definieert de programmeur een pool variabele met de restrictie dat een
gëınjecteerde Printer ten hoogste vijf taken mag bewaren in zijn wacht-
rij, en dat de responstijd van een gemiddelde taak niet hoger mag zijn dan
tien minuten. Deze variabele wordt pas gëınitialiseerd op het moment dat
de print operatie wordt opgeroepen om op die manier de meest recente
informatie te verdisconteren tijdens het selectieproces.

1 pool PrinterDecorator printer where printer.getNbJobs()<5

2 && printer.getAvgResponseTime()<10;

3 printer.print(myReceipt);

• Voorkeuren. De declaratieve orderby operatie dient om aan te geven welke
waarderingsmethode gebruikt moet worden bij het selecteren van een kandi-
daat. Deze waarderingsmethode is doorgaans een expressie die een primitief
numeriek type teruggeeft. Het kan echter ook een object zijn van een klasse
die de Valuator<T> interface implementeert, met T het statisch klassetype
van de pool variabele. Deze interface bevat een methode, value(T), die door
de programmeur wordt voorzien van een op maat gemaakte waarderingsme-
thode. Hieronder geven we een voorbeeld van een eenvoudige waarderings-
methode die het selectiemechanisme er toe aanzet om de snelste printer uit
het dienstenregister te injecteren.

1 sequence PrinterDecorator printer orderby printer.getPPM();

2 printer.print(myReceipt);

Let op het gebruik van de sequence qualificator. Dit is een subqualificator
van pool die aangeeft dat het selectiemechanisme een deterministisch injec-
tieprotocol moet gebruiken. Een direct gevolg hiervan is dat de orderby
operatie een stuk zwaarder is om uit te voeren dan een where operatie: het
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niet-determinisme van de where operatie laat toe om eender welke service te
injecteren die aan de opgelegde beperkingen voldoet; een sequence variabele,
echter, vereist de evaluatie van elke kandidaat waarvan het type conformeert
aan het statisch type van de service variabele.

Naast deze twee declaratieve operaties hebben we ook een concept ontwikkeld
waarmee programmeurs sessies kunnen markeren tussen een consument en een
gëınjecteerde service. Een sessie is een interactie tussen twee services die bestaat
uit het aanroepen van meerdere methodes. Het gaat hier typisch om toestandsvol-
le interacties en bij dergelijke interacties is het erg belangrijk dat alle aanroepen
daadwerkelijk bij dezelfde service terechtkomen. Vergelijkbaar met het using con-
cept in C# [8], hebben we een session{} blok gedefinieerd dat een pool variabele
als argument aanvaardt. Alvorens dit blok uit te voeren, zal het uitvoeringsme-
chanisme de variabele initialiseren en haar inhoud blokkeren. De inhoud wordt pas
vrijgegeven als het blok beëindigd is, of als de service tijdens de uitvoering van
het blok plots onbeschikbaar is. In dat laatste geval wordt het hele blok opnieuw
uitgevoerd nadat een andere service referentie werd gëınjecteerd.

Dit concept wordt gebruikt voor de implementatie van toestandsvolle interac-
ties, wat buiten het bestek van dit doctoraatsonderzoek valt. In onze bespreking
van toekomstig werk geven we aan hoe het concept kan gëıntegreerd worden in
een programmeertaal die ondersteuning aanbiedt voor zowel toestandsloze als toe-
standsvolle interacties.

2.2.2 Middleweight ServiceJ

We hebben de informele definitie van onze concepten aangevuld met een zeer ge-
detailleerde formalisatie die toelaat om een aantal formele garanties te verstrekken
over ServiceJ programma’s. In deze sectie geven we kort de belangrijkste realisa-
ties van Middleweight ServiceJ –an sich een extensie van Middleweight Java [5],
een formalisatie van de kern van Java. Een eerste deel van deze formalisatie richt
zich op typeringsregels. Deze regels bieden ons de volgende garanties:

• Typering. ServiceJ gedraagt zich zoals Java qua typering. Er worden geen
bestaande regels geschonden.

• Scheiding. Naast behoud van bestaande regels, dwingt ServiceJ ook een
strikte scheiding af tussen expressies die naar lokale objecten refereren en
expressies die naar services refereren. Omdat object referenties en servi-
ce referenties worden gebruikt voor onverenigbare doelen is het zinvol om
statisch af te dwingen dat ze nooit in elkaar overvloeien.

• Expressies. Alle nieuwe expressies, zoals de where en de orderby operaties,
worden nagekeken door de compiler. Ook wordt afgedwongen dat deze opera-
ties enkel worden aangeroepen op expressies waarvan het type gequalificeerd
is als pool.
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Daarnaast hebben we ook de operationele semantiek van de concepten vastgelegd
met een uiterst fijne granulariteit, namelijk op het niveau van een enkele reduc-
tiestap. Een dergelijke formalisatie brengt uiteraard een hoop werk met zich mee,
maar ze laat ons toe om met een veel grotere nauwkeurigheid de semantiek van
de voorgestelde taalconcepten vast te leggen, in schril contrast met andere forma-
lisaties, zoals het nochtans erg populaire Featherweight Java [16]. Dit tweede deel
van de formalisatie geeft ons de volgende garanties:

• Laattijdige injectie. De selectie van een service wordt zo lang mogelijk uitge-
steld, doorgaans tot de pool variabele fungeert als doelwit voor een methode-
aanroep. Er zijn echter gevallen waarin dit onmogelijk is, zoals het geval
waarin een pool variabele wordt meegegeven als een actuele parameter. Als
deze pool variabele een declaratieve operatie bevat die verwijst naar loka-
le informatie, dan moeten we deze informatie verdisconteren alvorens de
opgeroepen methode uit te voeren. Die lokale informatie is immers niet
beschikbaar binnen de context van de opgeroepen methode. Dankzij onze
operationele semantiek, hebben we kunnen aantonen dat de taalconcepten
inderdaad toelaten om service afhankelijkheden zo laat mogelijk te initiali-
seren. In een volatiele omgeving zoals een Servicegerichte Architectuur is
dat uiteraard een groot voordeel, omdat zo de meest recente eigenschappen
van services worden gebruikt tijdens het controleren van beperkingen en het
evalueren van waarderingsmethodes.

• Contextbewarend. Een andere belangrijke eigenschap is dat onze formalisatie
toelaat om aan te tonen dat velden (instance fields) nooit vroegtijdig hoeven
gëınitialiseerd te worden. In tegenstelling tot lokale variabelen kunnen de de-
claratieve clausules van pool velden immers nooit wijzen naar andere lokale
variabelen; velden zijn dus nooit onderhevig aan het hierboven besproken
probleem. We moeten echter wel de context bewaren waarin het veld werd
gedefinieerd, om later alsnog de reductie van de declaratieve operaties te kun-
nen realiseren binnen de juiste scope. Dat wordt mogelijk gemaakt dankzij
de introductie van gesofisticeerde waarden, zogenaamde “ingepakte velden”,
waarin ons theoretisch reductiesysteem de nodige informatie bewaart om op
een later tijdstip (en in een andere uitvoeringscontext) de initiële declara-
tiecontext van het veld opnieuw samen te stellen. Dankzij deze garanties
kunnen programmeurs hun variabelen initieel voorzien van de nodige beper-
kingen en waarderingsmethodes, zonder bij het gebruik van de variabele te
moeten controleren of de inhoud nog uptodate is.

2.2.3 Gerelateerd Onderzoek

We hebben de ondersteuning van ServiceJ voor het uitwerken van expliciete inter-
acties vergeleken met een aantal bestaande methodes die gelijkaardige problemen
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trachten op te lossen. We geven hier een kort overzicht van onze vergelijkende
studie:

• OSGi en gerelateerde uitbreidingen. Enkele van de problemen die we hier
hebben geschetst, werden deels opgelost door raamwerken die niet zelden ge-
baseerd zijn op de Java Reflection API. Ze lossen die problemen vaak op ten
koste van compiler garanties op essentiële plaatsen in de code, bijvoorbeeld
bij het aanroepen van services. Andere oplossingen die hun heil niet zoeken
bij reflectie, zijn dan weer onderhevig aan het probleem van een beperkte
transparantie en een laag niveau van abstractie: zij maken programmeurs
verantwoordelijk voor het reageren op wijzigingen in de levencycles van ser-
vices en hun aanbieders. Naast het implementeren van de business logica,
is de programmeur hier dus ook verantwoordelijk voor het uitwerken van
robuuste, niet-functionele code.

• Injectie van afhankelijkheden. Alles wel beschouwd is het PVB mechanis-
me niet meer dan een techniek om interdependentie tussen services om te
zetten in dynamisch gebonden referenties. Dat doet sterk denken aan het
onderzoeksdomein van “injectie van afhankelijkheden” (dependency injecti-
on). De meeste van deze technieken zijn echter minder geschikt voor OSGi
omdat ze zich tevreden stellen met het injecteren van afhankelijkheden tij-
dens de constructie van de consument [11, 25, 1]. Dit strookt niet met de
nood aan laattijdige binding in OSGi. Andere technieken werden ontwikkeld
door onder meer Google [13, 14] om hieraan tegemoet te komen, maar deze
houden onvoldoende rekening met pluraliteit en volatiliteit.

• Java en Java uitbreidingen. Een aantal andere taalextensies richten zich op
het aanbieden van generieke, nieuwe communicatieprotocollen die momenteel
niet door Java ondersteund worden. In dat opzicht kan men het aanroepen
van services aanzien als een nieuw protocol met de vereisten van (1) laattij-
dige initialisatie van de variabele die als doelwit van de aanroep fungeert en
(2) robuuste invocatie. De voorgestelde uitbreidingen zijn niet taakspecifiek,
maar eerder generalistisch: ze maken vaak gebruik van reflectieve technolo-
gie en meta-objectprotocollen. Opnieuw worden de uitdagingen van service
interacties hier afgehandeld ten koste van sterke statische garanties.

• Talen gebaseerd op XML. Naast gerelateerd onderzoek dat zich richt op lo-
kale applicaties, hebben we ook voorstellen geëvalueerd aangaande XML-
gebaseerde talen. Deze talen worden hoofdzakelijk gebruikt voor Web Servi-
ces. Uit onze vergelijkende studie blijkt dat talen zoals BPEL [3] problemen
hebben met statische binding. Deze binding werd dynamisch gemaakt door
andere onderzoekers, wat leidde tot talen zoals GPSL [7] en ActiveXML [4],
maar deze uitbreidingen negeren nog te vaak de pluraliteit van services in
een Servicegerichte Architectuur.
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2.3 Valorisatie

De concepten die we in Sectie 2.2.1 hebben voorgesteld, zijn op verschillende ma-
nieren gevaloriseerd. Enerzijds is hun correctheid theoretisch aangetoond (Sec-
tie 2.2.2). Anderzijds hebben we ook een aantal praktische experimenten uitge-
voerd. We hebben een compiler gebouwd, we hebben gekeken hoe men ServiceJ
concepten kan gebruiken in Web Services omgevingen, we hebben aanpassingen
gemaakt aan het opzoekingsmechanisme van een bestaande OSGi implementatie,
en we hebben een gevalstudie ontwikkeld. We bespreken de compiler (Sectie 3.3.1)
en de uitbreiding aan het OSGi opzoekingsmechanisme (Sectie 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Compilatie van ServiceJ Applicaties

Eerder dan de Java compiler uit te breiden met ondersteuning voor het compileren
van ServiceJ-specifieke concepten, hebben we er voor gekozen om een preprocessor
te bouwen. Deze preprocessor transformeert instantiaties van het ServiceJ meta-
model in semantisch equivalente instantiaties van het Java metamodel, en speelt
dus een cruciale rol in de compilatiefase, die in drie stappen een ServiceJ applicatie
omzet naar Java bytecode:

1. Opbouw metamodel. De eerste stap bestaat uit het opbouwen van een me-
tamodel representatie van de ServiceJ applicatie. Hiervoor hebben we drie
tools gebouwd: een lexer, een parser, en een metamodel transformator. De
lexer en de parser bouwen een abstracte syntaxboom (abstract syntax tree,
AST). Deze AST wordt vervolgens omgezet tot een instantiatie van Service-
Jnome, ons metamodel van ServiceJ. In feite is dit metamodel een extensie
van Jnome, ons metamodel van Java [20].

2. Metamodel transformatie. Nadat we onze ServiceJ applicatie hebben voor-
gesteld als instantiatie van het ServiceJ metamodel, transformeren we deze
representatie naar een instantiatie van het Java metamodel. Tijdens de-
ze stap worden ServiceJ-specifieke concepten, zoals de pool qualifier en de
where operatie, omgezet naar Java expressies.

3. Compilatie van Java code. De instantie van Jnome wordt gecompileerd met
de Java compiler en kan uiteraard door de Java Virtuele Machine worden
uitgevoerd. Ze is ook compatibel met OSGi.

2.3.2 Implementatie van het Opzoekingsmechanisme van ServiceJ

ServiceJ houdt er een andere filosofie op na dan OSGi. Eerder dan met LDAP
filters te werken om services te beperken, werkt ServiceJ met echte Java expressies
omdat programmeurs op deze manier meer vrijheid hebben bij het definiëren van
zowel beperkingen als waarderingsmethodes. Dat betekent evenwel dat we een
eigen opzoekingsmechanisme moeten bouwen dat deze expressies in acht kan nemen
tijdens het selecteren van kandidaten. Deze ondersteuning wordt aangeboden door
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TAXI, ons opzoekingsmechanisme dat we hebben gëıntegreerd in een bestaande
en overigens erg populaire OSGi implementatie, namelijk Apache Felix [2].

TAXI construeert dynamisch de typehiërarchie van de services die geregistreerd
worden in het dienstenregister. Deze structuur heeft de vorm van een lattice; dat is
een boomstructuur waarbij kinderen meerdere ouders kunnen hebben. Het gebruik
van een lattice is hier noodzakelijk omdat types (knopen in de lattice) meerdere
supertypes (ouders) en meerdere subtypes (kinderen) kunnen hebben.

(a) Routebepaling (b) Wandeling (c) Extractie

Figuur 6: Het opzoekingsmechanisme van TAXI

Deze lattice wordt vooral gebruikt voor het opzoeken van type-conformerende
services. Dat gebeurt in drie stappen, zoals weergegeven in Figuur 6:

1. Routebepaling. Een zoekopdracht in de lattice begint bij het meest algemene
supertype. Dat betekent dat we voor een pool variabele van het klassetype T
een pad moeten bepalen van T naar diens meest algemene type, bijvoorbeeld
het type R in Figuur 6a.

2. Wandeling. Het pad dat in de eerste fase werd opgebouwd, wordt nu over-
lopen. Het opzoekingsalgoritme start bij het meest algemene type en daalt
af in de dynamisch opgebouwde lattice tot het statisch type van de pool
variabele wordt bereikt (Figuur 6b).

3. Extractie. Het is niet voldoende om enkel de pool terug te geven die behoort
tot dat statische type. Het is immers mogelijk dat deze knoop in de lattice
kinderen bevat die ook een eigen service pool hebben. Zoals weergegeven
in Figuur 6c zal TAXI deze subtypes ook bezoeken teneinde een zo groot
mogelijke pool van kandidaten samen te stellen.

Performantie. We hebben de performantie van dit algoritme afgetoetst aan een
aantal commerciële OSGi applicaties. Daarbij is het belangrijk om te weten dat
er twee strategieën bestaan om services op te zoeken:
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Figuur 7: Bundelgedreven versus typegedreven opzoeken van services

• Bundelgedreven. Deze strategie werkt niet met een typestructuur, maar ver-
zamelt alle services in een gerëıficeerde bundel in het dienstenregister. Op-
zoeken van services staat gelijk met het itereren over de beschrijvingen van
alle services, voor alle bundels. Deze strategie wordt onder andere gebruikt
in Apache Felix.

• Typegedreven. Deze strategie steunt op de vereiste van typeconformering in
Java. In een variabele van het type T kan nooit een service gëınjecteerd
worden die niet conformeert aan T. Daarom limiteert men de zoekruimte tot
enkel die services waarvan men op voorhand weet dat ze aan T conformeren.
Deze strategie wordt gebruikt in TAXI (via de type lattice) en in tal van
andere OSGi implementaties.

Figuur 7 toont de resultaten van onze vergelijkende studie naar de performantie
van verschillende opzoekingsmechanismen. De grafiek toont hoeveel services zich
in het dienstenregister bevinden op de x-as. De y-as toont de tijd die nodig is om
een zoekopdracht uit te voeren. In feite vat deze grafiek twee experimenten samen:

• Constante Relatieve Relevantie (CRR). Het linkse deel van de grafiek houdt
het aantal relevante services constant. Meer bepaald betekent dat voor dit
experiment dat het percentage van Printer services constant werd gehouden.
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We hebben incrementeel nieuwe services toegevoegd aan het dienstenregister
(tot en met 2000 services), maar we zagen er steeds op toe dat het percen-
tage Printer services niet veranderde. De grafiek toont een degradatie van
de performantie, die grotendeels verklaard wordt door de stijgende grootte
van de resultaatverzameling naarmate meer relevante services worden toege-
voegd. Bij Felix is die degradatie echter een stuk groter dan bij TAXI.

• Constante Absolute Relevantie (CAR). Het tweede gedeelte van het experi-
ment houdt het absolute aantal relevante services constant. Dat betekent dat
er geen nieuwe Printer services worden toegevoegd. Of nog: het percentage
van relevante services daalt naarmate nieuwe services worden geregistreerd
in het dienstenregister. Bij gebrek aan nieuwe relevante services zou men
verwachten dat de performantie niet langer degradeert, en in TAXI en vele
andere implementaties is dat ook het geval. Maar niet bij Felix. De keuze om
services op te zoeken via een bundelgedreven strategie blijft zeer sterk wegen
op de performantie van het opzoekingsmechanisme omdat men verplicht is
om de beschrijvingen van alle services van alle bundels te bekijken bij elke
zoekopdracht.

3 Impliciete Service Interacties

Naast onderzoek naar taalondersteuning voor toestandsloze expliciete interacties,
hebben we ook onderzocht hoe programmeertalen de implementatie van toestands-
loze impliciete service interacties beter kunnen ondersteunen. Een impliciete inter-
actie bestaat uit (1) een expressie die een interesse in een bepaald soort notificaties
aangeeft en (2) een expliciete interactie die reageert op een dergelijke notificatie.
Men spreekt in deze context ook wel van event-gedreven interacties. De service
die de notificatie stuurt, heet het “Subject”. Diegene die de notificatie ontvangt,
heet de “Observator”. Doorgaans moet een observator op voorhand zijn interesse
in een bepaald type van notificaties registreren bij de relevante subjecten. Ook
voor deze tweede vorm van service interacties motiveren we waarom men hiervoor
betere ondersteuning nodig heeft (Sectie 3.1), welke concepten voor deze onder-
steuning zorgen (Sectie 3.2), en hoe deze concepten gëıntegreerd kunnen worden
in een objectgerichte programmeertaal (Sectie 3.3).

3.1 Motivatie

Opnieuw identificeren we eerst een aantal uitdagingen die volgens ons inherent
zijn aan impliciete interacties. Dat geeft ons een basis om bestaande technieken
te evalueren, om op die manier een aantal problemen bloot te leggen.
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3.1.1 Vereistenanalyse

Onze vereistenanalyse delen we opnieuw op in enerzijds uitdagingen waarop onze
oplossing een antwoord moet bieden, en anderzijds nevenvoorwaarden die er over
moeten waken dat die oplossing geen bestaande garanties teniet doet.

Uitdagingen. De uitdagingen die we reeds hebben gëıdentificeerd voor expliciete
interacties blijven hier onverminderd gelden. Een impliciete interactie bestaat
immers deels uit een expliciete interactie die dient als de reactie op een notificatie.
Hier willen we ons echter vooral concentreren op uitdagingen die specifiek zijn voor
impliciete interacties:

• Beheer van afhankelijkheden. Mede door de pluraliteit van services in
een Servicegerichte Architectuur, is het goed mogelijk dat een Observator
gëınteresseerd is in notificaties van meerdere subjecten. Maar die subjecten
hebben doorgaans een erg volatiel karakter omdat ze onderhevig zijn aan
een levenscyclus (en aan de levenscyclus van hun bundel). Afhankelijkheden
tussen observatoren en subjecten worden derhalve best transparant beheerd,
en niet door programmeurs.

• Irrelevante notificaties – Onterecht verwijderde notificaties. De kwaliteit van
een mechanisme voor impliciete interacties kan men inschatten door te kij-
ken naar enerzijds het aantal ongevraagde notificaties die toch worden afge-
leverd bij een observator, en anderzijds het aantal notificaties die onterecht
niet worden afgeleverd. Een kwalitatief interactiemechanisme minimaliseert
beide factoren.

• Event-Conditie-Actie regels. We willen ook de inzetbaarheid van het impli-
ciet interactiemechanisme maximaliseren. Het moet mogelijk zijn om een
breed gamma aan impliciete interacties te implementeren. De meest algeme-
ne vorm van dergelijke interacties zijn “Event-Conditie-Actie” (ECA) regels.
Een ECA regel wacht op de notificatie van een event (E) en voert een reactie
uit (A) als de bijgevoegde conditie (C) geldt. Om de uitdrukkingskracht van
dit mechanisme verder te verhogen, willen we ook complexe event specifi-
caties ondersteunen. Een complexe event specificatie is een combinatie van
events en compositie-operatoren.

Nevenvoorwaarden. De uitdagingen hierboven kunnen deels opgelost worden
door een aanpak gebaseerd op Reflectie [24]. We hebben in die context experimen-
ten uitgevoerd, maar dat gaat vaak ten koste van bestaande compiler garanties.
Daarom formuleren we hier opnieuw een aantal nevenvoorwaarden waaraan onze
oplossing moet voldoen:

• Compiler garanties. We zijn er van overtuigd dat de kwaliteit van een pro-
grammeermodel stijgt naarmate de compiler meer fouten kan detecteren.
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Opnieuw willen we hier dus geen oplossing voorstellen die de controles van
een compiler omzeilt. Eigenlijk willen we de hoeveelheid garanties zelfs ver-
hogen teneinde de kans op fouten tijdens de uitvoering van het programma
te beperken.

• Abstractie. Hierboven gaven we aan dat we complexe ECA regels willen
ondersteunen. Dergelijke regels creëren typisch de nood aan een geavanceerd
detectiemechanisme dat composities van events kan detecteren in een stroom
van notificaties. Deze algoritmen moeten transparant ondersteund worden
om de programmeur maximaal te ontlasten van niet-functionele code.

• Expressieve, leesbare code. Een observator moet op een beknopte wijze kun-
nen aangeven op welk patroon van notificaties hij wil reageren. Het moet
ook mogelijk zijn om beperkingen op te leggen aangaande het type en de
eigenschappen van subjecten en hun events. Dergelijke beperkingen worden
best gëıntegreerd zonder aan de uniformiteit van het programmeermodel te
raken.

• Zichtbaarheid van het patroon. Men zegt wel eens dat een observator twee
rollen tegelijk moet spelen: enerzijds biedt hij operaties aan aan andere klas-
sen, anderzijds reageert hij ook op notificaties. Nochtans zijn dit twee totaal
gescheiden verantwoordelijkheden en is er dus geen enkele reden waarom de
reactie op notificaties verweven moet zijn met de business logica. Doorgaans
wil men beide verantwoordelijkheden duidelijk scheiden in de broncode om
de zichtbaarheid van de observatorrol te verhogen.

3.1.2 Evaluatie van OSGi

Opnieuw geven we eerst een kort overzicht van de manier waarop impliciete in-
teracties in OSGi worden ondersteund. We beperken ons hier tot functionele
notificaties. Dat zijn notificaties die relevant zijn voor de business logica van een
service. Niet-functionele notificaties hebben betrekking op de levenscyclus van een
service of van diens bundle. Dergelijke notificaties worden ook ondersteund, maar
we nemen ze niet op in deze samenvatting.
De EventAdmin. OSGi introduceert een patroon om automatisch de afhan-
kelijkheden te beheren tussen observatoren en hun subjecten: het Whiteboard
patroon [18]. In dit patroon registreert de observator een object in het dienstenre-
gister. Dit object is een instantiatie van een klasse die de EventHandler interface
implementeert, waarvan de handleEvent(Event) methode zal opgeroepen wor-
den op het moment dat een Event wordt gesignaleerd. De observator kan ook
een LDAP filter meegeven die beperkingen oplegt aan het type en de eigenschap-
pen van events. Hier wordt men wel opnieuw geconfronteerd met onzekerheid
over enerzijds de juistheid van de filterexpressie en anderzijds het bestaan van de
sleutels waarnaar men in die expressie refereert.

Subjecten kunnen een event signaleren door de EventAdmin op te zoeken in
het dienstenregister. Deze service bevat een methode sendEvent(Event) die on-
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Figuur 8: Notificatie van functionele events via het Whiteboard patroon

middellijk een notificatie stuurt naar alle gëınteresseerden. Dat gebeurt door in
het dienstenregister alle services op te zoeken waarvoor (1) het type compatibel
is met EventHandler en (2) de bijgevoegde LDAP filter voldaan is voor de met-
adata tabel die door het subject tesamen met het Event werd meegegeven. Van
elke EventHandler wordt nu de handleEvent methode opgeroepen, wat leidt tot
de afhandeling van de event.

Evaluatie. Het moet gezegd worden dat het Whiteboard patroon een goede
manier is om afhankelijkheden tussen subjecten en observatoren te beheren. Pro-
grammeurs worden slechts zelden belast met wijzigingen aan de levenscyclus van
de subjecten die ze observeren vanuit hun services. Diezelfde programmeurs wor-
den echter wel geconfronteerd worden met een groot aantal irrelevante notificaties
en onterecht verwijderde, relevante notificaties. Het eerste probleem wordt veroor-
zaakt door het LDAP-gebaseerd beperkingsmechanisme, dat onvoldoende expres-
sief is. Het tweede probleem is een gevolg van een gebrek aan gestandaardiseerde
metadata. Beide problemen werden reeds gesignaleed toen we expliciete interac-
ties bestudeerden. Een ander probleem is dat composities van events niet worden
ondersteund. We hebben daarvoor zelf een oplossing gebouwd, waarbij program-
meurs via een dynamisch getypeerde taal event composities kunnen definiëren,
maar dat voorstel omzeilt belangrijke compiler garanties, zoals dat ook voor de
LDAP filters het geval is. Nog een ander probleem is de monolithisch opgebouwde
handleEvent methode, waarbij ECA regels in elkaar verweven worden.

3.2 Concepten

Op basis van de analyse die we hierboven hebben gepresenteerd, hebben we een
aantal taalconcepten ontwikkeld die zich specifiek richten op taalondersteuning
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1 class Monitor{

2 public Monitor(){...}

3

4 observe(Item item) where(item.getValue()>2000){

5 on(Item.Sold sell) where(sell.getPrice()>3000){

6 Logger.archive( item.getID(),

7 sell.getOccurrenceTime(),

8 sell.getPrice()

9 );

10 }

11 on(...) //other events can be listened to here.

12 }

13

14 observe(this.getCustomer()) where(checkLoyalty(this.getCustomer())){

15 on(Customer.Complaint complaint) where(complaint.isSevere()){

16 ...

17 }

18 }

19 }

Listing 2: Interbundel and intrabundel observatie

voor impliciete service interacties. Deze taaluitbreiding kreeg de werktitel “Even-
tJ”. De voorgestelde concepten kunnen ook gebruikt worden voor de implementatie
van het Observer patroon [12] in applicaties zonder services, maar dat is niet de
focus van dit onderzoek.

3.2.1 Observatie van Atomische Events

Een atomische event is een event die niet verder kan opgedeeld worden in andere
events. Een observator heeft dus geen compositie-operatoren nodig om zijn inte-
resse in atomische events uit te drukken (dat is enkel nodig voor samengestelde
events, zie Sectie 3.2.2).

De concepten voor observatie van atomische events zijn weergegeven in Lis-
ting 2. Het gaat om een klasse Monitor die twee observe blokken introduceert.
De definitie van een observe block bestaat uit twee delen:

• Subject type. Een observe blok aanvaardt argumenten die refereren naar
het te observeren subject. Een argument is ofwel een service referentie of-
wel een object referentie. Gaat het om een service referentie, dan geeft het
observe blok aan dat de observator gëınteresseerd is in eender welk type-
conformerend object dat events stuurt. Daarvan is een voorbeeld te zien op
lijn 4. Gebruikt men daarentegen een object referentie, zoals op lijn 14, dan
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geeft men aan dat enkel notificaties vanwege die referentie mogen gesigna-
leerd worden.

• Subject beperking. Naast het type kan men ook restricties definiëren aan-
gaande de eigenschappen van het subject. Dat gebeurt door een booleaanse
expressie mee te geven aan de where clausule die aan het observe block
vasthangt.

Binnen dat observe blok kan een programmeur meerdere ECA regels definiëren die
betrekking hebben op het subject dat men reeds via het actuele argument van het
observe block en de optionele where clause nauwkeurig heeft kunnen specificeren.
Een ECA regel wordt in onze taaluitbreiding uitgewerkt in een on blok. Dat blok
bestaat uit drie delen:

• Event. Het formele argument van een on blok geeft aan voor welk type
van events de ECA regel van toepassing is. Gelijkaardig aan het formele
argument van het observe blok, gaat het hier dus om een typebeperking.

• Conditie. Naast het type van het event, kan men hier ook restricties opleggen
aangaande de eigenschappen van het event. Een optionele where clausule
laat toe om een booleaanse expressie te specificeren die aangeeft wanneer
een bepaald type notificaties gewenst is.

• Actie. De ruimte tussen de accolades dient om te reageren op notificaties
van events die aan de conditie voldoen. De inhoud van dit blok wordt best
vergeleken met de inhoud van een reguliere methode in Java.

3.2.2 Observatie van Samengestelde Events

Naast het basismodel voor de definitie van ECA regels hebben we een aantal
uitbreidingen voorgesteld. De belangrijkste daarvan is ondersteuning voor de defi-
nitie van ECA regels in combinatie met gecombineerde events. Een gecombineerde
event is een specificatie die een interesse weergeeft in een combinatie van atomische
events. Die atomische events worden gecombineerd aan de hand van compositie-
operatoren.

De definitie van een expressieve compositietaal is minder belangrijk voor deze
tekst. We zijn eerder gëınteresseerd in hoe de detectie van gecombineerde events
kan gëıntegreerd worden in een objectgerichte programmeertaal zonder daarbij
het niveau van abstractie te verlagen. Daarom hebben we onszelf tevreden gesteld
met een aantal voor de hand liggende compositie-operatoren zoals conjunctie (&&),
disjunctie (||), en sequentie (->). De conjunctie-operator geeft bijvoorbeeld aan
dat de compositie (zoals A && B) gedetecteerd is op het moment dat zowel de
linkerkant (een event A) als de rechterkant (een event B) gedetecteerd zijn.

Listing 3 geeft een voorbeeld van de specificatie van gecombineerde events.
Lijn 5 toont een combinatie van twee variabelen, buy en sell, gecombineerd met de
sequentie-operator. Beide variabelen verwijzen naar atomische events. Ze werden
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1 observe(Item item){

2 Item.Bought buy where buy.getPrice()>20;

3 Item.Sold sell;

4

5 on(buy->sell){

6 if(buy.getPrice()<sell.getPrice()){

7 this.new Profit(sell.price-buy.price).publish();

8 } else {

9 this.new Loss(buy.price-sell.price).publish();

10 }

11 }

12 }

Listing 3: Specificatie van gecombineerde events via CEVs

gedeclareerd op lijnen 2 en 3. Dergelijke variabelen noemen we in EventJ ook wel
“Constrained Event Variables” (CEV). Een CEV heeft de volgende semantiek:

• Event Type. Elke CEV heeft een type. Dit type legt eigenlijk beperkingen op
aan het type events dat gesignaleerd wordt aan de observator. In dit geval
worden enkel notificaties van Bought en Sold verwacht. Andere event types
zijn niet gewenst, ook niet wanneer een subject voldoet aan de restricties die
reeds werden opgelegd op het niveau van het observe blok op lijn 1.

• Event Beperking. Uiteraard kunnen CEVs ook restricties opleggen aangaan-
de de eigenschappen van het event dat gesignaleerd wordt. Dat gebeurt
opnieuw aan de hand van een where clausule.

CEVs worden nooit door programmeurs gëınitialiseerd. Dat wordt verboden
door de EventJ compiler. Ze worden transparant gebonden door onze event de-
tector op het moment dat een subject een event signaleert, op voorwaarde dat het
subject voldoet aan alle restricties van het observe block, en dat de event voldoet
aan de voorwaarden (type en eigenschappen) van de CEV.

Louter een event binden aan een CEV is echter onvoldoende. In Listing 3 zou
de notificatie van twee opeenvolgende Bought events er toe leiden dat de tweede
notificatie genegeerd wordt omdat de conformerende CEV, buy, reeds gebonden
is na de eerste notificatie. Dat leidt mogelijk tot het onterecht verwijderen van
relevante notificaties: als er na de signaleren van de twee Bought events ook twee
Sold events worden gesignaleerd, zal de ECA regel slechts op één combinatie
reageren.

Wat we hier nodig hebben, is de transparante en parallelle detectie van ge-
combineerde events. We hebben daarvoor een systeem van blauwdrukken en grafes
ontwikkeld. De blauwdruk bevat de definitie van de ECA regel en laat toe om nieu-
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we grafes te instantiëren die een gecombineerde event parallel kunnen detecteren.
Deze constructie is echter te complex om uit te leggen in deze samenvatting.

Andere uitbreidingen. Onze eerste uitbreiding spitste zich toe op het detecteren
van gecombineerde events. Dat leidde tot een drastische uitbreiding van onze
event detector, maar deze toename in complexiteit is volledig transparant voor
programmeurs. Om de expressiviteit van ons concept verder te verhogen, hebben
we eveneens ondersteuning ingebouwd voor multi-subject observatie en correlatie:

• Multi-Subject Observatie. We hebben het concept van de CEV doorgetrokken
naar subjecten, namelijk “Constrained Subject Variables”. Deze variabelen
komen voor als formele argumenten in het observe blok. Elke variabele
heeft zijn eigen where clause voor de definitie van restricties op maat van
een enkel subject. De where clausule die aan de definitie van het observe
blok hangt, wordt in dat geval enkel gebruikt voor zeer algemene restricties,
zonder te refereren naar een subject.

• Correlatie. We hebben ook de mogelijkheid ingebouwd om beperkingen op te
leggen aangaande relaties tussen verschillende events in een compositie. In
het onderzoek naar event computing gebruikt men daarvoor de term “event
correlatie”. Onze gespecialiseerde taalconcepten laten toe om dergelijke re-
laties op een declaratieve manier uit te drukken.

3.2.3 Middleweight EventJ

EventJ beperkt zich tot een informele introductie van taalconcepten die ondersteu-
ning aanbieden voor de implementatie van impliciete interacties. Deze concepten
worden geformaliseerd aan de hand van Middleweight EventJ. Dat is opnieuw een
uitbreiding van het bestaande Middleweight Java [5]. Het zou ons te ver leiden
om dit model hier te bespreken. Wel is het belangrijk om te weten dat onze
taalconcepten het opnieuw mogelijk maken om syntactische fouten eenvoudig te
detecteren. Daarnaast kan een compiler ook alle expressies controleren alsof het
gewone Java expressies zijn. Een ander voordeel is dat we werken met zeer spe-
cifieke event types, zoals Item.Bought, in contrast met OSGi, waar men met het
zeer algemene type Event moet werken omdat handleEvent een methode is uit
een generieke interface.

Middleweight EventJ is echter niet alleen nuttig om dergelijke statische garan-
ties in te bouwen. We hebben in onze formalisatie ook een volledige event detector
ingebouwd, die weergeeft hoe event detectie in een objectgerichte applicatie kan
worden gëıntegreerd. Deze detector bewaart blauwdrukken van relevante ECA
regels en instantieert wanneer nodig nieuwe grafes om een nieuwe gecombineer-
de event te detecteren. Bovendien hebben we aangetoond dat de integratie van
deze complexe event detector niet leidt tot de schending van bestaande regels en
garanties aangaande de typering van een programma (type soundness).
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3.2.4 Gerelateerd Onderzoek

Gelijkaardig aan ons onderzoek voor expliciete interacties, hebben we opnieuw
een groot aantal andere strategieën onderzocht. We hebben patronen en raam-
werken bekeken die voornamelijk op zoek zijn naar een betere implementatie van
het Observer patroon [12]. Daarnaast hebben we ook specifieke taaluitbreidingen
onderzocht, en oplossingen gebaseerd op aspectgericht programmeren:

• Patronen en raamwerken. Om de specificatie van ECA regels beter te on-
dersteunen in objectgerichte programmeertalen werden een aantal nieuwe
patronen voorgesteld [23, 19]. Deze patronen bieden een hogere zichtbaar-
heid van ECA regels en beperken enigszins het aantal irrelevante notificaties.
Het probleem is echter dat programmeurs erg veel code moeten schrijven.
Vaak moeten ze zelfs niet-triviale delen van een event detector rëıficeren in
hun code.

• Taaluitbreidingen. Specifieke taalextensies zoals LayOM [6] and XOTcl [21]
richten zich op de definitie van extra lagen of filters die een deel van de obser-
vatielogica proberen te verbergen voor observerende klassen. Dat werkt zeer
goed voor atomische events, waarbij een observator een specifieke methode
moet uitvoeren nadat het subject een event heeft gestuurd. Bij gecombi-
neerde events kunnen deze technieken niet langer gebruikt worden omdat er
dan geen direct verband meer bestaat tussen een atomische notificatie en
een reactie. Filters zoals die van XOTcl zijn een zeer goed voorstel om zowel
subjecten als hun notificaties te beperken, maar dergelijke beperkingen zijn
minder expressief dan de Java expressies die men kan gebruiken in de where
clausules van EventJ.

• Aspect-oriëntatie. Een aantal onderzoekers hebben bestudeerd in hoeverre
men ontwerppatronen kan uitbesteden aan aspecten. Het zijn hier vooral de
structurele ontwerppatronen die volgens ons succesvol kunnen worden uitbe-
steed, en we denken daarbij vooral aan patronen zoals Composite en Visitor.
Maar voor gedragsspecifieke patronen zoals Observer is dat een stuk moeilij-
ker. Dergelijke patronen vragen immers altijd een stuk functionele code. Bij
een Observer is dat bijvoorbeeld code die reageert op een notificatie. We zijn
er niet van overtuigd dat deze code per se uit de broncode van een observator
verwijderd moet worden. Wat wel een interessante onderzoekspiste is, is de
definitie van observatielogica die niet ingekapseld is in een specifieke klasse.
Dergelijke ECA regels worden momenteel vaak gebruikt in het domein van
“business regels”.

3.3 Valorisatie

We hebben EventJ gevaloriseerd op drie verschillende manieren. Ten eerste heb-
ben we opnieuw een compiler gebouwd die toelaat om te experimenten met de
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concepten van EventJ. Daarnaast hebben we gekeken hoe deze concepten gebruikt
kunnen worden in omgevingen die gebruik maken van Web Services. We hebben
ook opnieuw de expressiviteit van onze concepten bekeken aan de hand van een
gevalstudie. In deze sectie bespreken we kort de compiler (Sectie 3.3.1) en de
gevalstudie (Sectie 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Compilatie van EventJ applicaties

Grotendeels gedreven door het formele reductiesysteem van Middleweight EventJ,
hebben we opnieuw een compiler gebouwd die toelaat om experimenten uit te voe-
ren met de voorgestelde concepten. Deze compiler is geen uitbreiding van de Java
compiler. Het is eerder een preprocessor die toelaat om EventJ code te vertalen
naar Java code. Deze vertaling gebeurt aan de hand van een metamodeltransfor-
matie. Eerst wordt EventJ code voorgesteld in een AST die daarna omgezet wordt
in een instantiatie van het EventJ metamodel. Deze instantiatie wordt daarna
getransformeerd naar een instantiatie van het Java metamodel. Dergelijke instan-
tiaties kunnen eenvoudig worden uitgeschreven als Java code die compileerbaar is
met de bestaande Java compiler.

3.3.2 Gevalstudie

Daarnaast hebben we opnieuw de expressiviteit van onze concepten geëvalueerd
aan de hand van een gevalstudie. We maken hiervoor gebruik van “expressiviteits-
kaarten”. Deze kaarten vatten een groot aantal vergelijkende experimenten samen
en willen als dusdanig een beeld geven van de expressiviteit van onze concepten.
In deze sectie bespreken we kort de resultaten van deze studie aan de hand van de
kaarten weergegeven in Figuur 9 (voor OSGi) en Figuur 10 (voor EventJ).

De kaarten gaan na hoe een ECA regel voor een atomische event kan gespe-
cificeerd worden in beide programmeermodellen. We hebben zes experimenten
uitgevoerd, weergegeven door de zes rechthoeken in de expressiviteitskaart. De
twee assen geven weer welke variabele we hebben gemanipuleerd. De horizontale
as geeft aan dat we geëxperimenteerd hebben met zowel niet-functionele (linker-
kant) als functionele events (rechterkant). We hebben ook verschillende soorten
beperkingen opgelegd om de verzameling van gewenste notificaties te beperken (de
verticale as). De kleurcodering van de expressiviteitskaart geeft een beeld van de
complexiteit van de interactie; hoe donkerder de achtergrond, hoe complexer de
realisatie van een correcte interactie.

Een voorbeeld van een expressiviteitskaart voor OSGi is weergegeven in Fi-
guur 9. Deze kaart bevat de resultaten van zes experimenten die we hebben uit-
gewerkt gebruik makend van het impliciete interactiemechanisme van OSGi (de
EventAdmin service). Deze kaart toont aan dat vooral niet-functionele events goed
kunnen worden uitgewerkt in OSGi (de linkerkant van de kaart). Het Whiteboard
patroon is erg geschikt om dergelijke interacties uit te werken, al daalt de expressi-
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Figuur 9: Expressiviteitskaart voor atomische events in OSGi
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viteit naarmate de complexiteit van de beperkingen toeneemt (de linkerbovenkant
van Figuur 9). Voor functionele events daalt de expressiviteit sneller omdat men
doorgaans meerdere ECA regels moet onderbrengen in eenzelfde handleEvent me-
thode. De regels zijn al snel met elkaar verweven, wat de code moeilijk leesbaar
maakt. Bovendien is men verplicht om heel wat typecontroles uit te voeren. Het
voorgestelde beperkingsmechanisme, gebaseerd op LDAP filters, is ook onvoldoen-
de expressief, wat er toe leidt dat men ook in de handleEvent methode nog extra
beperkingen moet controleren (de restricties die men niet in LDAP kon uitdruk-
ken).

Figuur 10: Expressiviteitskaart voor atomische events in EventJ

We hebben hetzelfde experiment uitgewerkt in EventJ. De expressiviteitskaart die
dit experiment samenvat is weergegeven in Figuur 10. Op deze kaart is te zien dat
de strategie om beperkingen uit te drukken een stuk expressiever is. Aan de hand
van where clausules kan men eenvoudig beperkingen opleggen aan subjecten en hun
notificaties. Bovendien kan men niet alleen het type, maar ook de eigenschappen
op een zeer expressieve manier beperken. De meest complexe variant van het
experiment (rechterbovenhoek in Figuur 10) kan ook worden uitgedrukt met de
concepten van EventJ. Bovendien worden ECA regels op een duidelijke manier van
elkaar gescheiden door ze uit te werken in aparte on blokken.

We zijn er van overtuigd dat deze expressiviteitskaarten een goede manier zijn
om de expressiviteit van nieuw voorgestelde taalconcepten te evalueren, en om
zwakke punten te identificeren. Daarom zullen we in de toekomst verder experi-
menten uitvoeren teneinde meer van deze kaarten op te stellen.
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4 Conclusies en Toekomstig Werk

De vraag die we aan het begin van dit doctoraat hebben gesteld is of objectgerich-
te programmeertalen kunnen worden uitgebreid teneinde de implementatie van
toestandsloze service interacties beter te ondersteunen. We hebben tijdens ons
onderzoek een antwoord gezocht op deze vraag voor zowel expliciete als impliciete
interacties. We geven eerst een overzicht van de contributies (Sectie 4.1). Daarna
bekijken we mogelijke wegen voor toekomstig werk (Sectie 4.2), en uiteindelijk ge-
ven we onze visie over taalextensies voor de ondersteuning van service interacties
(Sectie 4.3).

4.1 Overzicht van de Contributies

Expliciete interacties. Gedreven door onze analyse van de uitdagingen die
inherent zijn aan de implementatie van expliciete interacties, hebben we ServiceJ
voorgesteld. Deze taaluitbreiding laat programmeurs toe om op een declaratieve
manier beperkingen op te leggen aan variabelen die service referenties bevatten.
Zo wordt de ontwikkelaar volledig geëxonereerd van de technische uitdagingen die
inherent zijn aan het oproepen van services.

Daarnaast hebben we een formeel model gebouwd dat toelaat om op een zeer
fijn niveau aan te geven hoe deze concepten de uitvoering van een applicatie
bëınvloeden. Zo tonen we onder meer aan dat afhankelijkheden op services pas
op het allerlaatste moment gëınjecteerd worden. We bewijzen ook dat deze taal-
uitbreiding toelaat om extra garanties te geven betreffende de correctheid van de
broncode. Gebaseerd op deze formalisatie hebben we een compiler gebouwd om
te experimenteren met gevalstudies. Uit deze gevalstudies hebben we expressivi-
teitskaarten gedistilleerd die inderdaad aantonen dat de expressiviteit van de code
gevoelig stijgt. Daarnaast hebben we ook verbeteringen aangebracht aan het op-
zoekingsmechanisme van OSGi, en we hebben nagedacht over hoe de concepten
gebruikt kunnen worden in Web Services omgevingen.

Impliciete interacties. Ook voor impliciete interacties hebben we uitdagingen
gëıdentificeerd alvorens een aantal taalconcepten voor te stellen. Deze taalconcep-
ten concentreren zich op (1) expressieve beperkingen en (2) complexe combinaties
van events. Beperkingen worden uitgedrukt met behulp van een where clausule.
Deze kan gebruikt worden voor zowel subjecten (Constrained Subject Variables,
CSV) als de events die ze versturen (Constrained Event Variables, CEV); men
kan ze ook gebruiken om restricties op te leggen aan het hele observe blok. We
hebben een gedetailleerd formeel model gebouwd om weer te geven hoe events
afgeleverd worden aan observerende services. Deze formalisatie laat ook toe om
een aantal correctheidsgaranties te geven betreffende restricties en composities van
events. Daarnaast hebben we opnieuw een compiler gebouwd, en we hebben een
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voorstel gedaan om ECA regels te integreren in bestaande specificaties voor impli-
ciete interacties in Web Services omgevingen. Een gevalstudie toont opnieuw aan
dat de expressiviteit van onze concepten gevoelig hoger ligt dan de concepten die
momenteel door OSGi worden aangeboden.

4.2 Toekomstig Werk

De taalconcepten voorgesteld door ServiceJ en EventJ zijn eerder prototypes dan
volledig afgewerkte concepten. Voor beide taaluitbreidingen geven we een aantal
suggesties voor toekomstig werk.

Voor ServiceJ willen we vooral verder werken aan een robuuste definitie van
conversaties tussen services. Deze tekst richtte zich vooral op de ondersteuning
van de implementatie van toestandsloze service interacties en gaf summier aan hoe
de session constructie kan gebruikt worden voor het afbakenen van conversaties
tussen een client en een aanbieder. Maar die constructie is tot dusver nog onvol-
doende expressief. Ook willen we nadenken aan taalconcepten die het mogelijk
maken om een service toe te voegen aan het dienstenregister. Momenteel hebben
we ons hoofdzakelijk geconcentreerd op de consument, en niet op de aanbieder van
services.

Voor EventJ willen we nagaan hoe events op een declaratieve wijze gepubli-
ceerd kunnen worden. Doorgaans wil een subject niet expliciet aangeven op welke
plaatsen in de code een event gevuurd moet worden. Beter is om declaratief een
notificatieconditie te specificeren, waarbij het uitvoeringsmechanisme de notificatie
automatisch verstuurt wanneer aan deze conditie voldaan is. Een meer technisch
pad voor toekomstig werk behelst het beheer van de event detector. Momenteel
worden alle gesignaleerde events bewaard in de event detector, wat erg veel ge-
heugen vraagt. Er zou moeten nagegaan worden hoe bestaande oplossingen voor
geheugenbeheer hieraan tegemoet kunnen komen.

4.3 Over Taalondersteuning voor Service Interacties

Onderzoek naar taalextensies om generieke problemen op te lossen wordt gelau-
werd door sommigen, maar slechts met moeite gewaardeerd door anderen. Hier
geven we kort onze mening over vaak geciteerde voor- en nadelen.

Tegenstanders van taalextensies argumenteren wel eens dat taalextensies leiden
tot (1) een steilere leercurve, (2) een starre uitvoeringsstrategie, en (3) de nood
om de compiler uit te breiden. De eerste kritiek rijmt niet met onze concepten,
die juist beogen om zoveel mogelijk complexiteit te verbergen. Het tweede argu-
ment bevat een grond van waarheid: professionals kunnen niet langer hun eigen
strategieën opleggen om services op te roepen of om naar events te luisteren. Als
we echter kijken naar bestaande raamwerken voor OSGi, dan zien we dat al deze
uitbreidingen steeds dezelfde strategie gebruiken, en dat daar slechts bij uitzon-
dering van wordt afgeweken. We zijn er dus van overtuigd dat een vastgelegde
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uitvoeringsstrategie zeker geen nadeel is. Het is maar de vraag of het derde ar-
gument –de nood aan een compilerextensie– kan beschouwd worden als een echt
nadeel. Enerzijds hebben we reeds aangetoond dat een preprocessor een dergelijke
vereiste ongedaan maakt. Anderzijds zien we dat recent onderzoek betreffende
Language-Oriented Programming [9] en Software Factories [15] een gelijkaardige
strategie volgt als de onze.

Voorstanders van taaluitbreidingen zijn er van overtuigd dat taalextensies (1)
het niveau van abstractie verhogen, (2) dat ze voor een uniform programmeermodel
zorgen, en (3) dat ze de compiler er toe in staat stellen om zo veel mogelijk garanties
te geven betreffende de correctheid van de broncode. We hebben in deze tekst
op meerdere plaatsen aangetoond dat dat inderdaad het geval is. Daarom zijn
we er van overtuigd dat zowel ServiceJ als EventJ gebruiksvriendelijke concepten
introduceren die de implementatie van zowel expliciete als impliciete interacties
sterk vereenvoudigen.
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